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PREFACE
The 19th International Cosmic Ray Conference, under the auspices of the Cosmic Ray
Commission of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, is being held on
the campus of the University of California, San Diego, on 11 through 23 August 1985.
In keeping with the tradition begun in 1971 by the Australian organizers of the 12th
ICRC, the Proceedings of this conference are appearing in two sets of volumes. The
first set, consisting of volumes 1 through 8, is being distributed to all
participants at the beginning of the conference. This set contains the contributed
papers. The second set, distributed after the conference, contains invited,
rapporteur, and highlight papers. The papers are reproduced here exactly as they were
received from the authors, without refereeing.
For the 19th ICRC, the scientific program w_ organized _ording to three major
divisions-_- 0(3 (cosmic rays and gamma rays of Galactic Origin), SH (Solar and
Heliosphere), and HE (High Energy). Technical papers are included in each of the
three divisions.
This conference depended on funds from several agencies of the United States
government, including major financial support from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and support from the National Science Foundation, the Department of
Energy, and the Air Force Geophysics I_boratory. Important financial support also
came from the Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences of the University of
California, San Diego, from the California Space Institute of the University of
California, from the Department of Physics and Astronomy of the University of
Maryland, College park, from the International Union for Pure and Applied Physics,
and from several corporate sponsors who will be acknowledged by name in the post-
conference volumes.
We appreciate the confidence placed in the conference organizers by the Cosmic Ray
Commission, and acknowledge with thanks the role of the Commission members in
setting up the rules for the conference and in advising the organizers during its planning.
We are grateful to all of the members of the various organizing committees listed at
the front of this volume. The three Program Committees went to great effort to
w organize a coherent, scientific program and to schedule four parallel sessions with a
minimum of conflicts. The Local Organizing Committee h_s worked long and hard to
ensure efficient and hospitable accommodations for all the partieipant_, both in the
scientific sessions and outside them. The Publications Committee not only took great
pains to assemble these volumes but also msint,_ined an orderly data base of papers
and authors which was extremely helpful to the program committees. The General
Organizing Committee made important contributions of ideas and efforts to make the
conference possible; this committee included international representation from _ll of
North America, thus the departure from the traditional name of National Organizing
Committee. And the entire effort was coordinated by the dedicated members of the
Steering Committee.
Martin H. Israel, Chairman August, 1995
General Organizing Committee
LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
This conference marks a departure from previous conferences in this series in that
the publication of the Conference Papers was carried out an entire continent away
from the activities of Local Organising Committee. This posed some problems but, to
the considerable surprise of the Publications Committee members, the one that was
expected to be the most trouble turned out not to be significant. The overwhelming
majority of those submitting papers and abstracts sent them to the correct _ldress,
not to La Jolla as was feared. We wish to thank our many authors for their alertness
and commend them for handling a complicated situation so well.
There are eight volumes to be distributed to the conference participants in addition
to the Conference Program and Author Index: three volumes for OG, two for SH and
three for HE. the detailed makeup of these volumes is described in the prefaces
written by the Scientific Program chairmen for their respective volumes. Out of some
1100 abstracts that were accepted by the Scientific Program Committees for inclusion
in the conference some 929 papers were finally received in time for inclusion in the
Conference Papers. This represents a response of approximately 84 percent, a modest
improvement. Even if one excludes the 42 one page papers that should be considered
as 'confirming abstracts', even though there was no such formal category, the
response vies somewhat higher than that of recent years. We attribute this to the
carrot of s later deadline than before coupled with the stick of there being no
printing of post deadline contributed papers. We believe that this decision of the
General Organising Committee was a wise one. Of course invited, rapporteur, and
highlight talks will be printed in volumes to be distributed to the participants
after the conference as usual.
The Publications Committee had much generous help in performing its duties: from
Goddard Space Flight Center we had the help of B. Glasser, L. Harris, E. Schronce,
N. Smith, J. Esposito and T. Smith. From the Naval Research Laboratory we were
helped by T. Mas_tta, and at the University of Maryland M_ L. Snidow and J. Mucha
gave much needed assistance. Special thanks are due to Caryl Short, the lone staff
member of the Publications Committee. She maintained the computer data base,
organised the abstr_ts as they arrived, and kept track of the papers themselves to
see that the finally arrived in the right place at the right time. Without her help
the job would have been far more difficult than it was.
PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE August, 1985
IP
FranM O._lones, Chm.
Jim'Adams ._ •
GlenM. Mason ""
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Preface to HE Volumes
Papers contributed to the XIX International Cosmic Ray
Conference were arranged into three major divisions: Origin
and Galactic phenomena (OG), Solar and Heliospheric (SH),
and High Energy (HE). The HE sessions at this conference
comprise all the subjects formerly included in the muon and
neutrino sessions (MN) and the extensive air shower sections
(EA) as well as those on high energy interactions, new
particle searches and emulsion chamber results, which were
previously classified in HE. In addition, technical papers
have not been classified separately, but have been inserted
in appropriate subject sections. All the papers now classi-
fied as HE are contained in volumes 6, 7 and 8.
Volume 6 includes sessions HE1 (cross sections and
interactions of particles and nuclei at high energy) and HE3
(emulsion chamber results). Extensive air shower papers
(HE4) are in volume 7. Papers on muons and neutrinos (HE5),
searches for new particles and processes (HE6) and some on
new techniques (HE7) are in volume 8.
_itogether some 380 abstracts were received for the HE
sections. These were divided into the 25 groups listed in
the tables of contents of the HE volumes. (These groups
correspond only approximately to the 26 contributed paper
sessions at the conference.)
Four rapporteurs were selected to cover the subjects of
the HE sessions:
L.W. Jones High Energy Interactions and New
Particle Searches (HE1 & HE6);
M. Shibata Emulsion Chamber Observations and
Interpretation (HE3) ;
R.W. Clay Extensive Air Showers (HE4);
K. Sivaprasad Muons and Neutrinos (HE5).
' The written versions of the rapporteur talks are contained
in the post-conference volume together with highlight and
invited papers.
The work of arranging the HE program was shared by a
committee consisting of
T.K. Gaisser (Bartol), Chairman
K. Lande (Pennsylvania)
E.C. Loh (Utah)
J. Linsley (New Mexico)
G.B. Yodh (Maryland)
This conference is the lO&hin a series. Previous conferences in this series were
held Lt;
CrLcow,PoLLnd - 1047
C(m'xo,l_[y - 1040
B_'_,r_--c_e-Bigorre, Fr,mce - 1953
G_n_, Mexico - 1055
VameanA,lWl.,v - 1057
_c_,_ov, USS'R - 10,50
Kyo_, _ - 1061
J_p_r, India - 1963
UK - 1965
C_t,bl'au.v,_ - 1967
Bu,_pes_ Hungsry - 1960
_s_ Aus_rslia - 1071
De_ver, USA - 1973
Munchen,FRO - 1975
F_l_vdiv,Bu_&ri_ - 1977
Kyot,o, Jspsn - 1979
PazL_FrLnce - 1981
]_ng_]ore, India - 1983
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ELECTRONS, MUONS AND HADRONS IN EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS
AND HOW DO THEY DEPEND ON NUCLEAR INTERACTION MODEL
(Part If)
J.A.Wrotniak and G.B.Yodh
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Here we present some of the results of Monte
Carlo simulations of extensive air showers for
nuclear interaction models as outlined in our
contribution HE 4.1-7 to this Conference.
In the notation used below, numbers in brackets () denote
mean square errors in last decimal digit units, k, M, G, T
and E stand for appropriate powers of 10. For the scarcity
of place, the radial data on showers are not included.
Table I. Average shower size at i000 g/cm2
Primary protons Primary iron
E[eV]
I I I I
F-YO0 I H-YO0 I H-FO0 M-F01 I R-FOI FF-YO0 I RM-FO0
I I I I
I I I I
20 T 1.09(6)kJ I 1,17(5)k I ,25(i)ki ,31(1)k
I00 T i0,8(5)ki II.6(5)k] 8.5(4}k I0,7(4.)kI I0,2(6)ki 2,12(4)kI 2,41(4)k
500 T 88(3)kl I 64(3)k I I 22.3(6)kl 21.8(3)k
2 P 539(20)kl I 331(14)k I I 165(4)kl 139(3)k
I0 P 3.21(6)MI 2.99(7)MI 2.28(6)M 2.69(8)MI 2.21(7)MI 1.47(5)MI 1.08(2)M
50 P 20.2(4)MI I 15.2(4)MI I I 10.9(1)HI 7.7(2)M
# 200 P 92(i)MI I 69(2)MI I I 58(i)MI 40(1)M
I E 507(7)MI 519(5)MI 411(10)MI 451(7)MI 391(6)MI 378(4)MI 261(4)M
I I I t O I
e
Table 2. Fluctuations of the shower size at i000 g/cm*(s.d.of Log{base I0} Ne)
Primary protons Primary iron
z[ev]
[
F-Y00 M-Y00 I M-F00 M-F01 R-F01 FF-Y00 RM-F00
I
I
20 T .42 I .44 .13 .12
i00 T .33 .33 I .34 .35 .34 .13 .13
500 T .22 I .26 .12 .10
2 P .18 I .19 .08 .07
10 P .13 .14 I .17 .19 .17 .07 .07
50 P .10 I .15 .05 .05
200 P .07 I .ii .04 .05
I E .06 .05 I .09 .09 .09 .03 .04
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Table 3. Average depth of shower maximum (_/cm =)
Primary protons Primary iron
E[eV]
F-Y00 M-Y00 M-F00 M-F01 R-F01 FF-Y00 RM-F00
20 T 486(6) 481(5) 307(2 306(2)
100 T 557(7) 562(7) 521(6) 537(7) 532(8) 377(2 368(2)
500 T 621(7) 570(6) 447(3 433(2)
2 P 698(10) 602(7) 509(3 481(3)
10 P 735(6) 712(6) 653(5) 671(6) 639(7) 583(4 535(3)
50 P 801(8) 708(7) 643(3 587(3)
1200 P >865(8) 729(6) 701(4 622(4)
I 1 E > 920(8) > 872(7) 777(10) 784(6) 742(4) 773(5 669(4)
t
Table 4. Average shower size at maximum (exactly: geometric mean values)
Primary protons Primary iron
E[eV]
i i I
F-Y00 M-Y00 i M-F00 I M-F01 R-F01 FF-Y00 i RM-F00 I
I i I i
i I I I
20 T 10.6(1)k i 10.9(1)kl 7.82(4)ki 7.50(3)k[
0100 T 56.9(7)k 56.0(7)ki 58.3(6)ki 65.2(7)k 63.7(8)k 40.9(2)ki 39.6(2)ki
i500 T 289(3)k I 310(3)k6 225(i)ki 223(i)kI
I 2 P 1.15(2)M I 1.26(2)MI 957(4)MI 982(4)ki
I i0 P 5.74(5)M 6.01(6)Mi 6.55(4)MI 6.95(5)M 7.18(6)MI 5.12(2)M0 5.38(2)MI
I 50 P 28.8(3)M i 33.3(3)Mi i 26.2(I)MI 28.8(2)MI
1200 P III(2)M I 134(I)MI _ 106(1)Mi IIS(1)MI
i 1 E 552(9)MI 614(5)MI 662(7)Mi 703(5)MI 726(3)MI 530(3)MI 610(2)Mi
I J J I I I i I
, . i
i ,
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Fig.l. The depth of maximum for some of Fig.2. Energy per electron at the
our models, shower maximum.
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Table 5. Fluctuations in shower size at maximum (s.d.of Log {base i0} Ne[max])
Primary protons Primary iron
E[eV]
I
F-Y00 M-Y00 M-F00 M-F01 R-F01 FF-Y00 RM-F00
20 T .10 .09 .032 .033
100 T .08 .08 .08 .07 .07 .027 .029
500 T .07 .06 .021 .022
2 P .06 .05 .017 .014
I0 P .06 .06 .04 .05 .04 .015 .015
50 P .06 .04 .014 .011
200 P .07 .04 .009 .014
1 E .07 .04 .04 .04 .02 .013 .008
Model M-F00 was also run at primary proton energy of 100 EeV (or 102o eV); 151
showers at 1000 g/cm _ and 64 at 1400 g/cm 2 were simulated. Number of
electrons at 1000 g/cm _ was 59.5(5) G, its fluctuations .04, at maximum
(average depth 906(5) g/cm_): 66.1(5) G and .024, respectively.
Table 6. The average muon number at i000 _/cm _ .
(a) at E > 2 GeV
Primary protons Primary iron
E[eV]
I t I J
F-Y00 l M-Y00 I M-F00 1 M-F01 R-F01 FF-Y00 I RM-F00
I I i I
I I I I
20 T .36(i)ki l .34(I)ki .64(i)ki .64(i)k
100 T 1.55(3)ki 1.53(2)ki 1.43(3)ki 1.09(2)k 1.06(2)k_ 2.32(2)k_ 2.30(2)k
500 T 6.6(i)ki l 6.1(1)kl I 9.57(6)ki 9.24(4)k
2 P 22.4(5)kl [ 21.0(3)ki I 34.2(2)kl 32.3(3)k
i I0 P 90(2)kl 91(2)kl 82(i)ki 52.9(6)k 51.9(8)kl147.6(6)kl136.1(6)k
50 P 337(6)ki I 334(4)kl I 612(2)ki 567(3)k
1200 P 1.03(3)MI I 1.08(2)MI I 2.03(2)M_ 1.90(1)M
l 1 E 3.71(14)MI 4.54(9)MI 4.14(7)MI 2.33(4)M 2.38(3)MI 7.87(5)MI 7.60(3)M
I I I I I I
o
(b) at E • 200 GeV
Primary protons Primary iron
E[eV]
I
F-Y00 M-Y00 M-F00 M-F01 I R-F01 FF-Y00 RM-F00
I
I
20 T 3.1 2.9 <.i <.i
i00 T 8.4 8.5 8.7 8.5 8.6 7.8 7.5
500 T 29 32 73 77
2 P 83 97 207 223
i0 P 299 330 342 254 279 692 773
50 P 1.03 k 1.24 k 2.43 k 2.71 k
1200 P 2.88 k 3.96 k 7.11 k 8.25 k
I 1 E 10.5 k 13.6 k 13.8 k 9.3 k 10.7 k 24.5 k 30.1 kI
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Table 7. The average hadron number above 2 GeV at i000 g/cm _ .
Primary protons Prim_:ry iron
E[eV]
I
F-Y00 M-Y00 M-F00 M-F01 I R-F01 FF-Y00 RM-F00
l
i
20 T 4.3(3) 4.8(3) J 2.0(2) 4.2(3)
i00 T 34(3) 38(3) 27(2) 17(2) I 19(2) ii(i) 17(1)
500 T 244(11) 168(8) i 88(3) 96(2)
2 P 1.33(6)k 701(32) J 554(15) 500(13)
i0 P 6.7(2)k 5.9(2)k 3.7(2)ki 1.95(9)ki 1.65(9)k 4.41(9)kj 3.19(6)k
50 P 34(2)k iB.3(7)k} } 28.8(4)ki iB.0(5)k
200 P 131(4)k 65(3)ki I 131(3)ki 78(2)k
1 E 566(19)k 550(15)k 293(12)ki 130(6)kJ i06(5)k 711(10)ki 388(8)k
I ; I
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Fig.3. Fluctuations in the depth of Fig.¢.Relative fluctuationsof the shower
maximum, size at maximum.
[One more model was used for EAS generation: M-F10, with all
features exactly like M-F00, but with quite different
multiplicity distributions. All shower characteristics ,
checked by us were in statistically good agreement between
these models].
In principle, the data shown here should speak for
themselves. We would like, however, conclude with three
remarks :
* The most significant part of scaling violation effect is
generated by the inclusion of rising cross-section.
* Among the models considered the lowest value for
Eo/N[max] is obtained when rapidly rising cross-section
and charge exchange are both included (model R-F01). The
value is still 1.38 GeV/electron.
* Except at the highest energies, the sensitivity to atomic
mass of the primary is greater £han to specific
assumptions about multiple product ion.
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ANALYSIS OF EQUI-INTENSITY CURVES AND N_ DISTRIBUTION OF EAS
G.TANAHASHI
Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, University of Tokyo
Tanashi, Tokyo, 188 Japan
ABSTRACT
The distribution of the number of muons in EAS and the equi-
intensity curves of EAS are analyzed on the basis of Monte Carlo
simulation of various cosmic ray composition and the interaction
models. Problems in the two best combined models are discussed.
I. Introduction
Many analyses of EAS data have been reported to investigate the cosmic
ray composition and their interaction. For example, the comprehensive
work was reported by Gaisser et al(1) in 1978. After then, the equi-
intensity data of Chacaltaya was revised(2) and the other data of Akeno
experiment was added to it(3). Akeno experiment also gave a distribution
of the number of muons(>IGev) of EAS at fixed shower size with a good
statistics(4). In this report we make an analysis of these data with use
of the Monte Carlo simulation described in 2.
2. One dimensional simulation of EAS
Among the parameters used in the interation model of the cosmic ray
with the air nucleus, the collision m.f.p, is assumed to be
A=_o/(1+0.07(log_(Tev)+1)1"5)gcm-2 where _o=80 and 120 for proton and pion
interaction respectively, and Eo is the cosmic ray energy. The value of
are shown in Fig.1 together with_=290.Eo(Tev)O'O6mb obtained in the
Akeno experiment(5). The assumptions of the other parameters are follow-
ing.
The leading particle carrys the energy Es fluctuated uniformly between
0-Eo. The partition of the rest of the energy between the fragmentation
and the central region is half to half. The energy spectrum of the pro-
duced particles in the fragmentation is exp(-E/E*) where E* is 0.6Es and
p Es for proton and pion incident respectively. In the central region the
spectrum is assumed to be a plateau shaped one whose energy spread is
shown in Fig.2 for various models. Resultant multiplicity-energy relation
, multiplicity distribution, scaling behavior and inclusive rapidity dis-
• tribution are checked to fit the data of accel_rator experiments.
Produced particles are to be pions or kaons, and the proportion of the
kaon production is to increase with the energy as O.051ogE_Gev).
Interation models shown in Fig.2 are used for the EAS calculation.
They are SC(scaling), STD(standard, Which is scaling + the extension of
the central distribution in I014ev to the higher energies), SC1/2(scaling
+ increasin_ multiplicity with E_/2 in the central region above I014ev),
SCM(scaling + particles nearly at rest in CM system above I014ev) and CCM
(no fragmentation particles and all particles nearly at rest in CM system
above I014ev).
We have further two kinds, I and II, in each of the above models. I
includes the generation of the high energy neutral pion as the leading
particle, and the forward and backward symmetry of the produced particles
in CM system. II includes no production of the energetic neutral pion as
the leading , and the enhanced particle production in the backward three
times more than the forward as the effect of target nucleus. The details
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of these assumptions
will be described els-
I
where.
, ..
The shower curves
of electrons and muons _z
of STD based on I, II e_ .
are shown in Fig.3. It """
is seen that the
attenuation of particles
between 1000-1600gcm -2
is nearly exponential I
and has almost the same
attenuation length(180-
190gcm -2 in I and 190- _ _i
200gcm -2 in II) irres- _ o_
pective of the primary _ "'"..
energies above I013ev. _ "'.
In the same figure, the ----
shower curves of the _-- 10tSev_o,
constant cross section /_
are also shown for the /
comparision. The reason /
that the attenuations
are almost the same Fig.3 500 10oo 15ooA_OSP_RIC DEPTH(gcm -2)
comes mainly from the ............. ! I I ,
increasing cross sec- / _, "
tions. The other result + HSD
is that the muon con-_ _ __%_ _._
tent in II is almost 3 7
times larger than I's.
In Fig.4 the shower
curves of various
models are shown in _ "_.,'_.._'_
comparison. All of them ! 6i
are based on model I. ___'_ _ ' _ _oNIt is found again the
attenuation byond 1000 (F+_.._*j_X_-- __
gcm -2 are almost para" - ,
E_I017evllel. The difference
among SC, STD and SCI/2 ..... I |,
500 I000 1500
are very small, and this Fig.4 ATMOSPHERIC DEPTH(gcm-2)
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means that the energy distribution in the central region does not affect
much the shower curve except the extreme case like SCM. The crosses in
the figure show the iron shower curve(HSD) based on the superposition of
STD.
3. Nu distribution of fixed Ne
The N_ distributions of EAS _ l
of different primary component
(mass number A=1,4,15 and 50)
are calculated under the con- _
dition of fixed Ne assuming the
primary integral energy spect- _01s_oNs
rum to be E-_. These N_ dis-
tributions include the error ,o00
which comes into N_ in the
course of the data reduction
and also the error due to the
possible fluctuation of muon _
lateral distribution. The dis-_ __ __ L_I._._! I_
tribution of A>_ are almost due = _00
to thee errors. These N_ dis-
tributions of each component
are superposed to fit the ex-
, PROPORTION OF [
periment(5) as shown in Fig.5. I _=0_0_s .
The conclusions obtained from ' P=_" i
this comparision are (i)low Nu ] _H-]
f I
tail requires the existence of ,05 'o6
proton showers more than Fig.5 _0_slzE(N_)
several % (ii)the Nu distri-
bution of the proton shower must be as broad as in STD, that is, the very
high multiplicity models are avoided because o_ their narrow distribution
of N_ (iii)the avrage N_ of each component must be spread over more than
factor 3 for fixed Ne.
4, Equi_intensity curves of EAS
Equi-intensity curves of a mixed composition are related to each shower
curves as follows. Assume that the shower curves are energy independent
in the required energy region, that is N(E,x)=E.N(x) where N(e,x) is the
shower curve of energy E in depth of x. The intensity ratio of the heavy
to the proton shower in fixed shower size is
_(x) = (lh/Ip)N= (lh/Ip) E. (Nh (x)/Np (x))r
where k=(lh/Ip) E zs the intensity ratio in fixed energy and Y is the
integral exponent of the primary energy spectrum. Putting _ =2, _(_) can
be calculated with use of the values of Nh(x), Np(x) as the funtion of k.
Equi-intensity curves _(x) are obtained from
_(x) =Np (x) / (I+_(x) )+Nh (x). _(x) / (I+_(x) )
_(x) and _(x) are calculated for the following combinations of the proton
and the heavy showers.
proton shower STD STD STD SCM
heavy'shower HSD SCM CCM CCM
notation HSD/STD SCM/STD CCM/STD CCM/SCM
The _(x) are sh_n in Fig.6 for k=0.1, 1.0 and 10 together with the ex-
perimental data(2)(3). In general, the attenuation length between 800-1400
gcm -2 are steeper than either prediction, but two cases(HSD/STD and k=10)
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(CCM/SCM and k=0.1) barely fit the experiment as shown in the figure in
dotted curves after the normalization of the intensity. SCM/STD and CCM/
STD do Not fit because of too much _ifferen_ of proton and heavy shower
curves. This different makes the composite curves flat.
5. Discussions and conclusion
Both two selected cases satisfy,the requirement (i) in 3.
As for CCM/SCM, it is not
clear whether (ii)(iii) are
satisfied or not, but seems
to be not. This model is
introduced to approach the ,
one which is proposed by 10_
Kakimoto et al(2) to explain
the rapid development of EAS
in high altitude observed by
them. So the further pro-
gress of this experiment
will test the model.
On the other hand, HSD/
STD satisfys all the require-
ments (i)(ii)(iii) in 3. The
problem_of this model are
the less content o_muons in
EAS and the slow development _ 107C
of the number of muons. The _
model needs about 2 times
more muons. If we adopt
model II instead of I, the
number of muons increases Fig._ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 •13 I_A_mosphericdepfh(gcm-2)
but the attenuation length _ .i_- • '
also increases apart fur- _XPC6)
ther from the experiment. I I _ HSDCh)
As for_e.slow developmentof muon in this model, we I
can scarcely fit the experi- Fig.7
ment by taking the number
of muons of iron showers in
600 gcm -2 and of proton I
showers in |100gcm-2(Fig.7). If the N_ difference of the proton and the
heavy nucleus shower is larger in some model, such a model is better in
this problem.
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ABSTRACT
The Tien Shah experimental results about the hadron
component in E.AoS. with sizes I0_-I06 are analysed
with help of a scale breaking model. It is shown that
the secondary particles multiplicity depends on the
interaction energy stronger as predicted from
accelerator experiments and She primary mass
composition is rich on protons at energies IOS-106GeY
I. Introduction_ Hadrons in extensive air showers provide
direct informations about high energy interactions;
b In the rule the biases pertaining to different shower array
arrangements have a relatlve large infiuence for _he basic
phenomenological characteristics of the EoAoSo hadron component.
In this sltuation,the problem of the correct comparison
• between model calculated and experimental characteristics is
of great importance for the reliability of the de@ived conclu-
sions about the high energy interaction characteristics.
This is why we take carefully into account the triggering
conditions of the Tien Shah array and the characteristic
procedures for the statistical data treatment.
2. Method The characterlstics of the E.A.S. hadr_n component
were calculated on the basis of a scale breaking model under
the assumption of a pure proton primary composition.
Details on the model of simulation are given in the procee-
dings of this conference (HE 5._-8) and in ref (I),
The different observables computed from simulation charac-
10 HE 4,1-5
terize the "pure development" of the showers.
Then,to be compared with the results obtained in Tien Shah
experiment,pseudo-experimental values were determined with help
of the IMBAT algorithm which takes into account all internal
characteristics of this array.
.By this way we obtained results for showers with fixed sizes
I0_-IO 6 and with average zenith angle @ = 224
• Results
The dependences _(>£_) i
of hadron numbers
shower size were p,oTo.s 0.4 _q//./
analysed in the size |0 /_/'--q/_¢,_9_
interval I0&-I06 and //5_" _>7
vat ion ievel . /_.f_5._ _." ?_//
Simulat ions were /=/_/,- _,/._/ _;/,/
made for different j IS.,'= ,.'_'// ,//
for the hadrons , _C..)_; ./ /Eh>O.6;1 a d 10 TeV. sB_ -." 95, /
It is seen fig. I { ._/ //
that the experimen- _61 . / i [2],E_>O.6T=Vi /
tal dependences . ,)'// /
(9-4) ,N h N e for ,,X /
/ j
S h >T r, are much / / _)
steeper than those [2]/ //
predicted from the /SBM '
'adopted Scale Brea- 4_ , , i
king Model. fOz I04 los f06 /qe
Their comparison fig. I
with the results
obtained by Erlykin et al. (P,) and the analysis of the both
models show that the main reason for the discrepances between
the experimental and calculated curves lies in the adopted ener-
gy dependence of the secondary particles multiplicity :
<ns> = _ + 8ins + 7(ins) 2 (1)
For a better agreement with experiment,it is necessary to
adopt a stronger energy dependence of the multiplicity. Indeed, •
our determination of _ns> coming from the P-9 e_llider is equi-
valent to E O.I] whereas the multiplicity used in ref. (_) takes
into account the p-air interaction and is <ns> _ EO.95
On fig. 9 are shown the integral energy spectra of hadrons
for different fixed sizes and at observation level 700 gocm,9.
It is seen that the calculated integral spectra Nh(>Eh)
become as expected harder with the rising of the size Neo
The shape of the hadron energy spectra in E.A.S. is well
described with calculation results,carried out with help of the
used scale breaking model (I).
The correct agreement for the shape of these spectra ,is a
good indication for the predominance of protons in the primary
mass composition at energies IO5-IO 6 GeV.
11 HE _._-5
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fig. 2
_. Conclusions
The analysis of Tien Shah hadron component data on the basis
of the used scale breaking model shows that the average multi-
plicity _ns_ of secondary particles increases essentially more
than predicted by the P-9 collider, <ns_ G EO.13,under the
supposition that the protons play the main role (5-6) in the
primary mass composition for energies 105-106 GeV.
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ELECTRONS, MUONS AND HADRONS IN EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS
AND HOW DO THEY DEPEND ON NUCLEAR INTERACTION MODEL
(Part I)
J.A.Wrotniak(*) and G.B.Yodh
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742, U.S.A.
We performed Monte Carlo simulations of extensive
air showers, using a couple of different nuclear
interaction models and obtaining a variety of
shower characteristics. The discussion of these
shows, that the sensitivity of observables to the
primary mass spectrum is significantly stronger
than to the interaction model, the latter being
quite weak.
The interpretation of cosmic ray observation carried out at
various depths in the atmosphere requires detailed
simulations of the propagation of nuclear-electromagnetic
cascades generated by primary cosmic rays in the atmosphere.
These calculations demand quantitative prescription for the
following inputs necessary to carry out the simulation:
i. Chemical composition and energy spectrum of primary
cosmic rays beyond where direct measurements were made
(>50 TeV/nucleus);
2. Inclusive cross-sections for particle production in
hadron-air nucleus collision at high energies - beyond
(and not only, cf [I]) those available at SPS pp and
Tevatron If;
3. High energy nucleus-nucleus cross-sections and "
_ fragmentation properties.
In additio_ _"photons and electrons produced in the simulation
tree must be propagated down to earth using electromagnetic
theory and semi-empirical distribution functions. Thus the
simulation is complex, multivariate enterprise. Quite often
it is difficult to intercompare results from simulations of
different groups because of not only disparity of the input,
(*) On leave from 56dz University, Poland.
(**) This work (and its continuation, HE 4.1-2) was supported
in part by the U.S.National Science Foundation under
Grant No. PHY 8207425
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but also due to the simulation structure and algorithms.
In this paper together with HE 4.1-2 in this volume (see also
[i]) we examine the sensitivity of air shower observations to
changes in the interaction model and the nature of the
primary by carrying out rather complete simulations over a
wide energy range using the same program structure for shower
generation, but changing the parameters, mostly one at a
time, in the interaction models, for both proton and iron
primaries. The energy range covered is from 20 TeV to 1 EeV
(10**lSeV). The interaction models vary from one with
constant cross-section and scale invariant production
distributions to a model with rapidly rising cross-section,
large violation of scaling in both forward and central
regions and charge exchange for the leading particle.
Nuclear interaction models
Particle production distributions in p-air and meson-air
collisions are approximated by p-p and meson-p collisions.
Two basic models of our variety are briefly compared in Table
i; the corresponding inclusive cross-sections,are shown in
Figs.l and 2.
I I 1 I -L _ I I I I i I w I
x do- . _yat SPSp_
_" dx . , . o- dy Experiment Lo ch at SPSp_
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Fig.l. The distributions of x=E/E[int] for Fig.2. The rapidity distributions compared
models used in our study, with pseudorapidity data from SPSpp.
Some other models were tried out, too, in order to check
effects due to some particular differences in the
assumptions:
* M-Y00 - same as F-Y00, but the cross-sections in
hadron-air interactions rise as in M-F00 (this is what
the M before the hyphen means),
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* M-F01 - adding a possibility of charge exchange to M-F00:
interacting pion emerges from the collision with equal
probabilities in any of three possible isospin states,
and a kaon - in any of the four (the charge exchange
possibility is denoted with the last "i" in the model
notation),
* R-F01 - similar to M-F01, but with faster rise in cross
sections: mean free paths for nucleons decrease in "M"
case from 84 .to 55 g/cm 2 , and in "R" - from 86 to 37
g/cm _ between 1 TeV and 1 EeV.
Table 1 Comparison Of features of two basic models used.
Model F-Y00 Model M-F00
Mean free paths for Energy-independent: Below 1 TeV
inelastic nucleons: 75 g/cm _ nucleons: 84 g/cm'
interaction pions: ii0 g/c_ pions,kaons: 117 g/cm'
kaons: 130 g/cm 2 Above 1 TeV
L(E) = Lo/(l+.0383*Ln E)
Inelasticity Uniform in (0,i) for nucleons and (1/3,1) for mesons
Inclusive Energy-independent: Below 1 TeV as Y00; above:
distributions in scaling extrapolation of the functional shape is
x = E/E[interaction the ISR data unchanged, but the scale
for secondaries x-value decreases as
i/E[int] "12s
Secondaries Charged pions 60% Below 1 TeV as Y00; above:l
produced Neutral pions 30% the fractions of kaons and
Charged kaons 5% neutral pions increase
Neutral kaons 5% with energy, reaching at
IEeV 6.8% (each) and
53.7%, respectively
Charge exchange of None (i.e. the leading particle emerging from the
an interacting mesonl interaction i_ always identical in kind to the
interacting one)
Transverse momenta See [3]; irrelevant here, as we present only
longitudinal EAS properties
Nucleus-Nucleus interactions
For nuclei other than protons the interaction cross-sections
had to be assumed, as well as some nucleus
interaction/fragmentation model. Once again, the detailed
description of the fragmentation algorithm may be found in
[3]; it is based on the data compiled in [4] by _ J.E.Nowicka
et al. The mean free paths for nucleus-air interaction were
assumed in two different ways:
@ Energy-independent values [4] ranging from 37 g/cm= (alpha
particles) to 16 g/cm=(iron). These were used for heavy
nuclei-initiated EAS generated with model F-Y00,
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therefore denoted as FF-Y00;
@ R - rising cross-sections in Gaisser parametrization [2],
• consistent with "R" pA ones, e.g. for the iron group the
mean free paths decrease from 12.2 to 10.6 g/cm _ between
i00 TeV and 1 EeV. These were used in combination with
"M-" or "R-" models, therefore denoted as e.g. RM-F00 or
RR-F01.
Other simulation assumptions
For hadrons and muons three-dimensional Monte-Carlo
simulation was performed down to the threshold energy of 2
GeV (i GeV for of pi-zeros). Photons and electrons emerging
in the simulation tree were accounted for down to 170 MeV.
However, the electromagnetic showers were followed the
Monte-Carlo way only to a 200 GeV threshold; as soon as a
photon or electron reached energy between 170 MeV and 200
GeV, the number of cascade electrons due to it was estimated
from the Greissen formula. [This approach is more exact,
than a non-Monte-Carlo treating of each electromagnetic
shower from the very beginning].
The assumed cascade unit was 36.7 g/c_ and the critical
energy - 84.2 MeV. (The c.u. value turned out to be quite
important; changing it by just 1 g/cm 2 results in 6-7% change
) in 200 TeV shower sizes at sea level!). In the high-energy
part (i.e.above 200 GeV) only pair creation, bremmstrahlung
and Coulomb scattering were included into simulation.
As far as the main aim of this work was to check the model
sensitivity, we limit this presentation to only vertical
showers in the U.S.Standard atmosphere; the detection level
was at the depth of i000 g/cm _.
Above 1 PeV initial energy, the thinning technique invented
by Hillas [5] was used (to save the CPU time); performed
checks proved, that this did not affect either the average
• values or the width of fluctuations (at least those checked
by us).
The review of results obtained as described here may be found
in our contribution HE 4.1-2 to this Conference.
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SIMULATION OF EAS PROPERTIES ON THE BASIS OF
HIGH ENERGY INTERACTION MODEL DEDUCED FROM
THE ACCELERATOR DATA
G.Kublak, J.Szabelskl and J.Wdowczyk
Institute of Nuclear Studies
90-950 LODZ 1, box 447
POLAND
A.W.Welfendale
University of Durham, Durham DH1 3LE
ENGLAND
_, IntreduQtlen t Calculations ef extensive alr showers in
atmosphere have been performed using formulae describing
p-p and p-air nucleus Interaetlens presented elsewhere in
this preceedlngs /HE 1.2-4/. The formulae fitted to the ac-
celerator data have been extrapolated taking the same trend
up te I0_ eV. Above that energ_ It was assumed that the de-gree ef scaling vlelatlen /_ parameter/ Is saturating or
even decreasing. The latter assumptlen fellews from earlier
work ef seme ef us /Wdowozyk and Welfendale, 1984/ where we
found that wltheut thls restriction shower maxlma at the
highest energies are located tee high in the atmosphere.
Results 6f oalculatlens have been compared with experimen-
tal data. The comparison was made separately for the curves
obtained from the se called equal intensity cuts and for
the Cerenkev data.
2, Methed ef calculatlen s, In the first stage using Monte
Carlo methed there were calculated EAS lengltudlnal devel-
Ipment curves for three different requirements. Those re-
qulrements are: fixed primary energy, fixed size ef shower
at every ebservatlen!_level and fixed slze at the sea level.
Examples ef the curves for preten primaries with energies
around i046eV are given in figure i. In the next stage
the curves calculated for fixed sizes at every observation
level and for different primary masses are combined ac-
cerdlng to the assumed mass compesltlon. The mass compe-
sitien have been taken according to the two component mo- "
del ef the galactic cosmic rays /Wdewczyk, i984, also see
0G 5.4-6 this proceedings/.
3, Results, . In figure 2. the longitudinal development
curves are compared with experimental data. In figure 3.
the position of the shower maxima ebtalned from the equal
intensity cuts are compared with predictions /here the pre-
dictions are taken fer flxed shower slzes at the ebse_stien
levels/. Finally in flgure 4. the data en shower maxima
pesitlens ebtained from the Cerenkev observations are
compared with the predlctlens /In that c_se the pre-
dictions are taken for the fixed size at sea level as the
observations are perfermed usually at sea level/. Sepa-
rately are shown curves ebtained under the assumption that
the scaling violation parameter _ = 0.25 above lO_6eV and
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Fig.3. The positions of shower maxima. Caloulatlons were
performed With fixed shower sizes at every observa-
tion level.Experimental points are from equal inten-
sity cuts.Predictions are from the following models:
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with primary protons only /.--./___oallng sots for
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scalin_ for energies above 1El6 eV. The experimental
points arc from Cerenkov measurements.
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assuming that effectively scaling sets at that energy.
In figures there are given results of calculations ob-
tained with the formula for preten- air nucleus interac-
tions. In figure 3. for comparison there ls also shewn the
develepment curve ebtatned using formula for prot6n-preten
tateractlens /we may say for a proton atmosphere/.
4, Cenclqslens , if we use the model based on direct extra
polatten of the accelerater data the predicted variation
ef the shower maximum position Is different than that eb-
talned from the observatlens. The predicted positions of
shower maxima are located toe low at energies I045-3xi0 _6 eV
and too high for energies above. The situation can not be
significantly tmpreved by the variation of the primary
particle mass as the used composition is already proton
dominated at energies above 10#6eV and reasonably heavy
below that energy.
Practically sufficient improvement is obtained If it Is
assumed that some sort of scaling Is introduced above I0 46
eV. By term of scaling we mean hare that the multiplicity
ef the secendary particles at those energies saturates,
It seems extremely difficult to restore the agreement
with the data at energies 10 4#- 10 d6 eV. Introduction ef
heavy particles here is not only insufficient but also
contradictory with other observations /for instance mul-
tiple mucus/. It seems that the observations require an
assumption about existence of so_e new feature at energies
around few times 10 4# - 1046eV. That reqirement Is
strengthened by the fact that the same tendency Is observed
both in the data obtained from the equal intensity cuts and
those from the Cerenkev observations.
Important point which follews from the comparisons
made In figures 3. and 4. is that the posltlQns of shower
maxima should be calculated differently for the case ef
the equal intensity cuts and for the case of the Cerenkov
obs ervat lens.
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NEW ASPECTS IN NUCLEON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS
AND EAS PROPERTIES AROUND tO 6 GeV
J.N. Capdevielle
Laboratoire de Physique Th_orique_ Bordeaux_ France
and
J. Gawin
Institute of Nuclear Studies_ Lodz, Poland
i. Introduction
At energies higher than 2.105 GeV_ we have very few information
on detailed properties of nucleon-nucleon collision ; the rare ele-
ments are coming from "jets"_ and, as non direct improvements from
y-ray families. The results exhibit some conflicting features, or,
at least_ very large fluctuations like copious production of y-rays
in opposition %o Centauro-like events,sometimes suggest that phase
transition to quark gluon plasma occurs in nucleus-nucleus colli-
sions and even in nucleon-nucleus collision (I) (2). The multiclus-
ter phenomenolosical yodel (MPM) is here extrapolated for EAS
simulation up to 5.10 GeV to put in evidence some significant
deviation between experimental data and prediction.
2. Extrapolation of short range order picture_ nucleus-nucleus
collision
The emission of small clusters from nucleon-nucleon collision
is taken following (3) assuming always that the width of the pla-
teau of rapidity is rising with Ln s (and also the height)_ the
secondaryl particles are generated by decay of those clusters like
in (4) but the truncated Poissonian distribution has been replaced
by a Gaussian distribution. The width of this Gaussian has also
been parametrized versus Ln s at ISR and p-p energy and extrapola-
ted in continuity of HE _.I-9. The extension to p-air collision is
also not different.
The most convenient was in this last case to generate directly
the clusters from an inclined plateau, the rapidity of a cluster in
CMS Yc being obtained from
Yc R(y)dy _ -Yo
-Yo = R(y)dy
(_ simple random number) and decay those clusters like for nucleon-
nucleon collision in center of mass system. About KNO violation and
asymptotic limit for fluctuations of multiplicity_ as well as
correlation between < pt> and central rapidity density we assume
strict continuity with the previous description at energies higher
than 2.10 5 GeV_ as well as for proportion of different species K±,
p_p (taken as in ref. (I) of HE _.I-9).
Nethertheless_ we introduced here one variant in MPM concerning
the production of secondary _ mesons : herealso_ a Ln s increase
has been taken from the invariant mass distribution of the two-
photon sample in UA2 experiment and the rate previously estimated
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in ISR. In this_version, about half of the photons produced in a
collision of 106 GeV are coming from _ mesons (fig. I).
A typical characteristic of the multicluster phenomenological
model is the constant decrease of total inelasticity < K > for
nucleon-nucleon collision (underlined in HE 4.1-9) and consequently
for p-air collision (fig. I), estimated by summation of the energy
carried by secondaries in Laboratory system.
The extension to nucleus-nucleus collision follows ref.(6) in
HE 4.1-9 : the plateau of rapidity is transformed like for p-
nucleus, assuming an increase of multiplicity in collision of
nuclei A and B
R (A_B)_ _ < VA> + < UB> = _ PPP
B being the air constituent target nucleus.(v is defined as for p-
nucleus and P is the number of participating nucleons), In the EAS
Monte-Carlo simulation, we have treated separately the contribution
coming directly from the participating nucleons and the contribu±ion
goYerned by the behaviour of the "spectators".
3- Comparison with experimental data
We obtain with 5 GeV muon in Tian-Shan a better agreement than
with models previously used (fig.2, 4.1-9) ; muon content after
106 GeV deviates from MPM, but if we consider the version assuming
meson production the agreement is restored up to 5.106 GeV. This
can be explained by the larger number of _'s produced in the
channels decay with lower individual energies than in _o decay. The
muon of 220 GeV are also in agreement with KGF data (fig. 3 HE &.l-
9) and Moscow data for muons of the same energy (5); the flattening
in the experiment after N e = 106 is up to now not confirmed in
Moscow and it could be an effect of the small statistics. Very good
agreement is also obtained at Tian-Shan level for high energy
hadrons, and also for the < EHrH> factor (fig. 2). Up to now,
< EHrH> was decreasing with energy with a majority of models but
in one case, including decrease of < K > versus rising s (6). We
note that in MPM this circumstance is also the cause of the large
number of energetic hadrons surviving at Tian-Shan altitude.
Satisfactory situation appears also for maximum depth T
versus energy (fig. 3); for instance, T near 10 6 GeV is _sured
-2 - mx 2
near 520 g.cm by Cerenkow method (5) wren MPM gives 550 g.cm-
for proton. We observe that the maximum depth from Cerenkow measu _
rements is located at deeper altitude than in previous experiments
wiih lower number of detectors and smaller resolution. If _ meson
production is assumed, the maximum depth decreases by about 35g.
cm -2. Furthermore, very good agreement is obtained with the most
recent data on T measurements (7).
max
4. Conclusion
If we consider the good agreement obtained with age parameter
data in Akeno (HE 4.3-13), we can conclude that the multicluster
phenomenological model gives an acceptable description of EAS data
and can be extended at least at one decade higher than the p-p
energy. If we include _ meson production_ it can be even accepted
at energies near 107 GeV. A rise of rapidity plateau in Ln s
(simultaneously in width and height) appears sufficient and
22
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differently with previous models we don't need any exotic change in
composition or in multiplicity to explain in this kinematical range
the experimental data. At least, it appears no necessity of any
enhancement of heavy nuclei in primary component. A very large
fraction of the rapidity plateau is compatible, and, may be, only
in the central region we cannot exclude a more important rise of
rapidity density.
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SMALL AIR SHOWERS AND COLLIDER PHYSICS
J.N. Capdevielle
Laboratoire de Physique Th_orique, Bordeaux_ France
and
J. Gawin, B. Grochalska
Institute of Nuclear Studies_ Lodz, Poland
I. Introduction
At energies lower than 2.105 GeV (in Lab. system), we have now
more accurate information on nucleon-nucleon collision (p-p colli-
der (1)) and on primary composition (JACEE dat_ (2)). The behaviour
of those both basic elements in cosmic ray phenomenology from ISR
energy suggests some tendencies for reasonable)extrapolation in thenex_ decade 2.105 - 2.10 u GeV (paper HE %.I-10 .
Small showers in altitude, recorded in the decade 2.10%-2.105
GeV offers a good tool to testify the validity of all the Monte-
Carlo simulation analysis and appreciate how nucleon-air collision
are different from nucleon-nucleon collisions.
2. Multicluster _henomenolo@ical model and nucleon-nucleus
collision
The width and the height of the rapidity plateau are together
assumed %o rise with Ln s, in agreement with a total multiplicity
proportional to in 2 s, taken as ns = 0.127 Ln 2 s + 0.58% Ln s +0.57.
The proportion of secondary neutral is rising slightly more rapidly,
on the opposite of other works assuming n_ = ns, following the
numerical values quoted from UA5 and UAI (I) (HE 5.1-_). For each
individual collision we assume a uniform distribution of clusters,
choosen randomly on the length of the available rapidity plateau.
The short range clustering effect is obtained by the production in
large number of small masses resonances decaying in _+_-, _+_o ...
(K=2). We assumed a Gaussian distribution for the rapidity of the
individual secondaries around the rapidity of corresponding cluster
in center of mass system. The width of this normal distribution has
been parametrized between ISR and collider energy_ and the model
gives a very good fit to the pseudo-rapidity distributions at
Ecm = 53 and 5%0 GeV.
Strong KNO violation is taken into account, in the sense shown
in HE 5.1-5_ with a better accuracy, treating the fluctuations of
multiplicity like Erlang processes :
G-1
z -_z
_<_) _ r(_---7e
describing correctly the situation in all the dynamical ran0e if
= 100 aE -a where a = 0.I0%2 (E in GeV in laboratory system). The
values _ = 6 describes %he low energy party near Slattery behaviour
and the very high energy corresponds to _ = 2_ considered as an
asymptotic KNO function in the "bremstrahlung analogy" approach to
multiproduction.
For each individual collision the central density of rapidity _o is
estimated by counting the secondaries contained in 2/3 of the
plateau length and the average < pt> is correlated with _o(3)
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according to
C
< pt > =
[ z. ]7-e E. (-z)1
I _ - 2
(C = 0.38 GeV/c, _ = _ at 153 TeV and here z = _ [n/n(s)] ), the
the invariant cross s&ction being parametrized by the sa_mula
for Y's and K's in function of the transverse mass m T = Xmm+p_.
We observed that the model described up to here reproduced also
the decrease of inelasticity by 30% between ISR and _-p collider,
after summation of the energies E i = mT cosh Yi carried by indivi_
dual secondaries (El, Yi in Lab. system) (4).
The model is extended to hadron-air collision by introducing
the number of participating nucleons < P > = A (_pp/_A = 1.325
+ 0.0543 Ln E established from hadron-nucleus dat_n(5_n(6) with
R A = < B(pA)_/_ n(pp)> _ _(< P > + I). Considering rapidity distri-
bution _ormalized by rapidity distributions of p-p interactions of
the same energy, we describe the rate
(dn/dy)p-Ai.rR(y) _ _ my + m
(dn/dy) o
p-p
on plateau basis (m = _A/p ) and finally generate directly theO ° . .
clusters from the correspon_lng "xncllned plateau" ; the valu¢ R(y)
obtained by the adapted Monte-Carlo procedurefor all secondaries
is shown on fig. I for 3000 p-air collisions with E = iO_ GeV.
For hadron-nucleus collision we adopt < p.> A = < P > as
predicted by dual patton model (7) and fluctuations of m_l_[Blicity
similar to p-p collisions. We refer hereafter this model as MPM
(multicluster phenomenological model).
3.Comparison with Tian-Shan and KGF data (8?9)
Mixed component is taken as energy constant with 39.5% nucleons_
28.7% _, 13.5% CNO, 11.5% LH, 6.9% iron groups, with _ = 2.7 (2).
The situation is shown in fig. 2 for MPM and nucleons, as well as
for MPM and mixed. (The extension to nucleus-nucleus collision and
the introduction of secondary _-mesons are discussed in HE 4.1-10),
and also in fig. 3 for 220 GeV muons recorded in KGF (for nucleons
primary only). The hadron behaviour versus size is shown on fig. 4
for E H > 0.6 TeV and EH _ I TeV at Tian Shah level.
, &. Conclusion
The mult!cluster phenomenological model, adapted to p-air colli-
sion is i_ surprising Good agreement with EAS data at energy smaller
than 2.10 GeV ; this agreement is obtained without an increase of
primary mass or multiplicity, even for higher energy muons in KGF
(220GeV) and high energy hadrons (0.6 to I TeV), suggesting agree-
ment non only in central region, but in all the dynamical rapidity
range.
5. Aknowledgements J.N.C. is indebted to Professor B. Degrange for
drawing his attention on multicluster models.
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HIGH ENERGY HADRONS IN EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS
S.C. Tonwar
Tara Institute of Fundamental Research
Homi Bhabha Marg, Coiaba, Bombay-400 005
India
ABSTRACT
Experimental data on th_highinergy hadronic component in
extensive air showers of energies_,10/¢- 10Io eV. when compared with exp-
-ectations from Monte Carlo simuIati_nshave shown the observed showers
to be deficient in high energy hadrons reIative to simuIated showers. We
attempt here to understand these anomalous features with more accurate
comparison of observations with expectations, taking into account the
detaiIs of the experimentaI system. ResuIts obtained from this anaIysis
and their impIications for the=high energy physics of particIe
interactions at energies-.,lO "J eV are presented.
S_udies on the characteristics of particIe in_eractlons a_
energies above those availabie at perticIe acceIerators are being carried
out either with emuIslon-chambers at mountain aItltudes or through
experiments on the high energy hadron:component in extensive air showers.
Results obtained on the hadron component in air showers of energies-,,
1014 - 1016 eV over the last 15 years or so have presented a baffling
picture. Initial attempts to interpret the observed characteristics of
high energy hadron component in EA$ were undermined by the apparent large
differences between the resuIts reported by different groups. However,
during the last few years, our group1,2 has been able to show that these
differences are mostly due to instrumental factors and there indeed is a
basic disagreement between the experimental results and the expectations
from Monte Carlo simulations which use data available from CERN PP
experiments. These disagreements relate to (i) the number of high energy
hadrons per shower ond(ii) the charged to neutral ratio among these
hadrons. The present situation regarding the comparison b_tween
experimental results from four groups and our simulations'is shown in
figure I. It is seen from this figure that the most accurate measurements
(representedby the line RHV) made using multiplate cloud chamber show
the observed number of hadrons in a shower to be almost an order of
magnitude smaller than theexpected number. Electronic detectors (like
single layer scintillators used as burst detectors), which integrate
partially the energies of hadrons incident over the hadron detector,
represented by lines RVS and 8VS, expectedly overestirnatethe number
compared to the measurements made with multiplate cloud chamber. Large
area hadron calorimeters which integrate over the energies of the
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Figure 1 : Comparison of the observed integral
energy spectrum for high energy hadrons in air
showers of average size-,1.6 x 105 at mountain
altitudes ( from reference 1)
, hadrons incident over the detector fully, represented by the line NMN,
give a much larger number f.or the high energy hadrons as expected.
It is clear from figure ] that some major changes are
" required in interaction model at energies _, 106 GeV to account for this
large discrepancy. A constraint on the range of models that can be
proposed to account For this discrepancy is imposed by the observed
charged to neutral ratio 2 for these high energy hadrons at mountain
altitudes as shown in figure 2. It is seen from this figure that the
observed C/N ratio is less than half of the value expected from simula-
-tions. Since charged plans constitute the largest component of the
charged hadrons, protons and charged kaons being much smaller in number
and neutrons and neutral kaons constitute most of the neutral hadrons,
the results fron C/N ratio suggest that dominance of plans among
secondary particles may be less in interactions at air shower energies.
Of course, another cosntraint on the range of models is impose_ by the
fact that observations on electron and muon components in air showers
seem to agree well with expectations. 3. It should be remarked here %hat
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our lack of firm knowledge of primary composition at air shower energies
which plays a very significant role in interpretation of observations on
electron and muon components, does not have any important role in
the interpretation of data on high energy hadrons. It should also be
noted that the discrepancies discussed above cannot be accounted in terms
of experimental factors , e.g energy resolution etc. The parameters that
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Figure 2: Comparison of the observed charged to neutral
(C/N) ratio with expectations from simulations as a
function of the hadron energy (from reference 2)
are readily available for changing the interaction model, without invoking
an altogether new type of interaction such as suggested by the observat-
-ations ¢ of Chirons, Geminions, and Centauros, etc. type of events in
emulsion chamber experiments at mountain altitudes, are (i) interaction
cross-sections, (ii) composition of secondary particles, {iii) transverse
momentum distributions, and (iv) longitudinal momentum distributions.
Note that the average multiplicity as well as its distribution are
essentially controlled by the forms of distributions for (iii) and {iv).
The simulations already incorporate the increase in cross-sections 5
consistent with observations upto _P Collider energies and in fact are
consistent with observations upto the highest energies_IO 18 eV.
Changing the composition of secondary particles towards lowering the
pion content among secondaries and increasing the baryon content helps
in reducing the C/N ratio but does not reduce the expected number of
high energy hadrons significantly The fact that large p tail and jets• t
seem to play on important role at very high energies has already been
3 1 HE 4.1-11
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incorporated in the calculations, though not specifically as jets but as
an energy dependent component of large Pt particles. It may also be noted
here that consistency of the observed lateral distribution of hadrons
with simulations approximately, poses some restraints on the range of
large Pt cross-sectlon that can be assumed. Softer x distribution is
being tried in simuIations at present and anaiysis is being carried out
of showers simulated with various assumptions. Progress in this work
will be discussed at the Conference.
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DEPENDENCE OF THE AVERAGE SPATIAL AND ENERGY
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HADRON-LEPTON CASCADE
ON THE STRONG INTERACTION PARAMETERS
AT SUPERHIGH ENERGIES
N. G.BOYADJIAN, P. YU. DALLAKYAN, A. P. GARYAKA,
E .A.NAMIDJANIAN
Yerevan Physics Institute, Markarian st. 2
375036, Yerevan, Armenia, USSR
ABSTRACT
A method for calculating the average spatial
and energy characteristics of hadron-lepton
cascades in the atmosphsre is described. The
results of calculations for various strong
interaction models of primary protons and
nuclei are presented. The sensitivity of the
experimentally observed EAS characteristics
to variations of the elementary act parameters
is analyzed.
The theoretical analysis of hadron-lepton cascade
propagation in the atmosphere is possible at present by
two methods: a) Monte-Carlo cascade simulation; b) solving
the set of kinetic equations. Despite the advantages, the o
Monte-Carlo method is at the same time the most cumbersome
and demands much computer time. The main drawback of the
second method is that shower characteristics for fixed
primary energy are obtained, whereas in the experiment the
showers with fixed Ne are studied. However the comparison
of the results obtained by both methods shows that the de-
pendence of the average shower characteristics on the
strong interaction parameters turns out to be qualitative-
ly the same, while the quantitative difference is small.
As an example of this, we may point out the conclusion that
the average experimental characteristics of EAS can be de-
scribed using the strong interaction model with increasing
S@
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cross sections, growing plateau in the pionization region
and asymptotic scaling in the fragmentation region; this
conclusion, being made from the solution of diffusion
equations /I/, was confirmed by the Monte-Carlo simulation
results /2/.
In the present paper we describe a method of solving
the three-dimensional set of kinetic equations for shower
components, based on the calculation of the contributions
from the successive generations by Monte-Carlo evaluation
of the corresponding multidimensional integrals.
The integral spectrum of the (i + 1)-th pioh generation
in EAS for depth Z and primary energy Eo can be present-
ed in the form:
where _(>E, _) , _(_,E) and N(_, _) are the inte-
gral and differential momentum spectra of pions and nuc-
leons at depth Z, and _N(_, _ ) and _(p, _o)
are the invariant inclusive spectra of plon production in
#
NA and WA interactions. The expressions for the nucleon
and muon spectra can be written in the same manner. For
" Monte-Carlo computation of integral (I) a set of interac-
tion depths in the atmosphere and particle momenta are ran-
domly simulated. Prom the known momenta and depths, we cal-
culate the dlatance from the shower axis to the particle's
arrival point at the observation level. The value of the
integrand is calculated for the slmulated set. Further on,
knowing the energy and the distance of the particle from
the axis, we can obtain the integral and differential spec-
tra over E and r . The spatial distribution function
(SD_) of electrons is obtained multiplying the _ -produc-
tion spectrum F(E.z, T) by the SDF for photon initiated
34
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showers in the approximation of ref./3/. The accuracy of the
calculation of the integral depends on the variance and the
number of simulations of the integrand values. The integral
was smoothed to minimize the dispersion. The method will be
described in detail in a forthcoming paper.
This work presents the results of calculations for the
models of multiple production. The first one is the so-call-
ed "standard" model of the scaling type, where the inclusive
spectra are taken in the Hillas parametrization /4/, and
< _> = 0.37 GeV. The second is the model of quark-gluon jets
/5/, where the target nuclei effects are taken into account
according to ref./6/. In this model, as is well known, there
takes place the cross section rise, the plateau grows and
the scaling is weakly violated in the fragmentation region.
In this model the spectra differ quantitatively from those
used earlier, mainly in the fragmentation region. The mean
transverse momentum in this model increases logarithmically
with energy.
Figure I shows the radial
(_'Tz)/Ne distribution of _e Ta/Ne ,
where _a(_) is the SDF at
700 g/cm 2. The figures near
the curves denote the pri-
4_ 2 _ mary energy in GeV. _ labels _
the "standard" model curve,
_ /_"_ rO_O_-/_ the models of the quark-.O_I_ 5 gluon jets. The curves dif-
fer insignificantly, since
I the SDF of EASis mostly due
I I I I I I I to the electromagnetic in-
_O _00 teractions. However in the
Fig. I model a more rapid energy
dissipation takes place and
the SDF is a bit wider.
Figure 2 presents hadron and muon distribution in a
circle of radius with E > 5 GeV. The same is shown in
35
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Fig.3 for an energy cut-off I TeV. The small energy par-
ticles number and the SDF show weak moel dependence. As ex-
pected, the high-energy hadrons are concentrated in the
narrow region near the shower axis. The same is true for
high-energy muons. The SDF of high-energy hadrons is the
most model-dependent characteristic. In the Q model the
total number of muons with energy > 5 GeV is greater than
s / _--
1#-j'_ Id-
h_ _ / /
_/-
-- _ - h _ 40_' 108
N_(E)5,_<) - _10_ _ ---- --
Tm
1 15'1/[ , I , r I
10 100 _ 10 100
" in the _ model, whereas the number of muons with E > I TeV
is almost the same but the SDF in the Q model is wider which
. is due to both rise of the cross section and the average
transverse momentum. The total number of hadrons with E > I
TeV is larger in the S model as compared to that in the Q
model by a factor of_ 2.5 in the range of Eo and T .
The authors are indebted to the participants of the
ANI-84 workshop for useful discussions.
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HAIRONIC COMPONENTS OF EAS BY RIGOROU_ SADDLE_POINT
METHOD IN THE _ERGY RANGE _ 105 AND I0U GEV_
Mal_blka Sinha and Siair Roy
Indian Statletloal Institute
Calcutta 700035, India
Introduction 8=The stu_7 of hadroni¢ components in the hi6h energy ra-
nge _t_ween 1 0 _ and 1 0° Gev exhibits by far the strongest mass sensi_t-
ivity_l ) since the primary energy spectrum as discupq?d by Linsley_ 2)
and measured by many air shower experimental _roups_) indicates a ch-
ange of slope from -1.7 to 2.0 in this energy range. This change of
slope may be due to several reasons such as due to a genuine spectral
feature of astrophysical ori_Lu, a confinement effect of galactic com.
ponent or a rather rapid cha_e of mass which problem has been attemp-
ted here to study in details.
{Q_veral attempts have already been done as discussed by
Gride_J. Here, we shall analyse the hadror_Lc components of _ at
this ener_ ranp wit_ the scheme of a scale breaking model of mul-
tiparticle .Aroductlon(4)_ We have used a modified rigorous saddle po-
Int _thodQS) to calculate the inverse Mellin transform of diffusion
equations. The hadro_ spectra has been calculated for primary energy
ran_ from 105 to I0u Gev at sea-level as well as at mountain height
at 72osin/m2.
Method 8 The integro-differential cascade equation for nucleon N and
pions N_ are respectively given by
_yN N(E, y)+IE 2 N(E'. y)
_(_' Y)=- Ain _in w_ (_,, _) _, (1)
_0 ._(_,,_)
+
_in w _(_,,_) _z, (_)
For simplification, we have considered (i) the nucleon.lnteractlon le-
ngth /_ N " plon interaction length _ at high energy(6)_(ii) Limiti-
ng fragmentation is assumed to hold for FNN. The unknown _ction
N_(E, y) can be expressed in the fozm
_ - n_(_.,_)• - _ (_.,_)e" (_)
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zmto_ = o_ (1 + = 1,,_/loo) (4)
i.%T-_. = (1+ a In El1oo),,,h,=_=_.o37.
Initially, this rigorous saddle point method was proposed for soa_h_
model(5)- where
co _.
•* Nn=T •y' .y' (gCs)- _) - _oIn w C5)
80 is given by d_ 1 . In w by = s -ay' + Ids . s=== _ and_o o
But &coordi_ to our model the Inclusive oross-seotion and the &vezaee
multipliolty are given by
2
___ doI _ 9 _,J-f-_-_ex_-_-P_
Oin'el _/ PP--'));_ Zn_n- " 4 4_ i_2 n-" 1_) ]
e_ _ - 2,38 _n__ = 1 c_v2=b (6)l
,,,=.4',) . . % =o.,,:PP PP
J)
Y
e-2'38 x 5/9 _=_..x 1 1 11-062
_ow=t _gh ene=_weo= _it, F_ = l o6•-2''_'2:_=_'_ (7)
where E/E' _ E/E0.
Here x be the FeTz_an s¢_i_8 vaziable as used in the prevlous paper
¢ on _ddle point method(5). - So we oen use the previous method to our
case &leo. Now after some eal=ulations it can be sho_ that s adLt-
ts of an approy.tmate representation in tez_e of geama _uotio_ i_e_
° _d_ = Y'
de S " S°
Here the followJJ_ apprey.imation has been taken for &_aau_ function
(=) = 1 * ='l(S - 1) + a2 (s - 1) 2 + a3 (s - 1) ;3 4- &4 (e- 1) 4
+ %(s - _)5
wherea'l = 0_5748,='2= 0.9512,% &_ - - 0.699,=.4 = 074245
% = - 0:1oi06.
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Results s In Fig.1, the several data are sho_ together with the had.
ton spectrum obtainted by us from our model and also with that calcu.
lated by Grinder. These data cover a large size range c_ntred around
Ne = I0_ and this corresponds to primary energy I0_ Gev. So dif.
ferent types of detecting system with large size window, explain this
large dispersion of data.
_t even with this dispersion we can emphasize from the compa-
rison of these data with our prediction for iron and proton initiated
showers of same total energy i.e. I0u Gev, that this energy range of
primary spectrum can not be dominated by iron nuclei•
103__ i ! SEA '
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F'IG, !
Ha_on energy spectra at sea level in proton initiated showers of
1 0 Gev primary energy obtained from our present work (solid line). _
Dashed and dot lines are from Grieder [I].
In Fi_g.2, we have compared the data obtained by Dubovy et _i (_)
at 720 gm/m 2 which shows a nice agreement with cur predicted hadron ,
spectra with proton as prima1_ particles whereas the spectra exp cot-
ed by taking heavy particle (Fe = 56) as primary is showing a sharp
cut off supporting our conclusion.
Now it is evident from the above results t_at in _e critical :
energy region under _onsideration i.e. between IO_ and 10 Gev, in
particular around 10u Gev, is not dominated by iron pr_Lries.
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Integrated enersy spectra of had_ons in EAS as calcul_ated fo E
Y = 720 8=/cm 2 and primary ener_r E^(Gev) 1-1 08, 2-1 0 "l, =}-_0. and com-pared ¥ith those from Bov_ et._l. [22] for a = a_ 0 (dashed
_urves), am =a_ = 0.0} _do_ cuzwes) ana predictit_n fz_m present model
_soJ_a sub.roe).
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ABOUT INCREASE OP THE LARGE _ PROCESSES FRAOTION IN hA
INTERAOTIONS AT ENERGIES 5.1014- I01b e¥ ACCORDI/¢G TO T_
DATA ON E.A.S. HADRONS
Danilov8 T.V., Dubov_ A.G., Erl_kin A.D., Nesterova N.M.,
Chubenko A.P.
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Moscow, 117924,USSR
The lateral distributions of EAS hadrons obtained at
Tien-Shan arra_ are compared with the simulations.The
simulation data have been treated b_ the same wa_ as
experimental data, included the recording method. The
comparison shows that the experimental hsdron lateral
distributions are wider than simulated ones.On the
base of this result the conclusion is drawn that the
fraction of processes with large pj. increases.in
hadron-air interactions at energies 5.1014-1015 eV
compared with accelerator data in p-p interactions at
lower energies.
Introduction. The hadron lateral distributions of EAS de-
tect6d b_ Tien-Shan arra_ /I/(Ne _ 1.3.109! p, = 6909&_n- 9
were published prevlousl_ /2,3/. It was found that the ex-
perimental distributions were wider than simulated ones
and the difference increased with EAS size N e, The more ra-
pid rise with energ_ of the transverse momentum in hadron-
air nuclei interactions has been assumed at primary ener-
gies E> 5.1014 eV compared with the lower energies.
It is difficult _o explsin this result b_ v8ristion of
the primary mass composition, because calculations show a_weak dependence of hadron lateral distribution at distan
_es R--1,5-5 m from EAS axis on p_imar_ composition.
M_thod. EAS electron-photon, component parameters (No-size ;Xo , _o - axis coordinates, _ , _ zenith and azimuth
angles; S - "age" and so on) have been determined b_ means
of the multichannel scintillation and G,M.counter s_stem.
The energ_ and coordinates of hadrons have been determined "
b2 means of the ionization calorimeter (_e_- = 36 m2).
The descriptions of methods and accuracies were given in
11,2,3/.
The hadron densit_ has been calculated as @_ (R) =
/_ (R)/_ for various distances R; (n_ is the number of_
hadron cascades detected in the calorimeterI6C_X%Yo,_gJ
is the area within the bounds of the calorimeter). The spe-
cial simulation /3/ demonstrated the correctness of
27_ (R) to _J_ (R) restoration and the small influence of
coordinate location inaccuracies. It is necessar_ to take
into account the limited lateral resolution of hadron de-
tectors (ionization chambers). It is possible that the
hadron cascades in the calorimeter could be formed b_ seve-
ral hadrons separated b_ distances smaller th_n the cham-
ber size (0.25 x 3) m2.
In this report Tien-Shan experimental results on lateral
distributions of hadron cascades in the calorimeter:
2?_ (R, _ E, NQ ) are compared with the simulation data
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based on atmosphe_ic nuclea_ cascade model. The simulation
data have been t_eated b_ the same wa_ as experimental ones
(selection, _ecordin8 and p=ocessin8 criteria).
Experiment. On the base of ,,_ 5000 EAS the dependence of had-
_on cascade numbe_ in calorimete_ on R was obtained at dis-
tances R = I-6 m f_om axis in various intervals of energies
E _ ( A Ea) f_om 0.5 to 10TeV and various intervals of
Ne • The showers with axes passed th=ough the uppe_ plane
" of the calo_imete_ have been selected. EAS axis parameters
(Mo ,Yo , _9 , _ ) were estimated b3 scintillation counte=s
fo_ the selection and afte_ that the3 were co:_ected with
the help of lateral parameters of bad, on cascade with maxi-
mum enera_. The cascade ene_8_ has been measured at 150-
820 _.cm-_ of Pb abso=be_ in the calorimeter. The special
calculation shows that this ene_8_ is equal to the ene_83
of incident had_on on the ave_aae. The cascades which pas-
sed th_ouah the side chambers were not taken into account.
The experimental _esults a_e p_esented in fi_.1 and 2.
Simulations. The _esults of Monte-Carlo atmospheric nuclear
cascade simulation were used to compare with the experiment.
The detailed interaction characteristics at accelerator
ene_aies have been taken _nto consideration /4,5/. P_evious-
l_ the _eaults of the calculation were checked b_ EAS expe-
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rimental data at small N e
, , , i ' " (Eo = 1013 1014 eV). The
- • _ @ Pig.3 10 energ_ dependence of the trans-
k verse momentum was taken as:
p& = 0.02 lgE + 0.38 for nuc-
_ @Q_ leone and p_ = 0.02 ig E +
+
_ _ • 4) 10-I of secondar3 particles energ3
spectrum were examined,where
• • the "scaling" was preserved
o _ _• o • (c_ = O) and it was viola ted
" V _ (c_ = 0.25) /6/. The "normal"
mixed primar3 composition was
__ Ig _ 10"2- considered ( _ 40_ of protons)
The simulation data for had-
• V tons with the energ_ threshold® [3 Ea>/ 0.5 TeV were used. At
A first, the distortion due to
__ _ 10-3_ the limited lateral resolution
of hadron detectors was ana-
_'_ Lvsedo Hadrons incident2on the
square ol (0.25x0.25) m size
have been combined to one cas-
I 2 _ j4 _ R,m cads as in /7/. This size isi I equal to transverse size of
Ea,TeV exp,slmul ionization chambers in the
O,5-1,O o • experiment. The energ_ of the
1,0-3,2 V • cascade was determined as the
3,2-10 D l sum of energies of all had-
tons in the square. The mu-
tual perpendicular chamber disposition at adjacent rows
allows to select the cascades in this square.
In fig.3 the simulation results fo_ the number of sepa-
rate hadrons are compared with the number of hadron cas-
cade in the c_lorimeter. The data are presented fo_ showers
of _e = 6.105_ @.< 45° in three intervals of Ea : z_E_=
= (0.5-I)! (I-3.2), (3.2-10) TeV. The data in fi_.3 show
that the number of hadron cascades on (0.25x0.25_ m_square
does not differ so much from separate hadron number at
distances (I-5) m from axis.
The experimental _nd simulation result comparison° On
the base of simulations one Can conclude that the previous
experimental data /2,3/ of hadron lateral distribution are
,not\almost distorted b_ detection methods at distances
R = I-5 m from the EAS axis.
In oder to avoid the errors due to possible wrong iden-
tification of hadron cascades in two projections in the
calorimeter, the new treatment of experimental and simula-
tion data has been carried out b_ examination of onl_ on
p_ojection. In this case the total thickness of absorber
above the chamber has been taken into account in the treat-
ment of the experiment and the hadrons incident on the
area (0.25x3) m2 (the size of the ionization chamber) are
combined to cascades in simulation.
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In fi_.1,2 the experimental data on hadron cascade num-
ber _ (X, _Ea , Ne ) passed thxough the caloximetex at
diffexent _ distances are compaxed with the simulations for
the vexsion of "scaling" model txeated by the same way as
experimental ones. The data fox thxee intervals of E axe
l_xesented for two intervals of Na . Ne = (1,3-3,2).105;
N e = 2.105 and N_ -- (I0-32).I05_ -No --1.5.106 . The
experimental results are shown by figures, the simulated
ones a_e by lines. It is seen fxom fig. l,2 the expeximental
distributions axe wider than simulation ones. The prelimi-
nary additional calculation indicates: if had_ons with
energies E_< 0.5 Te¥ are taken into account the result
changes not so much.
Conclusions. The anel_sis of lateral-ene_g_ EAS hadron
characteristics has been carxied on the base of experimen-
tal statistical matexial several times g_eater than befoxe
/2,3/. Atmospheric nuclear cascade simulations made within
assumption of "normal" weak _ise of pj. (E) were carried
out in the same conditions of detection and treatment as
in the experiment. The comparison experimental and simula-
tion results indicates the incxease of large t_ansverse mo-
mentum p#_ (E) p_ocess_s in hadron-aix nuclear interactions
at energles 5.10]*-101o eV compared with lower accelexator
energies in p-p intexactions. It permits one to assume
that the fraction of hadxon "jets" with large pj. , observ-
ed at accelerator experiments, increases with energy. This
effect is p_edicted by QCD-theory /8/ in p_ocesses of deep
inelastic scattexing sf partons. The special calculation is
necessary to determine influence of these p_ocesses on the
EAS hadxon latexal distxibution at Eo_ 5.1014 eV. Howevex,
the approximate estimation has been ca_xied Out by us on
the base of QCD-theor$ /8/ indicates to possibility to
explain Tien-Shan expe2imental date by means of the $_rge
p ,_ "jet" production.
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PHENOMENOLOGY OP SOFT HADRON INTERACTIONS AND THE
RELEVANT EAS DATA
N.N.Kalmykov, G.B.Khristi_anse_n_M.V.Motova
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow II7234, USSR
I.Introductlon. The interpretation of the experimental data
in superhlgh energy cosmic rays requires the calculations
using various models of elementary hadron interaction. One
should prefer the models Justified by accelerator data and
giving definite predictions for superhigh energies. The mo-
del of quark-gluon pomeron strings (the QGPS model) satis-
fies this requirement.
2_Model 9f quark-_!mo _ pom_ron strings. The QGPS model com-
bines the superoritlcal pomeron theory with the modern qu-
ark-gluon pattern of hadron interactions. (The term super-
critical pomeron theory was used in the works /3,4/ where
EAS calculations were first made in terms of the QGPS model)
The QGPS model, called also the dual patton model /5,6/,
allows at present tO calculate all necessary characteristics
of hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus interactions /7-9/.
The QGPS model gives a good agreement with experimen-
tal EAS data /3,4/ and describes also the main data on gam-
ma-fsmilies/Io/. The calculations in /3,4,I0/ were made at
A=_p(O)-I=O.07 (see /I,2/), where _p(O) is the intercept of
Regge pomeron trajectory. In this work we present the re-
sults of the EAS calculations in terms of the QGPS model
with the parameters specified using the ISR and SPS data.
The value of _ is now 0.I2_0.02 /8/. That gives a stronger
violation of scaling than A=O.07. Besides, the hadron-nuc-
leus interactions are also treated in the QGPS model, so we
don't need the additive quarkmodel (AQM)that was used in
/3,4/. It should be noted that values of function
d6hA\// I d6hN_
for AQM and QGPS models are the same with a good accuracy
45
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3.Com_arison with EAS 6_n,mB •-/12/
data_._..__.Fig. I shows the 600 --QGPS,a:012
inelastic nucleon
cross-section in air 500
calculated at A=O.12 qO0
in terms of the Glauber
model. The result is 300
almost the same as in f l, I I ,1 i =-_
work /3/ up to the 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
energies of -_I05 GeV t_ Eo, GeV
but the cross-section
increases more rapid- Pig.I. The inelastic nucleon
ly at higher energies cross-section in air.
than at A=O.07. The calculation results agree with the esti-
mates obtained in cosmic ray experiments /II,I2/.
Pig.2 shows the dependence of the >IO GeV muon number
N_ on the EAS electron size Ne at sea level. The model gi-
ves a good fit to experimental data if allowance is made
for the complex primary composition (40% of protons and 15%
of fractions of nuclei
N/__2 with A=4,15,29 and 56).
JOS __ 1 The fit is better at A=O.12
" , than at A=O.07. The small
difference (-0.05) between
• the calculated and experi-
t0 4 mental values of _ in re-
I- _:0.072- ,,=o.t2 l tion
may be easily compensated
103 " _ ' =- considering the possible105 106 107 Ne
changes of the composition
Fig.2. rFnenumber of >I0 GeV with energ_y in terms of the
muons as function of the EAS diffusion model /I3/ or the
electron number at sea level.
increase of the kaon and
barion fractions of secon-
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Nh (>E) daries as the energy increases /8/.
A better agreement in the absolute
_o .-/1/4/
o_/15/ values may be attained by slightly
1-A=O.O? varying the primary cosmic ray corn-
2-A=0.12 position.
Fig.3 shows the energy spectrum
I of EAS hadrons at mountain level
and experimental data /14/. Consi-
dering that incidence of hadron
10.4 groups onto EAS array causes diffe-
rence between the hadron spectrumI
and measured spectrum of energies
released in the ionization calori-2
10-Zi , _ meter at _-I0 TeV /15/ one can
I 10 EoTeV claim that transition to A=O.12 in-
Pig.3. The energy spec- proves the fit to experimental data.
trum of hadr_ns in EAS
with N_9-10 _ at noun- The EAS maximum depth varies
tain l_vel, little as a function of primary en-
ergy (by I0-20 g/cm2) at different Eo, so the earlier con-
clusions concerning the agreement of the QGPS model predic-
tions with experimental data /3,4,10/ remain valid.
Thus a certain variation of the QGPS model parameters
improves the description of EAS experimental data as a whole.
,(a_p)/. (s)
Nh YN,
t.5
4.0 _ _
0.5 ' ' - 0.5 I r , =
to lo2 t03rE_,C-.eV,=0 .t0=z 103 Ej,,r,eY
Fig.4. The sea-level energy spectra of muons and the mountain
level energy spectra of hadrons in nucleus generated EAS.
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4_Quark-_lu0n Plasma. The possible production of quark-glu-
on plasma in nucleus-nucleus collisions has been intensively
discussed since recently /16,17/. This model predicts sig-
nificant cumulative effects (production of particles with
energy _Eo/A) and a large number of secondary kaons and
barions. Pig.4 shows some characteristics of nucleus gene,
rated EAS (A=56, Eo=106 GeV) calculated in terms of quark-
gluon plasma model /16,17/ the results being normalised to
the traditional superposition model predictions. The cal-
culations have shown that the shower maximum shifts as
little as by 20 g/cm 2. The significant variations take pla-
ce for hadron spectrum at energy region close to Eo/A and
for muon spectrum at energies above I00 GeV. So to estab-
lish the existence of the quark-gluon plasma one should
study hadron and muon spectrain nuclei generated showers
at sufficiently high energies.
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THE MAXIMUM DEPTH OF SHOWER WITH Eo> 1017 eV
ON AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF EAS DIFFERENT COMPONENTS
A.V.Glushkov, N.N.Eflmov, I.T.Makarov, M.I.Pravdin
Institute of Cosmophysical Research & Aeronom_,
Lenin Ave., 31, 677891 Yakutsk, USSR
L .G.Ded emko
Scientific-Research Institute of Nuclear PkTsics,
Moscow, USSR
ABSTRACT
EAS development model independent method
of the determination of a maximum depth
of shower (Xm) is considered. Xm values
obtained on various EAS parameters are
in a good agreement.
1. Introduction. Investlgatioms of the shower maximum
d i i i,iiepth Xmare carried out at various arrays and by different
methodsbut the significant scattering of the obtained data_is still available (Table 1), A reason of most of discrepan
cles is mainly due to methodical difficulties associated
with the transition from the observed EAS parameters P=P(Xm)
to Xm. Thereby one had to use the theoretical conceptions on
EAS development difficult to test experimentally.
2. Method. We con- Table 1
sidered one more ree- l
thod of Xm deferral- Parameter E o Xm Worknation on th expe-
li ii ii 1 i i
rimental data ob- _ 1,6.10 7 660_50 [1]ai ed at the Yakutsk ......
EAS array. By compu- 1,@.1017 70Oz15 [2]
ter calculations such 2.1017 681+20 [3]parameters were found
which are the fumc- 1,2 •1017 706+36 [4] .
tionsof or (Q) 10176a0+20[5]P=P(X-Xm) type in wid_
limits of initial con- 1017 5_5+20 [5]
dltions: X=lO20.sec 8 • 1017 500_20 [5]The calculation were
carried out at var_ 2.1017 680_20 [6]
i i i ii i I ir i I
ious E o and e on LDF(Q) 2"1017 627Z-20 [7]
two, quite different
models of EAS deve- 1,5-1017 6.00_50 [8]i i i ii
lopment. The first _ C_ 3.1017 68_0 [9]
model corresponded L
toscali oJ,the 3.1017750Z30[9]
second one - to sca- LDF(_c) 3 "1017 609_3 [9]
ling at E<IO 1_ eV
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[Io]andto_s~ rl_ , i_, , ,,at E >1101 _+ eV. The 3,5 --sc..r.
cross-sections in inelas .... sc _6.%-
tic processes on both 3%°i -_
models changed with en- 40°
orgy according to [101j. 3,0
The index of the LDF of f 160
electrons tie at the _° 320 "JD(R)~l_ne
distance interval It:200-6o0m
R=200-600 _ from the. 2,5 , I , J -
showerco_e ( _,,,,.,R..",') o_ 06 0,7 0,8.Xm/Xand ratios of densl_es
of the EAS Cerenkov
light to electrons Fig .1
lg{Q/_¢ ) and of elec-
trons to muons
lg(_¢/gM ) at R=300 m
were conbidered. The , ,I
above parameters are sa-
tisfactorily measured at --sc.ns"E_ _L
the Yakutsk EAB arra_ _ ---sc "_0 °(_e=_s-_,). i}_2O
3. Results. Calcula- ¢31c_' .32-_°
_ion results at Eo : _'_I,7
1017-1018 eV and e = /16;
16, 32 and _0° are shown , ' '
in Figs.l-3. From Fig.q S(_ 4_ 500 X-_m
it is seen that Ra is
unambigiously associated Fig.2
with Xm/X independently
of En, _ and characteristics of nuclea_ interactions. We
use _his peculiarlt7 of electron LDF to find Xm:
- ( Ire-2,,1,! ) X $/cm2Xm = 1,7 " ' " (I)
The obtained Xm {S \_ ' _
are given in Table 2. 16°\\ \
The parameter lg( G /"ofge-) i,_,'1,0 3_x_'Q
which is the function _ \ -,,40_
X-X m possesses the ana- C_-J_T, , _ \\\-
logous feature (Fig.2). c_ __ Sc+ns_Eq_S 32°
xm=x-_23(lggO,8B)_j. (2) O_"'-_, , , \"• 200 300 400 ,500 X-Xm
Fig.3
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Table 2
ig Eo 17,20 17,55 18,02 J8,_+2 J8,91+
X, g/cm 2' 1060 1060 1070 1080 1060
_ 2,57 2,60 2,70 2,78 2,,80
Xm+aX m 660__30 675+30 725+30 765+30 755+40
he 3,18 3,22 3,26 3,31 3,31
Xm+AX m 665+60 690_60 72(%60 760_60 750_60
1,94 1,91 1,79 1,71 1,59
Xm±AX m 615±30 625±30 685_0 730_40 760+__5
lS(@/Ne) 5,37 5,31 5,19 5,19 5,O
Xm+AX _ 640___0 665±40 725Z40 735+_40 800_0
lg EQ - 17,56 17,91 18,39 18,79
X, g/on2 '- 1090 1080 1080 1080
ig(_l_ ) - 0,76 0,82 0,99 1,04_
Xm±AX m - 670_20 670__20 715_20 725+25
ig(Ne/N_ ) - 1,17 1 ,I28 1 ;_7 115 _t
X_* A Xm - 665+_35 670_35 720+_35 735t35
As for lg(_ e I_M ) the unambiguit7 condition due to the
zenith angle is broken. Therefore the experimental and calcu-
lational data are needed to be compared at similar @
The averaging of data in Table 2 results in the follow-
ing expression:
Xm = (700Z_35) + (66±6)(lg Eo-18), g/cm 2. (3)
f
Note that all the above parameters were experimentally
obtained at fixed 9a (300) and calculations were also car-
ried ou_ under such-condition. If to make calculations at
fixed Eo, then Xm value becomes _ 50 g/cm2 less.
@. Discussion. The integral values lg(q ) /Ne) and
lg(Ne/N _) are close to the parameters lg(Q/9 e ) and
lg( _¢/_ ). Here _ is the total flux of t_@ EAS Cerenkov
ligHt_ -'_and N e are the total numbers of muons and elec-
trons. Their dependences on X-X m are analogous to ones pre-
sented in Figs.2 and 3.
Apply this method of the analysis of data to other ar-
rays. One can do it without additional calculations with res-
pect to the parameter lg( 9a/gM ) [9], since it is similar
to our parameter. Accordiz_ t6_[9] at R=300 m, Eo=I017 eV
and @ _15 ° we have lg(9¢ /gM )=0,3. _o recoum_ from 9c
measured at the Haverah Park array to _e at R-300 m we
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use the ratio 9a /9c_ 1,8 [113 . Then lg( 9,/9_ )_0,58 and
from Fig.3 we find Xm_ 620 g/on 2, i.e. much higher than in
Table 1.
. Conclusion. The analysis of various EAS components
ased 0n the method of "model independent" parameters yields
Xm=700__35 g/cm 2 at Eo=flO18 eV and at fixed _s(300).
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SENSITIVITY OF DEPTH OF MAXIMUH AND ABSORPTION DEPTH OF EAS
• TO HADRON PRODUCTION MECHANISM
Antonov R.A., Galkln V.I., Hein L.A., Ivanenko I.P.,
Kanevsky B.L., Kuzmln V.A.
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR
Comparison of experimental data on depth of EASdevelop-
merit maximum in the atmosphere, tm, and path of absorption,_
_, in the lower atm?sphere of E_S _th fixed particle •num
bar in the energy region Eo=lO15-10'°eVwi_h the results
of calculation show that these parameters are sensitive
mainly to the inelastic interaction crossSectiOnandscal-
ing violation in the fragmentation andpionlzation region.
The data are explained in a unified manner within the frame-
work of a model in which scallngls violated slightly in the
fragmentation region and•strongly in the plonlzat_on region
at primary cosmic rays composition close to the "normal"
one and a permanent increase of inelastic i_teractlon cross
section. It Issh_m that, whileinterpretlng the experiment-
al data, disregard of two methodical points causes a •syste-
matic shift in t_:_ehower selection system; ii) EASelectron
lateral distribution when performing the calculations on
bas_s of which the transfer is made from the Cerenkov pulse
PWH_ to the depth of shgwer maximum, t_. .....
Two models (I,II)EI] were used as-baslc ones in our
simulation. In the both models, an increase Incross Section
of hadron-alr _uclei interaction was taken in the form
_ (E o_= _T (K')(i+_ _gwhe re E ':IO0 GeV, _ h =0. O4.
In model I, at Eo= I014-I015eV scaling Is violated in both
pionization andfragmentatlon regions, model II being quasi-
scaling.
Por a set of fixed values of Eo the double distributions
over partlcle number at sea level and tm were obtains .
Using the Balece theorem the distribution over •Eo at fixed
particle number was derived,.regardlng the power-law primary
_nergy spectrum (I(_Eo)_Ej_).
Table ! lists the results of calculations fSr a 1030
g/cm2 obs@ravtion depth. Por eachversion 100 showers were
simulated. The values of the threshold energy Ethr of %rac-
ing a nuclear cascade are listed in Table I. Mixed composi-
tion of primary radiation was regarded(see Table •2).
An examination of Table I shows that ata fixed•particle
number at sea level, N, the value _'_s
-m is sistematically
overestimated regardless of a measuremen_ method. The over-
estimate _epends on 8E_land the intervalwidth _ N. Eo in-creasing up to ._I01 019eV, the overestimation decreases
to zero.
_i_.I illustrates the difference of distributions over
tm in the case of a fixed primary energy and in the case
/58 HE 4.1-20
Table 1
..... -_' , . lo_el i ' ......... _oo.el: 11
mO _ L_ _i !' ' ' ' ' ' '" _'" '_'"
•or .....n,..',r _ _i^_= =_ =_ . g/on tm,g/cm2eV "='. ".m, _.'_'' ..... -_= i -7 _ _-.2.2 _,:2.2'
014 5 427.+7 +22.0 +_240 _ 467+.9 +235 +25115 5 49o+.7 +206 +226 541 +8 +184 +210
0_55 10 485+-7 +161 +181 .........5 520+.7 ...............
3" _16 5 ......... 618+8 +158 +170
017 _0 -.- .- .... 667_15 +57 +67
of a fixed particle number at obser- Table 2
ration level. ..... _ I 41 14 26 = _O-_b i
Table 3 compares reSultS of Ce- ._ 41 9 15 17 . 18 1
renkov light FWH_ calculations re- ............
garding(_gz) and disregarding(_L) shower lateral distribution.
The latter approximation assumes allphotons to be delayed
as if they were emitted from the shower core, l_urther we pre-
sent the values of differences between t_evaluated using rCi
and q_z : one can see tha.t,the use of tm("_) dependence in-
stead of tm(qS_) leads to'_verestimation of tm.
Fig.2 oompares the Table 3
summary of experimental Bo ,eV 1R,m T_s _s l__)-t_)_/c_data on %m with the re ........
At chemical composition 1hi:;)1015 3004004025i_16,..,.9 9050close to the normal one 3_:q
the experimental data - ......
1017 200 19.5 13.2 150
are well described by 1017 1400 54.3 63.4 50 .....model I. .....
Pig.3 presents the comparison of the experimental data_from /3/ on absorption path of EAS with fixed particle hum
bet N near sea level with our calculation. Ualculatlon in
terms of model lat _[_-0.04 and "normal" composition is
consistent with the experiment.
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF AIR SHOWER STRUCTURE
FUNCTIONS AND SIZE SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS
WITH THE NBU AIR SHOWER ARRAY
N.Chaudhuri and D.K.Basak
Department of Physics
North Bengal University
Darjeeling-734430,India
A totalof 11,000 showers in the size range 104 to
106 particles so far detected by the NBU air shower
array has been analysed using five different struc-
ture functions. A comparison of structure functions
in terms (i) of shower size (ii) electron density
at various core distances has been discussed to
indicate the present status of structure functions
in air shower analysis.
l.Introduction A small air shower array of 21 detectors
has been set up at North Bengal University to cover shower
Size measurement in the range 104 to 106 particles. The
shower slzes determined by taking any one of the different
structure functions I-5 for each set of observed showers
show dispersion of individual shower sizes. It has been
found that the lateral density distribution of electrons
cannot be represented by a standard NKG function at all
core distances with the single age parameter.
2.Methods The air shower array at NBU comprising 21
s_intiliation counters covers an area of 900 m2. The
detectors are of two different sizes. One is of 25cm x 50cm
and the other is 50cm x 50cm. The layout of the array
(Basak et al 6) is based on the arrangement of detectors
in a square symmetry. Each scintillator is of 5cm thickness
mounted firmly on the box made of aluminium sheet. The
small area detectors are placed near the centre of the
array.
The analog pulses from all the 21 detectors
are amplified first by preamplifiers each of gain _30 and
are then sent to the main laboratory where they are again
amplified by main amplifiers of appropriate gain. These
pulses are then digitised with the help of analog-to-
digital converter and the observed density information
are printed on a paper tape.
3.Results
3.1.The structure functions in terms of shower size
The observed density is corrected b_ consider-
ing the effect of transition in the scintillator material
5T
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and aluminium box using the formula of Asakimori et al 7
as given below
/k c =_o/(i.192 - 0.136 log T)
where _c is the corrected density and _o is the observed
and r is the core distance in metre.
The structure functions in terms of shower sizes
computed by taking NKG function and any one of the other
structure functions for each observed shower are shown in
Figs. 1 to 4. It is found that Fig. 1 shows the dispersion
of individual shower sizes about the expected undeviated
shower size line. However Fig.4 shows a significant devia-
tion between the expected and deviated line fitting the
dispersion of the computed shower sizes using NKG and
Hillas function. The important characteristics of air
showers is the size spectrum which has been determined
from the density distribution. The differential size
spectrum can be represented by a power-law of the type
F(Ne) = (0.42 t 0.02) x i0-8(Ne/104)-2"51 _ 0.01
m-2sec-lsr-lparticle -I .
It is important in the sense that if the size-primary
energy relation is known, then the primary particle
energy spectrum can be derived from the size spectrum.
3.2.The structure functions in terms of elgctron density
_istribution
The structure functions in terms of published
electron density distribution functions 1-5 have been
compared with the observed density distribution for
different shower size and age values as shown in Figs. 5
and 6. We find that the observed electron density distri-
" bution follows the Hillas distribution more accurately
than other density distribution functions.
4.Discussion The structure functions in terms of size
indicate that the change of shower age from 1.2 to 1.1
(Figs. 1 to 4) causes a shift of core coordinates and a
consequent decrease of shower size from Hillas function
by about 35%. The use of distribution function by Lagutin
et al 4 yields shower sizes somewhat smaller than those
computed by NKG function, whereas in the electron density
distribution, the Hillas function gives better distribu-
tion with observed density distribution. The differential
size spectrum determined using the Hillas function gives
an exponent of 2.51 for showers of size range 104 to 106
electrons,
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5.Conclusions It can be concluded that the data on
electron lateral distribution are in agreement with
Hillas distribution function and the size spectrum
obtained from Hillas function with average a_e of 1.2
compares well with the spectrum by KGF group o as
F(Ne) = (1.37 + 0.07) x 10-8(Ne/104) -2"42 _ 0"02m-2sec -I
sr-lpa_ticle _
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MEASUREMENT OF THE LOCAL DENSITY SPECTRUM
Liu Z.H., Liu J.G. Li G.J.
Bai G.Z., Geng Q.X., Ling J.
Chongqing Institute of Architecture and Engineering
Chongqing, People's Republic of China
Hazen W.E., Hazen E.S.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Since there is still disagreement among the
results of various groups, we are doing a measure-
ment of the local density spectrum with a close-
packed array of four scintillators, each of area
0.14 m 2. Data are taken with conventional electro-
nics, supervised by an on-line microcomputer. The
data are stored on audio cassettes and analyzed
with the aid of another microcomputer. Since we
have four indepent samples for each shower, un-
certainties inherent in results from many earlier
experiments can be minimized.
I. Introduction.
The local density spectrum provides important data
for comparison with those from energy spectrum deter-
_sinations and have some advantages from the experimental
viewpoint. Although the measurements of density spectrum
have been made for many years, there is still disagree-
ments among the reuslts of various groups. In order to
get more detail and useful data of local partical den-
sity, some measurements and experimental plan have been
made by our groups.
2. Method and experimental arrangement
The experimental arrangement consists of a small
array of four plastic scintillators and a computerized
6.1
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recording and analysing system. The area of each scin-
tillator is 0.14 m 2 and the thickness i_ 2.5 cm. The
light signals are collected by a photomultlplier of
model GDB-44 with a photocathode area of 15.2 cm 2. The
scintillator is closed packed in a container of alu-
minum cone shell, and the inside surface of the con-
tainer has been well polished, so the light of scin-
tillator will be uniformly diffused.
The output from the scintilltor counter has been
calibrated against the response of a single particle
to determine the particle number.
In order to obtain the correct value, the pre- and
main amplifier has been well adjusted.
3. Computerized recording system.
Fig. I shows the associated recording and discrimi-
nating system.
The output signal from each photomultiplier are
digitized through the electronics and transmitted to
the computer's memory, therfore the data of each
detector can be analysed separately. Use of the mic_o-
computer offers adwmtages in data handling as well
as provides overall system simplicity and flexibility.
4. Discussion.
Since we have four independent s_nnples for each
shower, uncertainties inherent in results fl_m many
earlier experiments can be minimized.
In the present measurement, only four scintilltors
have been operated, but it may be increised up to 8
photomultipliers.
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ABSTRACT
Energy per charged particle near the core of air
showers was measured by 9 energy flow detectors,which
were the combination of Cerenkov counters and scinti-
llators. Energy per particle of each detector was nor-
malized to energy at 2m from the core. We obtained
the following results-as to the energy flow ;_
i) integral frequency distribution of mean energy per
particle (averaged over 9 detectors) is composed of
two groups separated distinctly,
ii) Showers contained in one group show an anisotropy
of arrival direction•
1 Introduction As it is clear that energy flow is an impor-
tamt parameter of air showers, we have pursued it from various
points of view. Some results were reported elsewhere (1) (2).
One of the most interesting results was the'possible existence
of an an isotropy of arrival direction seen among the showers
having large relative deviation. However, number of the showers
selected was small in the previous report,and so there lies a
fear that the anisotropy is a pretense due to small samples.
Also the criterion of large relative deviation was not clear
enough• To confirm these points the experiment has been carried
out, and the data a_alized augmented in number by twice and a
half time compared to ones reported previously.
2 Experiment and Results Arrangement of nine energy flow
detectors in the_ air shower array of Kobe University and the
characteristics of them were repo_ted in (1) and (2).
The measurement was carried out during the period-from October
1981 to November,1983. 2606 showers whose axes hif within 3m
from the center of the assembly of energy flow de_ectors lgs_
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than 30_ of zenith angle, were selected. We denote the en-
ergy flow in i-th Cerenkov counter by Eobi, where i=l,2, ....._9,
and put El= Eobi/Ni, where Ni is the number of charged par-
ticle measured by the scintillator Just above the Cerenkov
counter. Next, to obtain mean energy per charged particle at
2m from the axis, Ei is normalized at 2m using the average
lateral distribution of energy flow which is approximately
independent on shower size and on age for showers of size
range l0_ 10_ Because of strict condition of selection
( @ _ 30°,rg3m) and characteristics of lateral _istribution
of El, errors induced in normalization are small. Each Ei
normalized is ordered from maximum to minimum ,and is express-
ed by E2i (i=l, ......9), where i=l corresponds to m_ximum, and
i=9 to minimum. ,
Using these E2i, we put ME9=_E2i/9 and ME4_E2i/4.
Fig.1 shows the relation bet_'_en ME9 and size'of showers.
Showers of large value of ME9 are found in region of s_aller
size ( g 3 ×10_). Fig.2 shows the integral spectra of 3MEg,
corresponding to showers of different size region_ 10___N<l.5X
10z, 1.5_ 10_N< 3 ×I0_ and 3 %10r_N, and we denote these
spectra as SP1,SP2,and SP3 respectly.
If we approximate these spectra by power function, SP1 and
SP2 have at least two different _ powers, suggesting that
showers in the small size region have at least two different
kinds of shower groups. Considering the bending point in SPI
and SP2 as critical energy, we divide showers into two groups
and denote showers above the critical energyas H-group.
Straight line in Fig.1 is the boundary of two'groups. In Fig.3
are plotted arrival directions of showers H-group. They seem
to show an anisotropy in the region of galactic north pole.
Fig.4 shows the integral spectrua in two regions of Right As-
cension,12h,-_16h and the remainder. From these tw6 s_ectra
the anisotropy occurs at ME9 _-O. 9 Gev and this value corre-
sponds to the bending of SPI and SP2 in Fig.2.
Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the relation between ME4 and size of
showers and that between ME4 and age parameter. As ME4 is
interpreted to be energy flow of background particles, it is
supposed to reflect the longitudinal development of air showers.
The figures prov_ such interpzetation to be right.
Fig.7 shows the relation between ME4 and E21-ME4 (denote
MAXE) in showers of different ag_ regions. Detailed_analysls
of ME4 and MAXE is'now being carried out.
3 Discussion The criterion imposed vaguely on the bound-
ary of large relative deviation previously is now clarified,
and the boundary indicates the crossing point of two different
groups. And in the group above the boundary (H-group) is seem
an anisotropy to be exist. In spite of augmented dat_ by
factor 2.5, an anisotropy remaines still in the region near
the galactic north pole.
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If the anisotropy found here is confirmed by further accu-
mulation of data, and if H-group has any difference of char-
acteristics from the remainder, it is safely said that H-group
reflects some composition of the primary cosmic rays. It seem-s
to be also interesting to study the relevance of the anisotropy
mentioned here to that found in _-rich showers and N-rich ones.
Considering these items, we intend to investigate the char-
acteristics of indivlsual shower in H-group in detail.
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Observation of EAS using a large water tank
K. Inoue, H. Sakuyama, N. Suzuki and T. Suzuki
Department of Physics, Meisei University, Hino, Tokyo 191
Using a large wster tsnk ( 30 m in diameter, 4.5 m in
depth ) transition of EAS has been investigated at Taro (
200 m above sea level ). There sre set 150 0.4 m2 proportio-
nal counters to the bottom of the water tank. A conventio-
nal EAS array of 25 plastic scintillation detectors has been
arranged within several tens meter from the water tank.
Proportional counter ( lOxlOx200 cm3 x2 ) is made of a square
shaped pipe of iron. Tungsten wire ( lO0_m_ ) is tight
stretched in the center of counter. A gss mixture of 90 %
argon and lO % methane is used at 760 mmHg. A set of
proportional counter is shown in figure. About 3000 EAS
have been obtained through 1 m of water since 1984°
Square pipe of iron
Z (IOXIOX200 cm3x2)
Hermetic seal PR-Gas W-Wire Pre. Amp.
,<4I\4 7)'..i _ ' _ ft I_' I ae.v. O(lbLetI'|
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The Development of Air Shower in the Iron Absorber
M. Hazama :
Alchl Women's College, Nlsshlncho Alchl
S. Dake and K. Harada:
Department of Physics, Kobe University, Kobe
M. Kawamo to :
Natural Science, Kobe University, Kobe
M. Sakata and Y. Yamamoto:
Department of Physics, Konan University, Kobe
T. Sugihara:
College of Liberal Arts, Kobe University, Kobe
ABSTRACT
The iron open-sandwlch experiments to observe one
dimensional development of individual air showers
were carried out at Akeno Observatory.
One dimensional energy flow, incident energy and
production height of shower is estimated using the
data of size and age obtained from the above
experiment and simple calculation.
1. Introduction.
In order to study the total development of individual air
showers, two general methods to observe at different
, altitudes or to catch the generation gap of air showers from
the difference of their arrival directions at the same
altitude, have been used. But It is impossible to observe
the longitudinal development of a shower and only able to
* grasp its average features.
The experiments to measure the particle density of each
generation of a shower using the multiple detectors set top
and bottom sndwichlng some materials such as water, iron,
led etc. as absorber between them and arranged over the
range of 3 - 7 m, mainly to study the longitudinal
development of the central parts of an air shower, have been
carried out. (1-4) But the cost of experiment increases when
the sandwich type arrangement mentioned above is adopted
to observe the total longitudinal development of Individual
air shower, because the whole range of lateral spread of an
air shower must be covered with the detectors.
Now, the new observation method so called "open sandwich _
has been proposed as follows. Some different kinds of air
7O
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shower arrays are arranged over the range enough to observe
whole features of air shower.
The types of air shower array are classified by the thick-
ness of the substance piled on tile scintillation counter.
The transition of the particle densities of an air shower
is known when it passes through a substance by comparing the
particle densities obtained from some different kinds of air
shower arrays, and in the result tile total longitudinal
development of an air shower can be observed by the smaller
number of detector.s.
2. Experimental procedure.
Iron open sandwich experiment was carried out at sl
station in Akeno Observatory (920g/cm2) for three months
(December 1980 - March 1981). The array consists of 100
sclntttlatlon counters which covered an area of 50X50m2, tiley
are 30 counters, on which 5 iron plates are laid (4. 5cm Iron
thick and called 2Fe array ), 28 counters 10 iron plates(9cm
thick,4Fe array) and 42 counters non iron plate(0Fe array)
in which 4 counters to detect arrival direction are included.
The unit area of 96 scintillation counters is 0.5mx0. Bm and
of 4 detectors for arrival directions is lmxlm.
The air shower array was triggered by the condition of
any six fold coincidence out of central eight scintill-
ation counters discriminating of 6 partlclos per counter
Thus 12,070 air showers wore obtained in the above
observation period.
3. I Analysis of alr showers.
The coordinates of shower axis (Xc ,Yc )and the set of the
parameters size No and ago So gNo,So) on top of the iron
plate, where So denotes lateral spread of air shower, are
determined by fitting lateral density distribution curve
obtained from 0Fe data to the theoretical lateral curves(NKG
lateral structure function) by means of the least square
me thod.
Another two sets of size and age (N2 ,$2 ) and (N4 ,$4 ) for
the axis of 0Fe array are also obtained by the same method as
above using the data from 2Fe and 4Fe array respectively.
The arrival direction(zenith angle 8) is determined by the
difference of time arriving at the 4 counters to detect
zenith angle.
1,308 air showers whose axces hit near the central part of
the array and the parameters sizes and ages are determined
with high precision, which are suitable for analysis, are
selected and analyzed. They satisfy the following
conditions: 0 < 30°, r = ¢/x2 + y2 < 8.0 m, ¢'r.dlVo(i)2/42< tVo,
C C
v/EdN2(i)2/30 < #2, v/E-'_,(-_r/28< /V_, where duo (2), tiN2(i) and tiN,,(i)
are the difference between the number of particles detected
by the i-th detector of 0Fe, 2Fe, or 4Fe array and one
estlmaVod as the value of l-th detector from the sets of
parameters (No ,So ), (N2 ,$2 ) or (N4 ,$4 ) respectively.
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3.2 Models, energy and production height of air shower.
An air shower starts from the gamma rays decayed from
neutral pi mesons which are produced when a primary cosmic
ray interacts with an air nucleus. The number of gamma rays
and the energy distribution of the gamma rays are assumed
as follows.
In l-gamma ray model (el) I gamma ray is emitted and
in CKP model (e2) the number and the energy of gamma ray
follow CKP distribution. One third of incident energy
transfers to electromagnetic cascade in both models.
The age parameter of an air shower SI, which denotes
longitudinal development of air shower, can not to be
measured directly.
From the experimental results that in electromagnetic
cascade the age for lateral development agrees with the one
for longitudinal development when they are measured in the
range one Mollele unit, which presents order of lateral
spread of air shower and about 91 m at Akeno, S1 is
substituted for So in usual. However, they are essentially
diffrent to each other, then following two models about age
parameter of individual air shower are assumed as
SI = So .... (sa) and SI = So + O. 2 .... (sb).
The combination of 2 models for energy distribution and
2 models for age makes the 4 models; (el-sa), (e2-sa), (el-sb)
and (e2-sb) called model A,B,C and D respectively.
The primary energy Eo and production height T of the air
shower were determined by selecting the set of (Eo,T) which
corresponds to the set of (No,SI) obtained from calculation
of electro magnetic cascade depending on models mentioned
above, and yet agrees with experimental value.
3.3 Determination of energy flow.
The calculation for energy flow of the air shower has
been carried out by the assumption that the electromagnetic
component consists of electrons only because it has been
difficult to know the energy distribution of gamma rays.
Now,new attempt to estimate the energy flow of electron or
gamma ray individually has been made by giving each energy
distribution based on electromagnetic cascade theory, and the
age for electron or gamma rays is also determined separately.
The energy distrlbutl_on of electron or gamma ray composed of
the shower, on top of the iron plate, is given by
electromagnetic cascade theory respectively as follows,
NedE = AoE-(I+Se)dE and
NgdE = AgE-(I+Sg) dE. \
Where, age So is substituted for S1 assumed above,and age for
gamma ray Sg is given by the set of (Eo ,T) determined above.
4. Results and discussions
The energy determination of air shower ever been used is to
multiply size No by the average energy 'which is obtained some
slmulatlons. (5) Age is taken into account as well as slze
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in this method. The present results agree wl th those
published before in mode[ A and B. (5) The averag_ value, of
the ratio Eo to No and one of energy flow per electron Ef
are in Table 1. The values of Ef are consistent with ones of
other works. (6) The ratio N4/N2 corrrelates with age So as
shown In Fig. 1. Fig. 2 sohws the correlation of mean
energy per shower electron or total energy flow to S'o at Akeno
altitude. The correlation between the ratio of total energy
flow to incident energy EI/Eo and So is shown in Fig. 3.
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Application of Photodiodes to the Detection of
Electromagnetic Bursts
Fukushima, Y., Saito, To., Sakata, M., Shima, M., Yamamoto. Y.
Department of Physics, Konan Univ., higashinada, Kobe, 658, Japan.
Abstract
A new type of photodiode + scintillator (i m 2 * i cm)
detector is developed to detect the large electro-magnetic burst
under a EX-chamber. The threshold burst size is found to be
4.3"10 5 particles at the center of the scintillator. Therefore
a gamma-ray family of i0 TeV is detectable by it, when it is set
under 14 r.l. of iron. In addition, a very fast (2.4 nsec
width) and very bright (correspond to 106 particles)
scintillation pulse has become avarable for this study.
i. Introduction.
Simultaneous observations of EAS and gamma-ray family have been made
by two groups (i)(2). In these observations it is important, for
successful joining of a EAS event with its corresponding gamma-ray
family, to detect the distribution of electromagnetic cascade burst in
the EAS core area. The burst distribution is detected by scintillation
counter array beneath emulsion and X-ray film (EX) chambers. In our case
(i), an unit burst detector is composed of a plastic scintillator
(50*50*3 cm 3 ) and a 2" photomultiplier tube (PMT), and the detecting
range for burst size is 103 ~ 106 particles/O.25m 2.
A new type of photodiode, recently developed, may be useful instead
of PMT for detection of such a large burst. The sensitivity of the
photodiode is not comparable to that of PMT as yet, detection of large
size burst as these observation may be possible. Photodiode have many
advantages in comparison with PMT : "low cost, miniature size and high
stability, and one can make burst detector covering large area with low
cost.
Large burst events emit scintillation light of considerable
, luminosity and _f very short duration of a few nsec. Then we, first of
all, make a pulsed light source which emits very bright pulsed
scintillation light of 2.4 nsec. It is obtained by irradiating plastic
scintillator ultraviolet laser pulse of short width less than 1 nsec.
2. Pulsed Light Source and Light Response Checker.
Short ultraviolet light of 337.1 nm is made by the method of
transverse excited nitrogen laser of Blumlein type (3). Figure 1
illustrates the cross sectional view of the laser device; the electrodes
of which have a gap of 3 mm and
N 2 Gas
%_'_3 I/ml._ _r_g_r- length of 5 cm and is operated by 14
____g____10kl2kn-_ _- 10kV kV ~ 22 kV DC high voltage. The flow
_- - of N2 gas is about 3 _/min under the
cm2 atmospheric pressure. From this
__ Epoxy laser oscillator about i0 different
spectral lines are emitted and the
20kV/ Cu-t1£m \M_rerc°rodes-ec.troaes 337.1 nm line is the most eminent in
Figure i them. In order to cut off the
visible lines we use a interference
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filter of passing only (337±15) nm. The specifications of this device
are presented in Table i. The pulse shape of the 337.1 nm is detected by
a biplaner photo tube (RII93U, Tr = 0.27 nsec, HAMAMATSU) and a
oscilloscope (7904, 500 MHz, Tektronix). In Fig. 2(a), the shape of it
is shown. Because of the limit of the oscilloscope's response the FWHM
will be smaller than 0.9 nsec which is known from Fig. 2(a). The shape
of a scintillation light made by the laser light is shown in Fig. 2(b),
from which one can observe the pulse shape of real scintillation light of
width 2.4 nsec. The stability of this laser output is less than 5% after
preliminary heating of a half hour as is seen in Fig. 3.
Spectral Output : 337.1 nm limim_"Repetition Rate 3-40 Hz
Pulse Width $i nsec _R[][][][][][]E
OutputS ability10 HilllllRD eosioo  .5"3 an[]nalaaH
(AtE. t> (ve**icsl* momimmi,mmmi
.orlzo°tal)B_m Divergence 7.7*7.7 mra_
(Half Angle) _iTrigger N2 Gas
Pr essurized Figure 2(a) Figur e 2(b)
SparkGap 0.5V/div. ,2nsec/div. 0.1V/div. ,2nsec/div.(-4 kg/cm 2)
Table i
15 * *
"
v •
§ Q • • •e e l•
, o• • • • oeO •
0 . • • eee• e• 1 Q• • • •e •
• • • oe •
-S • • °• •0 •oeoo
-", _ _ _ _ _ o
Time (x 1000_c)
Figure 3
J
The laser oscillator is put in a noise shield box and only the
pulsed light is derived through a quartz light cable. The strength of
scintillation pulse is adjusted by two functions: one is the high voltage
applied on the laser gap and the other is relative angle of polarizers as
seen in Fig. 4, which we call 'light response checker' for PMT or
photodiode. The plastic scintillator (5 mm thick), seen in Fig. 4,
converts the 100% of the 337.1 nm to scintillation light.
Figure 5 shows the response curve of PMT system which is composed of
PMT, preamplifier and mainamplifier, where output of the mainamplifier is
square wave and whose pulse width corresponds to logarithm of pulse
height from preamplifier. In addition, the "number of particles" used as
the unit of abscissa in Fig. 5 means the luminous intensity at the PMT
window; intensity of "one particle" is given when a relativistic particle
vertically traverse a scintillator of 3.5 cm thick set in a scintillator
box of our standard use (i). From this figure it is found that the
maximum luminosity generated by this light source is a few millions of
particles.
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3. Response of PIN Type Photodiodes.
We use PIN type photodiodes (SI723-01,HAMAMATSU) which have large
sensitive area (i0"i0 mm 2) and very high speed of response in both rise
and decay times (Tr = 15 nsec). The preamplifier circuit for this
photodiode is shown in Fig. 6, which has field effect transistor and
function of current-voltage converter. Pulse height of the preamplifier
shows a good linear relation with luminous intensity as shown in Fig. 7.
+12V
_.0, +12V ._ .Ix- I_,F T _ 0 • "
Ae
_e
S1723-04 LF357 -12V 2SC495 O_ _ LASER HV • 22 KV
" • 20KV
Figure 6 -" • leKV
-24t
LOG (Particles)
Figure 7
I00
• "j The output pulse width from the mainamplifier,
= the same type as used for PMT system, does not
.o show a linear relation with them as shown in
=.50 ,,*''" Fig. 8. From this result, however, we can
,_..*** LASER HV • 22KV conclude that this PIN photodiode-amplifier0 v system is useful for detection f local burst
_0_ i 5 _ • ISKV size higher than a few i04 particles when we
LOG (Particles) use it instead of PMT in the standard type
Figure 8 scintillator box before mentioned.
4. A Burst Detector of 1 m 2 Unit Detected by Photodiodes.
An unit pack of photodiode and preamplifier is attached to the each
corner of the scintillator whose size is 100"100"1 cm 3, and the whole
unit is wrapped with aluminum foil as shown in Fig. 9. The uniformity of
response is measured, as illustrated in Fig. i0. Numbers in the figure
show the values of relative pulse heights of the preamplifier output,
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where the same brightness of 337.1 nm laser pulse is directly put on each
point of the scintillator, which is well fitted by R-1.55, where R is
distance between the photodiode and each point. This R-dependence is
well interpreted by the following conditions that attenuation length is
i m, a refractive index is 1.5, and a reflective index at the boundary
is 0.97 in the scintillator.
(42) (3'0)
Tinned Sheet Iron Box
Plastic Scintillato_ 42 " B_ / • •
lO0,_,icm3 / Pasteboard
PINs lli=o.III 100
Photod lode _, /125 /325_--
,____ _Photodiode _ _m_ifi_ _ ___ i}0
Pho£od lode
Figure 9 Figure IU
The threshold burst size, detectable by the photodiode system, is
estimated as follows. First, a PMT (H.V. = -800 V) is attached to the
i m2 scintillator instead of the photodiode, and its output pulse height
was measured for real single cosmic ray traversing the position (A),
where the position (A) is shown in Fig. i0. Then this pulse height was
found to be 4.5 mV. Secondly, when a certain intensity of 337.1 nm laser
pulse is irradiated to the central position (B) as seen in Fig. i0, the
output pulse height from the PMT was found to be saturated. At lower
H.V. of PMT (-550 V), however, it was found to be 4.0 V. The ratio of
decrease of output pulse height from the H.V. = -800 V to -550 V is
0.079, which has been observed for this PMT. On the other hand, the
difference of response between the positions (A) and (B) was i000 : 83 as
seen in Fig. i0. Then the intensity of 337.1 nm laser in this
irradiation is found to correspond to scintillation light of
(4.0 V)/((0.0045 V) * 0.079 * (83 / i000)) = 1.3"105 particles of real
cosmic rays. °
When the same laser light irradiated at the same point (B) is observed by
the photodiode, the preamplifier output is found to be 24 mY. Because
the threshold voltage of this photodiode-preamplifier system is 8 mV (S/N
= 3), the threshold particle number for this system is 1.3"105 _ (8 mV /
24 mV) = 4.3"10 % particles at position (B). If this burst detector is
set beneath a EX-chamber with 14 r.l. of iron, a burst of 4.3"10 %
electrons and positron will be generated by a cosmic gamma-ray of about
i0 TeV, so that we can conclude that a gamma-ray family of EEy = I0 TeV,
at least, is detectable by this new burst detector.
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CORE STRUCTURE OF EAS IN I015ev TO I017ev
T.Hara, Y.Hatano, N.Hayashida, T.Kifune, M.Nagano and G.Tanahashi
Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, University of Tokyo
Tanashi, Tokyo, 188 Japan
ABSTRACT
With use of Akeno calorimeter, the attenuation of particles in
concrete is analized as the function of the shower size of 105
to 107 . The attenuation length does not depend much on the shower
size but de_ends a little on the shower age. The average value
is _150gcm -L for s=0.5-0.85 and _140gcm -2 for s=0.85-1.15. These
values and their fluctuations are consistent with the equi-intensi-
ty curves of EAS.
I. Introduction
Akeno calorimeter has an area of about 10mx10m and has the proportional
counter arrays at 5 different depths(0, 115, 230, 345 and 633gcm-2 in con-
crete) with 10cm resolution in one dimension(1). We report the preliminary
result of energy flow or the attenuation length measurement with use of the
calorimeter. In this paper the attenuation length(A) is defined as
Energy flow = _l_x)dx=_ N(xo)j_xp(-x/A)dx
where _ ; the energy loss/particle, unit mass
N(x) ; shower size in the depth x
xo ; observation depth, 930gcm -2 in Akeno
The data are of the latter half of 1982, and about 13,000 vertical
showers are analyzed whose sizes are between 105 and several times of 107 .
Only 3 shower cores hit the calorimeter area above the size of 107 .
2. Average attenuation length of EAS
The analysis is only for the vertical showers with sec@=1.0-1.1. EAS
data are sorted in the shower size(N) bin of 105.0-5.5 , 105.5-6.0 , 106.0-
6.5, 106.5-7.0 and >107.0 , and also in the age(s) bin of 0.50-0.85, 0.85-
1.15 and 1.15-1.50. The average lateral distribution of particles and the
shower sizes in each concrete depth are determined in every combinations
of the above sorting. Fig.1 shows the average local attenuation lengths
° as the function of core distance in N=I06.0-6.5 and in all s. They are
defined in I replacing N(x) by _(x), the particle density in a unit of 10
proportional counters(5mxlm). The average shower sizes in each concrete
depth are obtained by integrating _(x) over the core distance. They are
shown in Fig.2. A systematic difference of the particle densities measured
by the scintillation counters and by the proportional counters are corrected
in the figure_ that is _pc/_ sc is about 1.5 at _=10, 1.3 at _=102 and
1.15 at _=10 . The shower sizes are normalized within eacn size bin. The
error bars only show the uncertainty due to the threshold of the counter
output, and in most cases the true values are considered to be rather close
to the lower limit. The data of size=107 and age=0.85-1.15 are not reliable
because of the poor statistics of the core events.
The attenuation lengths from these transition data are 150_10gcm -2 for
s=0.50-0.85 and 140±10gcm -2 for s=0.85-_.15, and not much depend on the
shower size. These values are smaller than _180gcm -2 predicted for the
proton showers of the standard interaction, and also for the iron showers
HE4.2-9
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as shown in Fig.3(2), where "standard" means the increasing cross section
as #_,_E 0"06, Feynman scaling and the extrapolation of the known central
energy distribution to the higher energies.
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3. Relation of 3 attenuation length_ bE, _I, AN
To see the consistency of the result with others, three attenuation
lengths are taken into account. Their definitions are as follows.
(i) AE of the fixed energy shower
_E is obtained from the shower calculation of the fixed energy, and in
the case of the simulation, the average value of many showers is used.
AE is about 180gcm -2 in I016ev and in >950gcm -2 for the standard proton
showers(Fig.3). *
(ii) AI of equi-intensity cut
hi is obtained from the equi-intensity cut of the size spectra in the
different depths. The experimental value is 160-170gcm-2(3) in I016ev o
to I017ev and >950gcm -2.
(iii)/IN of the fixed size in the fixed level
The attenuation length obtained in the calorimeter experiment is /iN.
The experimental value is 140-150gcm -2 as described in 2.
In what follows we make a simple calculation of these As to see how the
cosmic ray composition affects these values. The composition is assumed to
be two components, the proton and the heavy nuclei. Each shower curve is
to be the exponential form, say Np.exp(-x/Ap) for proton and Nh.exp(-x/Ah)
for heavy nuclei. Np=Nh=I09, Ap=180gcm -2 and Ah=140gcm -2 in I016ev as Shown
in Fig.3. The reason to adopt the small value of Ah is that the usual
models of heavy nuclei shower can not give a appreciably smaller attenuation
than the proton's. The fluctuations of the longitudinal development are
ignored. The integral energy spectrum is to be E-2, and the intensity ratio
at the same energy k=Ih/Ip is to be a parameter of the calculation. AE,
AI and AN are given as follows.
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A= (x2-xl)/in (NI/N2) ....
for AE, N1/N2=(exlp+k.exlh)/(ex2p+k.ex2h)
for AI, N1/N2=((ex1_2+k.exlh2)/(ex2p2+k.ex2h2))0"5
for AN, NI/N2= (exlpZ+k. exlh z) / (exlp .ex2p+k.exlh.ex2h)
where NI and N2 are the shower size at the depth of xl and x2 respectively
and exlp=exp(-xl/Ap), exlh=exp(-xl/Ah), ex2p=exp(-x2/Ap), ex2h=exp(-x2/Ah).
The relations between k and As are shown in Fig.4. It is seen that AN has
almost the same value as AI in the whole range of k. This means that the
difference of Al(160-170gcm -2) and .AN(140-150gcm -2) can not be explained by
means of the different response of proton and heavy nuclei showers.
The other possible explanation is to attribute it to the fluctuation of
the shower development. Fig.5 shows two distributions of simulated attenu-
ation lengths of fixed energy and of fixed size for the proton showers.
The positions of the distribution maximum are almost the same, but the
average value of the fixed energy one is larger than that of the fixed size.
As the attenuation length of fixed energy is nearly equal to that of the
equi-intensity cut .in single component showers, this can explain the differ-
ence provided that the primary cosmic rays contain a proper amount of
protons.
N
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4. Fluctuation of the attenuation length
The attenuation length of each shower can not be directly obtained from
the data, and only "the attenuation length within 10mx10m(A100)" are ob-
tained. The histogram in Fig.6 shows the _I00 distribution(bottom side
, scale) of the showers which hit the central part(5mx5m) of the calorimeter.
This kind of fluctuation decreases with the core distance, and gets remark-
ably smaller beyond 15m down to 80-90gcm -2. So, for the core hitting
showers, we can convert AI00 to the attenuation length assuming the local
attenuation lengths are continuous between 5m and 20m.
The conversion depends on how to interpolate the attenuation between 5m
and 20m. The most gentle one is that the local attenuation lengths fluct-
ate around the average in proportion to the central AIO0 in the region
above 80-90gcm -2 like the two curves in Fig.1. The attenuation lengths
obtained with use of this conversion are shown in the top side scale of
Fig.6. In the same figure, the distribution of the attenuation length is
compared with f_the one simulated for proton showers(the same one in Fig.5).
The observed distribution does not agree with the prediction. Some part
of the disagreement may be the contribution of the heavy nuclei showers,
but the further discussion needs the further detailed analysis, especially
the improvement of AIO0 conversion to the attenuation length.
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PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN _I014 -1016 eV AIR SHOWER CORES
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ABSTRACT
At the Bangalore Conference we reported experimental evidence for
the 'steepening' of the differential density spectra for known
fixed distances (0, 1.0, 2.5 and 4.0 m) from the s_ower centres
and for 'core flattening', the cores becoming flatter, on average,
as the shower size (primary energy) increases. With improved •
statistics on 4192 cores, the previous results are exactly
confirmed.
I. Introduction. At the Bangalore Conference we repo_ted the first
measurements of the differential density spectra for cosmic-ray air
showers at known fixed distances from the centres of s_ower cores (Hodson
et. al., 1983a) and also evidence that as the shower size increases the
cores, on average, become flatter (Hodson et.al.,1983b). In this paper
we report data on a total of 4192 shower cores, increasing the statis-
tics previously available. The conclusions regarding 'steepening' of
the density spectra and 'core flattening' given at Bangalore are
confirmed and it is shown that the flattening effect extends to at least
2"5 m radius from the shower centre.
2. Data and results. The data on particle distributions near to the
cores of I0f#- I01_ eV air showers at Leeds (80 m above mean sea level,
1020 gcm -2) were obtained from a 7m × 5m array of discharge chambers.
A particular feature of the apparatus is the precision (usually _0.I m)
with which the centres of symmetry of the shower cores can be located.
The experimental arrangement, triggering system, and data analysis were
exactly as described in the above 1983 papers. An additional 1589 shower
cores have now been analysed and the combined data are given in Figures i
and 2.
Figure I shows the differential spectra for densities p(r) measured
at r = O, i.O, 2.5, and 4.0 m from the shower centres. All four spectra
" are of a similar shape which may be approximated by two power law lines;
all four spectra are consistent with a power law index of _-2 at low
densities before steepening to an index of _-3-5 at high densities.
Deviations from the -2 power law at the lowest densities shown in Figure
I are attributed to trigger and scanning bias. The 'central density'
spectrum (Figure la) steepens at p(O) _ 800m -2 ; for r = i'0, 2"5, and
4.0 m the spectra steepen at lower density values. The 'join point'
between the two power law lines occurs at about the same d_fferential
rate in each of the four spectra (horizontal dashed lines).
Figure 2 expresses the data on core flattening. The quantity <p(r)>
is defined as the average density for all shower cores in a particular
interval of p(4.0). The closer the ratio <p(r)>/<p(r')> is to unity,
where r'< r, the flatter is the particle distribution in the region
between r' and r from the shower centre. In the absence of data on the
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Figure i. Experimental differential density spectra at known fixed
distances (r) from the shower centre.
Total no. of shower cores: 4192; Run time: 7033 hours
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_. Data showing that the particle distribution in
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densities of our showers at large distances, we take 0_4"O) as a rough
measure of shower size N. (Data from the Kiel air shower array (Bagge
et al., 1979) suggest N_ 2OOO× 0(4"0), where 0(4"0) is expressed in
particles m-2.)
The dependence of <0(I.O)>/<0(O)> on 0(4"0) is given in Figure 2a,
that of <0(2"5)>/<p(I'0)> in Figure 2b. The upward trend towards unity
in both Figures 2a and 2b shows that, on average, as the shower size
(primary energy) increases the cores become flatter; the trend is less
marked in Figure 2b but still clearly indicates a significant flattening
out to at least 2"5 m from the shower centre.
The data given in this paper are well suited to comparison with
predictions from Monte Carlo simulations. Details of such simulations
and conclusions drawn are given by Ash (1985a,b).
Complementary to the present data are the results of a similar
analysis by Ash (1985c) of photographs of air shower cores observed in
the 20 m 2 discharge chamber array operated by Hazen et al. (1981) at
Sacramento Peak (730 g cm-2), New Mexico.
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IrH!EORET_CAII.S_IJFD_OF EAS HADROM'_C STRU'CTURE
IL. Poo ova_
l_s_u_.e _f Nuclear Research anod _u'clear E_,ergy
B!I',d.Ee_fn 7_', So,f_a, Bolgar_
.]_eGen@ral rem,ar_s _ t'h,eexper£men_t.al,,d.aE.a'The structure of
EAS _s de_erm@n_ed ma_ly by,,_he en_erge_c _adrons. They are
s_rom,g_y _o_ll$_a_,ed in_ _,he c_re of the shower' and eseem_a_
d_;fflct_l_es are emc_ut1_ered f_r res_lu_1o_ o,f £_dfv_doaT, had_ns,
•h,e _ropert_es fo,r reso_u_iow are d_ffere_t_ o_f _.he variethy of had-
ton, detect:ors u_sed im EAS exper_men_ts. Th_s _s _h,e main reason, me-
_:I_g• _t diff_cu1_ to ob,ta_m a ge_.eral ag,ree_en_tbetween actua@_.y
registered da_a w_th differe_, detecE:.ors=
The most, p_ausib_e set, roe f_r d_sagreen_e_, fs _he u_cer_.af_ty
_ de_:erm_na__o,n o.f t_he en_ergy of _n:dtv_d_al hadro.ns_ A pr_nc:_p_'_.
fact o_r n_igh_-b,e _e _,cldemce: _,fmuI_;i'pZe hadro_s over Iarge_ _r_
det:ec_ors.Such'._easu_remen:_s do, mot distingulsh b.e_we.enevents w,_th
o_e or more h,adr_s _ver the de_ect_o:rs and _:hus,pro.v_de am upper
_m_£_ tto__e h,adro_ e.n_ergy,fl_11_ f_.r examp_e,hadror_ measuremen_
_n. Kolar Go:_IdF£elds/2!/_er.f_rm-ed w_:h a_ deep Iron malor_me_.er,in-
¢:lude IeaE:age o_f emerg.y fl_w_ ir_ the en_erge_Ic eIec_ron ¢o,_ponentt
wh_c_ arrf_es _,hrou_h _J_e _op" layers and ,par.f_icular_y,_hreugh the
,,sides _f _,he cal'o_rln_e_erfo,r _r=cli_ned showers.T.hJs Is valld _¢o a
lesser extent_ for _:.hem,easurem_n:_:sat _an Sha_3,4,5_erfoz, wed w_h
sm_a_l.er1on_isatimg detect_r_ The measurem_enE:s at P_c du M'idi/5/
w.,_thflash, _:ube h_odoscope were reiativeIy less_ affected due _:o _.he
fi:h_ickn, ess o,f t_he detect_rs., I_ it.he sctn_:_lat'or buz_st de_ect_ors_dfs-
• _o_ fm_ hadron, en_erg_ du_e fio mu:_p_e hadro_ _ncidence _s _x_ec-
_:ed _.o play a s_gn£f_can_ role even though _:he _ndividual s_n_.jla-
_:o_s oc.cupy relatively small; area as _n _.he case of Noriku,ra expe-
r_m_en_./7/o
Mla_y effor_s du'r_ng _he Ias_, few, years were de_o:_:ed _,o es_in_-
_:Ion_of _.he effect: from mu:IEihadron_ _ncide#ce/@/. The signals oo79/
" served _n: 0_¥ experiment"/8/ winh, bu,rsfl: detec_,ors were conver_ed
_:o hadron_ en,_rgy using con:version factor obfia_ned with M"on_,e C_rIo
simu, ia_o_s/ _/= _here was p:(_n_ed ou_. a reasonably goo,d agreemen_/
- b,e_ween, _:he result.s E.n, Oe,t:y exper_n_en_ and those from P_c. du _[..
Nevertheles_y_if_can_ d._fference _s. obser_,ed w_h _.h.e_c_10r_@_
compare'_ _J_e e_Xpe zm_e_Ea_a_ofhadrons _n EAS at differen_ l_ve_'u.
All data ere normalized assum_.n'.gE.ha_.Ehe at_enuafiio,n length of ha-
drons is 350 g.cm_ _ _5/.
_. An,al'vsis of fihe modeI caIcuiatio,ns _n. _he begining we want Eo
point ouE an un_espect_ed effecE reveaied from Ehe _.heoreticaI £n-
vestEgat_ons,.e.g,. _.he change _n, the assumpbions about: _..hemain pa-
ran_eb_rs e.f hlgh energy int:eractio,ns_.as well as for _.he n'rature of
_,he primary part,clash.are relatively sI_ghtly a=ffec:_-_ngE:he proper-
_.Ees o_f h'adronic:;componenE. _n EAS a_ mountain alE.itudes. For exam-
pZe,, Ehe 1.'aEeraldistrlbufi:io_nof hadron_s (Eh_300 G.ev).caIcuIated by
us on _he _a_i_ o'f our n,ew phenom_en,oiog_cal model/IU/_In which is
assum.ed bre@Eed sca1_n@ variable Xs=X._s_ Is very simiIar to, Eh_t
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_.b_,a_ned by Grieder/_..1/ aseum'ing st_andard modeI wi_h.m_llt_tfcfty
ns_E 0"437 in the bot:h ext.reme cases of proton and iron prim'ary spe-
ctrum. S_m,_lar sm,alI effect from _he change of interaction models
on'.[AS hadron_s with d_fferen_: en=ergies amd in wlde range of show,er
sizes _s observed in. comRaring our breaked scallng model celcula-
U3o:ns with _hose o I s _2 •
multiplicity laws m • h a showing
th,a_. in genera1'_the number of h,adrons at: _ount_in alt£tudes is not
very sensitive t:.othe chapge o'f multiplicity law,.
By means o.f _he result.s obtained recentIy by' Sreekan._.am et a_l_/
wit.h similar breaked scaling modeI we can_ see in fig_3 the influemI
of the assumpt_i.e_nabout _:he .energy spectrum of _:he secondary partl-
c1'estcharac_.erizeJ by _.he soaIing viela_io.n parameter oL. They have
assumed sl'_ght imcrease of_.ha_ equaTizes _ur parameter (_=0.13
in Lab. system,) at en_ergies: ebou,_:2..105Gev. The steeper shape, of
curve 2 can be conn_ected w£_h. _.he larger coefficien_, of inelas_.Icl-
ty (0.72)_n pion collisions assum_ed by Sreekan_an e_' el.
Figs3 Compamtson of
_he theoretical p_e-
dlc_ions for _.he,
e_ergy sp_ct.ru_ of
u_ hadro_s fm EAS w_th
^
_-" sfze 1,5 105 _t785 .
_ _._C_-2ac:cordf ng to
the p¢esent cal.mt_-
tO-- lat._ons for p,r.o_o_
show_r_ (1) wtR, h t_e
est_tma_fons of Seee-
k an_iLan el. a_/9/ fox"
p:r.oi_.e_n(2) arid :l[ron
(3) prlmary _p:e,ctrum
f
-
Sfmi_.ar effect, g_ve _.he caZcul!.at:£one of Dan_lova .st: _/13/'e_su-
_n'g k _ . =0.8:4 they ob,_.afn less number of hadron_._n:e,x_ensfv_:"
_ue=_ _:h a fac_.o_r of 2) tI.har_ w,e have "calcu-lated wEt.h k_ a. _0.5
More esse_tlal _s _he effec_ from_ en:ergF Inc_ease of .t_e ]ne-
1.as.._.fc ¢'ross. sec_io.n, The nu_b.er of hadrons;, caTcu_a_:ed :[n/g/9" f_t
(T_z" - =- 260 *.l_l Z_--_ .4 is abou,t 2 'R.tmes'_s=all.e_ than _'n _he case
_fv_ithmic _nc_e of _in essu,_ed _r_ our calcu_eE_ons.
The effec_ of prima¢y par_@cle _ass on _he p_roperi_le_ of hadmon
_ompo_en¢ Is i_us_ra_ed im bo_h figures 2 and 3 . We can see tha_
even for _e_ _ ex_re_e cases of pure preston and pure iron pr_,_a_y
composition @here Is relatlvely small chamge _n _:he energy spectrum
of hadrorls. :'_,
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_t ...Cowper_son w,J_h experl,nen_,al_ dat,a_ _n fZO.I we have compared
t.h_eresults for h,adron,]lateral dlstr_bution obtaJ'ned Im our caicu-
leSSens w_:_h, _reak_ed scal£ng mo:del and f_adron densities conmZIed,
from, di_fferen_, mountain exper_me_t.s. It _s seen _.hat the sZope of
_he _heo_et$cal ¢urve dl.fferes_ fvo_ _he experl.menfi.a_,d_strlbu_.
_hat d_fference _s sub_sba_t_aI near _he core of showers_#uhare the
mffect_ of mm_]_ip_e hsdrons Jn hadro_c detec_:Zen _s ra_he¢ strong.
App_c.E the appara_s effecE_ the obsert_ed d_sagreement can be due
t_o the face t_hat _ ou_ m,ode_ caZcu_ai_fcN3s we have negt_eEted the
p_ss_b_Ey for appearance of secondary p$on_, uf_h ]arge transve,i_-;;
am _omen,Eu_ (_o_e _._4 Gev/c)o Zn fact there Ss bbser_ed tn acce_e-
ra_@r axpe_l_am_,s up _o 2._05Ge_ s_ght decrease fn the s_pe of
p_d_strtb,ut£_n. Cer_a_l]y_exfs_ence _f such, pZons should causes
f__a_er _at_eral d_strC, bu¢_¢_ _f shover hadz_ons: nea_ the core. Hou_
e_,er_drast_,c ©ha_ge _f pE-dZstrfbu_ton_nee,ded Ee expl:atn the contra-
d_f¢i_ocl :_n. ffg_ uas rtot ob_se_ued ot_er the ent=_re range 0.2._031r_
_. mc_gh_tbe supposed _ that the rise of _ransv, erse' _onlenEa s_03Tev..
¢oul_d: be atEr_bui_ed t_o or_]_y feu secondary par_cles and Jets/14e]_
F_om thee com_arZson w_t_h t_he experimental da_a £n f_g.2 _e can
see ar_ apperent_ d_fference b:e_eer_ the expected tot_a_ nu_ber and
i_b_e _easuremenb•s u_th burst detect o_s._t _s obvious that t_he• model
_alicuZatSa_s are f_E_ng the upper _t of hadTon_c f_ou, detected
wtth caler2m_tsrs,
_. C_n_l_#sSm_n ]The above resu_ts a_u us t,o conclude that we can
get a' be_er e_ree_en_ u_t_ the steerage tendency of hadrmm_e _e,a_u-
re_e_ts If ue as_cll_e tn eO_ new, phenomeno_o,gtcal modbl a ]at-get
c@effJdent, of t;nelas_cJ_y and stronger energy fnc:rease of the t:o-
EaI fne_as_:_c cro,ss: section tn h_gh energy _1¢_ lnEeractJfons_ Never.
Ek_esst gAS data above ]OSGev are revsa_fng a_ fasEe.r deveIopment
,#
@f h_adron_ cascades: Jn _:he e_r than Jt can be' exp_ected: by e,xErapo-
• et_ng _-_e paramat_ers of hadron tnt_eracttons obt_atned _n accelera_
i/_r measu,remer_ts•
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF ELECTRON LATERAL DISTRIBUTIONS
IN THE CORE REGION OF 1013- 1016 eV AIR SHOWERS
A.G. Ash
Department of Physics
University of Leeds
Leeds LS2 9JT
U.K.
ABSTRACT
This paper contains details of computer models of shower
development which have been used to investigate the
experimental data on shower cores observed in the Leeds
35m 2 and Sacramento Peak (New Mexico) 2Om 2 arrays of
current-limited spark ("discharge") chambers. The
simulations include predictions for primaries ranging
from protons to iron nuclei (with heavy nuclei treated
using both superposition and fragmentation models).
i. Introduction
Anal_sis of photographs of I0 I_- 1016 eV air shower cores in arrays
of current-limited spark chambers at Leeds (1020 g cm-2) and Sacramento
Peak (730 gcm -2) has provided data on particle distributions within a
few metres of the shower axis in the form of density spectra and density
averages measured at known fixed distances from the shower centre (Ash,
1985a, Hodson et al., 1983a,b, 1985). Comparison of these results with
Monte Carlo simulation predictions by Ash (1985a,b) has demonstrated the
failure of the scaling model. Details of the calculations are presented
in this paper (see also Ash, 1984).
2. Hadron collision models
Simulation techniques based in the laboratory frame were u_ed, and
the models generated only pions and leading nucleons; nuclear target
effects were neglected. The energy-splitting algorithms of Hillas (1981)
were used to generate "radial scaling" secondary energy spectra in pion
• collisions (Fig.la) and nucleon collisions (Fig.lb) f except that for the
latter, the flat leading nucleon spectrum given was replaced by a more
accurate form (Hillas, 1979a): the elasticity X = Enuc/E o was sampled
using X = 0.76a + 0.24a _ (instea_ of X = a) where a is a random number
(O-0 .... i.O). (If, as a result, Enu c was less than the nucleon rest
energy mc 2 then Enuc = mc2). For Eo>> mc 2 the resulting average
elasticity is equal to 0.42.
Transverse momenta were §ampled from the energy-independent
distribution h(pt)dpt=pte-ptlp° with Po equal to 0.24 GeV/c for
secondary pions (in both pion and nucleon collisions) and equal to
0.28 GeV/c for leading nucleons. (If Pt _ p then the secondary was
considered to be going backwards and was dropped from the cascade.)
Mean free paths for nucleon-'air' nucleus collisions (Fig.2) based
on nucleon-nucleon cross sections rising as _n2s at high energy were as
gO
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(a) P_on collisions (b) Nucleon collisions
Fig. i Particle production spectra in simulated IOO GeV hadron-'air'
nucleus collisions. X is the secondary energy divided by the
projectile energy, both measured in the laboratory frame
given by Hillas (1979b); those for pion collisions were obtained by
scaling up the nucleon mean free paths by (114/86) at all energies.
3. Nuclear fragmentation models
The "superposition model" was used i.e. a shower with primary mass
number A, energy Eprim, was taken as a co-axial superposition of A proton
showers with energy Eprim/A. A more realistic treatment of primaries
ranging from helium nuclei to iron
40 nuclei was given in the one-
100 _ dimenSional "fragmentation model"
"which is based mainly on emulsionJl 50_E data and follows quite closely the
Bartol model (Gaisser et al., 1982)
with which it is in good agreement
_5Oo _i. . ]_. _IOO'- for the average distribution in the .
._ 70 atmosphere of the "first" inelastic
b collisions of primary nucleons.
30 Excellent agreement with Freier and
, Waddington's (1975) simulation ,
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 predictions of the average rate of
LOG.E{GeVt release of nucleons from projectile
nuclei as a function of atmospheric
Fig. 2 Inelastic pp cross-
sections and corresponding depth is obtained using theCleghorn nucleus-nucleus cross
mean-free-paths in air
sections, adopted by them, instead
used in simulations
of the larger cross-sections of
Gaisser et al. (1982) normally used.
4. Propagation model
A non-isothermal atmosphere was used. Coulomb scattering and
ionisation loss (2.2 MeV pergcm -2) were applied to hadrons, but were
neglected for projectile nuclei in the "fragmentation model".
Geomagnetic effects were neglected.
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5. Electromagnetic cascade function
An average development function based on unpublished Monte Carlo
calculations for photon-initiated cascades by A.M. Hillas was used. The
electron density at 1020gcm -2 (Leeds) for cascades due to vertical
photons was
o(r) - 1 dn(r) (I + r/45)-3 m-2 with n(r) - a_et(l + £nf/0"72)
2.r dr
and a - 0.460/(1 + 0-380/x) x E.r/5"8093
[ - I - 0.72(! - y/C) y - tn(I + 2.390x)
E is the photon energy in GeV, and t is the vertical thickness (r.l.)
between the photon production point (_o decay) and the observation level.
A radiation length of 36.1gcm -2 was used. If a cascade was inclined this
was taken into account by multiplying the density calculated from the
formula by the cosine of the zenith angle and taking t equal to the slant
thickness, and r equal to the perpendicular distance from the cascade
axis.
The cascade function has been used directly for each photon (EMC
Model I) or in conjunction with a simple Monte Carlo technique to simu-
late fluctuations in the formation of the first e+e - pair (EMC Model II).
Mountain level calculations involved rescaling the above electro-
magnetic cascade lateral distributions according to the lower air
density.
6. Simulation of the electron distribution in the shower core
(a) Calculations for Leeds
A map of the core region was obtained by superposing electromagnetic
cascades, taking into account the direction and location of their axes.
In each shower simulation the shower primary was directed at the centre
of a square of side 10"2m located in the observation plane. The square
was subdivided into (51) 2 equal squares, and the counts of electrons
deposited in each of them determined using the cascade function.
Computing time consumed in doing this was saved by ranking photons so as
to concentrate the most detailed calculations on photon cascades with
the densest "cores", and by "thin sampling" (Hillas, 1981) of low energy
hadrons. Calculations for photon energies down to i GeV from no decay
could therefore be made on a routine basis.
After calculating the electron counts the simulation program
searched for a shower centre (centre of symmetry) in the central (7-6) 2m 2
of the mapping area (most of the shower centres, located to within _5cm,
fall within O.5m of the centre of the mapping area). The shower was
discarded if a shower centre was not found in the "search area", and also
if the electron density, averaged over 2× 2 adjacent square elements of
the mapping area, did not exceed 5Om -2 somewhere in the mapping area.
If the shower was not discarded then densities at various radial
distances from the shower centre were obtained, as in the experimental
work (Hodson et al., 1983a,b, 1985), from counts made in an "annular
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grid", in this case, "superposed" over the mapping area. The grid used
consisted, as in the experiment, of a series of concentric circles,
starting with a radius of O'25m and then with radii increasing in 0"5m
steps. For the above experimental work the annuli were divided into
equal areas of _/16m 2. However for the simulations it was more
convenient to divide the annuli angularly each into 16 sections
("sampling bins") by common radii from the centre. The difference
between the two procedures is not significant: both give densities for
the same radial widths.
Counts were obtained in the "sampling bins" with the "annular grid"
centred on the shower centre. The central count, calculated by integra-
ting the electron density over the area of the central bin, gave the
density corresponding to the experimental central density p(O). Counts
in the annuli at 1.0, 2.5 and 4.0m were derived from the mapping area
counts and gave densities corresponding to the experimental densities
p(l-O), p(2.5) and p(4.O) respectively. These results were supplemented
by counts, determined as above, in the remaining annuli out to 4"5m and
by densities calculated at points in the mapping plane further out. The
radial density distribution was thus sampled at intervals of 0.5m out
to 7-0m from the shower centre.
(b) Calculations for Sacramento Peak
Both the calculations and the experimental analysis are made using
the corresponding Leeds-level grids with dimensions in array space scaled
up according to the lower air density found at mountain level.
7. Construction of density spectra etc.
Predictions of the average lateral distribution and density spectra
at fixed distances from the shower centre have been obtained for a wide
choice of primary composition and energy spectra. A technique of
weighting the simulated showers according to the primary fluxes assumed
was used to obtain results for different primary energy spectra.
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COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS WITH SEA-LEVEL EXPERIMENTAL DATA
ON i0 I_- 1016 eV AIR SHOWER CORES
A.G. Ash
Department of Physics, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, U.K.
ABSTRACT
Simulation predictions for the Leeds 35 m 2 horizontal discharge
chamber array for proton primaries with a _E -2"7 spectrum
extrapolated from balloon data to 1016 eV give power law
p(r)-spectra with constant slope _-2 consistent with the
experimental data up to the point at which they steepen but
overshooting them at higher densities, and at high shower sizes
predicted cores which are significantly steeper than those
observed. Further comparisons with results for heavy nuclei
primaries (up to A = 56) point to the inadequacy of changes in
primary composition to account for the observed density spectra
and 'core flattening', and the shower size spectrum together,
and point, therefore, to the failure of the scaling
interaction model at _i015 eV primary energy.
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PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN _iO 13- 1016 eV AIR SHO_R CORES AT
MOUNTAIN ALTITUDE AND COMPARISONS WITH MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
A.G. Ash
Department of Physics, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, U.K.
ABSTRACT
Photographsof 521 shower cores in an array of current-limitedspark
('discharge')chambers at SacramentoPeak'(290Omabove sea level,730g
cm-2), New Mexico,U.S.A.,have been analysed and the resultscompared
with similardata from Leeds (8Om above sea level, 1020gcm-2). It was
found that the 'central'densitydifferentialspectrum is consistent
with a power law index of -2 up to _150Om-2 where it steepens,and that
shower cores become flatteron averagewith increasingsize.
Scaling model predictionsfor proton primarieswith a =E-2"71 energy
spectrum accountwell for the altitude dependenceof the data at lower
densities. However, deviationsat higher densities indicatea change
in hadron interactioncharacteristicsbetween_ fewx IO14 and 1015 eV
primary energy causingparticles close to the shower axis to be spread
furtherout.
I. Introduction. Experimental data on particle distributions within a
few metres of the axes of air showers at Sacramento Peak (290Om above
sea level, 730gcm-2), New Mexico, U.S.A., are described. The data are
the results of the author's analysis of photographs of showers in an
array of current-limited spark chambers ('discharge' chambers) operated
by Hazen et al. (1981). These photographs were originally obtained as
part of a search for high-pt subcores.
The results are compared with similar data from the 35m 2 discharge
chamber array at Leeds (80m above sea level, 1020 g cm-2) (Hodson et al.,
1985) and predictions from Monte Carlo simulations.
2. Experimental Details. The array was housed under a canvas tent and
was photographed from above using a small camera. During the experimen-
tal runs used as the basis for the present work the array consisted of
20 im2 discharge chambers (nearly identical to those used at Leeds)
arranged into 4 parallel rows each of 5 chambers, with _3Ocm gaps (walk-
ways) between adjacent rows and the chambers in each row close-packed to
give in most cases only _3cm width of dead space between them. The
trigger condition was a particle density ASOm -2 in a scintillator near
the centre of the array in coincidence with at least one particle in a
scintillator a few metres outside the array. The trigger rate was
_lOhr-l.
3. Analysis and Results. The methods of analysis of the shower
photographs follow closely those of Hodson et al. (1983a,b) for the Leeds
data. The photographs (negatives on 35mm film) were projected at a
linear demagnification of 8 in array space and scanned by eye for cores.
Core location and subsequent density measurements made use of an annular
grid, superposed over the projected image, identical in pattern to that
used for the Leeds photographs (see Hodson et al., 1983a) but with its
dimensions (in array space) linearly scaled up by a factor s=(iO20/730).
This was to take approximately into account the effect of the difference
in air density on particle densities when comparing the data for Leeds
and Sacramento Peak. As in Hodson et al. (1983a) the grid was used to
determine a shower centre (centre of symmetry) for the particle distri-
bution of each core located in the array area and, with the grid
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centred on the shower centre, densities at various radial distances were
determined. To reduce the effects of trigger bias and s4anning bias the
analysis excluded all showers with centres located in the walk-ways
between the rows of chambers, those with centres falling in the 4 corner
chambers and any in the remaining outer chambers with centres falling
within O.4m of the edge of the array. The total collecting area for
shower cores was then equal to _12m L.
A count of discharges in the centre circle (radius O-25sm) of the
grid gave the 'central' density; when a walk-way overlapped part of
the centre circle (maximum 50%) then symmetry was used to obtain the
count for the Whole of its area. Counts in the angular sections of the
annuli at the scaled distances sm and 2.5sm gave densities at these
distances. (In general, counts were made in only one randomly-selected
sectiQn in each of these annuli.)
In the rest of this paper, observed particle densities per m 2
(i.e. count/actual bin area in array space) are given, rather than
densities scaled up by a factor s2.
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Figure i Differential density spectra 0(r) observed at Leeds (L) and
Sacramento Peak (SP)
Figure i shows the differential density spectra for 521 cores at O,
i,O s, and 2-5 s m from the shower centre (normalised to a 35m 2 collecting
area) as observed at Sacramento Peak, compared with the corresponding
experimental data for Leeds. Power law lines of index -2 have been super-
posed on the spectra to show the steepening at high densities in the Leeds
data (see Hodson et al., 1985) and for comparison with Sacramento Peak.
(The deviations of the spectra from the -2 power law at low densities are
due to trigger and scanning bias.) In Figure l(a) there is evidence of a
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I_ steepening ft'om the -2 power law in
the Sacramento Peak p(O) spectrum at
_1"5.103m-2; the spectra further
I'_ out (Figures l(b) and l(c)) may also
s, steepen but this isaround i03 m-2
I_ ,.,.5. less clear.
Figure 3 gives a plot of core
,-*.s 'flatness', <p(l.Os)>/<p(O)>, versus
'_ P(2_5 s) (used as a measure of shower
size, as p(4-O) in Hodson et al., 1985);
this shows a tendency for shower cores
'°_ to become flatter within s(=l'4)m as
; the showers become larger (as also
reported for the Leeds data (Hodson
et al., 1985)). Taking Figures i and
3 together, steep dense shower cores
I_ are observed at a lower rate than
might be expected by extrapolation.
Io4 Figures 2 and 3 give comparisons
10' 10' 10' with simulation predictions, after
p_ _ excluding all real and simulated
showers with p(O)<lOOm -2, using scaling
Figure l(c) models (with EMC Model I) for proton
Io" ''" 'l ' " "''"'l , .., .... t0" "'....I ' " """ "I ' ' ''....
I0 _ s tO4
• I0_ _ 104 L • - L.O •
_ •
. r-t.o
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;0" I C =o';
o
i0 '= tO4
. t _
;0 _ ;0 J
• 1
I0 e I0 = I0 * 10_ IO _ 10*
o :,') -i o :,')m_
(a) (b)
Figure 2 L Comparison of observed differential density spectra
(histograms) at Leeds (L) and Sacramento Peak (SP) with simulation
predictions (points)
primaries, described Dy Ash (1985a). The full detailed core-mapping
calculations were used for comparison with the Leeds data; for
Sacramento Peak a simpler calculation was used, with the shower centre
assumed to coincide with the shower axis. For the present purposes this
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Figure 3 'Core flattening'
_0_ at Sacramento Peak
,0........I . ...... , . .,... _ difference is unimpqrtant. The proton
primary energy spectrum was
,0' ,o' ,0" dn/dE = 1-36 x 104 E- 2_71Gev-lm-_r-I s-Ip b-I m_
consistent with ball0on-based observa-
Figure 2(c) tions, here extrapolated to 1016 eV.
The predictions agree well with the observed spectra both in slope and
in absolute rates in the -2 power law region, where proton showers would
be expected to dominate the spectra. At higher densities, all the Leeds
spectra and the Sacramento Peak p(O) spectrum are clearly steeper than
those predicted.
Figure 3 shows that the predicted large proton showers have much
steeper cores, on average, than those observed, as was also found for
the Leeds data (Ash, 1985b).
4. Discussion. It is interesting to consider the mean primary energy
<E> o-{ sh_ with a given p(r) at Sacramento Peak. At p(O) = 1.5.× IO=
m-2 the proton simulations predict <E> = 6 × 1014 eV; if the steepening of
the p(O) spectrum is due to a rapid increase in the slope of the proton
primary energy spectrum then a clear steepening should also occur for
- similar values of <E> in the density spectra further out. At 2.5 s and s m
from the shower centre <E> = 6 × IO 14 eV corresponds to ddnsities of %2OOm 2
and 4OOm -2 respectively; no steepening is evident at around these
densities. This, together with the observed core flattening, lends
support for a significant change in hadron interaction ch@racteristics
between primary energies of % a few × iO 14 and 1015 eV. A natural expla-
nation might be found in a mechanism which spreads particles out from
within _ Im of the shower centre. Complete understanding probably
requires the combined effect of interaction changes plus some steepening
in the proton energy spectrum.
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TSKHRA-TSKARO COMPLEX INTENDED FOR THE
INVESTIGATIONS OF EAS SPATIAL CIiARACTE-
RISTICS NEAR AXIS
O,L,Berdzenishvili, Yu.G.Verbetski, Yu.A.Gromov,
D_.Kotlyarevski, A.A.Novalov, I.V.Paziashvili,
N.S.Rusishvili, L.Sh.Khachatuzyan, P.V.Tsomaya,
Z.Sh.Sharvadze, GoZ.Stemanetyan
Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of the
Georgian SSR, Tbilisi, USSR
Tskhza-Tskaro EAS complex located at the height of
2500 m above sea level is intended for a correlated inve-
stigation of three main components of the extended atmo-
spheric showers (EAS) - hadron, muon and electron-proton
ones - near the shower axis. This complex is aimed at the
investigation of proton and primary cosmic radiation nuc-
leus interactions withthe nuclei of air atoms within the
energy range 10 14 - 10_6 eV.
The complex will consist of the following basic_parts
(see Fig.l):
I. Shower part of the complex for the meastuwement of
the shower electron-p_oton component (N°5,_,5,8).
2. Mobile master device
(N°9).
_i _'.. 3. The installation for
the investigation of had-
ton nuclear interactions
__\ .\ EAS-,,_BA"(N°q,6).
#.Jideo/EAS installation
• -detector installs.-
/ /_ o (Fig.2, N°6).
/ I The shower part is an
|_[ |_ _| JD_, _ _ installation of central "
_ _-Io_ _";\ J tion and ionization sen-
_ type including scintilla-
_ sore for the measurements\ _I_ |_ _ _ _ / of the energy and direc-," tion of the particl ge-/ . nerating an EAS, the ava-
.......... lanche age, the spatial
" _ behaviour of zts basic
- D--- components, EAS axis res-
toration.
Fig.q The dimensions of scintil-
lators (3 cm thick) used
in the central part are O°5 x 0.5 m2 the information pick-
up from the detector corner.
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The scintillators are 1.5 m distant from each other,
filling an area of _160 m _ . It is also planned to locate
on this area paired ionization chambers _5 m distant from
each ether (see Fig.l). Thus, a sufficiently detailed re-
production of the EAS central part is achieved.
The periphery of the shower part of the complex consi-
ts of two g_oups of scintillation detectors. One of them
detectors) will be situated along a circumference wi_h
a radius of 8 m centered in the geometric centre of the
complex, while the second similar group of detectors will
be situated at a radius of N50 m with respect to the geo-
metric centre (see Fig.l). In the peripheric scintillators,
the detectors 3 cm thick with the dimensions of 1 x 1 m _
are used, with the information pick-up from the top.
II. _obile master device represents three scintillation
counters close to each other and switched for coincidence
with the dimensions 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 m _ (Fig.l, N°9), which
will detect the atmospheric showers with the energy E_
10 I_eV and define the axis position.
_oving the singling-out system within the distance of
0 . 15 m from the spark chambers, one may obtain the ave-
raged spatial distribution of EAS components by measuring
the particle density in spark chambers.
III. The installation " _BA" has been working at the
station for 10 years serving for the investigation of had-
ton interaction with nuclei within the energy range O.1 .
10 TeV. This unit includes a magnetic spark spectrometer
(MSS) and a,smal_'ionlzation calorimeter (SIC). Spark cham-
bers (Fig.l, N@5, Fig.2, N°1,5) intervaled with targets
0.1 nuclear interaction length thick are situated in the
upper part of the magnet gap. This unit serves to deter-
mine the direction of an incident charged hadron and the
characteristics of secondary particles.
IY. "Video EAS" apparatus is intended for a detailed
investigation of EAS characteristics near the axis, as well
" as correlations between them, using spark and ionization
chambers. The @pparatus contains a large ionization calo-
rimeter (BIC) (Fig.2, N°3), and its depth is supposed to
o reach 1000 g/cm _ . At present, N200 g/cm 2 of the absor-
bent is laid, and one layer of ionization chamber with a
total number of the registration channels equal to 16 is
mounted.
A part of the spark chambers of the "Video EAS" appa-
ratus is mounted under the large ionization calorimeter
(Fig.2, N°_) and serves for the simultaneous observation
of hadron and muon EAS components. In the course of the
experiment, muon registration threshold will be increasing
beginning from E _0.5 GeV at the BIC thickness of 0.2 kg/
cma . (Hadron registration threshold are approximately 50
times higher).
In the other part of spark chambers located in the
immediate vicinity of BIC, the electron-photon EAS compo-
nent with the energy threshold of_2 MeV is registered.
The upper and lower walls of the chambers are transparent,
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and the inner volume is photographed with the cameras.
Y. _ -detector is located under the SIC of appara-
tus and c_ _sists of two-spark chambers inte_eaved with mag-
netized iron (the magnetic field intensity is _ 2 T) and
scintillation starting device. The distance between the
layers of chambers is _I$5 cm. The photographing will
be accomplished using the cameras RFK-5 constitutin_stereo-
pa_rs, which is necessary to restore the spatial pa_te_n
and momentum measurements. The energy threshold of registra-
tion depends on _ -meson direction and varies within3 + 10 GeV.
VI. At the Institute of Physics of the Academy of
Sciences of the Georgian SSR, a two-level system of using
microcomputer "Electronics-60" at the first level and the
computer "S_-_" at the next one is developed° According to
our plans, the computer "Electronics-6_' will be carry out
the calibration of scintillators and ionization chambers,
the spectra treatment, etc., while the total complex treat-
ment of the whole system will be carried uot by the com-
puter SM-4.
VII. The problems, solved using the above complex.
The complex character of the device permits to study
a wide range of nuclear-physical, cosmophysical and astro-
physical problems.
It is planned to study
the character of trans-
verse pulsebehaviou_
near the axis, momen-
tum and angular corre-
lations between had-
__ m. --- -- tons and muons and each
I__ _ other, to investigate
the secondar2 particle
composition (the rela-
tionships between neu-
tron and charged com-
ponents) and to study
- _ -meson group fluc-
_ tuations in order to
_ _I obtain the information
on the primary compo-
sition, to study in
6 de l behaviour
,'_]I _--- of primary particle
and nuclei spectra
_CXII_j I within the energy
? _ _ SM_ range of IO 4e + I0 _6
Fig.2
Each unit of the complex described above has been tes-
ted. It is planned to put Tskhra-Tskaro installation in
operation by the end of 1986.
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A NEW STUDY OF SHOWER AG_ DISTRIBUTION IN NEAR
VERTICAL SHOWERS BY NBU AIR SHOWER ARRAY
N.Chaudhuri, D._(.Basak, G._C.Goswami and B.Ghosh
Department of Physics
North Bengal University
Darjeeling 734430, India
•The air shower array has been developed since it
started opera_ion in 1931. The array covering an
area of 900 mZ now incorporates 21 particle density
sampling detectors around two muon magnetic spectro-
graphs. _he air.showers are detected in the size
range i0 to i0 ° particles. A total of II000 showers
has so far been detected. Average values of shower
age have been obtained in various shower size ranges
to study the dependence of shower age on shower
size. The core distance dependence of shower age
parameter has also been analysed for presentation
in the conference.
l.Introduction The age par_neter which was calculated
by fitting a particular shower with a given structure
function is not constant over al[ core distances and
shower sizes. Moreover the lateral distribution function
does not fit well over all distances with the single age
parameter. ;2he age determination has been done using NKG
as a reference function and also the forms of Hillas et
al 1, and Lagutin et al 2. In all the cases of sho_;er
analysis it has been found that the age lies between
0.8 to 1.7 for various shower sizes in the range 104 £o
106 particles. In the present study the shower size 'N_'
and shower age's' (average and local shower age) have
been determined through standard _2 _ method using NI<G
and various structure functions.t
2.Met!_od_ In an array of 21 detectors covering an area
of-_0_-m -Z, the density of the particles is estimated from
- the printed recording of the shower particles in each
detector.
l_ne shower age which is estimated by fitting
the shower densities (r) with the help Of the _2-minimi-
sation method is sho_m_ in the figures for showers falling
within zenith angle 0° - 30 ° . The fitting of NKG function
for extensive air shower lateral electron distribution
for a single age parameter gives some systematic errors.
Hence hhe term 'local age parameter' (l.a.p.) S(r) is
defined by Capdevielie et al 3 as
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which gives the best fit in the neighbourhood of r for a
given structure function f. Where _= 4.5 if f is NKG
function and X = r/to, ro = Moliere radius.
YT_e value of S(r) is numerically estimated in a
small band of distance /-
_. ri, rjJ
X2 4 •5LnCFii _j qj 7
_J _nZ-xij_ij_7
where Fij = f (ri)/f (rj),
xij= ri/rj and_j = (xi + i)/(xj+ i)
and Sij --_ S(r) if ri--_ rj
with r = (ri + rj)/2.
3 .Results
3.l.A__/e distribution The age is calculated over a
particular shower size range and a typical age 's' distri-
bution is ....
=now in Fig.l. We find that for showers falling
wmthlnAzenltn anc,le 30 navlng slzes in the range 104
2 x i0 = particles the individual shower age lies between
0.3 and 1.25.
3 2 Variation of l.a.]_, with core distance
The l.a.p, distribution is shown in
Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 in the core distance range 1-20m. For
showers in the size range 4.0 <log Ne K 4.6, the l.a.p.
increases with the increase of core distance, whereas for
showers in the size range 4.6 <log Ne<5.3, the l.a.p.
decreases very slowly from 2.5m to 10m and then increases
from 10m to 20m.
3 •3. Varia_ti3n of l.a.p, with the shower size
The l.a.p, distribution is sho_n in
Fig.3 for core distances in the range from 3-10m and from
10-20m. It ]]as been found that the l.a.p, decreases as the
shower size increases from 104 to 105 particles for both
the distance ranges.
3.4. Vari ati on of aver_ i_gr ameter dis tributi on _ith
shower size
The average age for a shower group was
determined and plotted as a function of shower size as
shown in Fig.4 along with the similar data of kTnristiansen
et al 4, Asakimori et al 5, Abdullah et al 6 and Gerhardy et
al 7. %_ne avergge age is nearly constant over a shower
size range i0 = - 106 particles.
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4.Discussion Each shower •was fitted to the Hillas func-
tion to obtain the core coordinates and shower age. l_e
average age for a shower group is consistent with other
experiments. The present data on the l.a.p, shown in
Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 show the constancy of l.a.p, in the
core distance range 2-20m. _]e dependence of l.a.p, on
shower size in two core distance regions shown in F_g. 3
shows near constancy of !.a.p. in the size range !0 - 105
particles.
5.Conclusions It can be concluded from the plotte_ data
that the determination of averacBe age and !.a.p. from the
present experiment is consistent with the measurements
of other workers mentioned above.
@.Acknowledgements The Departrnent of Atomic _ner_],
Govt. of India is thanke:l for the financial assistance
for the DAN Project at [qorth Bengal Jniversity.
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A NEW STUDY OF I_LtOli8 IN AIR SHOWERS
BY NBU AIR SHOWER ARRAY
N.Chaudhuri, _.NukherJee, S.Sarkar
D,K.Basak and B.Ghosh
Department of Physics
University of North Bengal
Darjeeling - 734 430, India
The NBU air shower array has been in operation in conjunc-
tion with two muon magnetic spectrographs, The array incor-
porates 21 particle density sampllng detectors a_ound the
magnetic spectrographs coverlng en area of 900 m_o The lay-
out of the array (Basak et all) is based on the arrangement
of detectors in a square symmetry. The array set up on the
ground level is around a 10 m high magnetic spectrograph
housing. This magnetic spectrograph housing limits the ze-
nith angular acceptance of the incident showers to a few
degrees. The array of detectors is sensitive to air showers
initiated by cosmic primaries of energy in the range 1014-
10"_eV. The detectors are scintillator counters made of
plastic scintillators of two different sizes : 0.25 m 2 end
0.125 m2 . Each scintillator is of 5 cm thick mounted firmly
within a box made of aluminium sheets. A DUMORT 6364 photo-
multiplier tube mounted suitably to view the scintillator
forms a detector. The pulses from the detectors are digiti-
sed by an analog-to-dlgltal converter and the density In-
formation from all the detectors is printed out on a paper
tape by a llne printer. Two muon magnetic spectrographs at
a separation of 4 m have been installed in a housing which
is located near the centre of the array of detectors,
A 2-metre neon flash tube (NYT) chamber which has been
used as a low energy muon detector in the NBU air shower
array consists of 9 layers of neon flash tubes installed in
- a ch_nber with a cover of 5 _m of lead to get rid of elec-
trons. Each layer contains 54 tubes arranged in such a way
that a single muon passing through the flash chamber must
discharge the tubes lying on the tEaJectoz'f of the particle.
The NFT chm_ber covers an area of 1 m x 1 m for the locali-
sation of muon trajectories.
An absorber of 1000 _/¢m 2 of cOncrete on the roof
about 1 m above the spectrograph units is provided to remove
the electronic component. Additional lead absorber could be
placed above the top tray of the spectrograph for this
purpose. The information on amon triggered neon flash tube
glows for the location of particle trajectory is obtained
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by a set of omeras. From the recorded coordinates of the
passing muon at the four levels of detection in the spectro-
graph, its deflection in the magnetic field is calculated.
The momentum of a muon is determined from the relation
P m 21.96/_ GeV/c
where _ is the deflection in t.s.unit (1 t.s. = 1.999 +
0.0002 cm) and the constant in the numerator is the product
of the geometrical factor of the spectrograph and the llne
integral of the magnetic induction.
Three hundred muons in the fitted showers of size
range 104 - 105 particles have so far been scanned and the
momenta determined An the momentum range 2 - 440 GeV/c.
More than 1500 recorded showers are now in the process of
scanning and fitting. Shower records that will be obtained
till June '85 will be incorporated. A lateral distribution
of muons of energy, greater than 300 MeV in the shower size
range 105 - 7 x 10_ has been obtained from the record of
NFT chamber.
The Department of Atomic Energy, Govt. of India, is
supporting the air shower work at North Bengal University.
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Lateral Distribution of Electrons of Air Showers
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K.Mizushima
Kobe Women's Junior College, Chuo-Ku,
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Y.Misaki
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ABSTRACT
Lateral distribution of electrons_( abbreviated to
LDE ) of the air showers of size !OJ_--_lO ° was
studied within one MU.
The results are summarized as follows:
i) LDE of the air showers observed is well represented
by NKG function except for vicinity of the core,
ii) LDE measured by thin scintillators does not differ
from that measured by thick ones of 50mm thickness.
I Introduction, Lateral distribution of shower particle is
usually approximated by NKG function. However, several authors
reported recently that the lateral distribution is not
expressed by NKG function of single age parameter, and that
number of particles measured by scintillator of 50 mm thick-
, ness distorts remarkably the lateral distribution near the
core of air showers because of multiplication of the particles
in scintillator (1)(2). Basing on'these results, change of
age parameter with distance from the core and its physical
" meanings are discussed among some reseachers of air showers.
LDE of the air showers within one MU from the core and the
effect of thickness of the scintillators on the lateral dis-
tribution were studied by the air shower array of Kobe
University. .The latter is investigated by means of scintil-
lators of various thickness, From the results obtained by
these measurements; change of age parameter with the distance
from the core ( local age parameter) is obtained.
2. _xperiment and Results, Nine plastic scintillators of area
i m and th$ckness of 50 mm and 67 plastic scintillators of
area 0.25 m- and thickness of 50 mm were used for the measure-
me_t of densities of charged particles of air showers.of size >
i0 , within i MU from the core. In addition to these scinti
lators, scintillators of various thickness were placed among
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them to study the effect of the thickness of scintillators
on densities of particles (13).
Assuming LDE is expressed by NKG function, NKG function of
best fit for indivisual shower was obtained. The shower array
of Kobe University and the method of best fit were reported
in detail elsewhere (4).
About ten thousands showers were observed during the period
from December 1983 to June 1984.
The average LDE of showers of size 105_J106 and les_ than 30"
of zenith angle normalized to the showers of size i0 are
shown in Fig.1 for several sections of age parameter. Solid
line in the figure is NKG function of mean age parameter for
the showers classified in each section. Number of particles
is corrected for the transition effect using the correction
formulae (4).
From the figure, it is pointed out that LDE is well re-
presented by NKG function except for the showers of 1.4_ s_l.6
and for distance within 3 m from the core. Large disparity
of showers of the latters from NKG function of the same age
parameter is considered to be caused by any small samples of
showers, or the inadequateness of the method of best fit for
these showers, or any physical reason, but nothing is known
now definitely.
In Fig.2, are shown the average LDE of showers which are
measured by thin scintillators and have size_105 , zenith
angle _30 _ , and age parameter i.O<s<l 2. The figure indicates
that LDE is not different from th_se in Fig.l.
This result obviously show that the effect of the thickness
of scintillators on density measurement is so small that one
may safely use thick ones of 50 mm thickness. The local age
parameter defined by Capdevielle and Gawin is obtained basing
on LDE in Fig.l and Fig.2 (5). The results are shown in Fig.3
and Fig.4. Local age parameter decreases slowly with increasing
distance from the core, and farther than 3 m it is nearly
constant, and does not show any tendency of decrease.
Furthermore, local age parameter obtained by thin scintil-
lators does not show any remarkable difference from that
obtained by the scintillators of 50 mm thickness.
These results reveal that the variation of thickness of the
scintillators does not significantly affect the value of age
parameter, and that NKG function approximates well LDE.
3. Conclusion. LDE of air showers is approximated well by
NKG function except for the neighborhood of the core and for
the showers of old age parameter. Change _f local age
parameter is not recognized but for the vicinity of the core,
and thi_ shows the validity of approximation of LDE by NKG
function of single age parameter. LDE obtained by thin
scintillators does not differ largely from that obtained by
those of 50 mm thickness, and this result shows that multi-
pl_cation and absorption of particles in the scintillators
are not so large.
Our results are in disagreement with those of Akeno group
with respect to the variation of local age parameter and the
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effect of the thickness of scintillators. Disagreement is
considered to be caused by large spaces among detectors used
by them, and it makes difficult to reveal the detailed
information near the core. It is necessary to make spaces
of detectors small as possible in order to determine precisely
LDE near _e core.
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DETAILED STUDIES OF THE ELECTRON LATERAL
DISTRIBUTION IN EXTENSIVE _AIR SHOWERS
WITH ENERGIES AROUND _016 eV.
T.Dzikowski, J.Gawin and J.Wdowczyk
Institute of Nuclear Studies and
University of _6di, Cosmic Ray Laboratory
90-950 L6d_ I, box #47, Poland.
I. The ex]_erimental procedure.
Using the Lodz extensive air shower array, we have per-
formed detailed studies of the electron lateral distribution
in extensive air showers. The showers were grouped according
to their particle densities around 20 m from the core. The
grouping was made in very narrow intervals of the densities.
For every group of showers and for every distance interval \
/changing by 5 m/ histograms of the numbers of electron
counters discharged have been obtained. The trays of G.M
counters were located at following distances from the cen-
tre of the triggering detectors array : 16 m, 76 m, 117 m,
137 m, 141 m and 147 m, /Dzikowski et al., 1979/.
Every histogram then has been fitted with particle den-
" sity spectrum described by the gamma distribution
bp
. " "y'exp
taking into account the exact probabilities of the dischar-
ge of the given number of counters. The parameters p and b
were calculated from the experimental histograms. Those pa-
rameters gives the average density and the width _f fluc-
tuations from the formulae /Dzikowski et al., 1977/.
: m
b
In the present work we are analysing only the average
densities as a function of the shower core distance.
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The errors of the densities were obtained by Monte Carlo
method following way. Taking the experimental!y obtained
distribution of densities in:the_form of the gamma function
histogram of the expected discharged counters has been si-
mulated. This procedure has been repeated 10 times. For
every obtained histogram new values of the p, b parameter
have been obtained. The spreads of the parameters values
have been taken as a measure of the errors.
II. Results.
The obtained lateral distributions are compared in fig.1
with the commonly used Nishimura, Kamata, Greisen /N K G/
formula. As it is known the formula is /Greisen, 1956/
where s ,is the focal age parameter and r1=79 m the so
called Moliere distance unit. The values _@ffthe obtained
skower sizes and age parameters are given in table _.
• 4k • ;. , : "
.i
2. # 1
ILo9 r EmJ
Figure I. Experimental elektron lateral distribution for
different shower sizes. The curves represent lateral
distribution cal_ulated from N K G formula for parameters
summarised in table I.
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Table I. It i_ interesting to note
that tBe obtained lateral
• ,
Number distributions are relatively
and Ne : s wide /high value of the _,s"
symbol
,,, parameters/ and thatt_e NKG
I. + 3.99 x 105 1.59 formula relatively Rll des-
2. _ @.59 x 105 1.50 cribes the la_eral'distribu-
3. • 5.53 x 105 1.@5 tions at the distances above
@. O 7.07 x 105 1.42 50 meters from the core,
5. X 1.13 x 106 1.39 whereas at the smaller dis-@
6. Q 2.26 x 106 1.41 tances the experimental dis-
I tributions a_e slightly
steeper.
III. Conclusions.
The electron lateral distributionat distances 60-150 m
from the core seems to be well described By the NKG function
with relative larg_ values of the shower age parameter. TMe
curves at smaller distances appear to go Iow_r t_en the
experimental points.
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ABSTRACT
The E594 neutrino detector has been used to study the lateral dis-
tribution of muons of energy > 3 GeV near shower cores. The detector
consists of a 340 ton fine grain calorimeter with 400,000 cells of
flash chamber and dimensions of 3.7 m x 20 m x 3.7 m (height). The
average density in the calorimeter is 1.4 gm/cm2 and the average Z
is 21. The detector was triggered by four 0.6 m2 scintillators
placed immediately on the top of the calorimeter. The trigger re-
quired _>2 p/m2 in at least two of these four counters. The accom-
panying EAS was sampled by 14 scintillationcounters located up to
15 m from the calorimeter.
Several off-line cuts have been applied to the data. Demanding
five particles in at least two of the 'trigger'detectors, a total of
20 particles in all of them together, and an arrival angle for the
shower < 450 reduced the data sample to I1053 events. Of these in
4869 cases, a computer algorithm found at least three muons in the
calorimeter. To take into account the failure of the computer al-
gorithm to estimate the number of muons when the ionisation deposited
in the calorimeter was very large, an upper limit on the total
'trigger' electrons was imposed. A limit of lO0 electrons reduced the
data set to 9657 events out of which 4803 events had more than three
muons in the calorimeter. These cuts were also applied to the Monte
Carlo simulated predictions (as described elsewhere at this confer-
ence) based on two different primary spectra; the first spectrum is
dominated by heavy primaries while the second by protons. A pre-
liminary comparison of the rates of predicted and observed triggers
favors the first spectrum. Comparison of the detailed electron and
muon numbers and their averages is carried out.
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CORRELATION OF HIGH ENERGY MUONS WITH
PRIMARY COMPOSITION IN EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWER
C.Cho, S.Higashi, N.Hiraoka, S.Ozaki, T.Sato,
T.Suwada, T.Takahashi and H.Umeda
Depertment of Physics, Osaka City University
Osaka, Japan
Abstract
An experimental investigation of high-
energy muons above 200 GeV in extensive air
showers has been made for studying high-energy
interaction and primary composition of cosmic-
rays of energies in the range 1014 _ 1015 eV.
The muon energies are estimated from the
burst sizes initiated by the muons in the
rock, which are measured by four layers of
proportional counters, each of area 5 x 2.6
m 2, placed at 30 m.w.e, deep, Funasaka tunnel
vertically below the air shower array. The air
shower array, area of about 30 x 40 m 2
contains 21 plastic scintillation counters, of
which five are for fast timing and all used
for density determination.
The lateral distributions of high-energy
muons above 200 GeV has been determined in the
size range 104 _ 106 particles and in the
lateral range 0 % 20 m. These results are
. compared with Monte Carlo simulations based on
the scaling model and the fireball model for
two primary compositions, all proton and
Mixed.
I. Introduction
High-energy muons in cosmic-rays keep information with
characteristics of nucleus interaction and composition of
primary cosmic-rays. An experimental investigation of high _
energy muons in EAS with other components of the shower has
been performed to take accurate information on both aspects.
In this experiment the energies of muons are determined from
the burst sizes initiated by them in the rock above the
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detector and incoming directions are also determined by the
use of the center of gravity of burst. By the use of this
direction and the data from the shower array, we can
determined the shower size Ne, age parameter S and distance
between shower core and muon. Here we present results from
an investigation of muon component ( a200 Gev ) of EAS in
size range 4 x 104 _ 106 particles.
2. Experimental Arrangement and Method of Analysis
The apparatus consists of a
scintillation counter array N "
for the detection of air
showers and four layers of eSCINTILLATIONCOUNTER
proportional counters at the
underground to observe bursts
initiated by muons. Sixteen
scintillation counters, I x I
m 2 and 10 cm thick, are used .o o•
to record the densities •
c o r r e sp o n d t o I t o 2 0 0 0 _PROPORTIONAL CHAMBER
particles. Five, 50 x 50 cm 2 .o " o .
and I0 cm thick, counters are
used for fast timing. These
counters are distributed as
shown in Fig. I. Four layers
of proportional counters are 10m
used to measure the size and
the two dimensions lateral oTiming
spread of the shower particles
which are produced in the rock
by high-energy muons. The area
of each layer is 2.6 m x 4.5
m, the spatial resolution, Fig.1 Plan of extended
i.e., distance of adjacent two particle array. O, timing
wires, are 5 cm along 2.6 m and particle density; e,
and 10 cm along 4.5 m, and the particle density.
distance between the top and
the bottom layer is 94 cm. The burst detector is located
inside the Funasaka Tunnel whose depth is 30 m.w.e. (I) and
which is 18 m below the air shower •array. Data are taken
when eaeh layer of the burst detector has more than 10
particles and any one of 16 scintillation counters has more
than 6 particles. Lateral distribution of particles in
observed burst is flat which is produced by multi-muOn, or
convex by a muon. Then convex bursts are selected by
the following conditions which are determined on the basis
of the analysis of bursts without air shower.
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I) 82 >3, >=30 particles for each layer, where
82=_4/(u2 )2, _k=Tfi(ri-<r>)k/n, n=Tf i, <r>=Zfiri/n,
fi' ri : particle number and position of i-th wire,
7 : sum of wires within a burst for each layer.
2) ratio of numbers of particles in a layer is
between 0.5 and 2.0.
For the selected data, center of gravity of burst size is
calculated for each layer. Incoming direction of muon,
namely, of air shower is determined from these 4 points. The
energy of muon is determined from the burst size (Nb) using
the next equation:
E ( GeV )= 0.67Nb-I"03.
Size (N b ) is
obtained from the I
average of four I
iayers and zenith _. 0.5!angle correction
is applied. This -J r'.--0-2r'=2~4r'4-6 . .
_ / / r'=6-8r=8~I0 r=I0~12
e q u a t i o n 1 s < 0.3 /_
obtained from the _ /O /conversion of n_
bu r s t s i z e 0.1 ,./
spectrum to energy :_.C___i_i_._-| ! . w , ! , , I ' ' i , , , , ' I ' • -
spectrum. The air 0 5 10 15 20
shower parameters,
size (Ne) , core _(m)
location (X,Y) and
o age parameter .(S), Fig.2 Probability distribution of
are determined by finding muon within interval r' for muon
a least square fit core distance r.
of observed
densities to NKG
lateral distribution (2). We estimate the errors of these
parameters, _(X,Y)=-+2 m and _(8,_)=- + 6° from analysis of
artificial showers. The probability of finding muon within
interval r! for muon of core distance r is calculated by
Monte Carlo method using the o(X,Y) and _(8,_), and the
result is presented in Fig. 2.
3. Results and Conclusion
During the 13666 hours, 2776 events have been obtained
which are satisfied with burst conditions and air shower
conditions. Only' I03 events in which muon energy is a 200
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GeV are survived after next five conditions are applied.
I) air shower sizes N e are in the range 4 x 104 _ 106
particles,
2) zenith angles @ are in the range 0 % 350
3) modified X2 values for lateral fit are in the range
0 _ 5,
4) core distance are in the range 0 _ 20 m.
Four conditions are on the basis of
analysis of artificial showers.
Under these conditions, correction
factor of the acceptance-area is ..............
estimated to be I . Relative Simulation
densities of muon are obtained from -protono_y
103 events by acceptance-area and _ I omixed
finding probabilities. The density =
in the range 0 to 2 m becomes low _ "_'%.
because of flat lateral _ _'_
distribution of burst. Fig. 3 shows _ 161 _ "_'_-._
the lateral distribution of muons
with energies more than 200 GeV in
the associated shower size 4 x 104 "_
106 particles. Comparing the data Z2
curve with the predictions of Monte _ ICarlo simulation (3), the data are
normalized at the range 2 _ 4 m.
The figure shows that the primary ..............
composition of cosmic-rays in the 0 10 20 30
energy interval 1014 _ 1.014.5 eV is Core distance (m)
proton dominant. Data have errors Fig.3
due to energy estimation of air Density distribution of
shower, short range of core muon above 200 GeV
distance and poor statistics, but against core distance.
the conclusion that the primary
composition of cosmic-rays in the
energy range till 1014"5 eV are proton dominant, as other
experiments suggest (4), may be correct. It is necessary to
increase the range of shower size and core distance.
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Abstract
A measurement of low energy muons in EAS (threshold energies are 0.25,
0.5, 0.75 and 1.38 GeV) was carried out. The density under the
concrete shielding equivalent to 0.25 GeV at core distance less than
500 m and 0.5 GeV less than 150 m suffers contaminations of
electromagnetic components. Therefore the thickness of concrete
shielding for muon detectors for the giant air shower array is
determined to be 0.5 GeV equivalence. Effects of photoproduced muons
are found to be negligible in the examined ranges of shower2sizes and
core distances. The fluctuation of the much density in 90_m is at
most 25 % between 200 m and 600 m from the core around lOiVeV.
i. Introduction
Constrution of muon detectors for the giant air shower array starts
from 1984 at Akeno. One of the purposes of this experiment is to determine
the appropriate absorber thickness. Muons in EAS must be measured under the
shielding in order to eliminate electromagnetic components. On the other
hand, the thickness of shielding is desired to be as thin as possible from
the economical point of view. Another purpose is to examine whether effects
of photoproduced muons appear appreciably in giant air showers when we
measure such low energy muons.
2. Experiments and Data Analysis
2
The measurement_was done by using a large calorimeter of I00 m area
(effective area 90 mz) at the center of Akeno EAS Array (Hara et al. 1979),
" which consists of four layers of proportional counters under the concrete
shielding as is shown in Fig.l. The threshold energies for muons at each
layer correspond to 0.25,
. 0.5, 0.75 and 1.38 GeV Fig.lThe structure of the calorimeter
respectively. Counters are
made of iron square pipes of _ 11m
size i0 cm x i0 cm x 500 cm
(Hayashida and Kifune 1980). IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllll/ll
The trigger condition is 7- [ I _ 50 Cm
fold coincidence with more IIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111 \
than 4 particles out of 38 1, I " T 50 cm
scintillation counters in .iiJiilJ[][[][][llll[[][][[[]l[I
Akeno EAS Array, which are T
arranged in lattice shape .[125 cmwith mutual spac ng of 120 m...
18000 showers are analyzed lllllllllllllllllllll]]l]lll'l'll
and the conditions for data
1 2O
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selection are as follows; shower size lager than 10 7 , core distance larger
than 50 m from the calorimeter and chi square for the fitting of shower
sizes and directions reasonably small. Only vertical showers are examined
in this paper except those shown in Fig.42 Present data are compared with
those by other nine muon stations of 25 m each, where the thickness of the
concrete shielding corresponds to threshold energy 1GeV .
3. Results and Discussions
The lateral distribution of muons of energy more than 1GeV is given
by Greisen's formula (Greis_n_1960) , _
_(R) = C(R/Ro)-U'_°(I+R/Ro )-_'_ .,. (A)
from the data of muon stations in Akeno EAS Array, where R is a core
distance, C is a normlization factor depending on sizes and zenith angles,
and R_ is a characteristic distance which varies with zenith angles (Hara
et al_ 1983). Greisen presents also the lateral distribution as a function
of muon energy Ep as follows (Greisen 1960)
_(>E_,RIR_.I _1 x (51/(50+Ep)) x (3/(2+Epl) f(R) ... (B)where f(R) = 0.14 x . We use this function as a reference, though the
Greisen's formula were derived from the data of lower sizes and larger
energy regions of muons than are considered now.
(I) Lateral distribution
Fig.2 shows the lateral distribution of the density at each layer for
vertical showers. Curves are those given -- J I I --
by the formula (B) with R^=280 m. • Fig.2
u [otero[disTribuTion
Densities under shieldings equivalent to 10 •
0.5, 0.75 and 1.38 GeV at more than 150 m
from the core can be fit well to this x " 20.25GeV
formula, but those under the shielding 00"5 GeV
equivalent to 0.25 GeV show larger values 5 " AO'75GeV
1.38GeV
than this curve. The lateral distribution
o_the density ratio of each layer to the 2
fourth layer in three shower sizes is _.
shown in Fig.3, where the density of the
lowest layer is taken as a reference I .
value. Curves are given by the formula __ ,
(B). It is suggested from both figures B 0._.5 " __
that the concrete shielding equivalent to .
0.25 GeV can not prevent the leakage of
electromagnetic components at the core
distance less than 500 m , and 0.5 GeV 0_...2 __
•less than 150 m also. Fig.4 is the zenith
angl dependence of this ratio the 0.1
concrete shielding equivalent to 0.25 GeV _\_ ,
x seee at equal size. The higher the
threshold energy becomes, the less the _ Ileakage of electromagnetic components is I
observed. We decide the thickness of 10z 2X|O 2 5XI0 _ 1_
concrete shielding for the observation of CORE DISTANCE(m)
muons in giant air showers to be 0.5 GeV equivalence for safety, though the
minimum absorber thickness is found to be 0.34 GeV (this _s the Case for
secO = 1.3-1.4) from Fig.4.
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(P) Effects of photoproduced muons
• Fig.3density ratio The number of photoproduced muons in
[0gNe=7.00-7. "X_u EAS is proportional to the primary energyI, E_, while the number of muons in nuclear
• x 7.40-7.80 u a
cascades to E0 (a<l). Therefore, the
• _ • o 7.80-8.20 contribution 6f photoproduced muons to
total muons becomes significant in larger
X X •
x shower sizes. According to the simulation
(McComb et al. 1979), if the density of
o I photoproduced muons takes over that from3 i nization, '0_' in p o( Ne_ becomes i.
o o _ R _ Fig.5 shows the relation between the muon
• _ o ^ o density and the shower size, and between
•_ X X X
_-_ 2 • • _ the muon size and the shower size. There
"_ _/ I exists no significant tendency that the
power 'OC becomes larger as the shower/
117-° ' 2X10 = 5X]O = 1 ' size becomes larger. Effects of
CORE DISTANCE(m) photoproduced muons may be negligible in
the examined ranges of shower sizes and
core distances.
30
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(3) Fluctuation of muons
It is
important to
Fig.6 S(600) dependenceofdensltvf[uctuation _now the
I I I I I - I I I fluctuation of
_,, R the muon
0.6 .... _ " 199.5-25|.2 _ density in EAS.
Q a _ _ o 501.2-65|.0 This value is
-- a a _ related to not
accuracy of
_ • a - muon sizedetermination,
a but also to the
0.3 -- _._ _ "__.- primary mass_ composition. In
Fig.6 are
4.5X_'eeV_ 43XlO"eV " plotted the
I I I I I _ I I S(600)
0.1 S(600) 1,0 dependence of
_/£p for two
core distance
ranges, where
_ is the
density of 0.5 GeV muons in 90 m2, _ is its fluctuation and S(600) is the
electron density at 600 m from the core. S(600) is considered to have a
good relation to the primary energ_vE n as (G_u_kov et al. 1979)
E0 = 4.1 x 10_-(_(600)) ....
Curves in Fig.6 are the experimentai errors which are derived from the data
of _eno EAs Array (Hara et al. 198_), _/_
_/p_ = (0.668/_p _ + 1.42/_ + 0.04) _/_
by using the average _nsity in t_ corresponding S(600) _d two core
distance bins. Subtracting these experimental errors quadratically _d
considering the fluctuation of S(600) for the same primary energy, the
fluctuation of the muon density is _und to be at most 25 %1_rrespective of
the core distance ex_ined for the primary ener_ aro_d lO--eV.
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MUON FLUCTUATION STUDIES OF EAS > 10 1_ eV
P. R. BLAKE, M. LUKSYS, W. F. NASH and A. J. SEPHTON
University of Nottingham, England.
I. Introduction Fluctuation studies need to compare a parameter
which is sensitive to longitudinal fluctuations against a parameter
which is insensitive. Cascade calculations indicate that the shower
size parameter at Haverah Park, p(500), and the muon density are
insensitive while parameters that significantly reflect the long±_
tudinal development of a particular EAS include the muon/water
Cerenkov response ratio and the muon arrival time dispersion. This
paper presents conclusions based on muon fluctuation studies of EAS
measured between 1976 and 1981 at Haverah Park.
2. Description of Muon Detectors Three 10 m2 shielded scintil-
lators situated at 0, 150 m and 250 m from the centre of the Haverah
Park array. Due to practical considerations the detectors had
slightly different absorber thicknesses leading to calculated
vertical muon thresholds of 317, 431 and 488 MeV respectively. Two
of the muon detectors (those at 0 m and 150 m) had immediately
neighbouring large area water Cerenkov detectors so that a local
response ratio between the two detectors could be directly measured.
The recording of the three detectors was triggered from the water
Cerenkov 500 m array by the arrival of EAS with primary energies
10 l_ eV.
3. Fluctuations in W/c Ratio The ratio of the density response of
the muon detectors to the density of the water Cerenkov detectors
(symbolised by p/c) was used to study fluctuations between EAS. For
a data set consisting of those EAS with two direct measurements of
W/c an analysis of variance (AOV) was carried out in order to
extract the between-EAS variance (OB2) from the total measured
variance (o2).
o
Number
R(m) sece of EAS OB/(W/c) F P
- 120 1.0-1.1 61 22.4% (±10) 2.44 <0.01
+220 1.1-1.2 36 19.7% (±12) 2.57 <0.01
1.2-1.3 28 24.7% (±20) 2.23 O.01<p<O.025
220 1.0-1.1 83 0.0% (-0 +15) 0.74 >0.1
+320 1.1-1.2 52 19.9% (±19) 1.46 0.05<p<0.1
1.2-1.3 37 23,4% (±12) 3.15 <0.01
320 1.0-1.1 54 0.0% (-0 +27) 0.94 >0.1
+420 1.1_1.2 36 1.1% (-I +40) 1.00 >0.1
1.2-1.3 23 4.4% (-4 +35) 1.02 >0.1
Table I Between-EAS fluctuations in W/c.
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Because the different energy thresholds lead to different _/c ratios
the AOV was carried out using standard residuals defined by
S.R. = [(p____/c)- (_/c)]/0, where _/c is the normalised measured
ratio, (p/c) is the average value and o the standard deviation for
the interval under consideration. The results of the AOV are
presented in Table I.
Also included in the table are the F ratio (mean square deviation
between EAS to mean square deviation within EAS) and p, the probab-
ility that random variations In the data could account for the
quoted between-EAS fluctuations. The results indicate that at core
distances -200 m the magnitude of the between-EAS fluctuations is
-20%. Such a result would be consistent wlth at least a 50% proton
primary flux at ~I0 ;_ eV [eg. Marden et al, 1971].
4. Fluctuations in Muon Rlsetlme The muon arrival tlmespread at
each of the 10 m2 muon detectors is characterlsed by the time
interval between 10% and 70% of the full pulse amplitude (T_o). The
instrumental response was found to be T_o = 32 ns. For a specific R
and e, fluctuations in T_o occur arising from fluctuations in the
longitudinal development. AOV techniques allow between-shower
fluctuations in T_o to be separated from within EAS fluctuations.
Such analysis leads to a value of aB/T_o = 10.7(±2) ns/63 ns = 17%
at 325 m, for sec8 = 1.1.
Detailed cascade model calculations relating to T_o fluctuations
remain to be carried out. As a consequence the significance of the
T_o fluctuations is treated in Section 7 in terms of fluctuations in
the height of electromagnetic maximum
5. Correlations of _/c and nn The water Cerenkov response lateral
distribution function used by the University of Leeds group to
analyse the EAS is of the form: "(nc + R/4000)
Pc = k R
It has been found that nc Is sensitive to EAS longitudinal
development. Thus a strong correlation is expected between
fluctuations in _/c and nc. Table 2 gives the.derived correlation
coefficients for the data sets from two muon detectors and also the
significance of the correlation.
Detector sece N r P
A 1.0-1.1 190 0.449 <0.001
1.1-1.2 81 0.342 <0.01
1.2-1.3 40 0.420 <0.01
1.3-1.4 20 0.598 <0.001
C 1.0"1.1 117 0.398 <0.001
1,1-1,2 52 0.595 <0.001
1.2"1.3 34 0.515 <0.01
1.3-1.4 10 0J618 <0.1
• Table 2 Correlation between fluctuation In _/c and fluctuation in
nc. r = correlation coefficient.
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The strong correlation confirms that _/c and nc are sensitive
parameters to EAS development.
6. Correlation of U/c and T_ A small positive correlation is
found between the values of SR(u/c) and SR(T_0) at all zenith angles
(see Table 3).
Detector secO No of EAS r P
A _ U/c 1.0_1.1 20 0.032 >0.1
B _ T_o 1.1_1.2 15 -0.306 >0.1
I.2_I.3 4 0.541 >0.1
I.3_I.4 7 -0.405 >0.1
A _ U/c 1.0-1.1 32 0.016 >0.1
C _ T_o I.I_I.2 19 0.278 >0.1
I.2"I.3 25 0.172 >0.1
I.3_I.4 10 0.438 >0.1
C _ U/c 1.0_1.1 44 0.203 >0.1
A _ TTo 1.1_1.2 31 0.006 >0.1
I.2_I.3 25 0.245 >0.1
I.3-I.4 12 0.323 >0.1
C _ U/C 1.0_1.1 15 0.122 >0.1
B _ T_o 1.1-1.2 16 0.013 >0.1
I.2_I.3 12 "0.197 >0.1
I.3_I.4 9 0.382 >0.1
Table 3 Correlation between _/c and T_o fluctuations
Because of the different core distance dependences the two
correlating parameters were measured simultaneously from two
different muon detectors. The significance of the correlation
coefficients in Table 3 is statistically limited due to the small
- amount of data available for the analysis.
7. Fluctuations in Depth of Electromagnetic Maximum Fluctuations
in the depth of maximum (Xmax) are closely related to the mass
spectrum of the primary particles. It is not possible to measure
Xmax directly at Haverah Park. However the fluctuation in Xmax can
be determined indirectly from the measurement of some shower
parameters, eg. _/c which is sensitive to Xmax. Assuming
Xmax (W/c) _ (p/c)
AXmax = --
x _(_/c)/_x
and using the AOV carried out on the _/c fluctuations observed at
two detectors (for core distances 120 m < R < 220 m and sec0 < 1.3)
yields:_
N °B(g cm'2) F p
125 73.2 2.39 <0.01
HE4.3-9
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The value of oB is the between_shower fluctuation (in g cm+2)
obtained from the AOV and gives an initial estimate of the
fluctuation in Xmax. The values of F and p show that highly
significant between-EAS fluctuations are present in the data.
Removing the spurious contribution to aB from the pressure
correction, the corrected fluctuations in depth of maximum, o(Xmax)
for EAS in the energy range 10_ _ 10_e eV is given by
a(Xmax) = (71 ± 12) g cm_). Using a similar technique the
fluctuations in T_0 yield a(Xmax) = (69 ± 28) g cm_.
Measurement of a(Xmax) at energies above 10_ eV have been reported
by other groups from a variety of studies. The values obtained
above are in good agreement with these other measurements.
8. Conclusions It was stated in section 3 that the _/c fluctuations
are consistent with at least a 50% proton primary flux at -10 _ eV.
This conclusion is supported by the o(Xmax) results. None of the
different model predictions available give such a large o(Xmax)
value based on a pure iron primary beam [eg. Gaisser et al (1982),
Chantler et al (1983)]. Since the value of a(Xmax) measured in the
present work, 71 (± 12) g cm_2, is -3.5 a above even the largest
calculated estimate for iron nuclei it is extremely unlikely that
cosmic rays in the energy range 10_ _ 1018 eV are dominantly iron
nuclei. This measurement of a(Xmax) is however consistent with a
pure proton mass composition on the basis of the calculations of
Chantler et al (1983) [a(Xmax) = 60 g cm'2].
Large fluctuations in Xmax can arise if several masses are present
in the primary beam. For a mixed composition in which
P:He:(Mg:CNO):Fe is 50:19:19:12, it is found that o(Xmax) = 57 gcm_2
based on Gaisser et al (1982).
In conclusion the fluctuation in Xmax seen at energies in the range
10I_ _ 10 18 eV can be accounted for by a mass composition in which
> 50% of the primaries are protons. Primaries at these energies
cannot be dominantly iron.
m
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AVERAGE FEATURES OF THE MUON COMPONENT OF EAS _ 101_eV
P. R. BLAKE, M. LUKSYS, W. F. NASH and A. J. SEPHTON
University of Nottlngham, England.
I. Method Three 10 m2 liquid scintillators were situated at
approximately 0 m, 150 m and 250 m from the centre of the Haverah
Park array. The detectors were shielded by lead/barytes giving muon
detection thresholds of 317 MeV, 431MeV and 488 MeV respectively.
During part of the operational period the 431MeV threshold was
lowered to 313 MeV for comparison purposes. For rlsetime measure-
ment fast phototubes were used and the 10% to 70% amplitude time
interval was parameterised by Tvo.
2. The Muon Density Lateral Distribution A muon lateral density
distribution of the form p_(R,8) = k[p(500)] 0.94 I/R(I + R/490)-q
has been fitted to the data for 120 m < R < 600 m and 0.27 < p(500)
< 2.55. The shower 'size' parameter 0(500) is the water Cerenkov
response at 500 m from the core of the EAS and is relatable to the
primary energy (eg Hillas model A gives Ep = 3.87 x 10 *_
[p(500)*.°'8]). Table I shows the best fit values of k and n to the
data for near vertical EAS. The results show general consistency.
DETECTOR UNCERTAINTY
BECe THRESHOLD NO. OF BEST FIT UNCERTAINTY BEST FIT IN
RANGE MeV EAS k IN k _
1.0-1.1 313 320 2060 ± 150 2.77 ± 0.15
317 1056 2000 ± 90 2.69 ± 0.09
431 925 1980 ± 80 2.96 ± 0.09
488 803 1890 ± 90 3.11 ± 0.10
Table I Best fit values of k and q in the muon density lateral
distribution.
Table 2 compares the values of muon density derived at 100 m core
distance intervals from the Nottingham detectors for 0(500) = 1.15.
Also labelled are the data from other arrays where the
intercalibration has been carried out on the basis of flux rates
m
[Blake et al (1975) and (1981)]. The Akeno data is taken from
Nagano et al (1984).
SYDNEY
NOTTM NOTTM NOTTM NOTTM SPARK GREISEN YAKUTSK AKENO
CORE SCINT SCINT SCINT SCINT CHAMB (1960) SCINT PROP
DIST S-L S-L S-L S-L S-L S-L S-L 930gcm-2
(m) 313MeV 317MeV 431MeV 488MeV 700MeV IGeV IGeV IGeV
100 14.00 13.80 13.00 12.10 - 6.60 6.90 8.50
200 4.55, 4.54 4.10 3.72 2.86 2.29 2.20 2.82
300 2.09 2.10 1.83 1.63 1.35 1.99 0.96 1.28
400 1.12 1.14 0,96 0.84 0.72 0.60 0.52 0.70
500 0.67 0.69 0.56 0.48 0.42 0.37 0.30 0.42
600 0.43 0.44 0.35 0.30 0.26 0_24 0.20 0.27
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Table 2 Comparison of muon density lateral distribution (Muons m-=
for e < 25o and Ep ~ 3.87 x 10 I_ eV). [S-L = sea level]
Allowing for the different thresholds and altitudes the results show
reasonably consistent agreement. Figuee I plots the muon density
data at 300 m as a function of threshold energy.
; I I I I I I
2 ttin_m_,
No
-- * Sydney * Akeno(930gem-2)
1 : Greise.
-- Yakufsk "
0 I I I I I I I
2_ _00 600 800 1.000 1.200 1_00
ThreshoLdEnergyE_ [HEY]
Figure I Muon density at 300 m as function of threshold energy.
The errors on individual points are estimated as -10% and arise
mainly from the Intercallbratlon procedure.
Most nuclear cascade models yield distributions in agreement with
the experimentally derived lateral distributions as regards slope.
Clearly absolute muon density predictions depend on both the primary
mass composition assumed as well as the details of the cascade
model.
3. Muon-water Cerenkov Ratio Figure 2 displays the muon-water
Cerenkov density ratio as a function of R and e for p(500) = 1.15
and E_ = 317 MeV. Again, on the whole, models predict the observed
shape of the observed lateral distribution with reasonable close- ,
ness. However whilst Hillas (1971) model A fits the absolute value
of the ratio well with a 100% proton primary beam; the Galsser et al
(1978) predictions require A - 56 to be compatible.
I_ _-T6
1'35
,o
0'0 ///j 1"15
1.05
@4
0"2
i I I i i
0_ 1_ 2_ 3_ 400 500 600
C_ Oi_ce Ira]
Figure 2 Muon-water Cerenkov density ratio (P_/Pc) as a function of
core distance and sece.
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4. The Average Time Spread (_)0 Fast phototubes and electronics
enable the tlme spread of the muons (T_o = 10% ho 70% full ampli-
tude) to be determined including an instrumental response T_o=32 ns.
Table 3 lists the derived values for T_o as a function of R for
three of the threshold energies.
R(m) 313 MeV 431MeV 488 MeV
200 57.9 ns 54.2 ns 53.4 ns
250 64;4 ns 59.2 as 59._ as
300 70.9 ns 64;2 ns 65._ ns
350 77,4 ns 69.2 ns 71;4 ns
400 83.9 ns 74.2 ns 77.4 ns
450 90.4 ns 79.2 ns 83.4 ns
500 96,9 ns 84;2 ns 89.4 ns
Table 3 Derived values of T_o for p(500) = I and sece =I.
Figures 3 and 4 compare the experimentally derived data for T_o (at
431MeV threshold) wlth the cascade calculations of McComb and
Turver (1981). Clearly the experimental data are faster than the
predictions even assuming a 100% iron primary flux.
I i I _ I
150 ._ .....
_ ,,.." ,o,OO'
s ,.." o°°"
_ ....."° ° ,° °
I _ ,..._,-" _._"
s ...%"
_ .,,;o° _,
. .100 . :., _ _ _
• ..'_o",S"
i. .- _,,
I I I I I I I
" 2_ 3_ 400 500 _0 300 _0 _0
R(m]
Figure 3 & 4 Comparison of predictions and experimental
measurements of T_o as a function of R.
Experimental data best flts.McComb and Turret (1981)
simulations wlth
scaling, o = const ...... Landau, E _, o = const
...... Landau, E_, o = const ...... Scaling, o = _n=s
...... Landau, E_, o = _n2s Fi_F___a__Proton Fig4 Iron primaries
5. Elongation Length Both of the two parameters (p/c and T_o) can
be used to determine the 'elongation rate' of the EAS. The tech-
nique used has been described elsewhere (Blake et al, 1983).
Calculations based on the data presented In thls paper lead to an
_30 HE 4.3-10
elongation rate = 66(±I0)g cm-2 decade-! from (W/c) and 73(±23)g
cm-2 decade-_ from TTo.These results are in substantial agreement
with other experimental data in the same energy range.
6. Conclusions The average lateral distribution of both the
density and time speed of muons in EAS have been measured. The
density measurements fit in well with those from other arrays and
thus serve successfully for cross-checking of array calibrations.
The fast av@rage risetime of the muons indicates early EAS
development and little contribution from photoproduced muons at
these primary energies.
Both the muon density and muon time spread are sensitive to small
changes in threshold detection energy (both ~6% per 100 MeV at ~400
MeV threshold). Both measurements yield 'elongatlon rates' (-70 g
cm-2 decade-i ) in close agreement with other work.
These results support the general conclusion that the primary beam
contains a significant proportion of light elements at these
energies.
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Measurement of Shower Electrons and Muons
using a Small Air Shower Array
S.K. Chan and L.K. Ng
Physics Department, University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Abstract
A small air shower array has been used to measure the size
spectrum of air showers at sea level in the size range 6.105
- 10. The result fitted with the power law gives an index
-2.79±0.11 for the differential spectrum. Lateral distribut-
ion of electrons fitted with the well known NKG function
results in an age parameter s = 1.35 for core distances less
than 30m and s = 0.8 for longer core distances. Lateral
distribution of muons follows the general shape of Greisen's
relation but is much higher in intensity. Muon and electron
densities at the same observation point are also compared.
i. Introduction. Cosmic rays of energy around 1014eV are of
particular interest with the present day availability of
accelerator data. It was with this in mind that the present
experiment was constructed.
The air shower array used has been described in a
previous experiment (Chan et al 1979) and the accuracy of
core location is typically ±6m. The present addition at the
centre of the array is a flash tube assembly shown in figure
i. The upper trays of flash tubes (each Im x 6.5mm diameter)
are for measuring the total particle density, while the
lower trays shielded by iron plates (threshold 0.3 GeV) are
for determining the muon density simultaneously. The maximum
observable density is 30m -2 .
assembly 2_! i !
rder
///,..,/.///i/ /////'////,",, /
_o_ //
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However, as the result below reveals, most air showers
observed at sea level may be just old showers with primary
energies greater than 1014eV, which are above the accelera-
tor energy range. Nevertheless, it is still worthwhile
to report on the measured results obtained.
2. The shower size spectra. The differential and integral
size spectra in figures 2 and 3 respectively were computed
from 6798 measured events taken in the period July -
December, 1981. Fitting each spectrum with a power law gave
agreeable slope indices, -2.79 ±0.11 for the differential
and -1.83 ± 0.1 for the integral. The latter is compared with
other workers' results in figure 3.
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&
--3 \, _ [ ,
-8 _ _ _ • This work
_ -4 _ * Ashton et al
-9 _ _ x Clay et al "
_ _--- Asakimori etal
_-5 _ O Catz et al
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, %
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Fig.3 Integral size spectrum.-16 _ I r %1
LOG10 4 5 6 7
SIZE N _-----Fig.2 Differential size spectrum •
3. Later_l distributions of electrons and muons. Results in
the figures 4 and 5 are based on particle tracks observed
from the flash tube assembly. Difference in track intensity
between the upper and lower flash tube trays provides the
electron density at a known location and known s_ze of a
shower. For showers in the size range 104 - 4.10 _, the
results can be fitted with the well known NKG function with
a singl@ age parameter s = 1.3. Those in the size range 4.104
-2.10 5 are more complicated, giving a fairly large age
parameter(s-- 1.35) at smaller core distances, but a very
small parameter (s- 0.8) at larger core distances. A
straight forward interpretation is that those falling'close
to our detection assembly were in fact old showers well
T33
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passed their point of maximum development, and those further
away were developing young showers.
The data presented in figure 6 for the muon lateral
distribution are based on the track count in the lower flash
tube trays. Local bursts in the iron absorber were rejected
since they were mostly hadron events. The distribution
follows the general shape of the classical relation (Greisen
1960), but the intensity is about three times as large.
LOGIO
-3 l ,
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owers Fig. 4
Lateral distribution
of electrons.
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4. Density ratios of muons to electrons. Figure 7 presents
the density relation between shower muons and electrons at
the same location from each core. The pioner results due to
Cocconi (Hayakawa 1969),and rough estimates based on
Greisen's relation and the NKG function with mean shower
size 2.23.104 are also shown for comparison. Again our
ratios are expected to be much higher.
10 g
LOGtO
PresentI ; I _ expt. (10 _ _ N< 2.106, /
Ep _ 0.3 _V)
.
10 _ < N < 2.106, Ep _ 0.3 GeV 4 Cocconi (Hayakawa 1969) _ |
Data no_alized to N _ 105 _ Greisen (1960) + _G . |%
0- _ _ _
!
2 I I 0.01' I ,,,
LOGIO 1 2 I0 I00
ri m r/m
Fig.6 Lateral distribution Fig.7 Density ratio of
of muons, muons to electrons.
5. Discussions. If the observed shower events are either
old declining showers (s _ 1.3) of very young developing
showers (s _0.8), the smallness of the size is only
phenomenological and may not have been initiated by
primaries of small energies (_1014eV). High intensity of
muon component in the showers supports that they were
initiated by higher energy primaries.
Alternatively, if the richness in muon content is not
due to the phenomenological factor, then this result would
suggest that the primary cosmic rays at the energy range
concerned are dominated by heavier components (A _15) and
that p-p interaction at this energy range should possess
multiplicity which rises with energy at least as fast as
ns _ E_.
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THE LONGITUDINAL DEVELOPMENT OF MUONS IN
COSMIC RAY AIR SHOWERS AT ENERGIES 10is-10iTeV
T. Cheung and P.K. MacKeown
Department of Physics
University of Hong Kong
HONG KONG
ABSTRACT
The relationship between longitudinal development of
muons and conventional equi-intensity cuts is carefully
investigated. The development of muons in EAS has been
calculated using simulation with a scaling violation
model at the highest energies and mixed primary
composition. Profiles of equi-intensity cuts expected
at observation altitudes of 550, 690 and 930 gcm-2
can fit the observed data very well.
i. Introduction In recent years estimates of the longitudinal
development of muons in EAS have been presented by several groups, based
on equi-intensity cuts of muon size spectra following the method
introduced 20 years ago by the BASJE group [I]. As is well known the
relationship between such equi-intensity cuts and the profile of
longitudinal development of the muons is not as straightforward as in
the case of the electromagnetic component, and is particular to the
altitude of observation. This arises because the muon longitudinal
development itself depends on the zenith angle and the nature of the
primary particle, moreover observations are made in general above a muon
threshold energy which is zenith angle dependent. Some reported
calculations when compared with measurements appear to show significant
discrepancies [2],[3]. We report here calculations of equi-intensity
curves, based on simulated showers, for different fractions of Fe nuclei
in an otherwise pure proton beam using a model for hadronic interactions
consistent with the degree of scaling violation discussed in [4].
2. Model Used in the Simulations A model for p-p collisions was
adopted which incorporates scal_hg violation for interactions of the
leading particle at E > 2 10i3eV to the extent proposed in [41¢ with
radial scaling assumed for all other interactions. Above 10"_eV the
cross-section for hadron air-nucleus interactions was assumed to rise as
" oinel" = o_(l+a_n2E), with values of the interaction lengths below this
• _ -2 , 2
energy given by _ .... 90_cm and _ • = _- • = 120 _cm- For
• p-alr v • _-alr 2 K-al 1 3 _ "
heavy nuclei incident we assumed o_nei" = _r0(AiY3+ _ _ -6) The
m " - r alr " .saller elasticity [5] and larger multiplicity [6] reported for p-air
nucleus collision was allowed for by taking N. air = 0.31 and
<mD_air > = 1.58<mpD>' Although these addition_l particle_rising from
ahuclear target _?e in the central region and contribute little to the
shower size they make a noticable contribution to the muon component at
low energies. A F distribution was taken for the transverse momentum,
whose mean, <pt>, was assumed to vary with the density of particles in
rapidity space, consistent with recent accelerator data [7].
Three dimensional Monte Carlo simulations were made for proton
and Fe nucleus primaries at different energies, at the vertical and at
zenith angles of 30°, 40°, 50° and 60°. In fig.l we show the average
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vertical longitudinal development of muons, Nw(Eo,@=O,x,c > 0.6GeV) at
fixed energies, the case for protons where radial scaling is assumed at
all energies is also shown for comparison; e here is the muon threshold
energy. These curves are generally similar to the calculations reported
in [3].
3. Calculation of Equi-intensity Cuts To replicate the method used
to derive equi-intensity cuts in the experiments would require the
derivation of muon size spectra at different depthsand zenith angles
arising from particles selected from a primary spectrum of given slope
and composition. This would involve an inordinate amount of computation,
instead an approximate method is used. Because the muon decay proba-
bility depends on zenith angle, vertical longitudinal profiles cannot
be used for constructing equi-intensity curves for comparison with
experiment, unlike the case for the electron component. Longitudinal
developments at different zenith angles at each depth._ust be used,
in addition, as already mentioned,.the relevant muon threshold energy
must, in general, be taken as coSec@ where e o is the threshold for
vertical muons. At a vertical depth x9, when there is only one primary
species present the experimental equi-zntensity cuts correspond to
N_(Eo,O,x = xoSecO,g>eoSec@ ) --assuming a unique relationship between
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the energy of the primary Eo and muon size at 8, J(N_,x) = J(Eo(Nl_,x))
(fluctuations may be allowed for by considering instead root mean square
sizes [8]). If we consider a primary beam containing two species, protons
and Fe nuclei say, we have
J(Np,x) = Jp(Eo {p)(N_,x)) + JFe(Eo {Fe)(N_,x)).
If the primary spectrum J(Eo) = AEo7 is assumed to contain protons, with
a constant fraction k, and Fe nuclei •only an equi-intensity curve is
defined by
= ..,.........
Since the range of primary energies of one species contributing to any
o_e.equi-intensity curveFWill not be very great we approximate
NI_p) (Eo,X) = E_gn(x), NI! eJ(Eo,x) _-E_gFe(X), where _ may depend on
d_pth or zenit_ _ngle. _Defin[ng A(x) = (g.(x)/gme(X)) z/t0and usi.ng (1)j
iw.e.may write N1,(x,J_j)= _g.(x), where E_l_=E_P)(N,,,x)[k+(l-k)A-Trx)]Z/Y
• _ 1 _ IJ _* . . . k )
ELP) (N ,x} = (AJJ) _( Thus when k is not 0 or 1 equz-lntenszty curveso p _ •
should be constructed from the simulated longitudinal developments, nots
at a fixed Eo but at values of Eo which depend on the depth.
4. Results Using the profiles simulated at different zenith an_les
_alue-s o-{[he function A(x) could be obtained. Taking A = 2.5 x 10=,
i.,,,
Np,,. ' I I i ,
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! O|
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y = 2 [8], expected equi-intensity
curves for J_ = 2.5 10-Sm'2s-lsr-lat
Chacaltaya, Tien Shan and Akeno have '°_.......' I l
been calculated and are shown in fig.2,
where a significant difference from the J-,_ _[ ]
profiles at constant energy can be _Is/'
observed. Curves for 75%p, 25%Fe,
normalised in each case to give a best
fit to the data, are compared to _ _ [
experimental data from these experiments
in fig.3. The relevance of these curves I_'_ I
to the primary composition is noted in
another paper (OG 5.2-12) at this
conference.
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I. Introduction
The well known NKG function is a very useful tool to describe
the lateral extension of the electromagnetic component in EAS ;
however_ in spite of non negligible qualities (simplicity_ normali-
zation by beta-function), it doesn't correspond exactly to the
natural shape of the lateral electron distribution. Several bias may
occur in size estimation if NKG is used without correetion_ for
instance, contradiction between lateral and longitudinal development
the lateral parameter s_ being quite lower than the longitudinal one
(I)(2). We emphasize here how the longitudinal age parameter s_ can
be correlated with the information obtained from the lateral e_ec-
tron densities according to the conditions of use of ±he NKG
function.
2. Local ave parameter phenomenologz
The theoretical age parameter s t illustrates the declinin s stage
of a shower and is determined as the saddle point in the inverse
Mellin transformation. We have postulated that the NKG function,
derived from diffusion equations fails to describe EAS data_ mainly
because a uniqueness of parameter s was assumed_ and we have admit-
ted local agreement with NKG function in small bands of distance by
introducing the local age parameter
1 ((x+l) _Ln f
- + (6.5 x + 2)) (f _ NKG)
s(r) 2x+l _Ln x
the(X=late_alr/r)_ ro Moli_re radius. From two neighbouring points x i_ xj
age parameter sij in [ri)rj] is given by
s = Ln (X..Y..)
mJ 13 13 13 13 13
where
Fij = f(ri)/f(rj ) ' Xij" = ri/rj ' Y" "=Ij (xi+1)/(xj+l).
If r.l * r.j , s..Ij * s(r) when r = (ri+rj)/2._
Different behaviour of lateral structure function were proposed
from different analytical treatment of diffusion equations (3) or
Monte-Carlo simulation of e.m. cascades (_). A convenient formula
was advanced consisting to use NKG formula with a Moli_re radius
reduced by a factor m = O.78-0.21 s t (for individual e.m. cascade).
We observed for single e.m. cascade that s(r)had_ versus (3) or
(4) a behaviour similar to fig. I ; incorporating those results in
EAS-3D simulation_ we ascertained that this typical behaviour of
s(r) survived in EAS lateral distribution for all sizes and levels.
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Recently we developed a very detailed Monte-Carlo 3D-simulation,
including all possible causes of deviation (for instance_ the dou-
ble body decay of each _o is completely described to produce
energy and director cosines of each outgoing _, < pt>, is correla-
ted with central rapidity density...); the model used for nuclear
interaction is the multicluster phenomenological one described in
HE 4.1-9,10. A surprising agreement is obtained with Akeno data (5)
in favour of the parametrization (fig. 1)
= + _ + T , where _ = Ln (r/r) o
For a uniform density of detectors, the answer of an experimen-
tal array will be averaged on all the shower disk seen by the arra_
The radius R of this shower disk depends on the detector area (or
density threshold) and it comes :
1 I R 1
= _ 0 s(r) dr = _ (_FI(X) + _GI(X)) + _ with X = R/r °
\ 2
where FI(X ) = XLn X - 2X(Ln x -1) , G_(X) = XLn X - X.
According to the shape of fig. 1, any a_tempt to estimate s in
tO - 50 m] and [50 - 150 mJ will give the same value of the inte-
gral (6).
3. Comparison with experiment
The variation of s versus size has been calculated for MPM
(nucleon primaries, @ = 22°5) at Akeno level_(fig 2) Four values
- z 0.5 e-/m 2. Theof R have been taken corresponding to _ e /m , 2, I,
first value corresponding to 0.25 m 2 detector is in very good
agreement with the experimental data. At Tian-Shan level, we have
plotted the correlation between s6 -O and s , the first parameter
being estimated by NKG function fro_ numerical values simulated at
6 and 70 m (fig. 3) for different sizes between I0 _ - 106 particles.
12
A general correlation appears : s = I._34 s_ __ - 0.243.
The correspondance giving s at Akeno an_ _oscow altitudes has
been also obtained as s. = 1.2_ s_ + O.O_ and s. = 1.157§_+0.183.
We note that with the present assumption included for e.m. cascade,
, the correlation is not independent on level (fig. _).
4. Discussion
The behaviour versus r of s(r) is not smeared out by the hadro-
. nic cascade and survives in EAS (fig. 1). The agreement obtained
previously with high multiplicity model is now obtained with the
multicluster phenomenological model
(describing _-p data) up to 5.106 GeV (limit of our Monte-
Carlo simulation) as well at Akeno for s and s(r) as in Tian-S_an
for s 6 _. The age parameter data doesn't suggest between _.10- -
5.1o 6 G_ any increase of primary mass and supports better a
nucleon dominance in primary cosmic rays.
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I. Introduction
Detailed Monte Carlo simulations of extensive air showers to be
detected by the Homestake Surface-Underground Telescope (I) and other
similar detectors located at sea level and mountain altitudes have
been performed for 1014-1016 eV primary energies. The results of
these Monte Carlo calculations will provide an opportunity to compare
the experimental data with different models for the composition and
spectra of primaries and for the development of air showers (2).
In the present paper we report on the results obtained for exten-
sive air showers generated by 1014-1016 eV primary protons.
2. Monte Carlo Simulation of the Hadronic Cascade
The interaction model used assumed inelastic cross sections in-
creasing with energy as £nl'8s, which corresponds to a £n2s rise of the
inelastic p-p cross section. The x distribution obeys radial scaling
and is realized through the splitting technique suggested by A.M.
Hillas. The K/_ ratio is 0.09 and energy independent.
Transverse momentum distribution is of the form p_ exp (-Kpz)
and includes the "sea gull" effect. For x < 0.2, K=_ 2
x + 1/4' while
for x > 0.2 we used a constant exponent of -4.44 for pions.
The secondary particles are followed until they reach certain
threshold energy levels: 1.7 TeV for muons, 0.01 and 0.1 TeV for
- electrons, gammas, and O.i TeV for hadrons.
3. Simulation of the Electromagnetic Cascades
The electromagnetic cascades generated by gammas and electrons
are propagated to the height of detection by applying the parametrized
analytical formulas for the longitudinal development and lateral
distribution of the electron component obtained by Fenyves and Yunn in
previous Monte Carlo simulations of electromagnetic cascades (3). The
threshold energy levels for the electromagnetic cascade generating
gammas and electrons were: 0.O1 TeV for I014 and 1015 eV primary
protons, and_O.l TeV for 1016 eV protons. The average number of
gammas and electrons above the threshold per shower is given in Table
i. (Muons above 1.7 TeV are also included in the Table.)
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Table 1
Ep(eV) N_ N e N
From the extrapolation of
1014 361 + 8 3.9 + 0.3 0.30 +0.06 the gamma spectra below the
1015 2612 +61_ 31.9 _+ I.i 1.54 +O.17 threshold levels correction
1016 3015 +78 34.9 + 1.2 8.20 _+0.50 factors were calculated for
the missing low energy elec-
tromagnetic cascades. The correction factors for the total number of
electrons of the air shower are dependent on the depth and the primary
proton energy varying between 1.010 and 1.021.
The geomagnetic effect was included in the calculation by stret-
ching the east-wes_ axis of each vertical electromagnetic cascade by
[I + O.05(cos % /P)_] ½ where _ is the geomagnetic latitude and P the
pressure in atmospheres (4). The individual cascades were then folded
together to form the electron component of the extensive air shower.
4. Results
We have run a total of 220 extensive air showers generated by
1014 , 1015 and 1016 eV primary protons in a standard atmosphere. As
expected the longitudinal development of these showers could not be
approximated well with the standard formula used for the electron
component of electromagnetic cascades generated by single gammas (3)
Ne(Eo,E, t)= A(E,s)0.31#y exp [t(l-l.5 En s)] (I)
where t is the depth measured in radiation lengths (37.1 g/cm2), y =
_n Eo/e o ( Eo= 81 MeV),
3t
S =
t + 2y (2)
and A(E,s) is the fraction of electrons having energies larger than
the electron threshold energy, E. (E=SMeV and A(5MeV,s)=0.67 were used
in the present study (3).)
We could, however, fit NemaX and tma x calculated from Eq.(1)
simultaneously to the corresponding average values obtained for the
1014 , 1015 and 1016 eV showers by varying Eo, the energy of the
cascade generating gamma. The longitudinal development of the simu- °
lated air showers was, however, increasing faster before tmax, and
decreasing slower after tma x than the values calculated from Eq.(1).
This is expected because the electromagnetic component of the air
shower starts with a large number of gammas, and dies out slower after
the maximum due to new electromagnetic cascades generated by the
hadronic core.
According to this we modified Eqs.(1) and (2) simply by replacing
t in both equations by
t '= t + B(tma x -t)t ? (3)
where B and_y are constants depending on the primary proton energy,
and the second term increases or decreases the effective t' values as
compared to t before or after the maximum, respectively.
The optimum Eo, B and Y values obtained for this14 15 16
parametrization for EpffilO , IO and IO eV are given in Table 2.
Fig. 1 shows the good agreement between the Monte Carlo simulated
average values (dots with error bars) and the smooth curves calculated
by using Eqs.(1) and (2) modified by Eq.(3) with the parameter
values given in Table 2.
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Table 2
Ep(eV) Eo(eV) 8 y Eqs.(1), (2) and (3) can alsobe used to describe moderate-
1014 5.2 1013 0.0100 1.00 ly inclined showers (8 _<30 °).
1015 6.4 [ 1014 0.0173 0.75 Then t in E_.(3) is the slant
1016 6.9 . 1015 0.0300 0.50 depth measured from the top of
the atmosphere. The energy of
the single gamma, Eo, simulating the longitudinal development of the
air shower is increasing with Ep, the energy of the shower as expected
because of the increasing probability of charged pions and kaons to
produce nuclear interactions rather than decay. The 8 and ? values can
be easily interpolated for intermediate ED values when plotted on a
log-log or lin-log scale vs. Ep, respectively.
The lateral distribution of electrons of air showers generated by
1014 , 1015 and 1016 eV protons was compared with the modified NKG
formula
r ) = C(s) (r,)s - 2 r + l)S - 4.5f(r'M M (r'M i (4)
where r' is about half of the Moli@re length length, rM, as
suggeste_ by A. M. Hillas (5), and s is calculated by Eq.(2) modified
by Eq.(3) with the parameters given in Table 2. A good agreement was
found for not too large distances from the core, from r=im to about
300m, as illustrated in Figs. 2, 3and4 for 850 g/cm 2, the height of
the Homestake Telescope where r'M=45m (3). Similarly good agreement
was found for other heights too. At larger distances from the core,
however, even the modified the NKG formula fails to,agree with the
Monte Carlo simulated data. Corrections for this effect will be
discussed in a forthcoming paper.
The geomagnetic effect is relatively small at sea level but
increasing with altitude. The east-west axis of vertical showers is
stretched by a factor of 1.O13 at sea level, and 1.019 at 850 g/cm 2.
The relative difference between the f(r/r_) values averaged in a cone
_+45° around the east-west axis and in a cone +45 ° around the north-
south axis is increasing with r from about -O.O15 at r=im, to about
-0.075 at r=lOOOm.
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LATERAL DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN EAS
Dedenko LOG., Kulikov G.V., Solovjeva V.I., Sulakov V.P.
Institute of Nuclear Physics,Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR
I. Introduction. The calculations of lateral distribution
of charged particles which allow for the finitness of ener-
gy of A-quanta /I-3/, the inhomogeneity of the atmosphere
/3,4/ and the experimental selection of EAS /5/ are needed
to interpret correctly the experimental data /6,7/.
In /8,9/ calculations have taken into account the ef-
fect of finitness of energy of A-quanta which produce the
partial electron-photon cascades by substituting K Rm in-
stead of Rm in NKG approximation where K has been found to
be 0.56 from comparison with the experimental data. In
/5,10-12/ new results on the lateral distribution of elect-
rous in the partial cascades from V-quanta have been ob-
tained. The analysis /5/_results /11,12/ showed that the
coefficient _ can be regarded as a constant with the
error of 5-10%. In /5/ the calculations hive been carried
out for such values of K as 0.75; I, and K =I-0.5(I-
-y/16) for y , 16 and K_I for y > 16 where y =In(EM/I GeV).
The last approximation of K was found to be most ade-
quate from the comparison with the experimental data /6/
and it is msed in this calculation. In /5/ the inhomoge-
" neity of the atmosphere, muons and experimental selection
were taken into account. In /5/ the calculation were done
for EAS with slze Ne =107 at sea level. In this pape_ we
extend the calculation on Ne from 105 to IQ7 for sea le-
vel and for Akeno level (920 g.cm-2).
2. Model and _ethqd. The calculations were carried out in
terms of the quark-gluon string model for hadron-hadron
InteractiLons /13-15/. The lateral distributions were cal-
culated for primary protons and nuclei with A= 4,14,31,56
and the normal composition_.The energy spectrum index
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was taken _4:1.7 at E1_ 3.1015 eV and _ =2.2 at
E2>_I016 eV with smooth change between these two energies.
The method includes the calculations of the two-dimensional
functions and correlation matrixes for fixed Eo folZowing
by use of Bayes theorem and gaussian approximation for cal-
culated functions to get the functions for fixed Ne and
the zenith angle _ /16_17/. To allow for experimental
selection the calculated functions for fixed Ne and _ were
integrated on Ne and e /5/. The experimental errors were
taken into account by summing the physical correlation
matrix with the matrix of errors, which consist of errors
of _ Ne/Ne = 25%, _/9e=15% and 6r/_ =I0% where
_e- density of electrons and _ is distance from the
shower axis. The approximation Rm = 1.1 Rm have been used
to allow for the inhomogeneity of the atmosphere. The den-
sity of > 0.3 GeV muons and additional 27% of muon densi-
ty to take into account the decay electrons and _ -elect-
rons ( according to our analysi_ .a_d /18/) were added to
par_ic-e.
electron density to get charged density.
_. Results and Conclusions. In Fig. I the calculated
lateral distributions of charged particles for sea level
are shown together with the experimental data /6/. One
can see that in the limits of experimental errors the
normal and proton primary compositions may agree with the .
experimental data /6/. Fig. 2 shows the analogous calcu-
lated functions for 920 g/cm2 and Akeno experimental re-
m
sults /7_. To get the better agreement this time one
should use a more steep electron lateral distribution ih
pure electron-photon aascades-from _-quanta than we
have used. But our conclusion about primary composition
made for sea level data is kept.
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LATERAL DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH ENERGY NVJONS IN EAS
OF SIZES Ne__105 and Ne.__106.
Bazhutov Yu.N. ,Ermakov G.G. ,Fomin Yu.A. ,Isaev V.I.,
Jarochkina Z.V. ,Kalmykov N.N. ,Khrenov B.A. ,Khristian-
sen G.B. ,Kulikov G.V. ,Motova M.V.,Proshkina I.P. ,Ruko-
vichkin V.P.,Solovjeva V.I.,Sulakov V.P.,ShkurenkovA.V.
Trubitsyn A.V. and Vashkevich V.V.
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow, 119899, USSR.
Muon energy spectra and muon lateral distribution
in EAS are investigated with the help of the underground
magnetic spectrometer working as a part of the Moscow State
University EAS array[l,2,3]. Before going to new results on
EAS muons a general concept of the measurement shal]d be men-
tioned. For every regislered muon the data on EAS are analy-
sed and the following EAS parameters are obtained:size N
distance r from the shower axis to muon, age parameter se'
So the number of muons with energy over some threshold E_
associated to EAS of fixed parameters are measured: I
To obtain traditional characteristics-muon flux densities
as a function of the distance r and muon energy Er,i.e. muon
lateral distribution and energy spectra which are widely dis-
cussed in terms of hadron-nucleus interaction model and com-
positbn of p{,_mary cosmic rays one should use the equation:
of EAS,II_!_(_,%_,_) is probabi-where _,_'_is known spectrum EA_ ,
lity to register the EAS of specified_parameters, _,_
. is probability to register muon of energy over E in magnetic
spectrometer with effective areaG'C_,$6r).l [%_)4s angular dis-
tribution of EAS,_,(w);_spectrometer geom_etry limit on zenith
angle@_is operation time . In our case probability
" is equal _ ,
wc,,: ._..f,(&, (2}
where p_('E_,,_,2,_._ is muon flux aensity. -E,_S
F_ final analysis: only showers wlth _>.0,9 f 0,_ _ s
s _1,6 ) are selected. In this case the densities _/_ de-
rived from experimental data are unbyased on age p_ar_meter.
So equation (1) transforms to
_',as _ ...-_,,_ ,... -- (3)
where _ equal togr%_'JI/_,_'_(_,_'t#)__&W is _eometr2 factor
@_l@:J_In Table I the-_umbers of registered muons for thre-
shold energies E =10,200 and 500 Gev are presented.EAS size
ranges are:N I-_oI0UI_ _Na=6.10" ) ,N 2-I0_-3.10 r (_N_=I,6._O r)
Ne3- 3.10 % 1_' (_N_=5.10_ Ne4->/lO w _(<N_ = 3.10_).
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The data for muon threshold
8 "T_/_£ _'r=200 energies E =200 a_d 500 Gev
I are corrected for _DM as in
i [_I. _luon lateral distributi_:
7 on ( LD ) shows weak depen-
dance on EAS size. The fol-
6 4 lowing formula approximates
the obtained data
5 T ,p,,=
where parameterO_ is equal
E_Ge_ 50 IO0 2OO 5004 E_=500 Gev -- ,78 0,77' 0,7/6 0,77
+ 0,04 0,05 0,06 O,1
and _ I,
3 _ I k= 1,3'tO_/_r . ZS'o)_/
2 n= q__" (_/ ,.
7,, -
I I IO+ 3 m E=500
o = ,- _ P
I',rrt _ In Fig.la the average LD
O of muons with E_ =200 and
10 100 500 Gev are presented for
<N> =2.1 O4 .
Fig.1 a The mean muoneenergy as a function of
distance r is presented in Fig.lb. Expe-
l_'[ ' ' ' rimentally measured underground muon en_r-
160 nder_ro_,_- gy spectra were transformed to muon spec-
•- tra in atmosphere. Solid line in Fig.lb
presents mean muon energy in atmos_sre
k,_l at sea level. At the distance r=120+12m
.'.,_ il k,_',_, mean muon energy is equal to mean over
m0s#,ere_x_; EAS energy of muons,<E_= 8+I Gev,_3].ot The ratio of positive and _egative muon .
10 <E/_s_-: numbers was analysed Tor various distan-
_, , , _x ces r. Numbers of muons in differential
P_l_. ranges of energy are presented in Table210 100 " -
It is seen that the ratio I /I does not
Fig.1 b deviate from I in statistical errora.
Table I. Numbers of registered muons.
r=O-8 rn r=8-16 ,_ r=i6-32,_ r=32-64_, r=64"-128 r_128
, ,i ' 200500  o oo50o  oi2o/3E ,,_ , 10 20C _00 10 20C500 110 _00,500 10
_Ii 359 94 35 556 92 30 980 871821 952 29 5 301 3 1 55 0
46 1 2 2 112 2 O 10 0
_9 359 94 35 484 81 28 625 O 508 1
N_I 224 60 22 25E 42 14 177 , 5 ..... .: -.- -
N_2 84 23 12 131 19 7 273 181 3 207 3 1 ......
N_3 41 8 I 7_ 17 5 139 71 2 205 5 I 33 I O - -
N_4 10 3 0 17 3 2 36 3_ 0 96 4 0 79 - I 0 IC 0
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Comparison of LD of muons regis-
A-N =106 tered in E-W sectors of earth mag-
e netic field and of muons registered
104 A O_N =105 in N-S sectors does not show diffe-
e rence in statistical errors ( of
o _ about 10-20_ )for muon densities.
It proves that for vertical show-
o ers deflection of muons in earth
103 A magnetic field is much less than
angular spread of muon parent par-
o _ ticles in acts of their generation.
Full numbers of muons N# (>ED )
size N =105 and N =106
N_ E_ G in EAS of e e
102 / --_ _ are presented in Fig.2a. The depen-
dence N_(] _) for the range of muon
threshold _rergies El=t0-500 Gev
and EAS of slzes N =6.104-3.106
E/,Gev _ _ can be presented i_ form
101 , ,
0 tO0 I000 N#( N e)_Ne _
Fig 2 a. with M=0,78 in experimental errors
• )resented above.
l ' ' I ' In Fig.2b our data
,, on muons of threshold
(E_2OOGev) energy E_=200 Gev
103 _# - present work 4 _are compared to thedata[4]of Indian
¢ -[_, direct method - group. The data_4]
-[41 indirect method is recalculated to
sea level taking
i the dependance N
on depth x in at_os-
_ _ phere as
. N^_ exp(-x/180 )
__i _ [ w_ere x is in g/cm2
. V__ One can see that
102 our data do not
T i confirm the change
o_ the exponent
_ in N_(N e ) depen-dance obtained by
. indirect method
in [4 ].
N e
i
101 I , , I |
10 5 FiG. 2 b 10 6
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Table 2. Numbers of positive I+ and negative I_ muons.
Gev 10-50 50-I00 100-200 200-500 500-I000
E_ I 161 97 77 57 9
r < 16 m i + 164 91 82 56 9
r=16-32m _+ 174 75 51 18 4159 68 43 15 0
- 224 69 16 6 0r _ 32 m + 06 1 5 I
Experimental results presented above were compared
to results of Monte-Carlo calculations based on the quark,
gluon string theory of hadron-nucleon interactions[5]. This
theory explains accelerator data including recent SPS col-
lider data. In[6] this theory was applied to hadron-nucleus
interactions. CalculaNons of EAS were carried out for muon
production throughpion and kaon decays for primary protons
and various primary nuclei in assumption of "superposition"
model of nucleus-nucleus interactions. The composiNon of
primaries was suggested as follows
A I 4 14 ' 21 56
_ 40 15 15 15 15
Results of the calculations are presented in Fig.la
curves 1. One can see that for the highest measured muon
threshold energies E_=200 and 500 Gev the theory does not
agree with the experlment. To make agreement better there
were carried out calculations taking into account muon pro-
duction through decays of charm particles. Cross_section
of charm production was taken as in[7]. Curves 2 present
the results of this calculations. Soft jet production[8]
was also checked as a reason for additional spread of muons.
( curves 3 in Fig.la ). Both processes do not change LD of
muons of threshold energies E_=200-500 Gev in the range of
distances r close to median radius as is experimentally mea
sured. Muon LD proved to be more sensitive ta the model of
nucleus-nucleus interaction. The "fragmentation" model in
which nucleons not included in heavy fragments interact
with target nucleus gives better agreement with the expe-
rimental data. In Figla curves 4 present results of the
calculations taking into account this "fragmentation" mo-
del. Primary composition is as before.
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ENERGY CALIBRATION OF THE FLY'S EYE DETECTOR
Baltrusaitis, R.M., Cassiday, G.L., Cooper, R., Elbert, J.W.,
Gerhardy, P.R., Ko, S., Loh, E.C., Mizumoto, Y., Sokolsky, P. & Steck, D.
Department of Physics, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
ABSTRACT
The methods used to calibrate the _y's Eye detector in
order to evaluate the energy of EAS is discussed below.
1. Introduction. The energy of extensive air showers (EAS) as seen
by the Ny's Eye detector are obtained from track length integrals of
observed shower development curves(I), eg
: _0
Eem _ f Ne(X)dx
where Eem is the total energy of the shower dissipated in the electro-
magnetic channel, _o/Xo is the ratio of the critical energy of
electrons to their radiation length in air(2) and Ne(x) is the observed
size of the EAS as a function of atmospheric slant depth x. The energy
of the parent cosmic ray primary is estimated by applying corrections
to account for undetected energy in the muon, neutrino and hadronic
channels (3,4). These corrections amount typically to about 10% in
the energy range 0.1-100 EeV (1EeV = 1018 eV). Clearly, absolute
values for E depend most critically upon the measurement of shower
sizes Ne(X). Knowledge of three essentially different processes are
involved in leading to a measurement of Ne(x). (i) An assessment of
those factors responsible for light production by the relativistic
electrons in an EAS and the transw_issionof light thruthe atmosphere
(ii) Calibration of the optical detection system, i.e., measuring and
continually monitoring those factors required to convert measured
electronic pulse integrals into absolute numbers of photons received by
the _y's Eye detector from the EAS light source and (iii) A knowledge
- of the trajectory of the shower which is necessary to convert apparent
optical "brightness" into intrinsic optical brightness.
2. Light Production. The factors involving light production by EAS
and transmission of-light thru the atmosphere have been discussed in
great detail in Ref.(1). These factors include:
(i) The Fluorescence Efficiency of Electrons in Air. Our
values are taken from the work of Bunner(5).
We find that d2Ny = _f_e where Nf is the
d_ 4_
fluorescentyield in photons/electron/meterand Ne is the shower size.
Roughly, Nf : 4-4.5 photons/electron/meterdepending on altitude and
temperature(i).
(ii) The Production of Cerenkov Light. This factor has
been calculated most recently by Elbert(6) who finds that
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d2N = __ exp- e/eodl-a-_Y Y -2-_-sinO and 0o: 0.83 Et'°.67
where dN/dl is the Cerenkov photon yield per meter of air, 0 is the
emission angle and Et is the Cerenkov threshold energy in air in MeV.
We have measured the angular distribution of Cerenkov light with the
Fly's Eye by observing light from the same EAS source simultaneouslyat
different emission angles by Fly's Eye I and Fly's Eye II (separatedby
3.3 km). We find that at altitudes corresponding to threshold energies
of about 30 MeV our measured value of Oo = 5.0+_0.5° is in excellent
agreement with the value Oo = 4.87° obtained from Elbert's above
expression.
(iii) The Scattering of Light. Both Rayleigh and Mie
Scattering affect the transmfssion of light thru air. Our estimates
for these effects are based respecl;ivelyon the work of Flowers(7)and
Elterman(8), they are discussd in detail in Ref.(1).
Finally, we show in Figure 1 an example of calculated
relative photoelectronyields obtained by the Fly's Eye detector as
generated by the various light
--A,,,u_.Abo..,,,'.E,_-_ production methods discussed20.0 IO.O&O 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1,0
,,o , above for a shower of size Ne(X)I,I.OEeV
go., observed at an impact parameter of
c. /5_ 4 km.
_o, s, T; 3. Optical Calibration. Converting
: 2 _- measured pulse integrals into numbers
_= of photons incident upon the Fly's
02 Eye detector requires a knowledge of
o _-_, , , ___ , the overall efficiency-gainproduct
20 40 60 ao 1o0 12o I_0 CG- of each of the approximately
e_(d.,,..,_ 1060 Fly's Eye data channels. An
Figure I. Relative photoelectronyields as a function
of altitude (upper scale) and observed shower emission
angle (lower scale). Sc=scintillationlight, C=direct
Cerenkov, R=Rayleigh and 14=MieScattered Cerenkov light.
Ne is the shower size.
absolute measurement has been made on a single channel and the _G
factors for all others determined by relative normalization. In situ
Argon flash bulbs triggered on command by computer are used to contin-
ually monitor all sG factors during data taking at all times subsequent
to the time of absolute calibration. Measured efficiency-gain factors
are:_mt_ = 0.212_+.015,.cone _ 0.80+.05_and _m1.r_er= 0.83+.04givingPa, overall efficlency oT _ = 0 141+.016. gain factor G
includes PMT gains, preamp transconductance,finite cable DC resistence,
charge-integrator input impedance and voltage-time input to digitized
output conversion factors. The resultant overall gain is G=0.757+_.076
mv/photoelectron. Hence, errors in absolute quanta measurements, _y,
are on the order of -+16%.
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4. Geometrical Reconstruction. The techniques of geometrically
reconsi_ructingan event seen either by Fly's Eye I alone or
stereoscopicallyby Fly's Eyes I and II in coincidence have been
discussed in Ref.(1). Essentially, the chief contribution of inaccurate
geometrical reconstruction to uncertainty in energy measurement stems
from inaccuracies in determining the shower impact parameter Rp, or
distance of closest approach to the Fly's Eye I detector. These
uncertainties are typically on the order of 5-10%. Hence, overall
uncertainties in energy measurements from all factors listed above are
expected to be on the order of + 20%.
5. Tests. Several tests have been made to check the validity of all
calculaLtionsand measurements of the energy determining factors
described above.
(i) A Monte-Carlo simulation of the response of the Fly's
Eye detector has been carried out in order to check the validity and
self-consistencyof the analysis procedure(I). Shown in Figure 2 is
the Monte-Carlo response function
for shower energies measured by the
fillI e.ec,_ night sky noise fluctuations inmeasured pulse integrals have also
> IiI IT_1 been included. As can be seen from_ the plots, overall energy determina-
'""° I_ l_II_ withinti°nsappear+20%.to be accurate to
}_ _I_ _ _I_ (ii) A pulsed nitrogen
, . , .... ,_,, laser was positioned at Fly's Eye I
-_ ' _ o _ ,_ at a variety of different zenith,
ENERGY DEVIATION (PERCENT)
azimuth angles and impact parameters.
The scattered light from the upward-
Figure 2. % Differences going laser light pulse simulates
Between Measured Shower Energy light emission from an EAS. Absolute
and Known Monte-Carlo Imput light yields measured by the Fly's
o Energy. Eye for each laser pulse can then
be used to calculate the number of
photons in the upward-going beam after reconstructing its trajectory
and calculating the amount of light both Rayleigh and Hie scattered
from the beam as outlined above. Resultant estimates of the laser's
photon output based on Fly's Eye measurements agree with direct measure-
ments of its output to within +20% and is virtually independent of
scattering angles over a range of 20°<0<120°. The agreement implies
that Fly's Eye optical calibration is well known and the treatment of
Rayleigh and Mie scattering and light attenuation of a light beam
propagating thru the atmosphere has been treated adequately.
(iii) About 500 showers have been observed steroscopically
i.e., by Fly's Eye I and Fly's Eye II (separatedby 3.3 kin)in coincidence.
Shown in Figure 3 is an example of a shower reconstructed steroscopically
and whose longitudinal development sizes, Ne(X), have been measured by
data obtained by each detector. It is impossible to tell which data
points belong to Fly's Eye I or Fly's Eye II. Again, since the light
source was observed simultaneously from different emission angles as
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well as optical path lengths, the implication is that the angular
distribution of both direct and scattered Cerenkov light, its relative
strength to fluorescence light, and the effects of the atmosphere on
light propagation is being treated properly.
(iv) During Fly's Eye
...... . prototype experiments, a directSiZe,,
_,r;',........., v intercalibrationexperiment of
Nmol • 1.9 ,lO') i 7.B• I0?
..... ....,ocm-, shower size measured by the
24 ...........-, , Volcano Ranch experiment and then .4.e.o.3 um I
| I ground !
o..,,,.,,. _QI |; ,eve, Fly S Eye optical detector was
f... /T: :'', carried out at Volcano ranch(9).,G _!\_ The obtained sizes in that experi-
ment agreed to + 10%. This
• intercalibrationestabllsTsh-6_the
o8 validity of the absolute values
we currently use for the nitrogen
_ fluor scence yield used to derive0.0 .... ' I R "__
o 300 600 9o0 ,_oo absolute shower sizes. It cannot,
o,,,,(_cm-') therefore, be argue-e-8-thatthis
normalization is in doubt. Any
Figure 1. Longitudinal profile current systematic failure to
of an EAS observed by both Fly's properly assess energy could
Eye I and II simultaneously, therefore only occur thru
Size estiLqatesare composed of failures to properly calibrate
mixed data points, i.e., some the optical detector or recon-
from FEI, some fro!_FEII. struct shower trajectories. We
believe that we have demonstrated
that errors inherent in these
latter two procedures are well-
understood.
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THE STRUCTURE OF EAS AT E>O.I EeV
Baltrusaitis, R.M., Cassiday, G.L., Cooper, R., Elbert, J.W.,
Gerhardy, P.R., Loh, E.C., 14izumoto,Y., Sokolsky, P., & Steck, D.
Physics Department, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
ABSTRACT
We have obtained the ratio of EAS total shower energy in
the electomagneticchannel (Eem)tO the size of the shower
at maximum development (Nmax) from a direct _easurement
of shower longitudinal development using the air fluores-
cence technique(I). The values obtained agree closely
with those estimated by Linsley(2) However, they are not
inconsistent with values based upon track length integrals
of the Gaisser-Hillas formula for shower development(3)
or the known relation between shower energy and size at
maximum for pure electromagneticcascades. Using Linsley's
estimates for undetectd shower energy(2) based on an
analysis of a wide variey of cosmic ray data we obtain
the following relation for total shower energy E vs Nmax:
E=1.31_+.14(Nmax/109)°.99°-+.°°SGeV.Using the Gaisser-
Hillas impli_d"undetectedshowe+renergy fractions, we
obtain E=1.53_+.16(Nmax/10_)°•9_-.°°bGeV.
1. Introduction. The estimation of total EAS energy from shower size
measurements at ground level depends, among other things, upon a know-
ledge of the conversion factor E/Nmax(2,4). This factor has been
derived by Linsley indirectly from a large body of existing cosmic ray
data(2). In addition, it has been calculated from models of shower
development incorporating scaling(3) and radial scaling(5). Values
quoted range typically beween 1.3 and 1.7 GeV/particle for EAS energies
in the range .01-100 EeV(1 EeV=IO±B eV) the precise value being
dependent primarily upon estimates of undetected shower energy in the
non-electromagneticchannel. We present below the results of the Eem
" vs Nmax relationship obtained from a direct integration of EAS longi-
tudinal development profiles as measured by the Fly's Eye detector.
We then infer values for the total shower energy relationship to Nmax.
based upon Linsley's estimates of undetected shower energy from cosmlc
ray data(2) as well as estimates inferred from the Gaisser-Hillas
parameterizationof shower longitudinal development(3).
2. Measurement. The Fly's Eye detector has been described in detail
elsewhere{I). Essentially, the detector observes the passage of EAS
thru the atmosphere via nitrogen fluorescence. Shower sizes vs depth
are calculated from measured light yields and experimentallydetermined
shower trajectories(I). Electromagnetic shower energy, Eem, and shower
size at maximum Nmax is determined by fits made to resultant longitudinal
development curves. Shower energy is given by:
" = _0
Eem X-o _ Ne(X)dx
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where Ne(x) is the shower size vs depth and _o/Xo is the ratio of the
critical energy of an electron to its radiation length in air, taken to
be 2.18 MeV/electron g cm"2 (6). We note that, if a shower development
curve is represented by an equivalent Gaussian then
x ×o
where _ is the equivalent Gaussian width of the curve.
We have selected a sample of approximately 1150 showers
observed during a 3 year interval whose equivalent Gaussian widths were
measured to an accurcy of better than ± 20% and whose total observed
track lengths subtended an angle in the sky of greater than 60°. This
selection criterion ensured a sample of showers whose longitudinal
profiles were well-known and whose subsquent ratios of Eem/Nmax were
determined to within ± 20%.
3. Results. Shown in Table 1 are the results of the measured
Eem/Nmax ratios as a function of total shower energy Etot.
Table I. E/Nmax vsEtot
Etot(EeV)
Method .01 0.1 1.0 10.0
Eem/Nmax (GeV/electron)
E&M Cascade(8) 1.12 1.18 1.25 1.31
Gaisser-Hillas(3) 1.13 1.20 1.28 1.34
Linsley(2) 1.06 1.12 1.17 1.22
Measured 1.11±.09 1.17±.10 1.19±.10 1.20±.10
Missing Energy (% of Etot)
Linsley(2) 19 13 9 6
Gaisser-Hillas(3) 31 27 22 18
_t_/Nma x (GeV/el ectron)Measured(L) 1.34 1.31 1.28
Measured(GH) 1.16 1.60 1.53 1.46
In addition, we also show values of Eem/Nmax derived in the following
ways: (a) Pure electromagnetic cascades initiated by an electron (or
photon) of energy Eto t, i.e.
0.31Eem/Co (7)Z
Nmax /in(Eem/_o)_O.37
(b) By integrating the Gaisser-Hillas shower development curve(3) we
obtain:
Eem __o
- -- X_ "_ exp_ F(_+I)
Nmax Xo
where X = 70 g cm-2 and _ = 0.511n(E/_o)-i (c) Linsley's estimated
values quoted in ref.(2).
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We note that the Gaisser-Hillas method yields Eem/Nmax values
remarkably close to those obtained from purely electromagneticcascades.
We also note that our measured values of Eem/Nmax_are in excellent
agreement with the above estimates.
Finally, in order to convert Eem/Nmax to Etot/Nmax, correc-
tions for undetected shower energy (energy in the form of muons and
neutrinos, undetected hadrons and nuclear excitation) must be applied.
We have made such corrections in two ways primarily for the purposes of
illustrating the uncertainties currently involved in accounting for
total unobserved energy and thus obtaining the correct factors necessary
to convert shower size measurements (or measurements of any other
parameter basically dependent on the number of electrons in EAS) into
total primary energy. The first estimate of missing energy is obtained
directly from Linsley(2) who derives estimates of missing shower energy
in a quite clever empirical fashion directly from measured electron and
muon size spectra and the total assessed energy content of these
respective components of the EAS. We have parameterized Li_sley's
estimates in the following way:
Eem/Etot _ O.99-.0782Etot-O.175 Etot in EeV
This parameterization is valid for 1PeV<E<IO0 EeV and the resultant
undetected energy percentages listed in Table 1.
Finally, we note that the amount of undetected energy based
on the Gaisser-Hillas formula for shower development can be obtained
directly from the values listed in Table 1 for Eem/Nmax and noting
that the Gaisser-Hillas formula is based on a constant value_for
Etot/Nmax of 1.64 GeV/electron. Thus the apparent undetected energy
percentages inferred from the Gaisser-Hillas parameterizationare as
shown in Table 1. Finally, we also list in Table 1 the resultant
Etot/Nmax ratios based on applying each of the above missing energy
percentages corrections to the resultant measured values of Eem/Nmax
obtained directly from ny's Eye data
2 .... ' .... ' .... ''' '/>] We note that the Gaisser-
- E vsi"m_,_ Hillas parameterizationwith
its large amount of implied
* missing energy is based on
fits to simulated showers
which incorporate a simple
_ _ scaling model with constant
-
- _:,," .,:, cross section for EAS develop-
, __ ment. Such models tend to
-* _ generate penetrating sh_bwersin which the amQunt of undetec-
. . ted energy would be anticipated
-27 .... 8'.... g'.... "*_" " " to be less than for those models
log(Size)
Figure 1. Scatter Plot of Total Shower Energy vs Shower Size at
Maximum as Measured by the Ny's Eye Detector.
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which led to more rapid shower development.
Finally, we show in Figure I a scatter plot of Eto t,
assuming the Linsley estimates of missing shower energy, vs Nmax.
The best fit line is given by:
Etot:1.31_+.14(Nmax/lO_)°-9_o+.°°5GeV
the scatter in the data points is due both to detector resolution as
well as intrinsic fluctuations. Future work will concentrate upon an
extraction of the detector resolution function in order to determine
how much intrinsic scatter there is in N....and thus its effect on
total energy measurements which depend essentially on a measure of
that parameter.
4. Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge the United States
National Science Foundation for its generous support of this work under
grant PHY8201089.
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STANDARD VALUE FOR THE RADIATION LENGTH IN AIR
John Linsley
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
USA
ABSTRACT
Following the Paris ICRC I did some additional research on
the radiation length in air, which was reported in
Proceedings of the Paris Workshop on Cascade Simulations.
However no standard value was recommended because a few
calculations remained undone. These have now been finished.
They give new values for t in atomic oxygen and nitrogen
o
which are entirely free of dependence on the Thomas-Fermi
approximate model. With the usual small corrections for
atmospheric A and CO 2 these give t I = 37.15 g cm -2' o air '
in close agreement with a value recommended by Dovzhenko
and Pomanskii , but in contrast to t I = 36.66 g cm -2o air
obtained by Tsai using the Thomas-Fermi approximation.
i. Introduction. This concludes an inquiry concerning the radiation
length in air, motivated by the importance of that unit in applying
cascade theory to the interpretation of cosmic ray air shower data. The
preceding installments provide background and more complete references
(Linsley 1981a, 1981b).
2. Definitions. The radiation length t is customarily defined as
follows: o
(to)-i = (N_o/A)[Z2(Lrad - f) + ZLrad,] , (i)
2
where N is Avagadro's number, _ = 4er (e the fine-structure constant,
o o
r the classical radius of the electron), A is the atomic weight and Z is
o
the atomic number of the target atom, f corrects for use of the Born ap-
proximation, Lra d is the usual radiation logarithm given by
Lra d = 10 l(1-F) 2 d__qq+ 1 , (2)q
. where q is the momentum transfer in units of m c and F(q,Z) is the atomice
form factor, and Lrad,, a quantity analogous to Lra d, takes into account
collisions in which the scattering system is left in an excited state.
I01S d_qq+ 1 , (3)Lrad, = q
where S(q,Z) is the so-called incoherent scattering function. There is
general acceptance of the Bethe-Maximon formula for f:
f(z) = z _ n(n2+z) _ 1.202z-l.0369z2+l.008z3/(l+z) , (4)
1
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2
where z = (Z/137) For N and O, f = 0.0031 and 0.0041, respectively.
3. Evaluation of Structure Dependent Terms. The effect of atomic struc-
ture on to is expressed mainly through Lra d. It was shown by Bethe
(1934) that the Z-dependence of Lra d is given essentially by
Lra d = in(aZ -I/3) , (5)
wh_re a is called the elastic screening coefficient. Using the Thomas-
Fermi model he obtained the widely quoted value 183 for a *
TF" Recogniz-
ing the hazard in relying on a statistical model for an atom as light as
N, Wheeler and Lamb (1939) recalculated Lra d for that element (and for
hydrogen) using self-consistent wave functions of the Hartree-Fock type,
obtaining a result equivalent to LradlSC F = 4.56.
The need for taking into account inelastic scattering was noted
first by Landau and Rumer (1938). Their estimate Lrad, _ Lra d under-
estimates Lrad, by about 20% in case of elements as light as N and O,
leading to errors in t of about 3%. A correct quantum mechanical for-o
mula equivalent to Eq. 3 was given by Wheeler and Lamb (1939). They
used it to calculate Lrad, for N (and for hydrogen) using both the
Thomas-Fermi model and self-consistent wave functions. Their result in
the latter case was equivalent to Lrad, ISCF = 5.47.
More recently• values of F and S based on accurate self-consistent
wave functions have been tabulated for all the elements over a complete
range of q-values (Hubbell et al. 1975). Using these data and Eq's (2)
and (3) I have calculated LradiSCF, and Lrad, lSCF for 0 as well as N,
obtaining 4.490, 5.253 for O, and 4.554, 5.347 for N (in good agreement
with the results of Wheeler and Lamb), respectively.
4. The Radiation Length in Air. The radiation length in a complex sub-
stance is given by the following expression (Rossi 1952):
-I
(t) = _ Pi/(to)i (6)O •
where Pi i_the fraction by weight of the i-th atomic species. The data
* The alternative value 191, frequently quoted although it is erroneous• _"
apparently entered the literature through being recommended by
Oppenheimer to Serber (1938, 1981). (In Serber's 1938 paper it is
attributed to Bartlett• who visited Oppenheimer's group at Caltech about
the time the paper was being written.) The Value of a has been recal-
culated recently, but it is questionable whether the new result, aTF =
184.15 (Tsai 1974), is any more accurate than Bethe's, since the new
calculation used an approximate parametrization of the Thomas-Fermi
potential.
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adopted here for calculating t I are given in Table I. The present
o air
result is tolai r -- 37.15 g cm -2.
Table I. Calculation of Radiation Length in Air
i Pi Z A fl l i (Lrad) i (Lrad,) i note
1 0.05 6 12.0111 0.0019 4.618 5.403 (a)
2 75.52 7 14.0067 0.0031 4.554 5.347 (b)
3 23.14 8 15.9994 0.0041 4.490 5.253 (b)
4 1.29 18 39.9480 0.0204 4.252 5.081 (a)
note (a): Lra d = LradITF = in(183Z-I/3), Lrad, = Lrad, ITF =
in(l194Z-2/3) (Tsai 1974)
note (b): Lra d = LradlSCF, Lrad, = Lrad, ISCF
5. Comparison with Previous Results. Values of t for C, N, 0 and A, as
o
well as air, are compared in Table 2 with values recommended in widely
quoted reviews: i) by Dovzhenko and Pomanskii (1964), and 2) by Tsai
(1974). (Tsai's article is the authority for values given in the
Particle Properties Data Booklet.) The results by Tsai are based en _
tirely on the Thomas-Fermi model. Dovzhenko and Pomanskii used their
own SCF calculations of Lra d. For Lrad, they used interpolated values
based on Wheeler and Lamb's results for N.
Table 2. Radiation Length in C, N, O, A and air (units g cm -2)
• material Dovzhenko Tsai present
& Pomanskii work
C 43.3 42.70 43.33
N 38.6 37.99 38.53
0 34.6 34.24 34.83
A 19.7 19.55 19.57
air 37.1 36.66 37.15
2
6. Remaining Questions. Out of 7 questions listed previously (Linsley
1981b) there are 2 which have not been given definitive answers:
i) How great is the molecular binding effect inN_ and 02?j-
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2) What is the relation between t defined by Eq. 1 and the electro-
o
magnetic cascade unit X defined by X = Xmax/in(E/Ec), where E iso o c
the critical energy and X is the average depth of maximum devel-
max
opment of simple cascades with energy E?
Regarding (I): Using the conventional definition of Lra d (Eq. 2), the
value I reported previously for molecular nitrogen (Linsley 1981a) be-
comes 4.50, 1.2% less than the best SCF value for atomic nitrogen. On
the other hand, Bernstein and Panofsky (1956) showed that in the com-
plete screening limit the effect of molecular binding in hydrogen is to
increase _ by 2.8%.
pair
Regarding (2): The point of the distinction is that the quantity appear-
ing in the elongation-energy relation should logically be X rather than
o
to . Clearly, X /t is independent of the stopping medium to a higho o
degree of accuracy. Landau and Rumer (1938), for approximation A, and
Snyder (1949), for approximation B of electromagnetic cascade theory,
give Xo/t ° = 1.01. From tables given by Messel and Crawford (1970) I
find Xo/t ° = 1.04±.02. Can additional results of this kind be derived
from existing work?
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LONGITUDINAL TRIAL FUNCTIONS AND THE COSMIC RAY ENERGY SCALE
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ABSTRACT
Formulae which have been proposed for representing the longi-
tudinal profiles of cosmic ray air showers are compared, and
the physical interpretation of the parameters they contain is
examined. Applications to the problem of energy calibration
are pointed out. Adoption of a certain especially simple for-
{nula is recommended, and its use is illustrated by means of
examples.
I. Introduction. At all primary energies above _ 103 GeV, incoming cos-
mic ray nuclei deposit more than half of their energy via the soft compo-
nent. At the highest observed energies the fraction EEM/E approaches
90-95%, where EEM is the energy deposited by the composite electron-pho-
ton cascade resulting primarily from To decay y-rays. The single most
important step, therefore, in determining the cosmic ray energy scale for
E > 106 GeV, where experiments above the earth's atmosphere currently
give way to experiments using air showers, is measurement of EEM.
The use of simple mathematical formulae to represent the lateral
structure of extensive air showers began at an early stage in the study
of shower phenomena (cf. Bethe quoted by Williams 1948), and such formu-
lae continue to be useful tools. Analogous formulae for the longitudinal
structure developed much later, possibly because accurate experimental
data have taken much longer to obtain, and possibly because analytical
methods have tended to be supplanted in recent years by Monte Carlo cal-
culations.
With the advent of techniques for directly measuring the longitudin-
al profiles of individual air showers (Hammond et al. 1978, Grigoriev et
q_
al. 1979, Cassiday 1981, Cady et al. 1983) it seems an appropriate time
to re-examine formulae that have been used to describe these profiles
(Greisen 1956, Linsley 1967, Longo and Sestili 1975, Gaisser 1976 and
1979, Gaisser and Hillas 1977, Sass and spiro 1978, Dyakonov et ai. 1981).
By analogy to formulae used for describing the lateral structure of vari-
ous air shower components I will call them 'trial functions'. In case of
lateral structure such functions have had an important role in comparing
results of different experiments. One expects longitudinal trial func-r
tions to be useful in the same way. In case of the lateral structure of
electrons, trial functions are also used in the conduce of experiments,
to derive from raw data on shower density a global measure, the shower
size N, as well as core location, age, and measures such as $600. The
corresponding step in dealing with profile data is to find Nm, long re-
cognized as being one of the most reliable estimators of primary energy
(Clark 1962), from data on N vs x. This step also yields Xm, the shower
elongation, and may also yield the profile width _x- In case of the
electronic lateral structure, trial functions are formulated in such a
manner as to reflect the physical processes that govern cascade develop-
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ment. Thus core distances are expressed in Moli_re units, and steepness
is controlled by a parameter relating plausibly to shower age. One
aspires to achieve similar success in case of the longitudinal structure.
2. Electromagnetic cascades. The longitudinal trial function proposed by
Greisen (1956) provides a good illustration:
½)exp[t(l 3N = (0.31/_ O - _ ins)], where s = 3t/(t + 2_o) . (i)
Clearly its structure was influenced in several ways by theoretical re-
sults obtained with diffusion equations (see Rossi 1952):
i) Thickness is measured in units of the radiation length (t = X/Xo).
2) Primary energy is measured in units of the critical energy E c (80 =
in (E/Ec)) .
3) There is a built-in elongation-energy relation, Xm = Xo8 o, which is
approximately correct.
½
4) There is a built-in N m relation, N m = (0.31E/Ec)/[In(E/Ec)] , which is
also approximately correct.
5) The shower age s is incorporated in an approximately correct manner.
The price paid for (5) is mathematical inconvenience. Expressions for N,
Nt and Nt 2 cannot be integrated in closed form, so simple formulae for
the track length integral, the average depth <x> and the profile width
_x, provided by the exact theory, must be patched on ad hoc.
An alternative form is the gamma distribution, recommended in the
current Particle Properties Data Booklet for representing results from
EGS, a well known Monte Carlo program for simulating electronic cascades.
Gamma distributions have been chosen independently by several workers to
represent air shower profiles as well. Indeed, the choice has been unan-
" im_us, and this is the choice recommended here.
3. Mathematical properties of gamma distributions. I will write this
distribution in the form
N = No_qe-q_ , (2)
calling the numerical constant q the 'index'. The optimum values of _
Q
and N are given by _m = 1 , (3) Nm = No e-q ' (4)
while the mean value and variance are given by
<_> = q q+ 1 , (5) _2 = q _21 . (6)
The normalization is given by INd_ = F(q+l)/q q+l , (7)
which admits approximation using Stirling's theorem
/Nd_ _ N (2_/q) ½e -q = N (2_/q) ½ . (8)
0 m _;
I propose to determine the parameters of (2) by using
I) the elongation-energy relation, xm vs inE (note from (_) that _=X/Xm) ,
2) a relation due to Kraushaar (1957) between the typical profile of an
individual proton shower and the average profile of proton showers,
3) experimental data on _x, and on EEM/E, the fraction of primary energy
given to electrons.
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First, however, I will show that (2) provides an excellent fit to elec-
tromagnetic cascade profiles.
4" Eleptrgmagnetic cascades revisited. Results of cascade theory in ap-
proximation B are (Rossi 1952):
x = x (1.018 + A), <x> = x (I,018 + B), _2 = x 2(1.618 + C) , (9)
m o o x o
where 8 = in(E/Ec) and A,B,C are constants % 1 whose exact values depend
on whether the primary particle is an electron or photon. Using (3) and
substituting in (6) I solve for the index
q = 0.63 + D , (I0)
where D = -0.4, 0.2 for primary electrons and photons, respectively.
Substituting this result in (5), I find
<x> , x = 1.6x , (Ii)
m o
expressing the fact that the profile is unsymmetrical. To conserve ener-
i gy the track length integral must equal E. Thus
I(Ec/Xo)Ndx = E . (12)
Using (8) , which I solve for Nm, and again substituting for q and xm,½
Nm = (0"31E/Ec)/[In(E/Ec) - F] , (13)
where F = 1.7, 1.0 for primary electrons and photons, respectively. Re-
sults (II) and (13) are almost exactly the same as given by the detailed
theory.
5. Application to air showers. One begins as in the preceding example,
by letting _ = X/Xm, where xm is given by the elongation-energy relation.
A reasonable choice for this is
xm = A + D101ogE (14)
with A = 159 g/cm 2 and DI0 (elongation rate per decade) = 65 g/cm 2
(Linsley and Watson 1981; E is in GeV). The index q can be found as in
the preceding example, using (6), but first I will show an alternative
method illustrating a deep connectio_ between gamma distributions and
cascade processes.
It was pointed out by Kraushaar (i957) that the average number of
electrons N at atmospheric depth x arising from a primary particle inci-
dent upon the top of the atmosphere is related as follows to the average
number N1 of electrons at thickness x' below a nuclear interaction of
such a particlez
d X
N(X) = I0 Nl(X')exp[-(x-x')/l]dx'/1 , (15)
Nl(X) = [i + l(8/_x)]N(x) , (16)
where I is the interaction mean free path of the particle, assuming that
there are no fluctuations other than those in the starting level. Apply-
ing these, it is readily shown that the condition for N and N1 to be self
similar; meaning in this case for one to be a gamma distribution if the
, other one is, is the following:
q = xm/1 • (17)
Substituting (17) in (6) one obtains a very interesting result,
a2 = 12 + _xm (18)X t
which can be combined with (14), giving
a2 = (12+ Al) + IDlolOgE . (19)x
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This says that if the energy dependence of I is neglected, the energy de-
2 has the s_ne form as that of Xm, just as it does in casependence of _x
of electromagnetic cascades. The energy dependence is described by a
rate, analogous to the elongation rate, which is in fact proportional to
the elongation rate. This new rate, which might be called the 'width
rate' or 'spreading rate', is equal to _DI0.
An experimental result on ax has recently been reported by the Fly's
Eye group. The value given, 220±33 g/cm 2 at 109 GeV (Baltrusaitis et al.
1985), agrees very well with a value derived from an average profile pub-
lished by Grigoriev et al. 1983 for a slightly lower energy. Substitut-
ing the average of these results, and values of A and DI0 , in (19), one
finds % = 58 g/cm 2.
This is appreciably greater than the mean free path for proton-air
inelas£ic collisions found by other methods (see conference paper HE1.1
-i). It is reasonable to assume that I is greater than Ipa,inel. for the
same reason that holds in similar cases: neglect of development fluctua-
tions. This needs further study. Pending results of such a study, a
2 for energies other than 109 GeV is obtained byreasonable estimate of Ox
assuming that I is constant with the value found above. Then
2 1.5.104+ 3.8-i031ogE (21)q = 3.36 + 1.121ogE , (20) and Ox =
The remaining parameter in (2), No, is found in the same manner as
for electromagnetic cascades, using (7) or (8), keeping in mind, of
course, that the track length integral equals EEM , not E. The relation
between EEM and E is discussed in conference paper OG5.1-5 (or see
Linsley 1983). A convenient formula representing results of that work is
EEM/E = 1 - 2.8E -0"17 (E in GeV) (22)
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EAS Developement Curve a t  Energy o f  1016 - 10  e V  Measured by Opt i ca l  
Cerenkov Light  
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The d a t a  of o p t l c a l  Cerenkov l i g h t  from extensive a l r  shower observed 
a t  t h e  co re  d l s t a n c e  more than 1 Km a t  Akeno a r e  reexamined. Applylng 
t h e  new simulated r e s u l t s ,  w e  r e c o n s t r u c t  the  shory r  developement curves  
f o r  t h e  l n d l v l d u a l  events .  For the  showers o f  10  eV t e average depth 
-9 
a t  t h e  shower maxlmum 1s determined t o  be 660 + 40 gcm . The shower 
curve of average development 1s found t o  be wel l  described by a Galsser-  
H l l l a s  shower development func t ion  wlth above shower maxlrnum depth. 
1. Introduction. The Cerenkov l l g h t  from EAS 1s one o f  the  most 
impor tant  observables  t o  know t h e  S dev opement. In o rde r  t o  know the  E B  ER 
shower maxlmum depth f o r  EAS o f  10  - 10  eV, the  Cerenkov pu l se  shapes 
from EASts a t  more than 1 K m  from the  core  a r e  observed a t  Akeno a l r  
shower a r r a y  by us lng 3 l a r g e  t e l e s c o p e s ( 1 ) .  The d a t a  were analyzed by 
us ing  t h e  r e l a t i o n  between t h e  characteristics of  Cerenkov pu l sc  and t h e  
average developmcnt o f  showers In prevlous  paper (2) . In  t h i s  paper we 
reanalyze  t h e  data f o r  t h e  construction of shower development curve by 
t ak ing  l n t o  account t h e  flrst l n t e r a c t l o n  depth ,  whlch 1s found t o  be 
important i n  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of Cerenkov pu l se  shape. 
2. Simulation r e s u l t s .  The calculation o f  pu l se  shape o f  Cerenkov 
l l g h t  from EAS was c a r r i e d  out  wi th  the  same assumptions and procedures 
f o r  showers o f  average developement a s  In r e f . 3  except  the  model o f  
atmospherrc a t t e n u a t i o n  of Cerenkov l l g h t .  The f r a c t l o n  o f  l i g h t  
r each lng  t h e  obse rva t ion  l e v e l  can be expressed by ~ x ~ ( - x / A )  ,where x 1s 
t h e  path  l eng th  of Cerenkov light In the  atmosphere. A c o n s t a n t  va lue  A 
( 1 g ~ m )  was assumed i n  t h e  p rev los  paper h u t  he re  w e  use t h e  same model a s  
o t h a t  o f  H i l l a s ( 4 1 ,  whlch is a 
func t lon  of atmospheric depth. 
The e f f e c t  o f  the  flrst 
l n t e r a c t l o n  depth o f  prlmary 
cosmic r ays  t o  Cerenkov pu l se  
shape was c a l c u l a t e d  w ~ t h  
va r ious  i n t e r a c t i o n  models. 
I n  t h l s  c a l c u l a t l o n ,  
observat ion  l e v e l  1s taken t o  
be 700m a .  s . 1 . , where the  
t e l e scopes  a r e  set In  Akeno 
a i r  shower a r r a y .  
2-1. Ccrenkov y i e l d  p e r  
p a r t i c l e  a t  t he  depth o f  
-- photon source.  
m 
- EMISSION ANGLE(degree) In  f l g . 1  1s shown 'Cerenkov 
Flg.1 'Cerenkov y ~ e l d '  and photons yleldt,(dQ/dt)/N(x),observcd 
from f luorescence .  number of  Cerenkov photons 
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divided by the electron size at the light source level in the atmosphere.
As shown in the previous paper the 'Cerenkov yield' is independent of the
interaction models at 1 - 2 Km from the core. This is also indicated by
Ivanenko et al. up to less core distance(7OOm)(5). This value is a
function of the height of photon emission in the atmosphere(x), zenith
angle of the shower(_), distance from the core(R) and also the first
interaction depth of the primary cosmic ray(X^). The abscissa of fig.l
is the emission angle of Cerenkov light to th_ shower axis. The
fluorescent light from EAS is also shown in fig.l. If above parameters
are experimentally determined we can construct the shower curve in the
atmosphere from the Cerenkov pulse shape using the relation of fig.l.
2-2. The EAS path length in the atmosphere corresponding to the full
width at a half maximum of Cerenkov pulse. The full width at a half
4Uo|. , , , Imaximum(FWHM) of Cerenkov pulse is well
R= 1.SKrn iknown to" have a good relation to the
_I longitudinal develop ment of EAS,
._ 500 especially to the shower maximum depth,
but it has a poor relation to XO. Here we
a
tox thatis .x . theatmospheric/ dept_ which the EA_ passes_ through during
X_ I00,I :_'_ the time of FWHM of Cerenkov pulse. Fig.2
shows the relation between them. The
parameter of Xv_ M is a function of 8, R,
, v I IXo and the shoWe"_"maximum depth(X ).
0 ;00 200 300 400 Our maxcalculation^is made in the range of
X0 X from 450gem to 800gem for showersax
Fig.2 Relation between X0 and o_ average development. In fig.2 solid
XFWHM. and chain lines show the relation of
- X_ for showers of extremely fastXFWHM 0
and slow development respectively in our calculation. The contribution
of fluorescent light from EAS is also shown by broken lines for two
extremely developed showers. Consequently showers concerned in the
present paper distribute in the hatched regions in fig.2. If we_know the
value of X we can estimate X_ with an error of about lOOgcm -_ forFWH
such showers _hat oCerenkov light photons exceed the fluorescent light.
3. Data analysis and results. The data taken in 1981 and 1982 are
|_- ......_ "" "-o.~reanalyzed. In the measurement of
I0a .. Cerenkov pulse, the time resolution is
/ lOO s an the space r solutio in theatmosphere is 4.5 x4.5 . Details of the
j experiment are described in ref.2.
i0,_i / Finally 62 events were analyzed in order "
| to determine X of EAS. Among them 38
• max
events which nave clear Cerenkov signals
• in more than 4 phototubes are selected.
i0ei' . . : , , , , : First of all, for each event XFW. M is
• 500 100_ determined from the Cerenkov pulse s_ape
DEPTH IN ATMOSPHERE(gcm-_) using shower parameters from the particle
Fig.3 An example of shower array and then X0 is estimated in mos_
curve determined from case within the error of about lOOgcm-- by
Cerenkov pulse wave. using the relation of fig.2. If we know
X0 we can construct the shower development
HE4.4-7
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curve in the atmosphere from the Cerenkov pulse shape by using the
relation of fig.1. Fig.3 shows an example of the shower development
curve thus determined. In this experiment the space resolution in the
900 i ' ' ' I " atmosphere is limitedby the time
_ 800 , " -- resolution of the
"" "0_"_ ._ registration
_0'_ .uu . .__ ._t'__¢'"b_-_% system(lOOns) for the
600 ......./___._ _.?-?- .--_ v _9 Cerenkov pulse shape.
=500 shows the shower size
400 determined by the
m particle array for
300 ! , , I , the event and broken
10,6 10'7• line is a curve
PRIMARY ENERGY E_ (eV) smoothly connected
u
Fig.4 Shower Maximum depth determlned by Cerenkov the data. From fig. S
events, we can determine both
the depth of shower
maximum and the maximum shower size(N ). The primary energy(E O) ism x
obtained by multiplying N by a constant value of l.dGeV(5).
• 4 _ • maxF±g. shows the relatxon between X and E_ for all events
• • . maxdetermined by the same procedure. The values o_ _ for events which
in the atmosphere(X_>lOOgcm-L'l'a_re_ corrected byapparently penetrate
subtracting of X_. The determination error of E^ is estimated to be
k2
about + 20% whic_ is mainly due to the uncertain_y of the background
contribution to the data. In fig.4 solid line shows the least square fit
for these data. Two broken lines show the region where almost all other
experimental results are distributed(7). Our results seem to be
consistent with other re_its. From fig.4 t_e average value of X at
the primary enerp_ of lO--eV is 660 + 40gem--. max
, , . _ . . , . _ | In order to
4know the average. - _ longitudinalIf_,8 @ _-_-__-- o development curve
•_--_-_-_-o_ -- of showers, all
I /_/[!_U ° ?oo_oo._1 normalized to the
pr$sary energy of
t4_H [!_/: . J lO_'eV(ElT) and to• _0_ 7 " the maxlmu__ depth10 Of 660gem using[l,lil/®scaL,ng_=const.(8): relation in fig.4
• ////1"1/ ® result as follows
$.,._/ • _ Gaisser& Hil[gs(9) (i)Firstthe
shower maximum
depth of each
" I0 s - . - event is moved to
the average one of
: fl I ,, I l t _ t t ! the same primary
500 1000 energy(E) in fig.4
and then the each
DEPTH IN ATMOSPHERE(Ecm -2) atmospheric
Fig.5 Shower development curve, depth of the
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shower curve is normalized to that of the primary energy of lOl7ev.
(2) Secondly each shower size(N) at each atmospheric depth determined
fr?_ the Cerenkov pulse is normalized to that of the primary energy of
lO--eV by dividing a constant factor of (E/E17).
Fig.5 shows normalized shower developmen%s of 38 events(small
points)• In fig.5 squares show the one standard deviation of data
distribution in shower size of log(N) and the ambiguity of the
atmospheric depth determination. Open circles are shower sizes at Akeno
level determined by the particle array• Crosses show the average and one
standard deviations for the shower size determined by the particle array•
Thick solid line is the curve smoothly connected to the average points of
shower__ize distributions at each atmospheric depth except that of
200gcm where the effect of backgrounds seems to be serious. Then,
thick solid l+ge(denoted by _) is the average development curve of
showers of i0- eV normalized to the depth at the maximum development
In comparison with data two curves are shown in fig.5. One is the
simulation by Ivanenko et al. with the assumption of primary proton and
constant cross section with scaling law(8) and the other _ the shower
development function by Gaisser and Hillas(9) with 660gem - for X
• ma
In most case, theoretical average curves are averaged over dlfferen_
starting points, and so can not directly be compared with our
experimental one which is normalized at the depth of shower maximum. But
when the depth of shower maximum is moved to the same one, the shape of
shower development curve can be compared with our result except that in
de_ atmosphere. From fig.5 the average development of showers of energy
i0 eV is well described by the Gaisser-Hillas development function.
4. Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank the member of
Akeno group for their help. Analysis and calculation were done by FACOM
M380 at the computer room of Institute for Nuclear Study, University of
Tokyo.
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ABSTRACT
Wilson cloud chamber measurements of the separated spectra
of positrons and electrons produced by gamma quanta of
6.14 MeV are differing drastically from the theoretically
predicted (identical) spectra by BETHE and HEITLER , but are in good
conformity to those of a modified theory of pair creation by of one
of the authors (B).
I. The experimental arrangement
A Wilson cloud chamber of the Blackett type (30 cm in diameter, 6 cm
illuminated depth), filled with Helium at 1.2 bar gas pressure and a
water alcohol mixture was operated to investigate pair creation by gammas
of 6.14 ; 6.90 ; 7.11 and 8.87 MeV. These quanta will be emitted after
irradiation of UREA (produced with highly enriched N15-nuclei) by the
neutrons in the tangential hole of the 18 MW swimming pool reactor of the
GKSS-Research-Centre Geesthacht near Hamburg. The cylindrical glass ring
of the cloud chamber had a hole of I cm diameter, covered by a thin
plexiglass foil to allow the gammas entering of the expansion room
without passing the glass. Two Helmholtz coils produced inside the
chamber a nearly homogeneous magnetic field of 703 Gauss (deviations from
the homogeneity less than I% wthin the illuminated volume). Helium was
used to reduce the stopping power of the gas and also its motions due to
its small expansion ratio (1.07 for _=1.67). By this way positrons of
d energies above 30 KeV became measurable. But also below this limit pairs
were still recognizable and could be distinguished from Compton electrons
although the energies could not be determined precisely enough to present
credible values.
The cioud chamber was installed at a distance of about 6 m from the
reactor behind its 3.5 m concrete radiation shield. After an irradiation
for at least one minute in the middle of the tangential hole a cartridge
filled with 0.7 g UREA was transported within 3.2 sec to a lead bloc at
• the cloud chamber by a pressurised pipe line. A hole in the lead bloc
"focussed" the gammas to a 25 um gold foil inside the chamber.(Fig.1)
_76
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2. The evaluation method and the energy sum spectrum of thepairs
The particle pathes were photographed stereoskopally by two
Hasselblad cameras at 12 cm distance of the optical axes and at a
distance of one meter from the cloud chamber. About 4000 pictures were
taken and 243 pairs on them have been evaluated on a Pulfrich
stereokomparator by two persons (A,E.E. 121 pairs (see [I]) and S.H.
122 pairs) Independly and under slightly modified calibrating conditions.
The two separate measurements gave practically the same results for the
positron- and electron-spectra.
In figure 2 we show here the energy sums of 122 pairs which
demonstrate the energy deficits for the 3 lines at 6.14 ; 6.91 and 8.87
MeV by their asymmetries (soft rise of frequencies on the low energy side
of the maxima and rapid fall down at higher energies). It should be
noted that the 7.11 MeV-line has too low intensity and cannot be
separated well from the 6.91-1ine.
3. The separated energy spectra of the positrons and the electrons
Figures 3 and 4 present the separated spectra of the positrons and
electrons for 114 pairs (57 pairs by A.E.E. and the others by S.H.) of
the 6.14 MeV-quanta. The corresponding spectra for the two types of
particles, 69 pairs of the couple 6.90 and 7.11MeV and 29 pairs for the
8.87 MeV-line, not shown here, are practically of the same behaviours.
There is no question that the separated particle spectra are differing in
a drastic way from the predictions of the well known theory of BETHE and
HEITLER (dotted curves) [2] (1934), but are in a relatively good
conformity to a modified theory of pair creation by BAGGE [3] (1977)
(solid curves), b
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The positron spectrum of 114 pairs Here the corresponding elec-
created by 6.]4 MeV quanta alone, tron spectrum of the same
Noteworthy is the high frequency pairs as in figure 3 shows
of low kinetic energy positrons that these particles received
in full contradiction to BETHE mainly the highest possible "
and HEITLER's theoretically energies at pair creation by
predicted (dotted) curve _2_ . the 6,]4 MeV-quanta. There is
no chance to say that posi- b
trons have identical spectra
as BETHE and HEITLER's theory
did it. The solid curves in
the two figures 3 and 4 are
derived in a modified theory
of pair creation by BAGGE C3_.
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ABSTRACT
Transition effect of air shower particles in the
plasticscintillators near the core was measured by
scintillators of various thickness. The air _howers
selected for the measurement were of size _I0 .
Results obtained are as follows:
i) The multiplication of shower particles in the
scintillators is less than 20_ for that of 50mm
thickness.
ii) Dependence of the transition effect on age
parameter is not recognized within the experimental
errors.
i. Introduction In order to obtain an accurate density of
air shower partiles, it is essential to know the distortion
caused by the materials which compose the detector and the
surrounding container.
The transition e.ffect of the shower particles due to plastic
scintillators and iron plate of the container was investigated
. in detail (i), and multiplication of 10% was recognized near
the core of air showers for the plastic scintillators of 50mm
thickness.
However, some group reports that multiplication of > 50% for
- the scintillator of 50mm thickness exists near the core
compared to that of 3mm thickness, and that the transition
depends remarkably upon the age parameter (2).
To reveal the contradiction, transition effect in the
" scintillators was studied by comparison of the response of
each scintillator of different thickness which piled up in
layer above and bellow.
2. Experiment and Results. Four sets of detectors composed
of two plastic scintillators of different thickness piled up
above and bellow, were placed in the air sh@wer array of Kobe
University. All scintillators are of 0.25m- area. The
thickness of the plastic scintillators of each set is listed
in Table i. Measurement _as carried out during the period
from December 1983 to June 1984 and about 6000 showers which
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had size of _i05 and zenith angle less than 30"were selected.
Using these showers, the transition effect of the shower
particles near the core ( within 30m from the core) was
Studied.
Table 1 Combination of Thickness of scintillators (mm)
upper scintillator 30 i0 3 3
lower scintillator 50 20 50 50
A multiplication ( or absorption) factor was obtained by
dividing particles of lower scintillator by those of
upper one. Fig. 1 shows mean values of the multiplication
factors as a function of_distance from the core of the
showers, having size _I0 _ and age parameter 0.5_s<1.5 In
every case, mean value of multiplication factors exceeds
one near the core, and decreases gradually asthe distance
increases, and becomes less than one at distance farther
than 10m. None of the cases shows a multiplication factor
exceeding by 20% near the core. Rate of multiplication
or absorption) is largest for the combination (30mm,50mm),
and combinations (3mm,50mm) and (10mm, 20mm) are in order of
decrease. These trends are well explained considering
the cascade of electron components in the Showers.
To study a dependence of shower age on the transition
effect, showers were divided into 3 groups showers of age
parameter 0.8<s<l.0, 1.0<s<l.2, and 1.2_s<1.4, and for each
group multipl_cation factor on the distance from the core
were obtained,
Fig.2 represents the results, and the figure shows that
any obvious dependence does not exist within the experimental
errors
3.Discussion Four sets of detectors give us consistent
values of multiplication factors each other, and we can
safely say that the results mentioned above are in accordance
with those obtained previously for scintillators of thickness
50mm_does not exceed by 20%.
O_'-results are in disagreement with those of Akeno group.
Disagreement ma_be caused by the different arrangement of
detectors. We Used the scintillators piled up directly,and
they placed the thin scintillators independently among the
array. Accordingly, their results reflect sharply the
aecuracy of location of the cores, compared to our cases.
Applying the results obtained by us and approximating
the lateral distribution to NKG function, use of the plastic
scintillators of thickness 50mm give us smaller value of age
parameter by 0.83 independent of the values of age parameter,
and it gives little effect on the shower size.
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ABSTRACT
In studying the extensive air showers (EAS) it is
important to have information for determining the
EAS front shape, angle of incidence, disk thick-
ness, particle distribution along the shower, on
the delayed and EAS front advancing particles.
The suggested system of the EAS time analysis
allows one to determine the whole EAS longitudinal
structure at the observation points. _or this pur-
pose the whole information from the detectors is
continuously recorded in the memory with the mem-
ory cell switching in 5 ns, this enabling one to
fix the moment of pulse input from the detector
with an accuracy to +_2.5 ns. Along with the "fast"
memory, a "slow" memory with the cell switching
in Ijus is introduced in the system; this permit-
" ring one to observe relatively large tim? inter-
vals with respect to the trigger (master) pulse
with an appropriately lower accuracy (_0.5_ s).
q
The methods of EAS structure analysis used at present
• are based on measuring the mutual delays between the opera-
tions of separate detectors or detector groups.dOne of the
detectors switches on the time counter, and the other
switches it off.
The suggested system principally differs from the exist-
ing ones by the fact that the information from each detect-
or of the system is recorded continuously in the memory
with memory cell switching in 5 ns.
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At present, the system model connected to the EAS four
detectors is tested on the PION installation.
As the memory capacity of each channel is limited, after
filling all its cells (128 in the model) the further infor-
mation is again recorded in the first cell, then in the sec-
ond, and so on. Thus, every time moment in the channel mem-
ory there is an information on the particles striking the
detector for the previous 128 x 5 = 640 ns.
After the input of the trigger, the output of which is
determined by the experiment conditions, the memory cells
switch for another 320 ns, the readout being feasible after
that. The information about all the particles that passed
through the system detectors before and after the trigger
within_320 ns is received by the computer. This time range
may be extended by increasing the memory volume.
To exSend the system possibilities, along with the "fast"
memory a "slow" memory with cell switching in I_ s is in-
troduced in it (the time interval in the model is _64 j_s
with respect to the trigger).
Apparatus. The signal from the scintillation detector
ph_tomultiplier (PMT) is fed to the amplifier-limiter A
(fig. l) located in the close
I
proximity to it, and then
over the coaxial cable - to[__
the memory block, where . --_ _ 7 '
through the peaker P and !7_ _ _eII .
shaper S is received by two I
shift registers Rgl and Rg2. I_ I .
Simultan. eously, from the I_ I
'
control unlt CU the stable- _c_,_ _ I
frequency pulses are receiv- I _/H_I "
ed, which in the phase in- I _ _ I
verier PI are separated into I
pulses of the same polarity, I __ZM_..@A_@ I
but out of phase by _ period, I I
L ....... I
that control the operation
of Rgl and Rg2 (KSOOUP141). Pig. 1. Block diagram of the
time channel.
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Thereal frequency of recording rises up to 200 MHz owing
to register alternation. The recording from the registers
in the memories M1 and M2 (K500PY145) of 64-bit capacity
each is realized after filling the registers of 25 MHz
frequency. (In the future, with appearance of more speedy
microcircuits it will be possible to operate without shift
registers and to record the information directly in the
memory.) The record permitting pulses are received from the
counter C4, and thesimultaneous switching of MI and M2 ad-
dresses - from the address counter AC.
The slow memory is organized analogously, but without
shift registers. The address counter controlling the MS
operation receives I MHz stable frequency pulses from the
control unit.
The control unit (fig.2) is located in a separate module
and is intended for the control of one crate memory blocks.
The quartz generator G produced 100 MHz pulses which are
applied to the memory
blocks through the key
K and splitters. The
fast shower master is
received by the "stop"
input of the control
trigger CT. Having _
counted off 64 pulses _
of the generator G, __ _- -_ tMH_r_ O
the counter C64 closes
" the key K through the
key KI, owing to which
the information con- _
" tinues to be recorded _s_e_
in the memory cells
• for another 320 ns Fig.2. Control unit.
after the fast master
input. If during 30_s the main shower master is not re-
ceived by the other CU input, then in 30_ s the fast master
pulse will be applied to the CT "start" input. The key K
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opens and the information from the detectors again starts
to be recorded in the memory cells. And the main master in-
put closes the key K2 and the CT remains in the "stop" po-
sition until from the computer a record permitting pulse is
received that returns the CT to the "start" position.
The receipt of switch pulses to the slow memory is or-
ganized analogously. The keys KS and KSI together with the
counter C64S allow to generate 64 pulses more after the
fast master input.
In reading, a fixed number of address switching pulses
(64) from the computer is received by the same address
counters. This allows one to start the readout from the
cell in which the information was recorded at the most re-
mote moment of time (-320 ns). The pulse number unambigu-
ously reflects the information advance or delay time with
respect to the master, this allowing one to operate with-
out introducing the memory cell addresses and, particular-
ly, the master address, into the computer.
The authors are very grateful to V.V.Avakyan for the
problem statement and active assistance in the work, to
E.A.Mamidjanyan for the support as well as to A.S.Beglar-
yan and K.S.Gabrielyan for t_e help in drawing up the
programmes of information detection and processing.
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AT DISTANCES < 150 m _ROM EAS AXIS
N. Alley, T. Alimov, M. Kakhkharov, B.M. Makhmudov,
N. Rakhimova, R. Tashpulatov
Samarkand State University, Samarkand, USSR
N.N. Kalmykov, G.B. Khristiansen, V.V. Prosin
Institute of Nuclear Physics,Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR
ABSTRACT
The Samsrksnd EAS array was used to measure the
•mean and individual lateral distribution functions
(LDF)of EAS Cerenkov light. In the interval of d_s-tances r = 20-150 m, the fuuctiou_ are approxlma ea
to take the form q(r)ooexp(b.r/10_). The analysis
of the individual parameters b has shown that the
mean depth of EAS maximum end the variance of the
depth distribution of maxima of EAS with energies
of _2xI015 eV can properly be described in terms
of Kaidalov-Martirosyan quark-gluon string model
(QGSM) +
The Samarksnd EAS array has been described in detail
in /I/. The present work uses the experimental data ob-
tained in 1983 when the EAS array consisted of 13 Csren-
., key light detectors, each of which included from 7 to 10
FEU-49 photomultiplier tubes, arranged at distances of
15-120 m from the array center and 18 scintillators of
" 0.5-2 m2 area each arranged at distances of 15-60 m from
the array center. The showers were selected on the basis
. of their Cerenkov light. The events were selected for the
analysis in which _ _ 30° and the Cerenkov light flux
density q>_ 8 photon/cm 2.eV in 6 detectors located at 60m
• and q _ 5 photon/ca 2 eV in 3 detectors at 120 m.
The EAS axis positions and sizes were inferred from
the scintillator data. The shower energy was derived from
the Cerenkov light flux density at a 100-m distance from
EAS axis. The analysis were made for the showers whose
HE 4.4-13
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axes fell within a 60-m radius circles and the selection
probability was > 90%.
During 45 hours of the _rray operations, 500 showers
satisfying the above requirements were selected. The shower
energies were from 1015 to 1016 eV.
Fig. I shows the mean LDF for Eo= 3xi015 eV. Fig. 2
exemplifies the individual LDF of Cerenkov light.
The LDF st small distances was proposed in /2,3/ to
describe by the function of the form(e /,,o (1)
We used this approximation with one parameter b to describe
the mean and individual LDF. From Figs I and 2 it is seen
that the approximation (1) can properly deHcribe the expe-
rimental functions at distances of 20-150 m from E&S axis.
The Samarkand EAS array permits from 8 to 12 dots to
be obtained in an individual shower at the above mentioned
distances. In such a way, individual parameter b was found
in each of 500 showers.
The results were interpreted quantitatively by mathe-
matical simulation of experimental data. The EAS axis posi-
tion end direction, energy, and depth of maximum w_re simu-
lated as main parameters. The rest parameters, _amely,EAS
size Ne , the LDF parameters of Cerenkov light and charged
particles, and densities in individual detectors, were
treated as functions of the main parameters. The calcula-
tions allowed for the errors in measuring the angles and
b
the flux densities of Cerenkov light and charged partic-
les. The relationship of LDF to EAS maximum depth was ta-
ken from the calculations made in terms of the supracriti-
csl pomeron model described in detail in /4/. The parame-
ter of. the maximum depth distribution were taken from
w
the calculations made in terms of the same model for mixed
chemical composition of primary cosmic rays (40% of p and
15% of nuclei with A= 4,15,31, and 56 each):
X--,_= 504 + 75 (IgEo - 15) g/cm 2
a5 g/om2
.J
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640 artificial showers were simulated. The simulation has
shown that the accuracy of determining b in individual ca-
ses is_b : 18.
To make sure that the LDF form reflects the depth of
the maximum of an indivldual shower, we examined the corre-
lation of the parameter b with the independent parameter,
the particle number-to-energy ratio, which must also be
sensitive to the depth of EAS maximum. Fig. 3 shows the
experimental dots of the dependence b on lg(Ne/EO)o The
correlation coefficient is 0.55+0.03. The curve in the fi-
gure is the regression line:
Pig. 4 shows the b distribution of individual showers
with Eo = 2xi015 eV. In the distribution, b = 154+2 and
_/_) =35_I. The dashed line is the distribution obtain-
ed by simulating experimental data. In the distribution,
b = 154+2 and _(b)=33+1. The experimental data coincide
in practice with the calculation results for the above
mentioned parameters of the maximum,depth distribution.
To test the sensitivity of the b distribution to the
fluctuations of the maximum depth, the experimental data
were repeatedly simulated at _X_ - 65 6/cm2, but at
the same shape of the cascade curve. In this case _ (b)=
=26+I, i.e. is much different from the experimental value.
It should be noted in conclusion that the procedure
- of finding Xmax from LDF of Cerenkov light is in principle
dependent on the model determining the cascade curve shape
in the lower atmosphere.
i
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During the initial period of the Samarkand EAS array opera-
tions (1981) the showers were selected on the basis of charged-
-particle flux density /i/, and during the subsequent periods
(1982-1983) the showers were_selected on the basis of Cerenkov
light flux density /2/. Such a procedure has made it possible to
measure the shower energy e to estimate the EAS size fluctuations
at a fixed primary energy t and to experimentally obtain the scaling
factor K(Ne, Eo) from the EAS size spectrum to the primar-y ener-
2
gy spectrum. In 1983 six scintillators of area S= 2 m each were
added to the array, rf'he scintillators were placed at the verteces
of a right hexagon at 60-m distances from the EAS array center.
The fluctuations of EAS sizes in the showers of fixed primary
• energies and the scaling factors K(Ne, Eo) were inferred from the
data obtained in 1983.
q_he showers with zenith angles _30 ° were selected, q?he
EAS axis positions were interned from the amplitude data of the
scintillators. The primar_y- energy Eo was determined by the method
• of least squares for the known EAS axis position (inferred from
the scintillator data)'using the .data of the Cerenkov detector loca-
ted at 80-150 m (100m on the average) from EAS axis. In this ca-
m
se the NKG function was taken to be the mean lateral distributions
function (LDIS") ,0f charged particles, while the Cerenkov light LDF
was assumed to be of the form proposed in /3/ with the parame-
ters found using the Samarkand EAS array.
The calculations /4/ have shown that the Cerenkov light
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flux fluctuations at i00 m from EAS axis, ql00' do not exceed
10% at a fixed EAS energy_ so the parameter ql00 may be used
to estimate the EAS-generating primary particle- energy.
Fig. I compares between the calculated and experimental data
on the fluctuations of sizes Ne of EA5 with fixed Eo. The mean
energy of such showers is 3x1015 eV. The standard deviation
IgNe is _D-(IgNe)" = 0.31 _ 0.02, The figure also shows the
distribution calculated in terms of the supracritical pomeron model
(SlDA4) allowi.ng for the difference between the hadron-nucleon and
hadron-nucleus interactions ( the solid line), "I'he calculations were
made in case of mixed chemical composition (40_ of p and 15°_ of
nuclei with A: 4_ 15, 31, and 56 each) distributed through the
O ° - 30 ° zenith angles, q'o imitate the instrumental errors, each
values of Ne was added a random number distributed normally
with a variance, equaling the squared instrumental error, "l_he instru-
-%mental error in the values of Ne_ was taken to be 0.15 Nee _
The so obtained distribution shows the stardard deviation
_ = 0,31 + 0.01 ( for the pure proton composition of
primary cosmic raysj _'T_-Ne)'= 0,34 _+ 0.01 .
Fig. 2 shows the Ne dependence of the scaling factor from
Ne to (Ne_ Eo) in the showers with fixed values of Eo and Ne w
Also shown are the results of the model calculations of the scaling
factors in case of complex chemical composition for various models
of EA5 development. "rhe SPM gives a good agreement with expe-
rimental data.
The Ne spectrum was scaled to the primary spectrum using
the K(Ne, Eo) approximation of the form
K (Ne, Eo)== Eo/Ne:(0.5?)0.0_)x106(N_y106) -0"1+-0"02
'l'he approximation was obtained as follows. Experimental data were
used to find only the absolute value of l<(Ne_Eo)s while the Ne
dependence of K(Ne_Eo) was inferred from the SPM calculations.
During 160 hours of its operations (at clear moonless
nights), the EAS array detected 10240 showers which gave 7-fold
coincidences in the scincillators located at 30 m (see / i/)from
the array center, Out of the events detectect_ the showers were
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selected in which the charged-particle density was at least
2 particle/m 2 in the scintillators at 30 m from the array center,
A 6 particle/m 2 density was required in the.'central scintillator•
After such a selection I 7233 showers remained, Of them, 3380 sho-
wers were with zenith angles _30 °. 5.or the purposes
of final
analysis the showers were selected whose detection probability is
>0.9 within a 20-m circle for Ne = (2.5-4.0)xi05' and within a
30-m circle for Ne 4x105 • Such showers amounted to 920 and
were used to construct the EAS size spectrum, This spectrum can
be approximated by the the functions
5"( >Ne)= (3.45 +0.20)x 10-10(Ne/105) -1.47+0,05_ cm-2s-lsr-1
for 2.5 x 105 4Ne < 6x 105 and
F( > Ne) : (1.15 * 0.30) x 10-9(Ne/105) -2"10+0'09'- cm-2s-lsr-1
for 9,0 x i05_ Ne < 3•2 x 106 .
The experimental scaling factor found in the showers with
fixed Ne was used to scale from the measured EAS size spectrum
to the primary EAS energy spectrum which can be approximated
by the functions.
5`(>Eo) : (1.9,0.3) x I0-10(Eo11015) -1"63.0"09 -2-1 -1-- -- cm s sr
10155 i0 ISfor 1.5 x Eo< 3.5 x eV and
5. (>Eo) (5.2 +0.8) x 10-10(Eo11015) -2"30+-0"12 -2-1 -1: -- cm s sr
1016
for 5•2 x i015_- Eo < 2•0 x eV.
Fig• 3 shows the primary cosmic ray spectra obtained with
the Samarkand EAS array and elsewhere /5-8/,
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STUDY OF THE SHOWER MAXI_U_ DEPTH BY THE METHOD
OF DETECTION OF THE EAS CERENKOV LIGHT PULSE _HAP£
N. Alley, T. Alimov, M. Kakhkharov, N. Khakimov,
B.M. Makhmudov, N. Rakhimova, R. Tashpulatov
Ssmarkaud Stets University, Samarkaud, USSR
G.B. Khristiaasen, V.V. Prosin, V.Yu. Zhukov
Institute of Nuclear Physics,Moscow State
University, Moscow 119899, USSR
ABSTRACT
The report presents the results of processing the
date on the shape of the EAS Cerenkov light pulses
recorded by the EAS array of the Samarkand Univer-
sity in 1983. The pulse FWHM is used to find the
mean depth of EAS maximum.
In 1983 the Ssmarkand EAS array consisted of 13 integ-
ral detectors of Oerenkov radiation arranged as was describ-
ed in /1/ end 18 scintillators arraged symmetrically around
the arrey center, with 6 instruments located on each of the
circles of 15, 30, and 60-m radii. The detector of Cereukov
pulse shape was installed at 250 m from the array center
end included 13 photomultiplier tubes of the XP-2041 type.
The detector is described in more detail in /2/.
The pulse shape was recorded with s 6LOR-04 oscillo-
graphic recorder, as described in /2[, and sometimes with
the AFI-16 digital analyzer of pulse shape described in
/3/. The digital analyzer recorded the instsntsneous va-
lues of the pulse amplitude st 16 points with a 2-6 ns
step which was selected automatically depending on the de-
tected pulse duration. The digital analyzer threshold was
above the oscillograph threshold.
The total resolution time of the recorders was estima-
ted as the minimum durstlon st half-maximum of the Cerenkov
li@ht pulses whose amplitude is 2 times as hi@h ss the
threshold amplitude.
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Such duration proved to be 7.5 us
for the oscillograph and 6.5 ns for AFI-16.
The showers were selected using their Cerenkov light.
Some 2500 showers accompanied by the oscillograph pulses
and about 1500 showers accompanied by the digital analyzer
pulses were detected.
For mthe purpose of processing we selected EAS with
_) < 30 ° and %he photon flux densities in 6 detectors at the
60-m distance from the array center q>8 photon/cm2.eV, at
2 _
the 120-m distance from the array center q> 5 photon/ca eV,
in the pulse shape detector q> 3 photon/cm2eV for the os-
cillographic recording and q> 5.3 photon/ca 2 eV for the
digital recording.
The EAS arrival directions were inferred from the rea-
dings of the detectors at r = 60 m. The axis coordinates
and the EAS size were determined from the readings of the
scintillators. The energy was found from the Cerenkov light
flux density at a 100-m distance from EAS axis. The proces-
sing procedure is described in detail in /4/.
The results were obtained using the showers whose axes
fall inside the array (r < 60 m) at s > 200 m distance from
the pulse shape detector. The selection probability calcu-
lated allowing for the fluctuations of the Cerenkov light
LDF is >0.9. In such a way, we have selected 55 events re-
corded with the oscillograph end 28 events recorded with
the digital analyzer. The FWH_ of the pulses were measured
f_r.ell the events. The depths of the individual shower me-
xima were inf_red from the duration and the distance from
IEAS axis ssing the method described in /2/.
In terms of energy, all the events were broken into
three groups. The mean depths of the maxima for the three
groups are shown in Fig. I which also presents the results
obtained earl_er with the EAS arrays at Samarkand /2/,
Yakutsk /5/, Tien-Shan /6/, in Japan (Akeno)/7/, and
Australia (Adelaide) /8/.
A certain systematic shift of the dots obtained with
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the Ssmarkend EAS array may be explained by the transition
from the density-based selection of showers ag 60 m from the
array center /2/ to the denslty-based selection at r=120 m.
Our calculations /11/ have shown that the latter selection
is closer to the selection of showers with a fixed energy.
A good agreement is observed with the data obtained
st Tien-Shan and in Japan. The data of /8/ may be signifi-
cantly distorted by the shower selection effects, as was
noted in the work /9/ carried out using the same EAS array.
Fig. I shows the results of calculating the depths of
EAS maxima in terms of the supracritical pomeron model des-
cribed in /10/ for primary protons and complex chemical com-
position (40% of p and 15% of nuclei with A= 4,15,31, and
56 each). A good agreement of the dots of this works and of
the dots obtained in /6,7/ with the theoretical dependence
for the complex chemical composition can be seen. The dots
obtained with the Ys kutsk EAS array at Eo> 1017 eV do not
contradict the dependence either. At lower energies the
Yskutsk dots deviate from the dependence by 2 statistical
errors. This is probably due to the poor allowance for
the erros arising from the application of the photomulti-
plier tubes of a high time resolution (-_ 2 3n_) for EAS
with Eo< 1017 eV.
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ANALYSIS OF CERENKOV PULSES
RECORDED SIMULTANEOUSLY AT TWO SITES.
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Adelaide, South Australia, 5001.
*Present address: Physics Department,
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ABSTRACT
The agreement between measured distances to maximum for ~ 49
simultaneous Cerenkov pulse profiles from different sites is
± ~ 0.i km near 4.5 km and ± 0.5 km near 7 km. Uncertainty in
depths of maximum are ~ ± I0 g cm2 and ± 30 gcm -2 respec-
tively. Usually the Hillas-Patterson simulation is able to
fit both pulse shapes satisfactorily using a single N(x)
profile.
I. Introduction. Measurement of the widths of optical Cerenkov pulses
from cosmic ray air showers has proved to be a most useful means of
studying shower development, in particular the distance to maximum.
Several theoretical studies have been published including that by
Patterson and Nillas I (1983) which forms the basis of the present
study. Because of a lack of published data on simultaneous measurements
on individual cosmic ray showers, the theories have not previously been
tested for consistency of measured distances or for the goodness of the
fit with a single longitudinal development curve, N(x).
2. Experimental Data. We make use of part of an extensive
data set obtained by Liebing 2 at Buckland Park in 1981-82 in which
detectors were located at 200 m North of the centre of the air shower
array and 200 m South East. The Cerenkov pulses were obtained in
. coincidence with showers recorded by the array for which a full NKG
shower analysis giving directions, core locations, and hence radial
distances, and shower sizes was available. Each detector comprised a 125
mm diameter fast-response photo-multiplier (Philips XP2040, with S11
, response) and mechanically collimated at 45° from the zenith, the cut-
off being sharp. Few showers detected have greater inclinations than
40 °. Shortwide-band (_ 400 MHz or 2 ns rise time) cables (with no
preamplifiers) and independently triggered storage oscilloscopes
(Tektronix 7834) were used with photographic recording. Impulse
responses (~ 5.0 and 5.7 ns FWHM, non-oscillatory and n_n-Gaussianl)
were routinely checked for each system using the narrowest_ sky pulses.
. Because of a 2s dead time associated with each oscilloscope trigger, a
dead time ~ 30% was associated with each system.
Of ~ 138 analysed pulses recorded at the 200 m N site and 166 at
the 150 m N site, and ~ 170 at the 200 m SE site, a subset of 49 showers
were observed with analysable pulses in two sites. A full analysis of
these data treating the systems as quite independent and looking at the
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variation of depths of maximum with shower size is given in ref. 3. It
clearly showed the effect of array selection effects in the data which
arise because of the limited dynamic range of the optical detectors and
the array bias. However, these are not relevant to the present
discussion, except to say that many pulses were lost either because they
went off scale or did not trigger the oscilloscopes.
Three representative showers were studied in detail and fits to the
experimental profiles are given in figures i, 2 and 3. They were chosen
because the radial distances from the two detector sites were markedly
different. Few usable pulses were observed further than 250 m from the
shower axis; and sensitivity of the pulses to shower development
becomes much less inside 150 m. We also imposed the requirement that
for reliable shower analysis, the core should fall inside the perimeter
of the array. On the figures the full lines are the oscilloscope traces
and show the effect of sky background pulses especially at the more
distant site.
3. Theoretical Fits. Hillas _ has described a _ethod of mapping back
from the pulse profiles to the N(x) profiles using absolute timing, not
available in these cases. However, a timing zero can be fixed for each
pulse by using the width of the pulse to determine the distance to
maximum first. In a preliminary investigation we found the N(x) profile
derived from the data very sensitive to the sky noise and divergent
below the maximum. This was not surprising as Patterson and Hillas I
showed that the pulse profile was very insensitive to large changes in
shower attenuation. The alternative approach adopted therefore was,
knowing the measured distance to maximum, to select the closest match
from a library of previously simulated N(x) profiles by Hillas _ which
varied in depth of maximum but not very much in shape. Primary
energies of 1015 , 1016 and I0 I? eV were available, but do not markedly
_ffect the shape.
.4
The simulation calculation of pulse shape was then performed
including the photomultipller resolution for angles 0°, 15°, 30 ° or 40 °
and radial distances increasing by 25 m steps. The simulations are not
very sensitive to zenith angle so the closest angle was chosen.
However, the shape appropriate to the measured radial distance was
interpolated graphically from the calculatlbn. The results are fairly
sensitive to the radius, which is subject to ± 5 m errors and small
changes in distance to maximum. °
The theoretical fits are shown as dashed lines and enable the
agreement with experiment to be checked over the full profile, whereas
it is more usual to be only concerned with the Full Width at Half
Maximum. For this comparison the theoretical pulse has_ been normalized
to the experiment at the peak and the relative times adjusted to give
the best fit.
The agreement in shape on the rising edge and near the top of the
pulse is considered fairly satisfactory. There is a tendency for the
theory to underestimate the flux in the tail. This cannot be attributed
to a slower attenuation in the N(x) profile because the preliminary
study showed the required N(x) to diverge. It arises part!y because of
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the limitatlon in the simulation to 10 GeV subshowers. The simulation
in fig. 1 using I00 GeV subshowers improves the fit in the tail of the
pulse.
4. Conclusion. Comparison of simulation fits for a single N(x)
development profile to experimental pulses at the different sites has
shown satisfactory agreement with the Patterson-Hillas simulations.
Independent estimates of distance to maximum indicate errors
of ± ~ 0.I km near 4.5 km and • 0.5 km near 7.0 km, again consistent
with predictions I. These correspond to errors in depth of maximum of
approximately I0 gcm 2 and 30 gcm -2 respectively.
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m l_CERENKOV EAS FLASHESPRELIMINARY RESULTS OF _H_
OBSERVATIONS ON THE MULTI-MIRROR INSTALLATION OF
THE CRIMEAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
B.M.Vladimirsky, Yu.L.Zyskin, Yu.I.Neshpor,
A.A.Stepanian, V.P.Fomin, V.G.Shitov
Crimean AstrophysicaI Observatory
p/o Nauchny, 334413, Crimea, USSR
Abstract
A short description of the facility designed
for the study of angular resolution of light
in the EAS flashes is communicated. The th_9-
shold energy of the facility is about 3x10-_V.
The data on the angular distribution of light
in a flash and the ratio of the flux in the UV
(_< 300 nm) and visual region as a function
of the distance to the axis of a shower are gi-
ven. Obtained results are compared to the pub-
lished computations.
I. Introduction.
It is Dommonly assumed, that the main obstacle to increase the
sensitivity of Cerenkov EAS detectors for gamma-quanta registration
is the charged particles background.
It was Grindlay [I] who made the first attempts to reduce the
registered background of cosmic rays. Turver [2] suggested to reduce
the background by using spaced detectors. The experiments in Tata
institute, India, showed, that spaced detectors permit to determine
" the direction of the primary particle (or quantum) on the sky wit_
the accuracy up to 0_3 [3] .
. In [4] we proposed a method of discrimination of gamma-showers
:From proton-showers. This method is based in principle on different
angular dimentions of these showers. But since the difference is ra-
ther scanty, it needs an optical system which allows to obtain the
image of the flash with high (minimum 0_I) angular resolution. Be-
sides, we suggested in [4_ to use the difference in UV region of
shower ligh spectrum (_ 300 nm) for gamma and proton showers.
2. Description of the facilit_ located at the Crimean observatory.
The facility was described in short in the Proceedings of Ban-
%
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galore Conference [5] . The results given hereafter are obtained on
the installation consisting of six similar elements. Each of them
comprizes 4 spherical mirrors 1.2-m in diameter. Nineteen PMs are
located in the focal plane of each of the four elements (see Fig.l).
The light is transmitted to the photocathodes by means of light con-
ductors. The signals from 4 elements being directed in parallel are
summari_ed within each channel, digitized and then stored in the
computer memory. Any 2-channel coincidence from 7 central was adop-
ted as a muster-pulse.
Two other telescopes also being directed in parallel were used
for UV region of flash spectrum with solar-blind PM. Summarized sig-
nal yeild from these two elements is also digitized and recorded in
the computer memory. The diameter of the light spot from the point
source at the focal plane is O_Io
3. The results of the observations.
The observations of the EAS flashes were carried out in Novem-
ber - December, 1984. More than 1000 Cerenkov flashes have been re-
gistrated. But for the further analysis only those were selected
whose maximal amplitude coincided with one of 7 central pixels. The
final sampling constituted 644 events. The
energies of primary particles responsible
for a flash lie, according to estimations
within the range (3-6)x1012eV.
We have calculated th valu of
_2= _ _j_Z __)_i and _= Z _i-jJ_ig:/ i=/
_ where A is the amplitude of flash in the
l
i_I i-channel, x is the coordinate axis dlrec-
I 3 ted along the large axis of ellipsoid of "
6 _ Cerenkov flash, and y is the coordinate
- axis along the small axis; that gives
-,E=Z__ Ai ,-_ A,.
i-,'- _ and _- l"* _Z _-_
Fig.2a shows the frequency distribution
Figure I. with respect to a and Fig.2b gives the "
The configuration of value of b/a. The mean value of a equals
o o
pixels with PM at the to 0.40+0.02 and (b/a)=O.69+O°O1.
focal plane. - -
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N
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180 Figure 2.
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L £requency distribution :
1OO a) of the effective dimen-
sion of the large semiaxis
60 of the flash ellipsoid,
20 _- h I b) of the semiaxis ratio.
"N" corresponds to the
a number of flashes.
N b)
100
60
20
0 0.4 0.8 1,2 c = b/o
._'or the given values of b/a the flashes amplitudes ratios
were obtained for the rim Ae zone to central Ac zone. Here the
central zone is adopted as a pixel with maximum amplitude together
with the adjucent pixel having the highest amplitude. All other
pixels are considered as "rim". Therefore Ae/Ac parameter can be
considered as a characteristic of angular distribution of light in
a flash. It approaches to "y" computed in [4] .
The obtained distribution is presented on Fi_.3 a. According
to this distribution, the meah value of Ae/Ac depends on b/a vari-
ation. The value b/a is distance-dependent: the larger the distance
from detector to the axis, the smaller the value of b/a. Here one
can see the magnitude of dispersion D(Ae/Ac) of individual estimates.
It corresponds to (30-40)% of the estimated value.
Fig.3b shows the ratio of the UV flux Au to the flux in visu-
al region Av as a function of b/a. The dispersion of Au amplitude
is high and compatible with the mean value within the given
interval. The error of the mean value of Au/Av is presented here.
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Ae/Ac
1.6 a) ,.]T,T_T._11" Figure 3-
The dependence of the semiaxes
1.2 ratio b/a :
O.8 a) the amplitude ratio Ae/Ac
0.4 b) the ratios of amplitudes in
O.O ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' UV and "visible" flashes at
U/V b) _I random units.
1,Co _L_t EAS
1.2 Near the axis the UV flux is much
0.8 stronger than at large distances.
0.4 We should note, that detailed in-
O.0 ........ formation on UV flashes needs fur-
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 bIQ ther enlargement of mirror surfa-
ces detecting UV-light.
4. Discussion and results.
The obtained data on flash angular dimension are in good agre-
ement with our earlier calculations [4] . These measurements are
compatible with the data of P_yasheshnikov and Bignami [6q , the
accord is rather high. For instance, according to [6] oa=Ooh2 and in
O
our computations a-O.hO, although our data is still crude.
As far as we know, the UV flashes have never been registrated so
far. So, just the fact of their registration seems to be of impor-
tances. We thi_k, that the perspective of gamma and proton showers
discrimination is realistic.
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THE _RII_NTAL CASCADE CUR T_S OF _AS AT Eo > 1017 eV
OBTAINED BY THE ]_THOD OF DETECTIOI<FOF CHERI_TKOV PULSE SHAPE
Yu.A. Fomin, N.N. Kalmy[_ov, G.B. Khristiansen, M.V. _iotova,
Yu.A. Nechin, V.V. Prosin, V.Yu. Zhukov
Institute of Nuclear Physics, iVioscowState University,
_1oscow II9899, USSR
N.N. Efimov, V.M. Grigoriev, E.g. Nikiforova,
Institute for Cosmophysical Research and Aeronomy,
Yakutsk 67789I, USSR
Since recently we have systematically studied the indi-
vidual cascade curves of EAS with Eo> IOI7 eV /I-3/ by the
method of detection of EAS Cherenkov light pulses proposed
initially in /A/.
The scintillators located at the center of the Yakutsk
EAS array v¢ithin a 500-m radius circle were used to select
the showers and to determine the main EAS parameters (the
axis coordinates, the azimuthal and zenith angles _ and @ ,
and the primary energy Eo) /5/. The individual cascade cur-
yes N(t) were obtained using the EAS Cherenkov light pulses
satisfying the following requirements: (I) the signal-to-
noise ratio fm/6 n >i I5, where fm is the amplitude of
pulse, 6n is the r.m.s, value of night sky noises, (2) the
- EAS axis-detector distance r__ 350 m, (3) the zenith angle
@ .<30°, (_) the probability for EAS to be detected by scin-
tillators W _0.8. Condition (I) a_ises from the desire to
o,
reduce the amplitude distortion of Che_enkov pulses due to
noise and determines the studied range of EAS sizes, N(t).
The resolution times of the Che_enkov pulse shape detectors
are _o_ 23 ns which results in distortion (broadening) of
. a pulse during the process of the detection. The restricti-
ons _ >i350 m and @ <_30° permit to select the Cherenkov
pulses with relatively high _ 0.5 (the half-width of non-
distorted pulses). We estimated the distortion of pulses due
to the finiteness of To value. It was shown that the rise
2O8
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time of pulse becomes greater as rgO.5/ _go ratio decreases;
at the same time the tail does not vary within 5% accuracy.
The results were used in order to correct the experimental
pulses.
Since the moment of intersection of the observation le-
vel and the EAS axis is not fixed experimentally, the Che-
renkov pulse is measured on the scale of relative time _ .
In order to determine the absolute time _A it is necessary
to use the results of theoretical calculation /6/ which per-
N '_'fA wheremit to find the difference of values q_mA and
q_NA is the time moment when the light corresponding to EASf
maximum is detected and Trois the time corresponding to the
Cherenkov pulse maximum: ATm(_m rl)=T_A(To_,rl)- _A(t,?_, r_),
where tm is the EAS maximum depth in the atmosphere. The va-
lue of tm can be determined from the halE-width T 0.5 of theN
given pulse /7/ and can be used to find TmA in accordance
with formulae of /2,_3/.Then one obtains the time TfA =
]_mNA-AT m corresponding to the maximum of experimental
Cherenkov pulse. The theoretical functions /2,3/ used for
the transformation of the Cherenkov pulse f( _A , r± , @ )
to the cascade curve N(t) are
_°_ independent, to within a 5% ac-
curacy, on the adopted model of
EAS development and the primary
composition. This is illustrated
"i_ by the function a_( t_, r_ )
shown in Fig. I for the high-
multiplicity model (_) and for
the quark-gluon strings (QGS)
10 model for a primary proton (A=I)
and a primary iron nucleus (A=52)
/6,8/. These functions depend
only on the angle distribution
of EAS electrons /7/.
'1o tq f8 z_ _ 3o
.... _,,_.u,L_ 26 showers with Cherenkov
Fig. I pulses satisfying to above men-
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tioned requirements were selected. It should be noted that
IO showers out of 26 exhibited the Cherenkov pulses in two
detectors at different distances from: EA3 axis under condi-
tion _'m/6_ i>I5. For these events the r.m.s, errors 6m=
=_(tmi, tmo)' = 1.2 radiation u_its, where tm_a_d tm2 are
depths of E_ maximum determined from two Cherenkov pulses.
The errors 60.25 for the depths cormesponding to the points
on the ascending branch of the cascade curve at the 0.25 Nm
level (Nm is the EAS size in the maximum) (_0.25)i and
(t0.25) 2 is somewhat higher and is about 1.6 radiation units.
_e_ Fig. 2 p_esents the
N(t) mean cascade curve cons-
e._ _i.'" tz_acted _sing 26 indivi-
__q dual cascade curves in
8.q _ i EAS size units N(t). To
e.2_ ' construct the cascade
c rves in the absolute
ao //T--_ _4'- units.N, the detectors
4 _, _ / i of Cherenkov pulse shape
.t,_.._t,. were calibrated by com-
po_,_: x_.ot_e_ (_v_d.?t)E3J pa_ing the pulses detect_
o _ _ ._w_(a,_,'ag.j ed in them with the Che-
T_o_: ;-A.li'Z]_$ _.^.,] menkov light flux densi-
Fig. 2 ties Pc [cm2eV] detec-
ted by the time-integral Cherenkov light detectors of the
Yakutsk array /5/; B = mPc, where S [mm,ns] is the Cheren-
kov pulse area measured initially on millimetre scale of
" amplitudes and on nanosecond sweep of oscillograph, m is
calibration factor (which permits to express the amplitudes
of pulses in units of flux density [cm-2ns-Iev-I ]), After
that, using the theoretical functions /2,3/ one obtains the
cascade curves N(t) for the number of showem electrons. The
" accuracy of the calibration factor m, hence of the EAS size
N(t), is 25% and arises mainly from the accuracy of the ab-
solute calibration of the integral detectors. The EAS size
in the maximum of the mean cascade curve is N--m = (_.5 +
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l.I) .108 . Fig. 2 also sho_s the point corresponding to
mean EAS size at sea level N--s = (0.95 +-0.06).IO 8 infer-the
red from the data of the Yakuts_ EAS array scintillators.
The energy of individual cascade curves was also determined
on the basis of the parameter ])6nO /9/, The mean cascade
%-o= (?.o. 2.O)o OI?curve energy is correlation
coefficient between Eo and Nm inferred from 26 experimental
cascade curves is E = (E_,/Nm)= (I.60 + 0.08).I09 for r.m.s.
error 30% related mainly to the apparatus errors of deter-
mination of Eo and Nm.
The comparison by the Pearson method between the expe-
rimental cascade curve and the theoretical curves calculated
in terms of the scaling model (Sc) /6/ and the QGS model /8/
under various assumptions concerning the chemical composi-
tion of primary cosmic rays exhibits a better agreement of
the e_perimental data with the QGS model for complex chemi-
cal composition (QGS, Z) (P (_2) = 0.07). Other versions of
the theory are in a poorer agreement with the experimental
data (P (p_'_)_ O.OI).
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LATERAL-ANGULARAND TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EAS
OPTICAL RADIATION
Chuykova T.A., Galkin V.I., Ivanenko I.P., Roganova T.M.
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR
The paper presents characteristlcsof the direct and
scattered components of electron-photon shower optical ra-
diation for distances R_5OOm from the shower core to a
detector, allowing for the Cerenkov and fluorescent mecha-
nism of photon generation. The results of calculations can
be employed to clarify the techniques for determination of
the shower parameters detected by bothlnstallatlonsregis-
terlng fluorescent light and thoserecordlng Cerenkov light.
1.Introductlon. Optical radiation has beenused for many
years t0 investigate the lateral EAS development/1,2/.Each
new more accurateand/or detailed consideration of the op-
tical component leads, as a rule, to decreasing uncertain-
ties in the determination of shower parameters and some-
times allows finding new characteristics of the shower op-
tlcal image, which are more sensitive t_ the nuclear inter-
action parameters at superhlgh energy or to the shape of
the primary cosmic ray spectrum than thoseused earller/3/.
One of these improved considerations has been reported
in /4,5/ where "contamination" of the fluorescent component
of EAS optical radiation by scattered Cerenkov light has
been examined, and both lateral-angular and temporal charac-
teristics of the shower optical image has been presented.
The author of /4,5/ devldes the Cerenkov light _eglstered.by a detector into three components, direct(non scattered)
light, scattered light, and fluorescent llght, thus assum-
ing that fluorescent photons, unlike to Cerenkov ones,
would not scatter in the atmosphere(i.e, the fluorescent
light being always only direct). When considering the scat-
tered component, the author confines himself to a single
scattering_ _s a model of longitudinal development of EAS
with Eo=I017 IO18eV the author have used a cascade curve
of a showe_induced deep in the atmosphere by a gamma-ray
" of Eo=2.10"eV, with the hope that this simplification
would not considerablydistort the relative contributions
of various optical radiation components. The papers /4,5/
furthermore have not presented the temporal characteristics
" of a direct Cerenkov component. Since the results obtained
using the above noted approximations, on one hand, are only
preliminary and, on theother hand, seem to be important
. and interesting, we attempted to consider this group of
phenomena with the help of simulating program of a diffe-
rent type.
2. The preSent paper approach. A separate consideration of
the Cerenkov and fluorescent components undoubtedly gives
an additional information of their relatlvecontributlons,
however most of modern installations are incapable of dis-
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tinguishing the nature of photons arriving atoadetec_or.
We performed calculations for a _O00-8000A wavelength-
band. Since large distances(R_._5OOm)from the core to a '
detector are considered at which the characteristic temporal
scale of a pulse is _I00 ns, the time of flUorescent ph@ton
reemission can be neglected in thefirst approximation.Thus,
in the situation of interest for us the differences between
the two components reduce to their _lar characterlstlcs
whichpractically do not affect the simulation algorithmic
aspect. So, a unified source of photons is used composed of
Cerenkov and fluorescent sourceswith approprzateangular
characteristics andintensitles,and the photon transfer from
this source to a detector is considered as usually introduc-
ing the photon t_me:dela_:
- "c_o 7,where Ho=7.5km (I)
is the exponential atmosphere depth; q_=2.9.10-4 is the di-
verslty from a unity of an atmosphere refrection index at
sea level;_=(%)_To)beingthe shower generation point;Zo= _e6;P4p,e_) i the point under consideration;_=C_@, the sphe-
rical coordinate system is bound to a detector.
As far as a large core distances region is concerned a
simple shower model-that of a movingpoint-isval$d, i.e.
we neglect the electron lateral distribution and take into
account their angular distributions only. The direct optical
radiation component is calculated on average. U@e:Ismade of
a model of the angular distributlon/6/,_9 ..... :#here _
is calculated using momen_s_also present in V6/. The cas-
cade curve approximation used is _6._ = g_ 4U_ S" _c_) C2)
where e=E_(s)/#_ _o=EoD[_/9 _ _ =81 MeV, D(s) and q(s) are
the known cascade functions from /7/. ......
Forthe Cerenkov component E is the threshold energy of
Cerenkov light, and for the fluorescent component E=O. A
charged particle is assumed to produce 5photons over a me-
ter of path due to the fluorescent mechanism. The scattered
component was Monte-Carlo simulated. Over each segment of
the shower trajeCtory, approximately O.1 m.U. long, 6x13
photons(6 cells over the azimuth and 13 cells over the polar
angle) were radiated and followed till their arrival at a
_etector, till their absorption by the Earth'S surface,till
their leaving the atmosphere or till their departurefroma
detector td a distance larger than some value, Whenarrlving
at a detector, a photon was given a weight faztor proportin-
nal to the overall light amount radiated by the shower elec-
trons over a fixed trajectory segmen%and to the weight of
angular cell from which centre of mass the photon has been
radiated. The dlfferential crosssection_ofscatteredlight ,
waS, as in /4,5/, proportional to (1+cos=3O, where S is the
scattering polar angle. The data on the scattering length
(molesular Rayleigh and aerosol) were taken from /8/.- The
detector comprised 200 temporal bins each of 10 ns and one
integral bin for delays _ 2000 ns. The angle 1_ste_ was
derided into 120 bins (12 equal-size bins over the az_th
anglex10 equal-size bins over the polar angle) covering
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different solid angles(.04 ster to .08 ster). ThOugh the
program canslmulate inclined showers, the present paper
reports on the results for the vertical electron-photon
showers with Eo=1017eV for distances R=.5, 2.0, 8.0 km from
detector. Pot a better comparison with the results of /4,5/
we considered production depth 119 g/cm2(H=16.1 km) that
yields tm=896 g/cm and the same distance Hobs-Hm=1.2 km, as
in /4,5/. For each R _ne aata on scattered light were obtain-
ed by averaging over 10 showers. ,,
3.Simulation results. The lateral-angular distribution of
the light In _ig.1(the solid curves are for the present cal-
culation, the dash-dot Ones - /4,5/- the sum of direct Ceren-
kov and fluorescent _hotqns, the dashed curves are for scat-
tered Cerenkov llght/4,5/). All the data are divided by de-
tector sol_d angles; The data /4,5/ are furthermore multipli-
ed by 5-I0P to allow for the differences in primary energies.
The present paper data were selected from the blnsfacing
the shower core. Unlike to the data /4,5/, our curves for
scattered light do not reveal such an abrupt rise with ze-
nith angle, though an increaseof scattered light in the
overall flux is noticeable even at R=.5 km that is eXplained
by a decreasing contribution of the Cerenkov mechanism. At
R=8 km, the two sets of data are the most similar, though
some differences in lutensity are observed which can be ex-
plained by the diversity between the cascade curves and so-
lid angles of detectors in /4,5/ and present paper.
Pig.2 shows the data on PWHM_ of scattered light puls-
es. PWH_ of the scattered componen_,aCcordlng to our cal-
culation, is noticeably broarder than that of!thedirect
one(multlple scattering really matters) and increases with
R, though slower than _ of the direct component. In the
present _a_er _ increases with zenith angle similar to
that in /4/. Pig.3 shows t_plcal pulses for the direct and
scattered components(Integrated over all bins facing the
shower core).
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF GAMMA RAY INDUCED EAS
• P.R. BLAKE and W. F. NASH
Department of Physics, University of Nottingham, U.K.
Abstract
Recently Stanev et al have suggested that some of the penetrating
particles in "gamma-induced" EAS from Cygnus X-3 observed by the
Kiel EAS group using a single layer of flash-bulbs under 880 g cm -2
concrete, may be "punched through" photons rather than muons. This
paper presents an analysis of the shielded flash-tube response from
EAS detected at Haverah Park. The penetration of the electro-
magnetic component through 20 cm of Pb has been observed at core
distances < i0 m.
i. Introduction Experiments carried out by _he Kiel group [I]
indic-_ed _n e-_cess of showers of size N _ I0- arriving from the
direction of Cygnus X-3. Further, these showers exhibited the 4.8
hour modulation characteristic of well-determined X-ray
measurements. The excess EAS were assumed to be primary y induced.
Simulations by Wdowczyk et al [2], and McComb et al [3] comparing
the muon densities from proton and gamma initiated showers of the
same primary energy predicted that gamma induced showers would
produce about 10% of total muons compared with proton induced
showers.
Samorski and Stamm [4] (1983 used the Kiel array to investigate t_
muonl_ontent of the EAS produced by these "gammas" in the range i0
- i0 v eV. The EAS detector consisted of 28 scintillator detectors
of i m 2 each at distances up to i00 m from the centre of the array.
A neon hodoscope of effective area 21.5 m 2 under 880 gm/cm 2 of
concrete was used as a muon detector for muons of energy > 2 GeV.
In comparing the average number of muons in "on" and "off" source
showers at core distances of approximately i0 m, they concluded that
the difference in muon content of the two kinds of EAS was very
small (< 20%). The densities of muons in the source showers
appeared to increase more rapidly with shower size and fell more
rapidly with core distance than normal showers.
" Recently stanev et al [5] carried out simulations in an attempt to
explain this apparent discrepancy in the behaviour of "gamma
induced" showers. Their calculations agreed with the work of McComb
. et al [3] in that only at E > i0 eV will photo production
contribute a significant number of muons. In the primary energy
range of the Kiel experiment, however, the number of photoproduced
muons should still be very significantly less than the muon number
in hadronic showers. Consequently Stanev et al investigated the
number of photons that might "punch through" the 880 gm/cm 2 of
concrete shield at approximately i0 m from the shower core. They
concluded that only 30% of the muon density might be explained in
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terms of "punch through" gammas, assuming an overall detection
efficiency for gammas of 40% for the neon flash bulbs.
2. Experimental Arrangement For several years the Nottingham group
working at the Haverah Park EAS Array operated a detector of crossed
neon flash tubes interleaved with lead absorber in order to identify
and measure the arrival directions of muons.
The detector is shown in Figure I. The top two boxes of crossed
flash tubes (3.34 m 2) have 5 cm of lead between them. The next two
layers of flash tubes (4.18 m 2) were covered by a further 5 cm and
I0 cm of lead. Thus not only couid the muons be clearly identified
but the degree of accompaniment under 5, i0 and 20 cm of lead could
be observed. •The threshold energy for muons to penetrate the whole
stack was approximately 350 MeV. Although this was less than that
of the Kiel group, the number of cascade lengths of the total lead
absorber compared with the concrete absorber was not significantly
different.
I11--=---:---- ----Ill II
SC.  L'ATOR/:.:;.....Z..£:::.. ,
Measuring Flash-_
FLASH ""'" ........................... ,_. N,
TU_ES _ _*,_m ................................ .,.,.,
_,///,,. r./v//////7"._,/////////,,,//,,/////////Y_T,, / ///////,, /
.:=============================.......:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::........
Perspex Tray Scintillator
FIGURE I The neon-flash tube muon detector
3. Analysis of Data Normally EAS with E > 1017 eV were recorded
and for this "punch through" study EAS ha_e--been selected with well
determined core distances such that 20 m < R < I00 m. Th_ sandwich
of flash tubes and absorber enabled the muons to be unambiguously
identified. The number of muons detected in the shower was measured
along with the degree of electromagnetic punch through accompaniment
(excluding obvious muon-induced knock-ons and bursts), under 5, I0
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and 20 cm of lead. The water Cerenkov response at the same position
in the EAS was also measured.
Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of the electron
accompaniment per muon capable of penetrating at least 5 cm of lead
for two core distances, viz 20 m < R < 35 m and 20 m < R < i00 m.
It is seen that within the statistical limits of the sample there:is
no significant change with limitation of the core distance to 35 m.
The detected accompaniment per muon per flash tube layer under 5, I0
and 20 cm of Pb was found to be 2.48, 0.14 and 0.02 respectively.
It is seen therefore from these observations that the degree of
_"punch through" from "normal" showers for i0 Cm and 20 cm of lead is
insignificant beyond 20 m from the axis. However this result may be
attributed to the low photon energies found in EAS at these core
distances.
| I I | I I l I I
I'-I 20m<R < lOOm
J 20111< R < 35m
0 0'5 I 1.5 2 2'5 3 3'5 6 /+'5
Additional Flash-rubes per Muon
FIGURE 2 Frequency distribution of electron accompaniment/muon
° It should be noted that the Kiel measurements applied to core
distances around I0 m and the Stanev calculations were for such
small core distances. It is in this region of the EAS that photons
of energies I0-I00 GeV have a significant probability of causing
" punch-through effects. For a period of time, apart from being
triggered by the 500 m Air Shower Array at Haverah Park the muon
flash tube detectors were also tr'iggered from large bursts (detected
by the fully-shielded scintillator) in "local" showers. The details
of these showers was not determined directly but it was possible by
determining the muon/electron density ratio to identify EAS falling
within about i0 m of the core.
For these events the ratio of the number of detected accompanying
"punch-through" particles to the number of muons was found to be
approximately 2:1. With the limitations of the technique it would
appear that the degree of accompaniment capable of "punching
through" 20 cm of lead is significant at core distances ! i0 m.
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4. Conclusion Analysis of the data obtained with a crossed flash
tube/scintillator array indicates that th_7degree of "punch-through"
accompaniment of muons from EAS of E > I0 eV for R > 20 m capable
of penetrating 20 cm of lead and being detected by flash-tubes is
negligible. However there is a strong indication that within a core
distance R _ i0 m there is a significant increase in such
accompaniment. Thus in order to reduce the possible contamination
of observations from such an effect it is therefore clear that
observations of the muon content of showers should be made at core
distances > 20 m. If observations are to be made at core distances
of < i0 m then the detector must be capable of unambiguously
identifying muons.
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ABSTRACT
We study muon production in gamma-induced air showers,
accounting for all major processes. For muon energies in the GeV
region the photoproduction is by far the most important process,
while the contribution of _+_- pair creation is not negligible for
TeV muons. The total rate of muons in gamma showers is, how-
ever, very low.
1. Introduction
There are two types of processes involved in generation of muons in elec-
tromagnetic showers: photoproduction and direct creation of muon pairs. In the
photoproduction muons are generated through production and subsequent decay
of mesons, thus in addition to the photoproduction cross-section one has to
account for the meson interaction cross-section and the in_eraction-decay com-
petition. At higher energies and in dense atmosphere mesons interact rather
than decay and the resulting muon spectrum is steeper than the photoproduction
one by one power of the energy. Directly produced muons are not affected by the
production depth and their spectrum is a convolution of the photon energy spec-
trum and the pair creation cross-section.
We shall briefly discuss the cross-sections of both types of processes, intro-
duce the techniques used in the calculations and show the muon production spec-
tra for fixed primary energy. We shall use such spectra to estimate the total
muon rates resulting from the observed gamma-ray fluxes of point sources.
2. Photoproduction and muon pair creation cross-sections.
Figure 1_ shows the energy dependence of the photoproduction cross-section
in air used in the calculation. It interpolates gamma-proton data and assumes a
A __1 dependence on atomic number. After the resonance region below 1 GeV the
cross-section shows a very slow logarithmic rise with the incident photon energy.
A constant diffractive cross-section of 194 _b is asumed to result in p production.
. The electron photoproduction cross-section is shown on the same graph with dash
line. Although this process has a significant cross-section, it does not contribute
much to the muon production because the spectrum of the radiated virtual pho-
tons is very soft and the energy loss to photoproduction is small.
The lower part of the figure shows the cross-section for direct production of
_+_- pairs by photons in air. This process is analoguous to the creation of
electron-positron pairs and in the assymptotic case of full screening of the
nucleus field by the atomic electrons %.__/%.e_=(m/_) _. In addition to that the
screening parameter _=G(_/m) _ and the assymptotic cross-section for muon
pairs is achieved for E_>> 1 Te¥. In the very interesting region between 1 and
10 TeV the cross section increases by a factor of two. The corresponding process
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of muon pair production by electrons is of higher order and its cross-section is
smaller at least by a factor of a.
All cross-sections shown on Fig. 1 are very small. Even at 1000 TeV their
values are 2.4 and 2.1 mb for photoproduction by photons and electrons and 11.7
pb for muon pairs compared to the 502 mb cross section for e+e- pairs. Only a
very small fraction of the shower energy goes into these channels and we can still
use the cascade theory to estimate the shower size.
G',mb
3 , , Y'" , ,
0
!
_°
0 _ "--" ! ! ,I, ! !
tO IO2 IOs l04 E),,GeV l0s
lSi , i '1 ' , ,
0 / I J i I
Fig. 1. Cross-sections for photoproduction by photons and electrons (dash
line)(=) and for muon pairs creation {b)in air. Note the difference in the units (mb
for photoproduction and gb for pair creation.
3. Calculational technique.
We have used two methods to calculate the muon production in gamma
showers due to photoproduction. An electromagnetic Monte Carlo program was
used to calculate the photoproduction at fixed primary gamma ray energy and all
photoproduction events were recorded. Then the data files were treated with a
hadronic Monte Carlo simulation program, which followed the muon production
and propagation to the appropriate threshold energies. Results from these runs
for GeV muons were discussed in Ref. 1. The same approach was used in Ref. 2
to calculate the number of TeV muons in gamma showers.
A numerical integration including the photoproduction energy spectrum and
the three first generations in the hadronic cascades was also performed to check
the Monte Carlo calculation and to extend the results for GeV muons to higher
primary energies. , _
To calculate the number of muons with energy g_reater than E_ in gamma
showers of primary energy Eo due to creation of muon pairs one has to evaluate
the integral
E E dN.,(Eo,E_) %+__(E_,E)dEdE_
where dN/aE7 is the total number of 7 rays in the shower. We evaluated the
integral using the tracklength (total number of particles with energy E, in the
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cascade) given by Rossi 8 g(,7)(E,,,E,_)=O.572E °/E_.
4. Results
The calculation confirmed that the number of GeV muons in gamma
showers is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the number of muons in
hadronic showers. For muon energy > 2 GeV we obtained a factor of 25 in the
muon content of hadronic and electromagnetic showers for shower sizes between
105 and 106 particles at sea level. We also found that the fluctuations in the
muon production are very large and most of the gamma showers will have only
half of that amount of muons.
At muon energies below 1 GeV, where the muon decay is extremely impor-
tant, the number of photoproduced muons grows in the same shower size region
faster than linearly with the energy. We agree with the conclusions of McComb
et al. 4 that at energies around 10is eV the photoproduction will significantly
contribute to the number of low energy muons.
Fig. 2 compares the production spectra of muons by photoproduction and
muon pair creation in gamma showers with primary energy of 108 GeV. Pho-
toproduced muons have integral energy spectrum of /i:-2 and directly created
muons of E-°s°. If the same trend continues at higher muon energies the pro-
duction spectra will cross over at muon energies 10 TeV. At energy 3 TeV
directly produced muons contribute about 1/4 of the total muon number.
i I I I I I
Np.(>E/_', __ ET'= 106GeV
0.1
0.001 i I I I I i
0 I 2 3
. E/_ ,TeV
Fig 2. Muon production spectrum in 10" GeV showers through photoproduction
and muon pairs creation (dash line).
t
5. Discussion and conclusion.
One can now use the flux of high energy _ rays measured at Kiel 6
N(f>E,_)=6XlO-TE,_(GeV)-Z'11photons.em-U._ -1 with cut-off at l0 T GeV as suggested
by the measurement at Haverah Park 8 and calculate the flux of muons at
different depths underground due to both photoproduction and pair creation.
The vertical muon flux resulting from this photon flux at depths 2 and 4 km.w.e.
underground are respectively 1.60×10 -is and 2.05×10-X%m-UXs-z. These rates
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are very low and the expected muon rates in a 1000 ms detector are respectively
45 and 6 _r-_. For the 0.92 yrs running time of the 9 m_ Soudan _ detector the
expected number of muons from gamma showers is 0.4.
Gamma showers are inefficient in producing muons in the TeV as well as in
the GeV region. The photon induced air showers are "mu-poor" and this feature
can be used as identification signature. It is not possible to understand the under-
ground muon signals from point sources _ as a result of photon showers in the
atmosphere.
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ABSTRACT
We have derived an analytic representation for the invariant
cross-section for the production of charged pions in YP inter-
actions by making use of the available cross-sections. Using
this the abundance of muons in a gamma ray initiated air
shower is calculated.
i. Introduction. Total hachonic cross-section of y-rays at energies
greater than a few GeV is about two hundred times smaller than hadron
inelastic cross-section. Therefore, hadron production by 7-ray showers
in the itmosphere is neglected for the study of muons. However, the
discovery of pure y-ray air showers from Cygnus X-3 [i] has renewed
interest in this study, because of the observed muon content in these
air showers is not very small compared to those from hadron showers. We
have attempted in this paper to derive an analytic representation for
the invariant cross-section for the production of charged pions in Y-P
interaction, using the available data. Making use of this, the pion
production spectrum in the atmosphere is calculated for an air shower
initiated by Y-rays and muon spectrum at different depths is determined.
2. Y-P Inclusive cross-section. The frame in which particle produc-
tion is symmetric in y-P interaction is found to be the one in which
• the ratio, Q, of the target momentum to the beam momentum is larger than
i. Experiments performed at energies >a few GeV show that the value of
Q lies between 2 and 3 [2-5]. However, at low energies, where P33 and
D.3 resonances dominate, the threshold is consistent with that of centre
" o_ mass system (CMS) with Q = i. Therefore, we assume in our investiga-
tion that Q is energy dependent of the form
Q = i. + 2. exp(-mn/E Y) (i)
m
From a Study of the observed invariant cross-section for the production
of charged pions, we obtained a representation of the type
E-d3U = f(Ey) exp(-CiU), exp(-C2x~l'5)/{l.+C3/(l-p*/P_ax )}... (2)3
dp
_+m2) /s _ _ 'Here x = /{xli + Q(p _ } and U = /(P + 9m ), where Xll =
w ,
Pll/Pmax , Cl, C2 and C 3 have values 6.93, 3.4 ind 0.03 respectively.
The longitudinal momentum in the Q-system is given by
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' ' 2 ' 2 '
{p(S +m )-E(S -m )} /2m /S ... (3)
PII = P P P
In the above expressions S = m (m +2E,,), the square of the invariant mass
m |
and S = m (m +2QEy). The las_ t_rm in Eqn. (2) makes sure that the
momentum o_ p[ons p* in CMS does not exceed the maximum allowed momentum
Pmax" It is clear that Eqn. (2) is symmetric in Q system except at large
va±ues of x due to this restriction.
We have shown in Figure i, the inv_riant cross-section for the pro-
duction of ( t + -) as a function of x I_ = p_i/p * x for various values
of p_ at Ey values 18 and 6 GeV [3,6]. _e gener_ fit to this data
using Eqn. 2 _s very good. Notice that _he invariant cross-section does
not peak at Xll = 0. The measured 2_E(dJ_/dp3)p_ dp_ is shown in Fig. 2,
for various p_ intervals. The filled circles, triangles and squares
correspond to respectively data from 9.3, 4.7 and 2.8 GeV. The data
plotted in this figure relate to _- production only. Here again one
finds that the overall fit to the data is remarkably good.
The form of the function f(E ) is A[I+g(E )]_ In order to evaluate
this, we have adopted the followi_g procedure. Y in the energy region bet-
ween about 2.5 and 20 GeV, we have made use of the m_asured cross-
sections given in Figures 1 and.2 and the observed _/_ ratio of _ i.i
[2,3,6]. For the rest of the energy region, we have made use of the
observed multiplicity in PP collisions with the assumption that multipli-
city depends only on the available energy in CMS. It is found that at
large Ey values the observed < mn > agrees well with that calculated
using P@ data [7,8]. However, in the region, where p production domi-
nates, the < m_ > in _P interaction is larger. Therefore, at low ener-
gies, we have smoothly fitted from the observed data at 2.8 GeV to one
pion production region. By setting <m ±> __= 2_ I_P* (Ed3_/dP 3)
p_ dpm/E* and using the observed _T values _9,10], wem_und that A=4.7
and g(Ey) as
-3.5
g(E ) = 3350 (E +i0) E _ .86 GeV¥ 7 7
= 125 exp(-5.6 E ) .725 _Ey _ .86
3.5 E 1"5 Y= .625 _E S .725 ... (4)
7 ¥
= 1.73 . 49 _E _ .625
¥
(-14E¥) < .49= 1620 exp .315 _ E¥ =
The above expressions approximately characterize A(1232), N(1520) and
N(1680) resonances well within a few percent.
From our investigation, we need to know the cross-section for _-air
nuclei interactions. In order to obtain information on this, we have
examined the asymptotic_total cross-sections for ¥P, ¥D, _P, _D,
KP, KD, PP, PD, PP and PD interactions [i0]. It is found that photo-
hadron cross-section scales exactly as other hadron-hadron cross-
sections with atomic number of the target. Therefore, we made use of
the scaling for proton interactions and obtained Y -air inclusive cross-
section as _T < A > air/l.8.
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3. Muon Production in y-ray Showers. Pion production spectrum in the
atmosphere is given by
i
PW (E,x) = II Jy (_,x)d_ . {2_ (E d30/dp3)p& d@ ... (5)
" Here, the photon spectrum I/is obtainedusing one dimensional propaga-
tion of cascade initiated y-rays in the atmosphere without a_proxima-
tions [ii]. From this the spectra of pions and muons in the atmosphere
are calculated by taking into account the decay, energy loss :processes
" and the 2nd generation of pions as described by Stephens [12].
In Figure 3, we show the preliminary results based on a representa-
tion of invariant cross-section, which has the same form as _hat for
T°-inclusive production. The integral flux muons is shown as a function
of primary y-ray energy for different energy thresholds and for a few
sample depths. It is seen that the total muon flux is small at all
depths and therefore, the observed large flux of muons with y-ray
showers associated with Cygnus X-3 [I] could be due to other reasons.
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One of the possible explanation for this anomaly is that some of the
air shower electrons and photons, which continue their propagation are
registered by the muon detectors.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTROMAGNETICCASCADES IN THE ATMOSPHERE
INCLUDING THE LANDAU-POMERANCHUK-MIGDALEFFECT
R. E. Streitmatterand S. A. Stephens*
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Numerical solutions have been obtained for the one-
dimensional atmospheric electromagneticcascade diffusion
equations, including the LPM and screening effects. Spectra
produced by primary gamma rays of various energies are given
at a number of depths in the atmosphere.
1. Introduction. As the first step in a program to calculate the muon
content of gamma-ray-inducedatmospheric showers (1), we have carried
out numerical solutions of the 1-dimensional electromagneticcascade
diffusion equations (2).
We have attempted to carry out a calculation with a minimum of
approximation. The Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal(LPM) effect (3,4) on
pair-productionand bremsstrahlung cross sections has been included.
The LPM cross sections were calculated using the formalism of Bowen e_t_t
al. (5). Atmospheric densities were taken from the U. S. Standard
-ATmosphere. Constant collisional energy loss was included. Lastly, the
effects of incomplete screening (6) were included.
The diffusion equations were integrated using the Runge-Kutta
method. An initial condition of a single gamma ray vertically incident
on the atmosphere was used. Electron and photon spectra down to 10 MeV
were found throughout the atmosphere. Solu1_ons hay_ been obtained for
incident gamma ray energies ranging from 10_ to 10_ eV. As a check,
the LPM and incomplete screening effects can be removed, yielding the
classical complete screening cross sections. In this case, the
solutions obtained agree with Approximation B.
Figure 1 shows the atmospheric development of the integral electron
spectra above 10 MeV for 6 incident gamma ray energies. Generally, the
effects of the LPM cross sections on the integral s_ctrum are most
° pronounced _t shallow atmospheric depths. For a 10 eV incident gamma,
at 550 g/cm the ratio of the Approximation B integral spectrum (not
shown here) _bove 10 MeV to the integral spectrum of Figure 1 is 1.56.
At 1034 g/cm:, the same ratio is 0.95.
Figures 2 and 3 sh_w the differenti_ electr_)_spectra at 550, 700,
800, 900, and 1034 g/cm: for incident 10_" and 10_ eV gammas,
. respectively. While there are differences between this spectra and the
correspoq_ing Approximation B spectra at the 15 percent level, only
above 10_U eV do the differential electron and photon spectra sharply
and progressively deviate from the Approximation B spec1_a. Figure 4a
shows the differential electron spectra induced by a 10'_ eV gamma,
* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, INDIA
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again at the same 5 atmospheric depths as the previous figures. Figure
4b, plotted to the same scale, shows the Approximation B spectra.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MUONIC STRUCTURE OF SHOWERS INITIATED
BY GAMMA-RAYS AND BY HADRONS
A. M. Hillas
Physics Department, University of Leeds,
Leeds LS2 9JT, UK
ABSTRACT
(a) If photon cascades develop by the usual mechanisms, there
should indeed be notable differences between the structure of
showers due to photon and hadron primaries, asregards muon
densities and lateral distributions of some detector signals.
(b) The muon content of showers from Cygnus X-3, observed at
Kiel, cannot be understood in this way. One remedy is to pos-
tulate arbitrarily a strong hadronic interaction of photons in
the TeV region. This would utterly change the nature of elec-
tromagnetic cascades, but surprisingly does not at first sight
seem to be in conflict with air shower observations.
i. Two questions concerning gamma-ray initiated showers
(i) Can the structure of extensive air showers (lOIs - lO 16 eV) be
used to distinguish those that are initiated by primary gamma-rays from
the normal proton- or nucleus- initiated showers? This would help in ob-
servations of point sources such as Cygnus X-3. The low muon content of
gamma showers has been regarded as their most obvious hallmark, with dif-
ferent shower "age" as another possible distinguishing feature. However,
(ii) can one understand the observation by Samorski & Stamm (1) that
showers from Cygnus X-3 (whose primaries are undeflected and stable, and
hence presumably photons) have about 2/3 of the normal density of penetr-
ating particles (muons of 2 GeV or more) at _lO m from the shower axis?
If the directional particle fluxes being reported from various pro-
ton decay experiments are confirmed, they indicate that the radiation
from Cygnus X-3 has important interactions that are not yet understood.
2. Calculation of shower development
A 3-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulation is used to follow all parti-
cles (electrons, photons, nucleons, pions, muons -- but omitting kaons)
down to 0.05 MeV, and to determine the signals produced in 5-cm-deep scin-
tillators and 120-cm-deep water Cerenkov detectors (as used at Haverah
Park). (The average response of such detectors -- covered by a thin wood
roof -- to the relevant particles andenergies was calculated beforehand,
" but, as a check, the shower particles were followed into a 120-cm-deep
lake on reaching the ground, where their Cerenkov emission was noted and
the ionization loss in the top layer was also noted to check the scintil-
lator response.)
" Assumptions about hadronic interactions of photons: Up to several GeV,
_(y,air nucleus + hadrons) = 6._(y,deuteron). The intermediate states
produced in the well-known resonances below 1 GeV were taken-%_ decay iso-
tropically (in c.m.s.) as an approximation, in 2-body stages. However,
these resonances are of little importance in EAS: most of the muons re-
sulting (via pion decay) are of such low energy that they stop -- and cer-
tainly none is above 2 GeV. From lO GeV to 200 GeV the cross-section is
taken to be 1.42 mb, and then to rise rather like p-p cross-sections --
i.e. 1.42 (i+ 0.0273u+ O.Olu 2 ) mb , where u = In(E/2OOGeV). Inter-
acting photons are taken to behave very much like pions.
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Assumptions about hadron interactions. TWo models of hadronic interacti-
ons are used: (a) a radial sealing model (with rising hadron-nueleon
cross-sections), based on detailed accelerator data up to 1 TeV, but mak-
ing the approximation of working with scaling in the laboratory frame of
reference (thus underestimating a little the particles below _i GeV);
(b) a modification in which a greater multiplicity of low-x particles is
generated (but without a large reduction in the fragmentation-region par-
ticles) at collision energies above _l TeV, and fewer leading pions are
produced. These two variants are thought to bracket the true main feat-
ures of interactions. Roughly speaking, the first model with a large con-
tent of very heavy nuclei in the primary beam, or the latter with largely
protons, would account for many air shower features.
3. Proton-initiated and gamma-initiated showers
Figure 1 shows the apparent particle densities p at various axial14 15 16
distances, in showers produced by normal primaries of I0 , i0 , i0 and
l017 eV per nucleon, and by gammas of l0 Is and lO16 eV, all at 15° zenith
angle. All are normalized to l016 eV energy, by plotting r2p/Ez6 , where
E16 = Eprim/1016 eV. Particle densities recorded bydeep water tanks, and
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Figure l: Particle densities (in water tank) and muon densities in proton
and gamma-initiated showers at 15° to vertical (Sea level).
muon densities above 0.4 GeV (as at Haverah Park). Graphs l(a) and l(b) =
use the two different hadronic interaction models. Muon densities, in the
lower part of the graphs, are shown by thinner lines. The gamma showers
(-.-.-.-) differ from the proton showers by having a very_much lower muon
density -- as expected from calculations by Wdowczyk long ago (2), and
this helps to make the overall particle density fall more steeply beyond
200m- though this effect is less marked in scintillators.
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As an alternative to muon detection may be to compare particle den-
sities recorded by deep and shallow detectors, the ratio of (120 cm) water
tank signal (ptcle. density) to (5 cm) scintillator density is plotted in
16 aFiEure 2 for lO eV oroton showers (line nd dashed curve show results
°°° 1"2
..... ............... .....
o • g o _ .... _s_ting --
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= o (Sea level: zenith angle 15°: energy lOz6D•
• , Q
D a leV or thereabouts.)
T! a @@
102 = ° ° . Figure 3. Predicted particle densities
=l o p in proton (filled symbols) and gamma
° ° showers (open symbols) of lOz6 eV at high
o ° ° altitude site (2300 m). Showers at 30°
_°zen._ zenith angle• Detectors are 5-cm scint-
10 23_m_L illators.
'" ...........10 i_ ........rim_ 1000
from the two models) and gamma showers (dotted curve). Mean ratios in
showers of _3xl016 eV at _13 ° zenith angle have been observed for ordin-
ary real showers (filled circles: J. Perrett & A. A. Watson, private com-
munication), and agree fairly well with expectation. (The sensitivity to
the proportion of heavy nuclei is not calculated here, but is not a major
factor in the present comparison.) Measurements are required beyond 100m
with very large detector areas to make use of the expected peeuliarities
of individual gamma showers. •
° Figure 3 shows what is expected (from the scaling model) ata high
level observing station (2300m altitude),looking at l016 eV gamma show-
ers and protonshowers at 30° zenith angle (typical for Cygnus X-3).
Scintillator particle densities are plotted• The statistical aecuracy of
this simulation run for gammashowersis too. low to giveagood determin-
ation of their muon densities, though the shape of the muon curve should
be very similar to the curves in Figure 1.
" 4. D° gamma-rays produce hadrons much more frequently?
This would, of course, invalidate the previous graphs.
Figure 4 shows the density of muons above2 GeV at 10m from the
shower axis, interpolated from the calculations for protons (line p -
both models agree here) and gammas (line g ). A line for iron primaries
(Fe) is also shown. The Kiel results (1) for nuclear and (presumed)
gamma showers are marked. There is a huge discrepancy, So, do electrons
or photons of high energy generate pions or muons readily by some unknown
process? Would this not wreck all interpretations of air showers?
To begin an exploration of thellatter question, a quite arbitrary
large addition has been made to the hadronic cross-section for photons at
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Figure 4. Densities of muons (.>2 I Figure 5. Number of muons (>l GeV)
GeV at l0 m from shower axis in L_total shower size N. See text.
nuclear (p,Fe) and gamma (g) showers.
high energy (no change below 1 TeV) -- either (i) a very broad resonance
at a few TeV, the interaction m.f.p, at its peak being 100 g cm-2 (result:
muon density in gamma showers shown as g' ) -- or (ii) the same but with
m.f.p. 40 g cm-2 at peak (g", and point p" for l017 eV proton EAS) - or
(iii) cross-section having threshold above 1 TeV, and m.f.p, remaining at
100 g cm-2 above l0 TeV'(g* and, for proton showers, p*). Clearly, gamma
showers are now hardly distinguishable from proton showers by their muon
content -- and their lateral distributions become more similar. (See Fig.
l: the line ...... shows the modified l016 eV gamma showers, g*, and the
line ...... shows the resulting change to the structure of ordinary
l017 eV proton showers. The latter are in fact a surprisingly good fit
to observations!)
One would expect the Np-Ne relationship for showers to be spoiled
-- perhaps N_ _N e now? Figure 5 shows that this is not the case. (The
mean N_ (Eu>l GeV) is plotted against total number of particles (N) in the
shower, Fbr the purpose of this simple test only the averages <N> for
fixed Eprimary are plotted, without applying the small correction for
primary spectrum selection bias.) Such an (arbitrary) assumption about
photon interactions would also be expected to ease the problem of account-
ing for the ratio of multi-TeV hadrons and gammas in the atmosphere.
The alternative of considering direct muon production, or produc-
tion via charm rather than by pions, has not been explored. Pions have
the advantage of putting their energy into many lower-energy muons, after
cascading.
Such a large hadron-like cross-section has no theoretical justifica-
tion: can it really be possible? It would perhaps not have been notice-
able in emulsion calorimeters with short (Pb) radiation lengths.
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THE MOON CONTENT OF GAMMA-RAY SHOWERS
P.G. Edwards and R.J. Protheroe
DepartnJent of Physics, University of Adelaide
Adelaide, South Australia 5001
Abstract° We report the result of a calculation of the expected
number of muons in _'-rayinitiated and cosmic ray initiated air
showers using a realistic model of hadronic collisions in an
effort to understand the available experimental results and to
assess the feasibility of using the ntuon content of showers as a
veto to reject cosmic ray initiated showers in ultra-high energy
_-ray astronomy. We also co_isider the possibility of observing
very-high energy _-ray sources by detecting narrow angle
anisotropies in the high energy muon background radiation.
I. INTRODUCTION. With the recent observation of ultra-high energy (UHE)
_-rays from Cygnus X-3 (Samor_ki and Stamm, 1983a; Lloyd-Evans et al.,
1983), Vela X-1 (Protheroe et at., 1984) and LMC X-4 (Protheroe and Clay,
1985), together with the detection of excess air showers from the direction
of the Crab Nebula _Dzi'_uw:k_et al., 1983; Boone et al., 1984), it is
timely to e×amine the muon content of extensive air showers (EAS) initiated
by primary _-rays to investigate the possibility of" (a) using a "normal"
muon content to veto some fraction of cosmic ray (CR) showers; and (b)
detecting _'-raysources at very-high energies through observing narrow
angle anisotropies in the muon background radiation.
Measurements of the muon content were made in two of the recent
source observations, that of Cygnus X_3 by the Kiel group (Samorski and
Stature,1983b) and that of the Crab by the Lodz gr,-.up(Dzikowski et al.,
1983). Early predi,-tions of muons in _'-rayEAS (Karakula and Wdowczyk,
1963; Wdowczyk, 1965; Braun and Sitte, 1965) together with later work on
muons of photoproduction origin in CR EAS by McComb et al. 41979), had led
us to expect that at I0:=-I0 _m eV energies _'-rayinitiated EAS would have
a muon content about one tenth of that of proton-initiated EAS. The ratio
of muon number in the excess EAS to that in CR EAS was measured to be
somewhat higher in the two recerlt experiments, however: about 0.6 for the
,observation of the Crab and about 0.7 for the Cygnus X-3 observation. This
surprising result appeared to preclude the possibility of using a "normal"
muon content to veto CR events in UHE _'-rayastronomy.
A number of deep underground muon detectors are now being
commissioned to search for muons produced by the interaction of
extraterrestrial neutrinos and an estimate of the flux and neutrino light
• curve for Cygnus X-3 has recently been made by Gaisser and Stanev (1985).
If a significant number of muons are produceed in the atmosphere as
secondaries by Y-ray showers at very-high energies, it may also be worth
searching for narrow angle anisotropies in the sea-level muon background
• radiation as an alternative to the atmospheric Cerenkov technique.
Searches of this type were conducted some years ago (Allkofer et al., 1981)
although not specifically for _F-raysources.
To consider these questions we have recently performed a new
calculation of the muon content of _'-rayinitiated EAS using a realistic
model of high energy hadronic interactions. Details of the calculation are
given by Edwards et al. (1985).
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2. MUONS IN 6/IMI'IR-R/:/Y SHOWERS.
The integral energy -2 I I
spectra of muons we obtain
at an atmospheric depth of -3
1130 gcm -= are given in
Fig. 1 for average Y-ray and
proton initiated EAS for _6
primary energies in the _-. PROTON
range 10 == - 1017 eV and o-S '7 PRIMARIES
101== - 1017 eV _ \8
respectively. The >'L_ -6
atmospheric depth chosen is
appropriate to, _he }<iel (sea _x
_L- 7level) observation of ,.,
Cygnus X-3. In the Kiel and A 2 Y-RAY
PRIMARIES
Lodz experiments, the muon z -8
measurements were obtained
at fixed shower size rather cn_
0
than at fixed primary -- -9 3
energy. For a realistic
comparison, then, we have
-10
calculated the mean muon
number for showers of given 4
size by performing a -11
numerical integration over 0 I 2 3,_ 4 S 6
primary energy taking t0g10(E_/beV)
account of fluctuations in
Fig. I. Integral energy spectrum of muons in average proton
longitudinal development, and y-ray initiated EAS divided by primary energy Eo.
For primary CR a broken Numbers attached to the curves are Iog=o(Em/SeV).J
power law energy spectrum
was adopted with a
differential exponent of
-2.7 steepening to -3.1
above 3xI0 Is eV. For
_-rays, the spectrum adopted
had a differential exponent ,0_
of -2 and was cut off at
1017 eV. 131eresults are
given in Fig. 2 and show
that the ratio of the muon _ / .
number in y-ray initiated - ,0' /_av_
EAS to that in proton _- /
initiated EAS is about 0.1. _ /
If the primary composition _ / .
at I0 _= - 1017 eV energies /
is mixed ,-,ris enriched in _0' /
heavy nuclei, however, the //
ratio would be less than /
0.1. From these results
then it would appear that
the muon component of EAS _0 _°_ _0° _o'
could usefully be employed sJ,o_,,z__
to veto against CR initiated rig.2. Average muon number (>i GeV) at fixed shower size
EAS in UHE y-ray astronomy, at an atmospheric depth of 1130 g cm-= in Y-ray and nucleus
initiated EAS. (Reproduced from Edwards et aZ., 1985).
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3. GROUND LEUEL MUON FLU;(. The flu:,;of atmospheric muons due to _-rays
from Cygnus X-3 has been calculated by convolving the muon energy spectra
in _'-rayshowers (Fig. I) with the S-ray energy spectrum of Cygnus X-3.
For this we took an E-= differential photon spectrum normalised to the
integral flu× above 3×10 =m eV reported by Lloyd-Ev\ans et al. (1983):
N(E) = 4.5xlO-4(E/GeV) -= (photons m-= s-= GeV-I). (1)
The resulting integral r,,uonspectrum is shown in Fig. 3 assuming the S-ray
spectrum of equation (1)
continues to a cut-off -5 _ _ _ _ i I
energy of: (a) i02_ eV; (b) -6 _ c¥_Husx-3 _I
Whether this muon flu× can F. 7
be seen significantly above
the background for a given
exposure (area x time) _ -8_ X 1depends on the accuracy with
recorded reflect the _'-ray -Iarrival directions. The
angular uncertainty is
likely to be made up of two _ -11 _ \_ _
parts for high energy muons: -Iz(i) uncertainty in muon
track reconstruction in the
detector; and (ii) angular -13
• 1 2 3 _ 5 6
spread due to transverse logs (E_/IGeV)
momentum imparted to parent
pions. For the background Fig. 3. Integral flux of atmospheric secondary muons due to
muon intensity summarised by gamma-rays from Cygnus X-3. The three curves given
correspond to different assumptions about the high energy
Allkofer et al. (19717, and cut-off energy in the _-ray spectrum (see text).
assuming that _-rays are
present over 1/100th of the 1°s _
orbital period, the exposure _ 3o ,o
required to detect muons due _ xx_%//_/i
" to _-rays from Cygnus X-3 -_ \\
with 99% confidence is shown -_I°_- \x 3
in Fig. 4 for various _ \\
detector track resolutions. _ \
4. DISCUSSION. From the _ I0_
present calculations the
.. Kiel and Lodz results are T_
inconsistent with the excess _ lOZlo° J a ,JEAS detected by thes group I0' _0_ 10_
being due to _-rays. For MUONENER6Y Ell (OeV) '
* the nearer of the two
sources, the Crab, Dzikowski Fig. 4. Minimum exposure required as function of muon
et el. (1983) have already energy threshold and muon track reconstruction accuracy (the
numbers attached to the curves). A lower limit is imposed
suggested the possibility by the angular spread of muons due to tranverse momentum
that the ex,:ess EAS are due (assumedto be:e _ <p_>c/E_) and by Poissonstatistics
either to neutrons and is indicated by the broken line.
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or protons, energetics arguments strongly favouring the latter alternative.
The present calculations would also favour the excess EAS being due to
protons or light nuclei: a ratio of 0.7 could easily be obtained if the
excess events are due to protons and light nuclei from the Crab Supernova
and if the galactic CR are of mixed composition at these energies (i.e. the
CR's produced during the Crab supernova had a somewhat lighter composition
than average). For Cygnus X-3, protons or nuclei can be ruled out because
the excess EAS are observed in phase with the orbital motion of the system
and it appears fairly certain that the excess EAS from Cygnus X-3 are
indeed due to Y-rays. The observed ratio of muons in these EAS to that in
CR EAS of 0.7 is then very difficult to explain. We conclude then that the
discrepancy is likely to be due either to a systematic effect in the
experiment (e.g. array triggering biasses, etc.) or alternatively, may
indicate that the nature of hadronic interactions at I0:4 - 10I_ eV
energies differs from ou_ current expectations. If the first possibility
turns out to be correct, then the observation of a "normal" muon content in
an EAS could be used to veto CR initiated EAS in UHE N-ray astronomy. A
similar conclusion has been reached independently by Stanev et al. (1985).
We turn now to the possibility of observing N-ray sources through
detecting atmospheric muons. From Fig. 4 the best energy range to examine
appears to be that above 100 GeV for which a detector with a 0.1° track
reconstruction accuracy would require an exceptionally large exposure, in
excess of 300 m=-years when the source was in the field of view, in order
to detect a significant excess from Cygnus X-3. While technically such an
experiment may be feasible, there appear to be few (if any) advantages of
such a system over over more conventional methods of very-high energy N-ray
astronomy (i.e. the atmospheric Cerenkov technique).
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THE HUMP IN THE CERENKOVLATERAL DISTRIBUTION OF GAMMARAY SHOWERS
S. Sinha and M.V.S. Rao
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400O05,1ndia
ABSTRACT
The lateral distribution of atmospheric Cerenkov photons
emitted by gamma ray showers of energy 100 GeV is calculated.
The lateral distribution shows a characteristic hump at
a distance of N 135 meter from the core. The hump is shown
to be due to electrons of threshold energy 1 GeV, above
which the mean scattering angle becomes smaller than the
Cerenkov angle.
Introduction : We have reported earlier I the calculation of the lateral
distribution of Cerenkov radiation at sea-level emitted by showers initi-
ated by gamma rays of energy i00 GeV incident at the top of the atmo-
sphere. The lateral distribution shows a characteristic shoulder at a
distance of _ 125 m from the core. This shoulder has been seen by various
authors 2-4 but not by Browning and Turver5 . Our calculation did
not include the effect of Rayleigh and aerosol scattering and ozone
absorption on the Cerenkov photons and the effect of the geomagnetic field
on the electrons. Also the effect of temperature variation in the atmo-
sphere was not included in this calculation.
Further calculations were done in which the effect of Rayleigh, aerosol
scattering and ozone absorption have been included but not the geomagnetic
field as the effect due to this is found to be small 4 . Also the effect
of temperature variation is now included. The resulting lateral distribu-
tion still shows the hump at a distance of _135 m from the shower core.
Investigations on the nature and origin of the shoulder are reported
in the present paper.
Method of Calculation
The treatment of the soft cascade is essentially similar to calcula-
o tions of Vatcha6 . For photons both pair production and Compton scatter-
ing processes are considered while for electrons bremmstrahlung, multiple
Coulomb scattering and ionisation losses are taken into account.
. Everywhere corrections have been applied for the screening effect. The
value of the radiation length in air used is 37.2 gms/cm2. For the atmo-
sphere a realistic model is taken. The relation between the height h (in
meters) and the depth x (gms/cm2) in the atmosphere is given by
h = (6740 + (2.51nX) In (I030/X)
The scale height is _hus dependent on depth
The most important effect is that of multiple Coulomb scattering.Both
the single and multiple Coulomb scattering are considered for particles
of energy below i GeV and for particles with energy above 1 GeV only the
multiple Coulomb scattering is taken into account since inclusion of
single scattering term for these particles has negligible effect on the
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Cerenkov photon lateral distribution. The refractive index, n, of air is
given by
n = 1 + 0.0002926 (X/1030) (273.2/ T ) where T, the atmospheric
temperature (Ok) is
T = 204 + 0.091 X
Each photon and electron (or positron) is treated by Monte Cario method
from the point of its production to the next interaction point until either
one Of the following conditions is satisfied (a) its energy falls below
1 MeV, (b) it starts moving horizontaliy or backwards, or (e) it emerges
below the observation level.
For the calculation of the Cerenkov emission it is assumed that the
electron moves in a straight path to a certain distance (this distance
varied for different sets of calculations)and does not suffer any energy
loss in between. This energy loss, is, however, taken into account for
following the electrons in the cascade.
The Cerenkov photon lateral distribution is calculated in the following
manner . For each straight section of the electron path the Cerenkov phot-
ons emitted are confined between two cones having vertices at the two ends
of the straight section. These two cones intersect the observation plane
in two ellipses. The Cerenkov photon density is calculated by assuming
uniform distribution within the two ellipses and is accumulated at some
fixed points which happen to fall in between the two ellipses. The points
lie along the X-axis at distances from I0 m to 220 m from the core. The
average Cerenkov lateral distribution at sea-level for the wave length
interval 300 nm to 650 nm is obtained, from a total of I00 showers.
Different sets of calculations have been carried out with and without
including the effect of Rayleigh, aerosol scattering and ozone absorption
of the Cerenkov photons. For this purpose, the data given by Eltermann7
is used. A fourth degree poiynomial is fitted to Eltermann's data for inter-
polation to intermediate distances.
Results
The lateral distribution without absorption (a) and with absorption (b)
are shown in Fig.1. The lateral distribution shows the characteristichump
at N135 m from the core. It is quite clear that inclusion of the effect
of absorption does not reduce the prominence of the hump at all.
Such a hump in the lateral distribution was noticed in the calculations
of Zatsepin and Chudakov and Patterson and Hillas whereas it is absent in
that of Browning and Turver. The hump present in the calouIation of
Zatsepin and Chudakov is iess prominent than in ours and Patterson and
HilIas see a hump whose height is intermediate between ours and that of
Zatsepin and Chudakov.
Patterson and Hilias suggest that the extraordinary prominence of the
hump in our first calculation may resuit because of the fact that we
have taken very large siab thickness ( 5 x i0-4 x E for E iess than i MeV,
i radiation length above i GeV) whiie treating the Couiomb scattering. In
our present caicuiations we have used very smail slab thickness, sometimes
as small as 0.003 radiation Iength. Stiil the shape of the hump remains
unchanged. (Fig.2)
We have caicuiated the Cerenkov photon iaterai distribution produced
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by particles with energy greater than i GeV and by particles with energy
less than 1 GeV separately (Fig.2). The lateral distribution due to lower
energy particles shows a very weak shoulder. The lateral distribution
due to particles having energy greater than 1 GeV shews a very strong
shoulder. These are the particles for which the r.m.s, scattering angle
due to Coulomb scattering is less than the Cerenkov emission angle. The
contribution to the lateral distributionfrom different depths in the
atmosphere from electrons of energy greater than 1 GeV and less than 1 GeV
is shown in Fig.3 (a) and (b) respectively.
The product of the height of production of the Cerenkov photons from
electrons of energy greater than 1 GeV and the Cerenkov an_le remains
almost constant (between llO and 140 m) for a fairly large range of the
height of production of the Cerenkov photons (between 7 and 20 Km). The
hump is essentially a consequence of this and is due to the contribution
from particles of energy of greater than 1 GeV where the scattering angle
becomes smaller than the Cerenkov angle.
Conclusions
We have shown that the hump in lateral distribution of_erenkov photons
at sea level in electromagneticcascades of energy lO0 GeV, remains
essentially unaffected even after taking into account the Rayleigh and
aerosol scattering and ozone absorption, and reducing the atmospheric slab
thickness to very small values in the treatment of scattering of high energy
electrons. The hump is essentially due to particles of energy greater than
1 GeV where the mean scattering angle becomes smaller than the Cerenkov
angle.
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SIMULATION OF GAMMA-INITIATED SHOWERS
Yo.Stamenov and _h. Vancov
Institute for Nuclear Ressearch and Nuclear Energy
SG-1784 Sofia, B_lgaria
T. Vodenlcharova
Department of _hyslcs, institute for Foreign Students
BG-1111 Sofia, Bulgaria
Abstract
The main average characteristics of muon, electron and
hadron components of exstensive air showers were cal-
culate using a standart model of nuclear interaction.
The obtained results are in good agreemQnt with Tien
Shan experimental data,
I. introduction. The method of analysis of the anomaly
m
in the developmant and structure of exstensive air showers
- /EAS/ gives the real possibilit_]for--- experimental investiga-
tion of gamma-quanta with high energy in the primary cosmic
" radiation.On the basis of E'len Shan experimental data was
show_ 2], that _AS poor in muons and high energy hadrons are
" initiated by gamma-quanta with energy - 1015 eV.
2.Method. The development of electron-photon compo-
nent with a threshold energ_ of 500 i_leVin homogenous atmo-
sphere was simulated with help of Monte-uarlo method. The
primary energy of the initiated photon was E=IO 15 eV.
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The probability for realization of the cross-sectlon:
_2
;:_ndE in GeV.
It was supposed,that the nuclear cascade,initiated by
a proton with the same energy as the correspondent photon
energg, starts in the point of the photonuclear interaction.
Eurthe_, there were used the differential energy spectra of
pions for different deepnesses in the atmosphere [43in attempt
to evolute the analogous spectrum for the observation level
700 g. cm 2. By this way were calculated the total number o±"
muons with energy _>5GeV too.
The energy flux carried by the electron-photon component
of the same type of EAS was estimated with help of the late-
_e _,sjE5Jof the average energy per
ral distribution function
electron.In this case the correspondent energy flux density
is: _ (_,s)= __(_,_,)_(,_,s)
= [A/e/(n? 0._)21 _.(' _/_t., , _ ) ,were 3C_eL%S) =
is the modife_3NK funktion of the lateral distribution of.
electrons in a shower..
\
3,Results: The average energy of the hadron component
_ :in EA_, initiated by a primary gamma-quanta with energy
1015 ev was ,_stimated for the threshold energy of the ±'ien
Shan experimental data - Ehtr> 3.8 GeV:
Ehz_(> :_.g_v) = 4._a. t0_2ev
0nly _3_ of the primary energy were transfered as
energy of ohe electron-photon component and there are ._11.5
GeV in each photonuclear i_:teraction.
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The number o'f' muons with E_>5 @eV in the same showers
was estimated as_5 _e_)=555.
4. Discusion. 'l_netotal number of muons_in gamma-
initiated shower with energy_6.1014 e_ was estimated with
help of a semiemperical method [2]as 255 for the i'ien _han
experimental data. Taken into account the _/_(E)dependan_ ]
we obtain _(_,'tJ_--56_ ._he average relation between total
numbers of muons IZ___ingamma-initiated _and normal%4showers
was estimated asI_7 _=00#'7 ._aken into account the total
:i_uonLluctuations for the _ien Shan experiment]we can ob-
+_ain the threshold value lor the selection ol muon poor
showers :
( /__ = 0.I_" ,what is in good agreer_ent
with the semiemperica_value 0.11 [2!
_he energy of t,he electron-photon component tran_-
lere_ in the lien Sh_n C_lorimeter _7]is.
3M
0.2_
• The correspondent part oz %he energy of h_dron compon_n_
_,=_ estimated as _3.7 1011 eV,taken into account the
" results [7' 8]about the lateral distributin of hadrons with
different energies. So is the average value of the relatio_ 2]
(Eh / Ee):5.3 10 -3 and including the total fluctuation of
2]
(En / E e) for Tien Shan experimen_ we obtain for the
threshold value for hadron poor shower selection (Eh /E e )
=1.5 10 -2 , which confirms the semiemperical value 1.42 10-2
too.
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5. Conclusions. The results of the present calcula-
±ion confirms the criteria, adopted by the analysiJ2]of the
_ien Shan experimental data,for selection of much and hadron
_oor showers as gamma-initiated showers with energy _I015eV
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE ELECTRON
COMPONENT IN GAMMA-QUANTA INITIATED SHOWERS
Nikolskys.I,St m no S.Z.**
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute,Moscow,USSR
_ Institute for Nuclear Research and Nucie_r
Energy, S eli a.,Bul g_ri a
ABSTRACT
The phenomenological characteristics of the electron
component in sho_wers initiated by primary gamma-quanta we-
re analyzed on the basis of the Tien Shah experimental da-
t_.It is shown that the lateral distribution o;f the elect-
,_ons in gamma-quanta_ initiated showers can be described
with NKG - function with age parameter _ = 0,76 -_ O,02, dif-
ferent from the same parameter for normal showers with the
same size _ = 0,85 -+ O,0I.The l_teral distribution of the
correspondent electron energy flux in gamma-quant_ initia-
ted showers is steeper as in no:rmal EAS.
I.Introduction
. The phen_menological characteristics of the electron
component of EAS contains information about the primary
particle which has initiated the shower /I,3/.Particularly,
/
the muon and hadron components in the extensive air showers,
generated by primary gamma-quanta, are practically absent be-
cause the photonuclear processes cross-section are relati-
vely small in comparison with the hadron-hadron interacti-
ons cross--sections,which are responsible for the normal
showers.
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In our earlier papers /14-6/ the investigation results
are discussed of primary gamm_-qu_nt_ with energy of _I0 I5
eV with the help of the method of muon sand h_dron poor-sho-
wer selection on the basis of the Tien Shah experimental
d_t_po>bt_ined during _n effective running time _-I,8.I04h°
2.Results
The l_ter_l distributions of the electron flux in the
selected muon _d hadron poor-showers were described in the
distance interval 5 _ I80 m from the axis by means of sta-
ndard NKG-function with age parameter _= 0,76 -_0,02. On
the other hand, the normal
R.=I_ showers with the same size
_ _ h_ve electron lateral dis-
_-/_ NK_S_ tribution_ char_cterized2
with the age parameter
T _'_ _I=0,85 "+ O,OI.In this ca-
m0 fz_ se, the gamma-initiated sho
wets are also younger that
the showers with the same size but generated by primary nu-
cleons and nucleis.T_king into account the rel_tion S = SI_ _
+ _S,where _S = 0_15 _ 0,20 /7/,it is necessary to suppose
that the development m_ximum of the gamma-initiated showers
is loca/ized deeper in the _thmosphere°This supposition is
confirmed by the _ comparison of the experimental d_ta /8/
_bout the height of the maximum in proton initi_ed sho-
wers with energy IO I5 eV - Xmax_450 g.cm -2 with the ca1-
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cul_tion result for the electron-photon c_sca_es in the
atbmosphere,_ssuming the same energy of the primary photon
-2 /9/
- Xmax_600 g. cm
The la,teral distribution of the electron energy flux
in gsunm_-.initiated a_d norma_l showers were analyzed too in
the distance interval 0,2 <r _5 m /fig.2/.
It is shown that the later_.l
distribution in normsal proton _
or nuclei initiated showers we-
re described by the same func--
_-Z tions _s in /I0/:
-I ,53
e_r 0,2 _ r _ 3 m
--I,9
_r 3m_r _7m
but in gamms,_-initiated showers
_e_-r-2'O 0,2 _ r _- 3 m.
i i I i I
2 3 5 z 10 RI,_I The _bsence of flattening of
, the l_ter_l distribution of the energy flux in the central
part of the pure electr_na_netic showers is _ n_tural con-
" sequence of the absence of transverse momenta of. secondary
hadr@ns in the high energy hadron interactions.
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A Three-dimensional Monte Carlo Calculation of the Photon
initiated Showers and Kiel Result
A. Okada and Y. Muraki
Inst. for Cosmic Rays, Univ. of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo 188
abstract
The Kiel experimental results indicate an exsistence of
the ultra high-energy gamma-rays coming from Cyg. X-3. However
the result indicates that the number of the muons included in
the photon initiated shower is the same as the number included
in the proton initiated showers. According to our Monte Carlo
calculation as shown in the graph of underpart, the number of
muons included in the photon initiated showers should be less than
1/15 of the proton's [See also Proceed. 17th ICRC 7 (1983),54.].
The previous simulation was made under one dimensional
approximation. This time we report the result of three dimensional
calculation by oral and ICRR preprint.
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Construction of a Cosmic Ray Air Shower Telescope
L.K. Ng and S.K. C_an
Physics Department, University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Abstract
The telescope under construction is mainly for the
purpose of locating the arrival directions of energetic
particles and quanta which generate air showers of sizes
105 - 5.106 . Both fast timing method and visual track method
are incorporated in determining the arrival directions. The
telescope is composed of four stations using scintillators
and neon flash tubes as detectors. The system directional
resolution is better than 1.5 ° .
i. Introduction. Applicatio6 of medium-size shower arrays
in astronomical observations is exemplified by the Kiel
experiment I in the detection of high energy gamma rays from
Cygnus X-3. This type of continuous observation using ground
-base air shower arrays may yield more fruitful results, if
it is participated by more stations spreading out at various
latitudes. For long term observations, such telescope could
be less elabourate than Kiel's. The requirements may just be
high directional resolution and ability to measure the
muon/electron density ratios of individual showers, in
addition to the usual determination of lateral distributions
and age parameter. This paper reports a simple air shower
telescope which meets the above requirements.•
2. Detection system. It consists of four detector
assemblies (a required minimum), which are at sea level and
arranged as shown in figure i.
N
• Flash-tube tray
- I Scintillation i
T "
,. 'L_ _ _ _2¢m CONCRETE
__\ [ 'I ¢_ Flash-tube trays I
I _ I 103Cm _I
I occr)" [x-)coI -
Fig. 1 _e Shower Array. Fig. 2 _e Detector Assembly.
Each detector assembly has a soft roof and contains a
plastic scintillator, 4 trays of neon flash tubes and an
absorber medium as shown in figure 2. The scintillator has
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a minimum geometry of 0.5m x 0.5m x 0.05m and is viewed by
two 2" photomultipliers in contact with the scintillator.
For precise arrival time determination, anti-jitter preamp-
lifiers described in another conference paper (HE 4.7 - 9)
are used.
Each of the four flash-tube trays consists of 48 c]ose
packed tubes. Each tube has a geometry of 2m x 1.9cm did.
and when it fires, its output electromagnetic signal is
picked up by a latch. There are 4 x 48 latch units in an
assembly providing 24 bytes of data per shower per assembly.
Clearly, the top tray is for shower density measurement and
the bottom three trays are for much density and direction
measurements.
3. Electronics. For each shower, data required from the
system include information from the flash tubes, the
particle arrival times, and the event time and date. Block
diagram of the electronic system is given in figure 3.
Communication between each assembly and the central
processing station is linked by transceiver buses through-
out. A master pulse is produced by 4-fold coincidence of the
scintillator outputs (2_s window). The master pulse is used
to reset the flash-tube latches, to fire the flash tubes by
triggering the UHT pulsing unit, and to start the data
acquisition subroutine in the microcomputer.
I decoder
difference Micro- H ' Address _-_ latches
=it computer ___ decoder 4__ for
L"I°I isystemI l tebufferlr"lIAsse=lles
Scintill, I _ A, B, C, H
Pre_pl i
4-fold Nster pulse cable I _T pulsing
• J )I mite for
coincidence _ A, B, C, H
Fig. 3 Block diagr_ of the electronic system.
However, the key part of the electronic system is the
time-difference unit which determines the relative arrival
time of particles falling at the scintillators. The arrival
time is precisely related to the leading edge of the output
pulse from the anti-jitter preamplifier. This leading edge
o is free from distortion during transmission, because the
signal cable is terminated by a matched pair of driver/
receiver.
The time-difference unit contains three sets of time-
to-amplitude converter(TAC) and analogue-to-digital
converter(ADC). The leading edge of an input pulse from one
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of the assemblies A, B, C is compared with a common time
reference, and the difference is then digitized by the TAC
and ADC. The TAC and time reference circuits are shown in
figure 4.
Flip-flop ---------OE'-_ or CA'--_
74S00
' " __eL c ?
e----- .# ( s_c ---r-'°_7_[ 1 _
_ _i L
0-tu n
Cin Bin Ain Fig. 4 The time-to-_plitude converter.
The TAC is a sample/hold chip (Teledyne Philbrick 4856)
with a charging rate _1.5 V/ps and a drift rate _0.8 mV/s at
the hold state, using a low leakage capacitor C of 0.027 pf.
The hold pulse (at SHC) is generated by a fast flip-flop as
shown. Its leading edge Tr is the time reference
corresponding to the latest leading edge of the three input
pulses Ain , Bin , Cin (after triple coincidence). Its falling
edg____eTf corresponds to either the end of ADC conversion
(EOC) or the end of computer processing (CA---_),whichever is
the last. When the chip is at the sample state, the
capacitor C is being charged up starting from 0 V at time Ts
, the leading edge of the input pulse. If there is a shower
event, the hold pulse opens the switch at the reference time
T_. Hence C stores a voltage amplitude corresponding to the
time difference (Tr- Ts). It is held until the falling edge
Tf sets in, and the chip starts to sample again.
Digitization is done by a slow but high precision ADC
(MC14514) with a reference voltage +2.48 V provided by a
chip MC1403. Th_s together with the TAC gives a full range
of 1999 corresponding to a time difference of 1768 ns. Hence
the time resolution is better than 1 ns. The unit is
calibrated by using a fast CRO and a signal generator. The
various fixed time delays are also determined similarly.
From the geometry in figure i, _ time difference of
2.9ns corresponds to _i ° zenith angi_, Hence the directional
resolution is mainly determined by the time fluctuation in
the scinhillation counters, including photomultipliers and
preamplifiers. The fluctuation is not expected to exceed
4ns. Therefore, the directional resolution is better than
1.5 ° .
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4. Shower rate and efficiency. The minimum trigger density
at each scintil_or _s 4 m :_. Using the differential
intensity spectrum 2 ,
j(N) = 1.95.106N -2"7 ,
The shower rate is estimated by the expression,
_-2--_-_c_+2f j(N)A(N)dN, with c_ = 8.6 at sea level,
and is presented below.
---2.7
Shower size (N - N+6N) A(_) N A(_)_N
9.2 E4 - 1 E5 1.0 E1 0.03 E-7
1 E5 - 2 E5 3.0 E2 4.87 E-7
2 E5 - 3 E5 2.05 E3 6.31 E-7
3 E5 - 4 E5 4.10 E3 4.76 E-7
4 E5 - 5 E5 6.10 E3 3.47 E-7
5 E5 - 6 E5 8.00 E3 2.61 E-7
6 E5 - 7 E5 1.05 E4 2.16 E-7
7 E5 - 8 E5 1.24 E4 1.73 E-7
8 E5 - 9 E5 1.47 E4 1.46 E-7
9 E5 - 1 E6 1.67 E4 1.22 E-7
1 E6 - 2 E6 2.40 E4 7.78 E-7
2 E6 - 3 E6 4.20 E4 2.58 E-7
3 E6 - 4 E6 5.70 E4 1.32 E-7
4 E6 - 5 E6 6.80 E4 0.77 E-7
Total 41.07 E-7
Hence the shower rate is ¢ (>9.2.104 ) = 4.7 hr -I .
" The effective area of each flash-tube tray is 1.73 m2
and the expected efficiency of the tubes is _85%. Hence on
the average, the minimum number of shower particles recorded
. from each tray is 4 x 1.73 x 0.85 = 5.9. The directions of
the muon tracks in a muon-rich shower can be used to check
the shower direction obtained by the time-difference method.
. 5. Acknowledgement. The authors are grateful to Professor
D.J. Newman for his support and encouragement.
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An Underground Cosmic Ray Muon Telescope
for Observation of Cosmic Ray Anisotropy
Y.W. Lee and L.K. Ng
Physics Department, University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Abstract
A telescope housed in a tunnel laboratory has an
overburden of 573 hg c_ 2 and is located under the centre of
a saddle-shaped landscape. It is composed of triple layers
of proportional counters, each layer of area_4m x 2m and
their separation 0.5m. Events are selected by triple coinci-
dence and software track identification. The telescope is in
operation for over a year and the overall count rate is 1280
h_ 1 . The structure and operation of the system is reported.
i. Introduction. Construction of a cosmic ray muon
telescope in a road tunnel laboratory on Hong Kong Island
was proposed in 1979_for the purpose of measuring high
energy cosmic ray sidereal variations in the light of
similar experiments at Poatina 2 and Utah3. The work was
delayed due to the tunnel construction, but was finally in
operation since August 1983.
The laboratory site is under a saddle-shaped landscape
with a vertical rock overburden of 573 hg cm-2(including the
atmospheric depth). Two hill peaks of height N420m limits
the East-West zenith view. The North-South profile of the
'saddle' is given in figure i. With the detectors
(proportional counters) placed along E-W direction, 23
directional bins are obtained in the N-S profile.
The experiment is expected to run continuously for
three more years in order to obtain statistically
significant data. A preliminary data analysis is given at
this Conference (OG5.3-9). This paper only reports on the
structure and operation of the system.
50_ 15
.oo. \ \ °
20__918_ _ \ \ \ I / / / " 87
22m _
Fig. I be N-S profile of the l_dscape.
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2. Detection system. Large area proportional counters (2m x
7.6cm dia.) are used. The counter body is made of 0.16cm
thick stainless steel with 50 _m stainless steel anode wire
under 100g tension. The tube is filled with a standard P-10
gas at 1 atmospheric pressure. Figure 2 shows the
arrangement of the counters with 48 tubes in one layer. The
whole assembly is covered by lead sheets to minimize soft
radiation from the tunnel rocks.
The counters are operated at the limited proportional
region (EHT = +2600 V) and the single count _ate is -80 s-I .
Operation of the counters is indicated hourly by a monitor
spectrum described in later sections. Long term drift due
to slow aging is found insignificant. •
...... '
T .... , '
.5m
Fig. 2 Propor_i_l co_ter assembiy.i
3. Electronics. Each proportional counter has its own pre-
amplifier, and they are binned together with 4 counter in
one bin shown in figure 3. For more precise tra_ identifi-
cation, counters in the middle layer are binned in two ways
A and B as shown.
" III *----Counter output lines ,
_ _ I 1 _ _ _ 1 _ _ 1 bus.I/
- bus2A
t _ T _ T _ T T T T T T >
" B ! 2 314 5 6I71819io11 I,layer
_ 1 1 I i 1 _ i i I I _ bus2B
>
I , . Bottom
I I ; 1 i I I I I _ ; bus}
Fig. 3 Co_ter output bins.
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The digital system mainly consists of counter latches,
a triple coincidence system and three microprocessor systems
MPS (Motorola 6800) as shown in figure 4.
The coincidence unit with window 1.14 ps provides the
required master pulse which commands holding of the counter
information in the latches and starts a series of operations
in the three MPS systems. The wires in each input bus to the
coincidence unit are ORed before entering the unit. MPSI
reads the latched counter information and sends the raw data
to the remote system MPS2. If MPS2 is busy, the data is
temporarily held in the MPSI output buffer. MPS2 accumulates
hourly a much directional spectrum and a monitor spectrum of
individual bin counts. It also keeps time and date; and for
visual checking, it can provide an option of slow video
display of particle tracks in a current event. The triple
coincidence rate, the two spectra and the time and date are
finally transfered to MPS3 which stores them hourly in
floppy disks and hard prints.
I Coincidence I _ster pulse out
_u_2B I _atohe__ _
,, I 2B I_ZI
Fig. 4 The digital system.
4 Data collection. From the single count rate and the
triple coincidence time window, the chance rate is about
800 hr -_ , which is very significant when compared with the
corrected event rate of 1280 hr -_. Hence software particle
track identification is carried out in MPS2 as follows:
The counter bins in each layer are labelled from 1 to
12 (see figure 3). If a much traverses Bin p on the top
layer and Bin q on the bottom layer, the track direction is
given by the number N = (p-q). Thus the directional spectrum
contains 23 bins ranging from N = -ii to +ii. The track o
identification criteria are (i) the top layer or the bottom
layer should not have more than two bins fired. (When a bin
fires, its latch stores a 'i', otherwise a '0'); and (ii)
the track must pass through a fired bin on the middle layer,
either among bins in A if the number N is even, or in B if N
is odd).
The monitor spectrum contains the accumulated counts
during triple coincidence from each counter bin. The count
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rate in each bin therefore depends on the bin location. But
the spectral shape should not vary if the counters are
operating normally. This determines the data reliability.
5. Co____mparisonand discussion. The table below compares the
experimental system with those at Utah and Poatina.
Hong Kong Utah Poatina
O 60 OSite latitude 22.2 N 40. N 41.8 S
Effective depth/hg cm -2 573 486 365
Vertical threshold 157 121 _80
muon energy/GeV
Median regidity/GV 1915 1500 _1000
Effective area/m 2 7 37 4
Total counts 1.27.107 1.52.10 8 _-
From the particle track identification criteria, it is
obvious• thatshowers and local bursts are excluded and so
are the chance events. However, the second particle identi-
fication criterion was considered to be too restrictive
which could exclude some genuine events due to deviation in
the counter alignment. This criterion was then relaxed by
including the neighbouring bins on the middle layer. This
relaxation only results in a chance coincidence of 1.4
counts per hour. The merit of this system over a scintilla-
tor system is that all particle tracks are identified first
before acceptance.
6. Acknowledgement. We are grateful to the Hong Kong Royal
Observatory for the continuous supply of meteorological data
, the Public Works Department and the Transport Department
of Hong Kong for the construction and maintenance of the
tunnel laboratory.I
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NUCLEAR CASCADES IN ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOWERS PRODUCED
BY PRIMARY GAMMA-QUANTA IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
Danilova T.V., Erlykin A.D., Mironov A.V., Tuklsh E.I.
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Lenlnski pr. 53,
Moscow, 117924, USSR.
Distributions have been calculated for the number of
electrons No, number of muons with the energy above 5 GeV
N_ and the energy of hadron component E_ in electromagnetic
showers, _roduced by primary gamma-quanta with energies
10 '°- lO'SeY, incident on the atmosphere at zenith angles
_< 30 e and observed at the mountain level 700 g/cmA. The
mean number of nuclear interactions of photons with the
energy above 5 GeY is about 0.3 per each TeY of the prima-
2_ energy and nuclear cascades take out in average aboutof the total shower energy. The mean number of 5 GeY
muons for the electromagnetic rshower is (2-5)% from the num-
ber of muons in EAS with the same number of electrons at
the observation level. Similar value for the total energy
of hadron component is also (2-5)%. N_ and Na values as well
as E h and Na don't correlate at the fixed primary energy E_.
Between N_ and E_ there is a positive correlation at the
 ven
Simulation of nuclear cascades ar_in_ when the electro-
magnetic shower propagates through the atmosphere has been
undertaken in connection with the works on high energy gam-
ma-astronomy carried out at the Tien-Shan EAS array /1/.
Similar study is planned at ANI array /2/. The difference
between the present set of calculations and that carried
out in pioneer works of Wdowczyk /3/ is in their orlenta-
tion onto Tien-Shan and ANI arrays, i.e. the observation
of showers _tthe mountain level 700 g/cm 2, higher muon
threshold energy - 5 GeV and the usage of hadron component
as an additional criterium for the selection of pure elec- "
tromagnetic showers.
Electromagnetic showers were simulated for primary gam-
ma-quanta with energies 1013,1014,1015 and 1016 eV, incident
on the atmosphere isotropically in the zenith angle inter-
val _ _< 30 o. The total number of electrons at the level
700 g/cm 2 was determined after the sampling of the first
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interaction point and of the value cO& 0 by means of
approximation formulae of Greisen /4/ or Klimakov-Pavlov
/5/. Then the development of the electromagnetic shower
in the atmosphere was followed by steps _ z-t0 g/cm 2.
The probability for photons r (E_, > 5 GeV, z) to have pho-
tonuclear interaction in ida the step was estimated accor-
ding to formulae of the Approximation A of the cascade the-
0Z'y: W=l-exp(- P(E_., >5 GeV, z/co..se) - 6_A. _z/co.s@ ).
If this probability exceeded 0.1, then the step _z was re-
duced by 2, and the procedure repeated. The cross-section
of the photonuclear interaction wlth air atoms 6TA was
taken constant and equalVWhen such a photonuclear inter-
action occured, then the energy of the photon giving rise
to the nuclear cascade was sampled within the photon spec-
trum at the depth z, calculated also by me_us of Approxi-
mation A formulae. The number of 5 GeV muons and the ener-
gy of the hadron component in that nuclear cascade, rea-
ching the observation level 700 g/cm 2, were calculated on
the base of simulation results, obtained for the "tails" of
nuclear cascades with the help of the routine for small EAS
simulation /5/. The result obtained for all partial nuclear
subcascades in one and the same electromagnetic shower were
summarized. For 1013, 1014 and 1015 eV primary ener_f 1000
showers were simulated, for 1016-100.
I
Na-distributions for simulated showers are shown in the
fig.la. Arrows indicate mean values in these distributions.
It is necessary to notice that approximation formulae /4/
give higher values of Ne compared with /5/, which differ
. by 1.35 at 1013 eV and by 1,07 at 1016 eV. In the fig.la
results are given, obtained by formulae /4/. It is interes-
ting to note the change of. the distribution shape, when E_
" increases. It is due to the shower maximum, approaching
observation level at E_'-1016eVandto the differentthe
impact of deep penetrations of primary gaamm-quantumon
Ne, when the shower in the mean is eitherafter the maximum
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_,_ _ or in the _ximum of its
.I ,"- m rl II The simulation showed
-_ _ _ _" ' nuclear interactions with
___ ,_'J_ - energies above 5 GeV iS
.... ,_v, energy _ with a good ac-
Fig. I, curacy. The proportionality
coefflolent is 0.358 TeY "I at 1013 eV and 0.247 TeY "1 at
1016 eF, i.e. it is equal to about O.3 interactions per
each TeV of the primary energy. The same concerns the frao-
tlon of the total energy, carried out by photons, initla-
tlng nuclear cascades in the shower. It is 0.015 at 1013eV
and 0.027 at 1016 eY,i.eo about 2% of the primary energy
in the average.
In figures lb and lc distributions are shown for the
number of 5 GeY muons and the energy of the hadron compo-
nent reaching the observation level 700 g/cm 2. Arrows in-
dicate a6ain mean values of Nk_ and _h in the distributions.
It is seen that the muon number" fluctuates less than the
energy of the hadron component. In the fi@-ure 2 distribu-
tions of the muon number and of the hadron enerEy in the
electronmgnetic shower with E_-IO 15 eY are shown in com-
parison with similar distributions for ordinary nuclear
EAS with the same Ne. The latter distributions were obtain- 1)
ed in the paper /6/. It is seen that N)A and E h distrlbuti-
_.L,.,_ ons for electromagnetic and nuclear EASC%'_._',.-_, e, _")
_i ,, are princlpal]v -ather well separated .
|
Q_i _ /- from each other. Ratios of theirmean
_l . [ _ values,shown in the flg.3, vary from
' _ ' _" 2.0% at 1 eV up to 4.5% at 1016 eV
°o'I / ,__r I , [_L. for N_ and from 1.4% at 1013 eY up to
.. _ _ _E_,,5.0% at 10 16 eV for Eh, ioe. are about
Fig.2. (2-5)% for both alues. However since
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the absolute number of muons with the energy above 5 GeV
in electromagnetic showers is relatively small (~ 300)
for E_=IO 15 eY and they are widely spread over the area,
then it is usually difficult to identify electromagnetic
showers by muons. It is possible to make this only at
i_ arrays with good resolution in the
//" region of muon-poor showers,that is
// /_ by means of large area of muon detec-
tors about several hundreds of m2. The
_ / identification of electromagnetMshower
_ by the energy of the hadron component
_ is more reliable, since this energy is
/// considerably more concentrated around
-/ the shower core. The calorimeter area
l# _ _ _ _ about several tens of m2 is enough for
such identification.
Fig.3
The simulation showed also that N)_ and Ne values, as
well as E_ and N e don't correlate with each other at the
fixed value of E_. At the same time there is a strong posi-
tive correlation between N_ and _k at the fixed V"
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ON THE POSSIBILITIES 0¥ LARGE-SCALE RADIO
AND FIBER OPTICS DETECTORS IN COSMIC RAYS,
G.A.Gusev, M.A.Markov, I.M.Zheleznykh
Institute for Nuclear Research, the USSR
Academy of Sciences, Hosoow, USSR
ABSTRACT
Different variants of radio and fiber optics
detectors for reglstratlon of super high ener-
cascades in the atmosphere and in dense
media are discussed. _artlcula_y the possi-
bilities for investigation of quasi horlson-
tel SiS and slmulated muons from these EAS
with the help of radio detectors and fiber
optics detectors located on the ice surface
are considered.
_. The probleas of super high energy _l)h_yys_-an_d_as--trophysics not acoessable by modern acce
lel_tors require creation of surface, under ground, and
deep under water super large area and yQlume detectors.
The particles with energy up to 3 _-lO_eeY (particular-
ly neutrino) could be croated in the evolution of the
stable (or long life-time) elem_entary black holes with
Planok's masses and dimensions LI-_3J which could have
blacM holes (T-_O) could have external mass ( )
dete_ned by the electric ohLrge o_ the rotational so-
alant.
" In recentyee_s seve_
detectors _3-7] were pro-
pcee_ based on the principle of the registration of the
cascade ochers/at.radio emission which was proposed as
early as 1961 L 8J. We note three possibilities. ,,
The first possibility is founded on the reflec-
tion of EAS x_dio emission from the Ee_th and ionosphere
producing the augmantation of the region w_er_ EAS ra-
c1_o emission may be received, up to 10 -10+ks . The se-
cond possibility is founded on some crust transparency
for cascade radio emission created by the neutrino in
the c__st and spre_ing out in the atmo@p_ere (_-A)
_3,6,7]. The last possibility (_-I).L5,73 is founn.
ded on the use for example of antarctic lce in which
radio emission absorption for frsque_cles _ to I eHz is
vel7 sm_ll (for temperature -50 C in the frequency
band 0,5-I OHz the attenuation is about 10 dB/km).
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Particularly a radio detector with volume
lO_m 3 could be used for determination of eleg_ron
antineutrino fluxes in the energy region 6.10 _ eV with
the help of the reaction _ +_'-9 R/_ hadrons in the .W-boson resonance re_ion and for dete_tnation of PI
neutrino fluxes _7,9_ with energy ~lO_=eV (compare al-
so optic registration of _r-neutrino cascades sprea
ding out in the atmosphere [10]).
comp o installation for EAS mucns reElstration
by its cascade radio emission in the ice simultaneous-
ly with the EAS radio emission. We also discuss the
utilization of fiber optics detectors for EAS regi-
stration.
It is known that F£S rouen spectres (see for
example _11_ have high energy muon component. Its
in the volume 1 km according to _ 1 lJ havecases_A_.es
stat_ of the order of 10 events pe_._ear per stera-
dlan for cascade energies above 5'10=_eVo This allows
to reglst_te slmultaneously EAS with ener_ more
than 3.10'_eVand mUCh cascadewith energymore than
5"10Z_eV(for effective no_se temperature ~1000°C) with
probability of the order of 1.
Complex radio detector is shown in Pig.1.
Such radio detector has two pe__ts= _ radio detector
(domain 1) and EAS mu@n cascade radio detector in the
ice (domain 2). These parts are placed so that for
EA_ ax8 in the domain 1 in the zenith angle region60_-80 the radio spot from the rouen cascade with
" deepness of 500m is pro_eoted on the domain 2. The
radio detector has 50 antennas (sepaz_ted from each
other on a dlstanoe of 50Ore)with the waplifiers in
. the frequency band of 30-70MHz, so 7-10 channels
receivea si_aalas aach as _0-20_,above the atMos-phere noise for ELS enersy of 10 eV _. Muon _soa-
de radio detector has 50 antennas (placed on a dis-
. tahoe 250m) with the ampllflers in the frequency
band_pf 200-1001W=, so for cascade enersy about
5 "lO'_eV 10-20 channels receive the signal with
sisnal noise ratio _ 10d3 _5_.
Ee consider the possibility of O_
rad/o detector by fiber optics detector° The idea of
such detector co=slats in l_e registration of the
ogtic Cherenkov radiatlom of the electrons crossln8
the light _tlde. The optio emission guided in the
fiber can p_ope_ate with m_ll abso_ptlon at le_Tge
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distances to the photomultiplier (with s_all photoca-
rhode). It is known that after passing the distance of
1 cm in dense matter an electron in the optic re_Lon_e_s
200 Cherenkov photons. For a fiber of the dissneter
0,5 m this will _Lve 10 photons and for an aperture
of 0,3 10% of photons will be guided exeptin8 some
EAS electrons coming from directions along and nor-
nelly to the fiber, So one electron produces one pho-
ton guided in the fiber. For a cable consistin8 of
10 fibers of dimeter 0,5 am the calculation gives
200 photons at the photocathode, if the EAS axe is
at d_t_ce of 250 m from the cable (EA8 energy being
--10 eV). If the photoamltiplier effectiveness is
roughly 10% then there will be registmted 20 one
electron pulses dtucing some units microseconds. At
Fig.2 the complex detector wi,t_ _ fiber optics de-
tector (threshold is about 10"_e¥) is presented,
EAS_d_0 EASe/_kt_0n
•_ . . . ._P° 111/r,. _po_
. .
'__ _', . . ..._" ,' /-C_/-
F£g.1, Complex R_llo Detec- FAg.2, Complex Detector
tot for Quasi Horisonts£ with EAS Fiber Optics
EA_ and Muons. Detector. -
n_ Complex detector placed on the iceimportant instrument for research of .,
neutrino, p_ c_aposition of cosmic rats, promt
muon creation at super hish energies and etc.
" We wish to the_k A.E.Chudakov
an useful discu_Sion.
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Radio Signals from Very Large Showers
Suga Ko and Kakimoto Fo
Department of Physics, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Meguro, Tokyo 152, Japan
Nishi K.
The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research
Wako, Saitama 351, Japan
ABSTRACT
Radio signals from air showers with electron sizes in the range
ixl0 ? to 2x109 have been detected at 50kHz, 170kHz and 1,647kHz
at large core distances in the Akeno 20km 2 air-shower array.
The field strength is higher than that expected from any mech-
anisms hitherto proposed.
i. Introduction. An experiment is being made to detect low-frequency
radio signals from air showers observed in the Akeno 20km 2 air-shower
array at large core distances. The motivation is a discussion on the
possibility made by one of the present authors(K.S) at the Bangalore
Conference in 1983(1) to observe giant air showers by detecting the low-
frequency radio signal radiated from the electric current of air-shower
particles due to the negative excess during the longitudinal development.
And the experiment is an effort in seeking a method to detect air showers
at a great core distance, which provides a huge effective area suitable
to observe super giant air showers of very low flux beyond the 2.7K
Greisen-Zatsepin cut-off, even if exists(2) o
2. Experimental° Antennas are located in the yard of a closed primary
school at a distance of about 2km from the center of the Akeno 20km 2 air-
shower array(3), and the receivers and recording apparatus are set in the
classroom. The recording of radio signals is made by a master pulse from
the array sent through an optical-fiber cable°
Following two kinds of antennas are operated simultaneously:
(a) Ball antenna(4). A inverted metal cup, whose capacity to the ground
is about 10pF, is fixed to the top of vertical glass-fiber pole of 10m
and the potential difference of radio signal between the cup and the
ground is measured. The preamplifier is enclosed in the metal cup, and
the frequency response is flat from several Hz up to IOMHz with a gain
of unity°
(b) Vertical wire antenna. A thin wire is stretched vertically along a
t
glass-fiber pole of lOmo The preamplifier is set just above the ground,
and the input stage consists of a capacity of 100pF parallel to a resistor
of 20M_ to the ground. The frequency response is flat from a few kHz up
to IOMHz with a gain of 2°5°
The output of the preamplifier is sent through a co-axial cable(3C2W) to
a receiver in the classroom. Following three kinds of receivers are
operated alternately:
(i) Sony CRFI commercial radio receiver(10kHz-30MHz) o The output signal
*Present address: Department of Physics, Meisei University, Hodokubo 337,
Hino-shi, Tokyo 19i, Japan
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from the AM detection circuit is recorded at frequencies of 50kHz, 170kHz
and l_47kHz. The bandwidth is ±7kHz at -50dBo
(ii) Sony ICF2001 commercial radio receiver(150kHz-30MHz) o The output
signal from the AM detection circuit is recorded at frequencies of 170kHz
and l_47kHZo The bandwidth is almost same as the above receiver(i).
Following three kinds of recorders are operated alternately:
(I) Storage oscilloscope (Tektronix 7834, 400MHz).
(_) Storage oscilloscope (Tektronix 466, 100MHz).
(_I) l-lO0kHz passive band pass filter(BPF), low noise amplifier(×100,
NF circuit LI75A), 17.4kHz active band elimination filter(BEF) and FFT
(fast Fourier transform) signal analyser(100kHz, 12bit, Iwatsu SM-2100C) o
The display on CRT is made by a master, pulse from the air-shower array
and, then, the photograph is taken° The sensitivities of all combinations
of the antennas and the commercial receivers are confirmed to be almost
same at frequencies from 10kHz to 2MHzo
3. Recorded radio signals° Air showers accompanying radio signals
observed well beyond the background noise at the output of commercial
radio receiver are plotted with large open circles and those unaccompany-
ing radio signals are plotted with small full circles in figure l(170kHz)
and figure 2(50kHz) for air showers with sece(9) smaller than 1o30(40°).
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The effective core distances for showers with zenith angles larger than
40 ° are somewhat longer. Radio signals were observed at l_47kHz up to
almost same core distances as at 50kHz. The effective core distances
seem to be independent of the weather condition, such as clear sky, fog,
cloud, rain, snow, humidity, temperature, and radio signals have been
observed stabely during the intermittent operation in every months from
December 1984 to May 19850
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The operation with the FFT signal analyser has been made in order to
obtain information on the shape of radio pulse. The 1-100kHz BPF is used
to cut intense local MF broadcasts and the 17.dkHz BEF an intense local
VLF radio signal. A radio signal storedin the FFT signal analyser with
a master pulse from the air-shower array undergoes the Fourier transform,
and thereal and imaginary parts at frequencies corresponding to man-made
radio waves are erased. Then, after the inverse Fourier transform is
applied, the reconstructed signal is displayed on CRT and is photographed°
A wave packet was observed for a shower with the associated radio signal
at the output of the commercial radio receiver. From these patterns of
observed wave packets, the main component of frequencies of the radio
signal associated with the air shower in the present experiment seems to
be above 100kHz of the limit of the signal analyser, although the shape
of the radio pulse is not known at present.
The field strength of the radio pulse observed in the present expe-
riment can not be estimated accurately for lack of the knowledge of the
pulse shape and due to anapplication of commercial radio receivers.
However, the calibration of the radio receivers with pulses of various
shapes and lengths seems to indicate that the field strength of the radio
pulse peak may be higher than several mV/m at largest core distances
where the radio signals were observed well beyond the background noise
level as shown in figure 1 and figure 2.
4. Discussion. As is described in section 3, radio signals of 50kHz,
170kHz and _647kHz from the same air showers have been detected simul-
taneously at large core distances. The range of electron sizes is ix
107 to 2x109 and the effective core distance extends to about 2km. The
detection was stable and seems to be independent of the weather condition°
Clay et al already reported the detection of radio signals from air
showers with primary energies in the range 1015eV to 1016eV at a
frequency of 100kHz (bandwidth 80 1 - . • .
kHz)(5). However, the detection was
unstable (5) (6).
The field strength of the radio _ I°-_
pulse detected in the:present expe-
riment seems to be at least i00 times _ i°-2
higher than that expected from the _ Accelerationby at_spherlc
electric current of air-shower par- • eleetrlcfield
ticles due to the negative excess _ I°-3 t
during the longitudinal development. _ _
The field strength seems to be also _ I0-_ _ 1020eV verticalshowerat least I0 times higher than that _ at Aken.__..___o
expected from local reduction of the
atmospheric electric field(A.E.F.) _ 10"s _ "
due to the acceleration of electrons _ /% ___produced by ionization of air-shower W _% Lonsitudinal
particles in A.E.F. discussed by _ i°-6 _ d_elopment
Wilson(7). A plausible mechanism to _
produce radio signals detected in _ I°'_
the present experiment seems to be
radiation from electrons produced
by ionization of air-shower particles _uu l Io Ioo 1,0oo
in the atmosphere due to the accel- = _ k= kmCore distance (R)
eration in AoEoFoo The field FIS. 3
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strength of this radio pulse estimated for a vertical air shower with
primary energy of 1020eV observed at Akeno is shown in figure 3, together
with that of radio pulse expected from the net negative current of air-
shower particles during the longitudinal development. The slow tail of
the radio pulse also shown in the figure is due to the acceleration of
ions produced by ionization of air shower particles in A.EoF. and contains
a frequency component from several tens of Hz to O.iHz. This extremely
low-frequency component is very important, since the frequencies of the
Schumann resonance (earth-ionosphere cavity resonance) are 8Hz and 14Hz
for the ground mode and the second mode, respectively. An experiment
is undertaken with the ball antenna, a 20Hz passive low pass filter, the
low noise amplifier, an active 5-20Hz BPF and the FFT signal analyser.
It is clear that further work to observe many air showers with
electron sizes larger than 109 is required to examine whether this low-
frequency radio method is promising for providing a huge effective area
of detection° It is also important to check whether the mechanism
tentatively suggested above is accepted. For that purpose, the shape of
radio pulse will be examined with a wave form recorder(2Ons sampling, i0
bit) connected to the FFT signal analyser.
5. Acknowledgments. The authors wish to express their sincere thanks to
Prof. To Ogawaof Department of Physics of K_chi University for his
suggestion of the ball antenna and to Prof. T. Kamata and Mr. H. Jind8 of
Institute for Atmospherics Research of the Nagoya University for their
suggestion of the vertical wire antenna° The authors are deeply grateful
to the staffs of the air-shower group of Institute for Cosmic Ray Research
of the University of Tokyo, especially Prof. M. Nagano and Dr. M. Teshima,
for their operation of the air-shower array and their analysis of the
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ON THE PRODUCTION MECHANI5M OF RADIO_PUL_E$
FROM LARGE EXTEN5IVE AIR 3HOWER5
9attap Hrs. P. and Pathak, K.H.
Department of Physics, Gauhati University,
Gauhati - 781 014p ASSAM, INDIA.
1. Introduction : None o? the theories (1,2,3 & 4) put forward
,so far to explain the radlo-emisslon from EAS, has been succesa?ul
to give satisfactory explanation of all the, experimental data obt-
ained from various laboratories over the globe. It is apprehended
that emission mechanism at low and high ?rsquencies may be quite
different, (5). This calls for new theoretical look into the phen-
omenons
Using basic equations $?Kahn & Lerche (1) and
a much sophisticatedmodel for shower structure,Castagnoli et el.
(2) calculated the radiation field st a point outside the disc of
charges= They, howeverp calculated the redle¢ion _ield due to curr-
e.nt and excess charge only. In this paper, the requltant field insi-
de the disc of charges, due to current and dipole moment have been
calculated afresh using the.technique adopted by Caatagnoli et el.
,(2)_ .from very low to very high frequencies$
2. He?hods , The radiation field at a distance R from the _ .
axis of the shower disc can be obtained by phase mixing the contr-
ibutions from the various rings of charges. For a point lying ins-
Ida the disc of charges of radius Ro at a distance R from the axis,
the point will be an outer one w.r.t, the disc of radius R and an
inner one w.r.t, the annular ring of inner radius R and an outer
¢mdius Ro. Accordinglyp effects of the disc of radius R and the ann-
uls_ ring are to be taken into account.
The current field at a distance R from the axis
( R<Ro ) =
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(A) Current field due to the disc of radius/R _ _ _
,- _ _,o =xzvxO4Nx _K_=_) (K<r)e *E¢ CR)= _ %_' ar .... (',) ..
(B) Current field due to the annular ring of inner radius R and QUi-
et radius Ro : ,_ -0t5 -_:_s v/=94/_"
- -ksJc___R)_ ' _c,_ . r ' " *' '_-,-T_..)
C29'4)z -p. • . _ ,
The dipole field at a distance R from the axis (R<Ro) !
(C) Dipole field due %0 the disc of radiu s R =
,, _ . -..z, _ i. =_ ,/..,,. 4,} ct..#. <_)' " x0 " .........
(D) Dipole field due. So the annular ring of inner radius R and
outer radius Ro =
d
I II I U
The vector sum of Ec _ Ec _ Ep & Ep w_ll give _hs resul%-
an% field, .
3. Results t Equations (1) %0 (4) have been integrated nume-
rically at various frequencies for Re40 me Roe1 O0 m and E= 1016eV.
. Theoretical frequency apec_e of (_) the presen_ _ork_i(_i) Hough_
as wall as _he experimental da_a of differen_ workers _ozmelised a_
80 RHz wi_h the _heore_ical curve of Hough (4)_ ere shown in F_g.l.#
4, Di,s,cussion I Experimental resulCs of different _orkacs .(617p
= 8 ) suppor¢ the presence of a plateau region in _he frequency range
(40-60)HHz. for frequencies above 80 HHz_ experimental da_a of _s
presen_ group, wi%hin experimental error_ agree wi_h %h_ presen_
calculation. Bu_ in _he low frequency region ( _10 HHz)_ none of_he
expsrlmen_al results support any of _he _heore_ical predictions_ I_
seems _o indicate _ha_ below 80 HHz besides geomagnetic macHanism_
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some other mechanism/s are aZso involved, Nature of variat'ion of
experimental data .with frequency shows gradua& decreqse of the
Q
effect of theobove unknown mechanism/e towards 80 MHz,
55 Conclusions : Theoretical as well as the experimental results
of the p_esant authors and also of other workers indicate that the
frcquency spectrum is rather fla_ in the frequency range (40-60)MHz, 8
Above BO NHz, the radio-emission can be explained with the help of
geomagnotic mechanism. But at very low frequency (< 10 NHz)p mecha-
nisms other than oeomagnetlc are involved.
i
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A NEW STUDY ON T_E EMISSION OF
EM WAVES FROM LARGE EAS
PATHAE K.M. & MAZUMDAR G.K.D.
Physics Department, Gauhati University,
Gauhati-781014, Assam, INDIA
I. Introduction. Studies on Cosmic Ray Showers of energy
En__ 10'6eV have been continuously pursued since 1970 in
G_uhati University, Assam (I). With _: GM counters arrsy.
EM waves-both at optical Cerenkov and at Radio frequencies
(from 2 to 220 MHz) - associated with the showers have been
studied in this laboratory. Ezperimental results obtained
reveal the following features:
(i) Frequency spectrum of Radio ss well as
Cerenkov pulses decreases with increasing
pulse heights.
(ii) Field-strength of radio pulses decreases with
increase in frequency.
(iii:) Radio pulses are polarised in E-W direction.
The high value of polarization ratio at 9 MHz
appears to confirm the predominance of
geomagnetic effect on emission mechanism.
(iv) Studies on the correlation coefficients of
emission between radio pulses of different
frequency pairs from the same shower indicate:
(a) There is no correlation between low
(_80 MHz) and high (_80 MHz) radio
frequenci es.
(b) The positive correlation coefficient between
the frequency pairs below 80 MHz (eg. 9-60 MHz_
and negative correlation coefficient between
any frequency pair below and above 80 MHz
(eg. 9-220, 60-80, 60-110 MHz) confirm that
the production mechanism of r_io pulses below
and above the cut off frequency (_80 MHz)
may perhaps be different.
(c) There is no.correlation between the emission
of optical Cerenkov radiation and radio pulses
at different frequencies.
The above o_servations have tempted us to repeat the whole
experiment with a sophisticated particle detector array
with facilities for corelocation and energy determination
of individual showers. In this paper the new array and the
core detection technique along with a few of the sampled
parameters, obtained so far, are reported.
2. Methods. (a) The _rray. The present array consists of
seven plastic scintillators (50cm x 50cm x 5cm each) the
outermost is located at 100 m from the array centre. Fig I
gives the schematic diagram of the stray used along with
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the positions of the antennas and Cerenkov detector.
\
Fig I. The array. Sc 1-Sc 7 -Positions of scintillators
-positions of _mtennas, _-position of _ detector.
2.(b) Core location. Each shower can be specified by four
peJ_ameters viz size (N), co-ordinates of the core (xo, Yo)
and the age (s). Therefore, measurements of four particle
densities are, in principle, enough to evaluate these
parameters. We assumed NKG lateral distribution for
particles given by _ = Nf(r,s)/R$. It is evident from this
. tbat by taking the ratio of denslties between any two dete-
ctors the parameter N can be eliminated. Numerical
calculations using computer (Ellipse 316), give a set of
curves i.e. locii of the shower axes producing different
density ratios. With these sets of locii, assuming
different 'S' values, one can locate the shower core within
+_3.3 metres.
The shove method has been applied in locating the core
of each individual shower. Using a microprocessor-based
detecting system (2), the density distribution and hence,
energy of each detected shower has been estimated.
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2. kC) Detection of Radio & _erenkov pulses. Two antenna
systems for detecting radio pulses at frequencies 9 MHz
and 110 MHz have been set up. For detection of optical
Cerenkov pulses associated with esch shower, a parabolic
reflector of 76 cm diameter, and 13 cm focal length viewed
by a Dumont 6364 PMT has been used. The positions of the
antennas and the Cerenkov detector in the array are shown
in Fig I.
For each shower, the detected outputs of the recei-
rs (for radio pulses) and signals from the PMT (for
renkov pulses) are digitized using sample and hold (S/H)
and A/D converter, triggered by the master coincidence
pulse. The digitization and the storing of the informations
are controlled by a 8085 A microprocessor (2).
3. Results. As the data can only be collected during clear
moonless nights, the experiment is yet to be completed.
However, a few of the sampled parameters, obtained solar,
are presented in Table I.
TABLE - I
Event Distances of the cores E_x10'_Ipulse heights
No. from the scintillators i_ eV (arb.uni%) x 10-2
in metre
-rl r2 r3 r4..... 9MHz ......110MHz Optica]
I 55 60 I0 80 4.30 75 26 58
2 50 45 28 80 3.57 96 20 40
3 80 53 56 30 0.80 67 26 44
4 65 13 65 105 6.70 80 16 60
5 64 64 105 68 5.90 60 26 30 .
6 60 60 I0 71 0.50 50 20 28
7 62 58 40 68 3.20 70 28 30
8 70 65 40 80 I .20 60 30 40
68 60 25 68 4.80 78 50 26I 45 5 0 5 0 7 65 2 37
r_,rg,r_,r %....dJstshces of the core f ,m Sc I_ Sc 2,-
s6 3-an8 S'_ 4 respectively.
4. Conclusions. The work is in progress and we hope to
get adequate data within a couple of months or so %o test
our e_rlier observations as mentioned in the introduction.
5. Acknowledgements. The authors thank the Department of
Atomic Energy (BRNS), Govt. of India for funding the
project, and the TIFR, Bombay for some equipments. They al
also like to thank the Institute of Advance Studies in
Science _nd Technology (Assam Science Society) for partial
funding of the project.
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AIR FLUORESCENCE DETECTION OF LARGE AIR SHOWERS
BELOW THE HORIZON
Peter Halverson and Theodore Bowen
Department of Physics
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
In the interest of exploring the cosmic ray spectrum at energies qreater than
10 'e .eV, where flux rates at the earth s surface drop below 10O yr -] km -2 sr -1,
cosmic ray physicists have been forced to construct ever larger detectors in order
.to collect useful amounts of data in reas6nable lengths of time. At present, the <
ultimate example bf this trend is the Fly's Eye system 1 in Utah, which uses the
atmosphere around an array of skyward-looking photomultiplier tubes. The air
acts as a scintillator to give detecting areas as large as 5000 km 2 sr (for highest
energy events). This experiment has revealed structure (and a possible cutoff) in
the ultra-high energy region above 1019 eV. 2
The success of the Fly's Eye experiment provides impetus for continuing the
development of larger detectors to make accessible even higher energies.
However, due to the rapidly falling flux, a tenfold increase in observable energy
would call for a hundredfold increase in the detecting area. But, the cost of
expanding the Fly's Eye detecting area will approximately scale linearly with
area.
It is for these reasons that the authors have proposed a new approach 3 to
using the atmosphere as a scintillatorl one which will require fewer
photomultipliers,-less hardware (thus being less expensive), yet will provide
position and shower size information.
The 5_de-Lookinq Air Shower Detector. As shown in Fig. 1, the Side-Looking
Detector (SLD) consists of an array of at least three SLD stations, each
containing six photomultipliers, a large cylindrical focusing mirror, and some
associated electronics such as PMT power supplies, digitizing modules, and
communication equipment (to transmit the digital data to the base station).
,J
Each SLD station would look almost horizontally, dividing the atmosphere
into a stack of three wedges 60 degrees wide and 0.2 degrees thick. The three
detector stations are identical _ and are located at the three corners of an
equilateral triangle, so their fields of view overlap. Since the detector stations
are. expected to be able to detect 10 Is eV events up to )0 kilometers away, our
detecting area would be about 380 km 2. If we can detect larger events up to 55
km away, then our detector area will grow to 520 km 2. A cosmic ray shower
descending through the atmosphere above the detecting area successively passes
through the three wedges of air, whereupon near-ultraviolet photons from excited
nitrogen molecules are emitted.
As shown in Fig. 2, the photons are collected by the mirrors in the SLD
stations and are focused onto long strips of acrylic that have been doped with the
wavelength-shifting chemical BBQ. The BBQ absorbs the ultraviolet photons and
re-emits them as green photons, which travel down the plastic strips to PMT's at
each end. The PMT's convert the light from the BBQ to photoelectrons which,
after being waveform digitized, are transmitted to the base station for. data
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o)
,_ 0 I0 20 _0km
....r\_ _,,-_ Fig, 1. Proposed side-looking air
-- _ (tOOmthi¢ko130kmmdi_) fluorescence detector to observes,_,_j E;Zl0 Is eV air showers. (a) Side view
(Vertical scale: XIO), showing three
bl slices or wedges (opening angles
~0.2°) viewed by each station.Sensili_ ':
"_"_0_" Viewing angles are set below the
horizon to reduce background light;
(b) Plan view, showing Suggested
triangular coverage of three stations,
each having a horizontal viewing
_..t.,._,,= wedge angle of 60°.
Remoted
analysis. The amplitude and timing information in the light pulses resulting from
the passage of the cosmic ray shower contains information about the shower's
location, orientation, and energy. The location and distance from the detector
stations of the shower can be determined by accurately comparing the arrival
times of the light pulses at each station and for each wedge. By comparing the
arrival times of the photons in the upper and lower wedges at each station, the
orientation of the shower may be determined. Once the distance of the shower
from the SLD stations has been computed, the size of the light pulses can be used
to compute the shower size. With stations located at the three corners of a
triangle, the corrections required for atmospheric light attenuation can be
computed from the data, as well as from calibration light flashes sent from one
station to another. The calibration flashes would also synchronize the timing at
the remote stations.
* 2x2m Cylindrical mirror
// F.L.=2m¢_--Lighl/weather
' shield , LigM pathfrom
" CosmicRoyevent
,6. -- e
",., ,
_FocoI plane Wavelength-shifterbarsU
I/I//////I/////I/I/IIIII
Fig. 2. Side view of proposed SLD station.
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Desiqn Equations. If S is the number of photoelectrons due to the shower, and bT
is the number of photoelectrons due to backqround light in time intervai T, then
the fractional error is given by o(S)/S=(S+bT)r/2/S_ which must be <<1 for a useful
measurement. It is convenient to define a figure of merit M, which is the square
of the reciprocal of the fractional error; M-S2/(S+bT) >> 1. for a useful
measurement. It can be shown that M = K /[(1/$)+K (1+(_,/r6_2_1/21 ,.,_=.o _"
[qNeA_]/[411r exp(o_r)], and IK2 = [41TBIskyA_qSrl_ exp(o(r)]_iqt_eC]. "In the_se"equati'o_s:
q = no. oT optical air nuorescence photons per meter of shower electron track
(~3)_ N e = no. of shower electrons_ A = area of SLD mirror_ _ = combined
wavelength shifter and photocathode efficiency 9 (_ = attenuation coefficient for
light transmissio_ in air, r = distance from detector to shower9 Isky = no.
photons/m2-s-sr-A in night sky (~4x108), B = intensity reduction factor due to
viewing below horizon (~0.4)9 A}, = effective bandwidth of detector (~90 nm), £ =
lateral size of shower (~100 m), c = speed of light_ (_= horizontal opening angle of
viewing wedge (1.047 tad)9 and $ = its vertical opening angle. As $ increases 9 M
approaches a maximum possible value 9 IKI/K,_ because the time interval T
increases with 6. If A_ is chosen to be 0.25 mmand N e is 8x10 s electrons for an
event at r = :30 km_ then IKJK 2 = 9.3 and M = /4.9 if $ = 0.2 ° (_~0.5 _).
The Scintillation Efficiency of Air. We have carried out a small experiment using
ground-level muons in the laboratory to confirm that the yield of photons per
meter 9 q, into a PMT with bialkali response is 3.2_0.5 photons/meter. A black box
was employed so Cherenkov photons would be absorbed; most ground-level muons
are near or below the Cherenkov threshold in air_ so the black walls appear to
reduce the Cherenkov component to a negligible level relative to air fluorescence.
The yield was obtained from the counting efficiency for single-photoelectron
pulses in a 5 inch RCA 4522 PMT viewing 20.:3 cm of path.
Enteringbockgroundlight or
si_,10,ed[ASfluo,esce,celight The Effect of Filters on Si0na[ and Background.
The apparatus used in making these measurements
i is shown in Fig. ). The transmission coefficient of
_ ' ' each filter was measured by comparing the output0 1 2in.
current of an RCA 6655A photomultiplier having
Fi_,e, lo_o,io,s 511 response with and without the filter in place.
Two sets of data were gathered: filter
"c"_.._ ....... ---7 performance on background light, as observed from
/I PMT-"B" I Mount Hopkins, and filter performance on light "I
/ '.,__ _____,, from each of the major air fluorescence lines_ as
._ ,, produced by a monochrometer. Table I shows the
___ factor by which the figure-of-merit, M, is .
predicted to improve with the use of each filter.
'MT-"A" The emission spectrum predicted by Bunner _ was
BBOUa,_,i,eZ ernployed in the calculations. The distance
between the air shower and the detector must be
specified because the attenuation due to Rayleigh
scattering significantly modifies the source
-- spectrum.
Fig. 3. °
Since the signal-to-background ratio tends to be smallest for the most distant
events_ the UG-5 and U_0 filters have the most favorable characteristics among
those listed. Filtering also attenuates the signals; this must be considered along
with t_e improvement factors. If a filter with _>70% transmission for the _914 and
4000 A bands could be found, it would be better than any of those listed in Table I.
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Table[. Expectedfigure-of-meritimprovementfactorsforvariousfilters.
EventOistance[km] Filter: UG-1 UG-5 U530 U340
0 5.0 4.8 4.6 4.1
4 4.4 4.5 4.2 3.3
16 2.7 3.5 3.3 1.4
52 1.6 2.8 2.7 0.5
The Effect of Viewing Below the Horizon. The background light intensity IT ,
below the horizon at Mount Hopkins_ Arizona was compared with the dark night
sky intensity 1o" At each angle, the distance to the valley floor could be
calculated. Figure 4 shows [Trio as a function of the g/cm z of air between the
detector and the valley floor. As shown by the curves_ the data seem to agree
with a model in which the below-horizon background is due to Rayleigh-scattered
light; for this model IT/I o approaches 0.5 for infinite air thickness.
0,E I I I I I
04 __-- Fig. 4, Plot of scattered light
,---_-j/I_11-_---_ _.f--j1__ observed at Mr. Hopkins as a function
IT/Io 1 t t"_ - of air thickness to the ground. The/ ..I/.I" theoretical curves are for 0%, 5%_
/_/-__ and 18% (solid_ dot-dashed, and
0;// dashed_ respectively) ground
, reflectivities.
# I I I I I
2OOO 4000 6000
* glcm_ ofoir
" Conclusion. Filters and below-horizon viewing may offer important advantages
for an economical side-looking air fluorescence detector.
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INVESTIGATION OF COSMIC RAYS IN VERY SHORT TIME SCALES
J. Peltonen, E. Valtonen, J.J. Torsti, H. Arvela, M. Lumme,
M. Nieminen and E. Vainikka
Wihuri Physical Laboratory, University of Turku, and
Department of Physical Sciences, University of Turku,
SF-20500 Turku, Finland
ABSTRACT
_e have constructed a fast databuffer system, where cosmic
ray events in the Turku hadron spectrometer, including par-
ticle arrival times, are recorded with time resolution of
i00 ns. The databuffer can be read continuosly by a micro-
processor, which preanalyses the data and transfers it to
the main computer. The time span, that can be analysed in
every detail,is a few seconds.
The high time resolution enables a study of time correlated
groups of high energy particles. In addition the operatio-
nal characteristics of the spectrometer can be monitored in
detail.
i. The spectrometer
The Turku hadron spectrometer consists at present of a doub-
le neutron monitor combined with plastic scintillators. The
spectrometer has been used to measure the energy spectra
of neutrons and protons in the energy range .05 - I000 GeV.
Detailed description of the apparatus and its future deve-
lopment is given in paper /i/ presented at this conference.
_. The data collection system
Two identical microprocessor units are used in the Turku
hadron spectrometer to collect the cosmic-ray events. Both
units can record the status of thespectrometer with time
resolution of 50 ps. This time resolution already enables
a detailed study of very rapid cosmic-ray phenomena. It is
also possible to study the spectrometer characteristics in
detail.
The two microprocessor units have different tasks. Unit 1
calculates the hadronic spectra and monitors the had_on and
muon flows through the spectrometer. Unit 1 is programmed
to study energy dependent variations of hadron and muon in-
tensities in time scales > 30 s. A detailed description of
the microprocessor 1 and of its software was given in /2/.
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Unit 2 can be used parallelwith unlt i. Its t!me resolutlon
can be improvedby adding a fast data buffer.This data buf-
fer records spectrometerevents, includingparticle arrival
times,with time resolutlonof i00 ns.
The overalldiagram of the datacollectionsystemis given
In flq. I.
2.1. A fast data buffer
The heart of the buffer memory is a DUALPORTED FIF0-memory
type IDT-7201-S-80-C from Inteqrated Device Tecnoloqy
( identlcal to better known M/<4501 from Mostek ) Th_s
memory component is very handy In data bufferlnq applica-
tions. The REb_-_ITE-operatlons can be done truly asyncro-
hourly and independently. Besldes, these new memorles are
fast (cycle time i00 ns or even better) and easily cascad-
able.
The _chematics of the data buffer is given in flg. 5. The
8 parallel FIF0s form a memory of 64_512. This memory can
b_ trlgqered from 6 sources. On every trigger the logic
generates a common _RITE-pulse and 64-blts of data is
latched in, including the data of the time counters. The
status and control signals are connected to mlcroprocessor,
which can acces the R_D-side of the FIF0s.
.......................---
i 0
t i
,oMvem_ , |tstlu a
Fi_ i.Theover_ll_aag_am_tthe
control system.
_ ] \ 3,=_ i \ ,,,n_ /
il ti ,iI
iii ILl Z_L_ ILl
_ f
Fig. 2. Schematicof the data buffe_.
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3. Some results and discussion
Until now, the system 2 has been used only for some simple,
mainly instrumental measurements. Two examples of these
measurements are shown in figures 4 and 5. The study of
more interesting problems, like long tails of extensive
air showers and time behaviour and detection of high energy
bursts ( _-ray bursts ) requires longer measurements.
In fiq.3 , the measured time intervals between charged
particies coming into our spectrometer are shown. Accor-
ding to Poisson-statistics we should have exponential
distribution of the form A_exp(-kt) . As one can see
from figure 3, the measured time distribution is strict-
ly Pois_onian when t > 20 _s. At _horter time intervals
there is, however, an_xaess of events, compared with the
Poisson distribution. Me believe that most part of these
events can be explained by afterpulses from the photo-
multipliers. The exact portion of afterpulses and the
role of some other possible phenomen in these events
are being investigated.
In fig. 4, there is shown the time distribution of char-
ged particles that arrive at the spectrometer before the
first evaporation neutron is registered in the monitors.
It can be seen that most of the particles arrive at times
t < 250 _s. This time distribution is important, since we
separate muons from protons and pions by assuming certain
maximum reaction delay.
The Turku hadron spectrometer will be used in future as
a central detector of an air shower array /i/ In ad-
dition, there will be position and direction sensitive
detectors in the spectrometer. _ith the fast recording
system described and with some additional electronics we:
can aDalyse cosmic ray showers and bursts in detail.
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Fig. 3. The time interval distribution of charged cosmic-
ray Particles in the Turku hadron spectometer.
4
Fig. 4. _ne time distribution of charqed particles arriv_nq
at the spectrometer before the first neutron is de-
teczed in the neutron monitors. This time distri-
bution is used to separate protons and pions from
muon background.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental arrangement for studying multiple hadrons produced in
high-energy hadron-nucleus interactions is under construction at the
university of Turku. The method of investigation is based on the detec-
tion of hadrons arriving simultaneously at sea level over an area of a
few square metres. The apparatus consists of a hadron spectrometer with
position-sensitive detectors in connection with a small air shower array.
The position resolution using streamer tube detectors will be about 10
mm. Energy spectra of hadrons or groups of simultaneous hadrons produced
at primary energies below 1016 eV can be measured in the energy range
1-2000 GeV.
I. Introduction
Measurements of the exact shape of cosmic-ray hadron spectra give infor-
mation on the properties of high-energy hadron-nucleus interactions.
Recently, energy spectra of charged and neutral hadrons weremeasurcdat
sea level in the range 0.05-1000 GeV /1/. Particularly interesting is
the spectrum of pions, because the few previous measurements made at sea
level have given contradictory results /2,3,4/. Nieminen et al. /I/ es-
timated pion spectrum assuming an ,identical shape of neutron and proton
spectra above 5 GeV and a proton-to-neutron ratio of 1.05. Even then,
above 50 GeV only upper bound was obtained for pion spectrum. This was
due to simultaneous incidence of multiple hadrons, not necessarily pions.
Incidence of several simultaneous hadrons in sea-level detectors was
'earlier studied theoretically /5/. It was shown that the frequency of
occurrence of multiple hadron events is noticeable above total hadron en-
ergies of about 100 GeV increasing with energy and is strongly dependent _,
on the detector area. The role of multiple hadrons in the interpretation
of air shower results was recently discussed by Sreekantan et al. /6/.
At highenergies the air shower results were found to be severely dis-
torted if these events were not properly taken into account. The present
report concerns an experimental arrangement for studying multiple hadron
production.
2. Hadron spectrometer
Front view of the hadron spectrometer used in the experiment is shown in
figure I. central part of the spectrometer is a double neutron monitor.
Effective depth of the lead target in each monitor is 270 gcm -2. Evapo-
ration neutrons produced in hadron-lead-nucleus collisions are detected
with 16 BF -counters with an average efficiency of 12.5 % /7/ In addi-3
tion to the double neutron monitor, five liquid scintillation counters
(100x100x6.7 cm3),viewed from two sides by photomultipliers, are used to
measure the energy of electromagnetic cascades produced in the spectro-
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meter. The thicknesses of the four iron ab- ST
sorbers shown in fig. I are 1.2 cm, 5 cm, FE
I0 cm, and 10 cm, starting from the top. The ST
P$
total depth of lead and iron in the spectro- ._,,,,_...........................
meter is 4.5 interaction mean free paths of Ps
hadrons. The measurement of energy of in- sT
cident hadrons is based on recording the ...................................Ls
multiplicities of neutrons produced in each _i_-" _ _" "" "" "" "_I I
monitor and on the pulse heights observed in
the liquid scintillators due to electromag- i
netic cascades. The spectrometer can be used
in the energy range 1-2000 GeV. ___ '"
3. Position-sensitive detectors • ,, ,.., •
Three layers of streamer tubes at the top of _I_I_\\_ 'eble'_''El''U"I
the spectrometer (fig. I) are used to deter-
min the number of si ultaneously incident
charged hadrons. The uppermost tube layer is _Ls
unshielded while the other two are shielded
against low-energy electrons by lead and/or Ls
iron layers. The active areas of these three m _,T_N UOmTO.
detectors are 4.0, 1.7,and 1.0 m2. The _Mo ==_,Am,
streamer tubes are of the same type as those IIFI-T_II, FE IRON
_AS?IC _INTIL_R
of the Mont Blanc detector described by _ U_mscm.T,L_ATO.
larocci /8/. The basic element is an 8-cell sT STREAMFRTUBSS
plastic profile coated with graphite. T_e F_g. I. Front view of the
dimensions of a cell are 0.gx0.gx120 cm .The hadron spectrometer.
diameter of the Be-Cu anode wires is 100 pm
and the gas filling is a mixture of 75 %
isobutane and 25 % argon. Two_dimensional read-out from each three tub_
planes by perpendicular induction stripsenables the determination of po-
sitions and number of incident particles. To solve mirror ambiguities, the
induction strips of successive tube planes are rotated _y 45°W4,thresoect
to each other. By using digital read-out, the position resolution will be
about 10 mm. In addition, the angle of incidence of particles can bemeas-
. ured with an accuracy of about 2 degrees. The read-out electronics are
based on commercial Camac system. A special-circuit ha§ been designed,
which triggers the read-out in case a selected number (_2) of charged
paFti_les traverses the steamer tube layers.
A fourth layer of streamer tubes is installed between t_e two neutron
monitors (fig. I). This detector enables measurement of positlons of
showers produced in hadron cascades in the upper monitor. Thus, also the
. number of neutral hadrons incident on the spectrometer and interacting
in the lead target can be determined.
4. Air shower array
The air shower array which will be constructed in connection with the
hadron spectCometer is shown in figure 2. The shower parameters to be
measured are core position, size, and arrival direction of a shower. The
principal idea is to study hadrons near the shower core. The core posi-
tion is determined using the method proposed by Bergamasco et al. /9/.
This method enables the signals from the core detectors to be used as a
master trigger for the other instruments in case the core falls in an
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appropriate distance (_20 m) from the DO
hadron spectrometer. There are in total .ff-e-_
four core detectors consisting of two .......
,/
plastic scintillators placed one on top _T/ CD
of the other and separated by a lead " _c__ "/
layer with thickness of 5 cm. An example /
of such a detector are the two plastic i
scintillators at the top of the spectro- I
meter (fig. I). The measurement of the \ c0 co
core position is based on the relative \ _aO0 OD
pulse heights observed in the two scin- _ m
tillators. Near the core the number of _, /
high-energy electrons undergoing multi- _T I
plication in the lead is high. _"_"-_-I_ L-_-=J-_-_0 I 2 _ 4 _m
CD_ Core _etector
Four liquid scintillators (DD in fig 2 FT:_,,T)_,,_• OO: Density Detector
are used to measure the density of show- ,s:,.d_o.sp._.o.t°_
er e]ectrons and accordingly to estimate p).t)_,o_.t_))._o_., _zq_rd,_.t.,._o.:
CO: 2x(SOx50xl,5) cm3 or DO: 50xSO*5.O cm3 or
the shower size by using a theoretical Z_ODD,_DO,_,O)_ 'O0._O0_S.O_
lateral distribution function. Four FT:SD'SD_O'S_3
plastic scintillators (FT in fig. 2) are Fig. 2. Air shower array•
equipped with fast photomultipliers.
With these detectors the arrival times of the shower front in each pe-
ripheral timing detector are measured with respect to the central detector.
The arrival direction of the shower is then estimated using plane ap-
proximation of the shower front•
Electronic system used to measure all the pulse heights and time differ-
ences is based on Camac equipment• Microcomputers are used to read the
data and store it on floppy disks• Hadron cascade model of Lumme et al.
/10/ is being extended to include electromagnetic component in order to
calculate response of the array as wellas the accuracy of shower size,
core position and arrival time measurements.
5. Discussion
Assuming that multiple cosmic-ray hadrons arriving simultaneously at sea
level are produced in the last collision of a high-energy hadron in the
atmosphere, the height of production will be a few hundred metres and par-
ticles detected over an area of I m2 at sea level are emitted into very
narrow cone (%1 mrad). The higher is the collision point in the atmos-
phere, the narrower is the emission cone. Accordingly, such events of
multiparticle production are detected, where the relative transverse mo-
mentum of the particles is very small. Using the experimental arrange-
ment described above, intensities and energy spectra of groups with var-
ious numbers of hadrons can be studied• Restricting to single particles,
the exact shape of energy spectra of cosmic-ray hadrons (e.g. pions) can
be measured• Investigation of lateral distribution of particles produced
in the same collision and emitted into a narrow cone is also possible,
fixing the center of the group to the position of the most energetic
particle. This can be estimated by determining the number of charged par-
ticles in hadron cascades observed under the first neutron monitor using
analog read-out of the streamer tubes or possibly simply by observing the
physical size of the clusters produced by the developing cascades.
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Multiple high-energy hadrons observed without accompanying air showers
are thought to be produced in diffractive excitation processes. In these
processes the primary particle retains most of its energy thus preventing
the development of a shower. Recently, however, a model of coherent pro-
duction of hadrons with small transverse momentum from nuclear targets was
advocated by Berlad and Dar /11/. The mechanism was attributed to the
decay of resonances produced in Coulomb excitation. By measuring inten-
sities of groups of simultaneous hadrons, energy dependence of cross sec-
tions of coherent production can be studied and their possible contri-
bution to the rising total cross section estimated. Even the relative
contribution of single and double diffractive excitation can be studied
on the basis of observed single and double clusters of particles.
Multiple hadrons have been earlier investigated in air showers /6/ and
at very high energies (>I TeV) by several groups using emulsion chambers.
In the present experiment occurrence of multiple hadron events is studied
both in air showers and without accompanying air shower. Furthermore,
also low-energy (_I GeV) hadrons are taken into account. Primary energy
range covered by the experiment is from I TeV upto about 10000 TeV. Prop-
erties of multiple production in air showers are of great importance
and could explain, at least in part, for example the observed increase
of transverse,momentum with energy.
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A POSSIBLE EAS ARRAY ABOVE THE
SOUDAN II DETECTOR
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ABSTRACT
Multiple high energy muons, when studied with a
large area detector, can be useful in the study of the
composition of Cosmic Rays at energies _i0"*14 eV. The
Soudan II detector, primarily designed to detect nucleon
decay, is located _600 m deep underground and has
dimensions 16m X 8m X 5m(height), and is made up of
drift tubes. The minimum muon energy needed to penetrate
that depth is _500 GeV.
We have used a set of simulated EAS to calculate
the rate of muon associated events, using a trigger array
with the number of detectors varying from 37 to 127 ( the
radius of acceptance varying from 50m to 100m). The number
of simulated showers, initiated by different nucleii(mass A)
used in the calculations, is given in the following table.
A Eo_: 50 Tev i00 Tev 400 Tev 1600 Tev
1 711 917 711 -
4 - 306 ii00 -
14 - - 686 120 -
24 - - 629 149
56 _ - ii00 88
The assosciation rate is seen to be a strong
function oF#the multiplicity of muons in the detector.
The difference in the rates of association of proton and
nucleii induced showers rises rapidly with multiplicity.
More detailed decoherence studies, which is possible
with this high resolution detector, and correlation with
shower chartacteristics is under progress.
Flux considerations dictate that a minimum radius of
100m for the EAS array is essential for the method
to be useful.
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§i. Introduction.
At the investigation of the arrival time distribution, it is very
important to measure the pulse wave-form precisely as much as possible
and still the observation by fast pulse technique has attracted the
attention of many researchers.(1),(2),(3),(4)
Experimental study of the fast scintillation counter(FS) system to
observe a shower disk structure at Mt.Norikura are described in this
paper, especially on the system performance and a pulse wave-form by a
single charged particle. Some improvements were made on a few points.
As reported at the previous conference, the photomultiplier tube pulse
(PT-pulse, at Bangalore called a knot pulse) is appeared at the leading
edge of the main pulse. To remove this PT-pulse from the main pulse ,
we changed the frame of the scintillator vessel (1) and have made the
fast triggering system to decrease the dead time which came from the use
of the function of the self triggering of the storage oscilloscope(OSC).
To provide a new field on the multi-parameter study of the EAS, the
system response of our FS system also improved as a results of many
considerations.
§2. Experimental.
For the fast triggering system , four 0.25m 2 trigger fast
scintillation counters (TFS) were used for the air shower trigger and
two 0.0625m2 TFS used for the identification of a single particle at the
present work, where the photomultiplier is the same one for the FS(R329-
02,Hamamatsu). A block diagram of developed fast trigger system and the
FS system is shown in Fig. i. Four constant fraction timing
discriminators (CFTD) were added last year, where its propagation delay
is_lOnS ,time walk is _l.5nS and the out put pulse width was set to
80nS, because of the usage for the EAS trigger.
Used plastic scintillators for the FS to measure pulse wave-forms,
are the polymerization type ternry plastic scintillator plates(5Ox5Ox5c_
) with the same lot(CI LTD)° To avoid diffused reflection, the inside
• wall of the scintillator vessel is covered with a sheet of black paper
except for the bottom. The signal outputs from the FS were connected to
a storage oscilloscope(TS8123,1WATSU) with a 15m 10D2V cable and a 5cm
. 58 U/G cable and terminated to 50_ by the terminator(BB5OMl frequency
range is DC_3GHz) at the entrance of the storage main amplifier .
Coincidence output signal triggers the storage OSC of the external
trigger mode, first of all, and when the service request signal through
GPIB control Bus is transmitted from the storage OSC to the personal
computer, the computer begins to control the GPIB data Bus. It takes
about 12 seconds per one record.
By the way,the definition of the pulse wave-form parameters, such as
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a rise time,FWHM and FWTM, are 10D2V
illustrated in Fig. 2. As the /_ _ Fig.l
FWTM represents a thickness of
shower disk, we must pay
attention to the definition.
1
§3 Performance of the FS 4-folaL• Coincidence
system• jAs the measuring method of
the time response of the
system , we adopted the ! IAS_
___ 2-fold I Tr_S. Pulse
Cerenkov light signal I _ slow
10D2V [ ] [Coincidence
observation from the acrylic L,_sxtiT_i.. _ r' iacid resin plate (50x5Ox5cm 3)
with the sa_me vessel and the I_l ; >___to_s_,osc+__
photo-tube as for the FS _____) [___scintillator. Fig.3(a) shows ' ' Te_,i._to_"DO I I_°nB cPIs I
the arrangement of the _ & dlvlder ( _3GHz)j J _ C°iti°ler '
Cerenkov detector. A single
charged particle does not pass 7
through the photo-tube,so (FS3_ A Ltors I OSC_--_ P ...... 1 1
I I I _ S ' OSC_.--I no.purer
the influenCec of the PT-pulse _ _ I_s-8 [ _o-n5(e,g. light signal at th 12_ [l '
photocathode made by
borsillicate glass with a
concave surface, imp to 6.7ram
thick ) is avoidable . Most of t Fig.2
the obtained pulse wave-form ( FWTM )I
k-------Delay Time _ : -
have a small ringing pulse T _ '_ /_-_J,'
train , gradually decreasing _ ! /: 10% :
their amplitude at the = , " /; ,
, _ i - r # i
_ 'w_M_'/ ,[ , I
trailing edge of the main = ._ / .... ' Trise=Tgof-Ti0f
pulse which may be due to high _ , _ /', _ox ,
frequency component contained _ , ,\ : " /_ Tfall--Tx0r-Tg0r
,'_, /i
in the main pulse But the ) , _\, / : ,• '" ) i ) ) ' (
I )3 ) ! i ipulse height of the first $ , ' ./,' , 90% ;
ringing pulse is less than 10% ,' :', : : ' '
i , t I ) I g
o,t ema,npea,  resu t ,,°,,f he time respons i T .
tabulated in Table i . Tl0f Tsf0f Tg0 f Tmax Tgo SO 10r Tlod
§4. Pulse wave-form of the FS by a single charged particle.
On the pulse wave-form measurement of the scintillation counter had °
been done mainly by the time spectrometer with a time to pulse height
converter(TPHC) and the results show a smooth curve.(5) This pulse
wave-form is an averaged one , so we must be handle with caution. On the
other hand, the single particle response of the system must be known at
the time when we discuss the arrival time distribution of the shower
particles. Then, we observed the pulse wave-forms for single particles
with the detector arrangement shown in Fig.3(b). TFSl,and TFS2 were
installed as t_oavoid the PT-pulse occurrence.
The experimental results are shown in Fig.4. Various time response
data in this work are listed in Table i ,where parenthesized values show
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the standard deviation. Our data are quite sufficient one, because the
maximum rise time of the storage OSC 3.5nS (Commercial data) is larger
than our Cerenkov data.
Trigger Fast J [ [----]
Scintillation counter _ [Fig. 3(a) Fig. 3(b) _7
I ' II / Fast Scintillation
\ ce_enkov/ LL! counter
Tab Ie I _//////////////////_
Mode of Experiment Rise Time (nS) F W H M (nS) Comment
Cerenkov Detector 2.68 (±0.3) 4.31 (i0.15) present work
PT pulse 2.51 (±0.2) 4.37 (±0.2) present work
Single particle 3.54 (±1.18) 7.18 (!2.03) present work
Averaged Single particle ._a57 . 7.43 present work
............_¥-_LY_6.........2._L_[_ ............_i_:_ .............._'d_g_'_l_ffS"
Single particle 4.3_4.5(0.9_1.3) g.6_8.8(1.7_1.8) Koba Group Ref(2)
Fig.4
_' Mean=49.517mV Mean=319.059mV'nS
Standard deviation=22.925 '__ Standard deviation=f65.465
_ . _ Pulse HeiSt _o __ Pulse Area
o _
_ _o
0 40 80 120 mV 0 500 i000 mV.nS
Mean=3.532nS Mean=7.184nS
_ _. Standard deviation=l.179 '_ Standard deviation=2.033[
_ / I" Rise Time ._o_ W H Mo_
_ ._o
4 :8 nS 0 4 8 12 nS
The fluctuation of the pulse wave-form from the plastic scintillator
. is larger than what we expected and this tendency is obvious at glauce
of individual pulse profile. The rate of subpeaks, a_ the condition
that the peak height of a subpeak is greater than the 10% _f the average
peak height, is about 82%, and at the condition that larger than the 33%
of the main the rate is about 48%. In the former case that is
P.H.(subpeak)_0.1xPH(mainpeak), the rate is affected by the small
ringing pulse. At the case P.H.(sub)>_O.33xP.H.(main), the influence by
the ringing pulse is small and the delay time distribution of subpeaks
in this case is shown in Fig.5. This delay time distribution is
expressed as
F=Aexp(-t/% ) : _ =3.56nS
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the value _=3.56nS is quite reasonable as compared with the fail
time measurement.(6) '.
Fig.5 §5. Simulation of the pulsewave-form.To give an effective and practical
Delay time comment at the data analysis of the
shower disk, we simulated pulse wave-
! Distribution forms at their density i0, 20 and 40
F=Aexp(-t/3.56) particles/O.25m 2 using a sample arrival
i00 _ _ time distribution function :
,where¢2_ =0.5nS and m:l.5nS and-
= observed pulse wave-form data for a
> single particle whose values of area are
i0 within 17% of that of the average area
o _ ____ distribution. The number of simulated
• pulse wave-forms for density i0, 20 and
o 40 are 21, 23 and 16 events,
respectively.
1 The average values of the obtained
0 i0 20 rise time , and the FWHM, are somewhat
Delay time (nS) larger than those of the measured for a
single particle. Analysis shows, also,
that the ratio of the sub peaks to total number of simulated events
whose Pulse height is larger than 1 particle, are 38%, 59% and 81%,
respectively. Those high rate may come from the ringing pulses at the
trailing edge of a single particle's pulse profile. While as an
analysis of the subpeaks whose densities larger than 2
particles/O.25m 2, they are quite small and are 10%, 27% and 6% for each
_ensity.
§6. Conclusions.
From the facts described above, we obtained satisfying results on the
system performance and it becomes clear that the behavior of the pulse
wave-form of the thick(5cm) plastic scintillator by a single charged
particle.
On the other hand, with respect to the'pulse wave-form simulation
there are still many problem as a selection of the sample arrival time
distribution function. And in future we must devise that how to
decrease the effect of the PT pulse and the ringing pulses technically•
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Performance of a local electron densit_ tri_er to select extensive
air showers at sea level.
T. Abbas, _. Ma_a,f and F. Ashton
Dept. of Physics, Durham University, Durham, England.
Abstract
Time coincident voltage pulses in the two closely spaced (1.6m)
plastic scintillators have been recorded. Most of the recorded events
are expected to be due to electrons in EAS whose cores fall at some
distance from the detectors. This result is confirmed from a measure-
ment of the frequency distribution of the recorded density ratios of
the two scintillators.
Introduction. A threshold local electron density selection requirement
is the simplest method of detecting extensive air showers. With this
system the minimum shower size (and hence primary energy) that produces
a threshold trigger is reasonably well defined but for a given recorded
density, showers with a wide spread of core distance and shower size
can satisfy the trigger requirement. Near the shower core (<Im) the
electron density is believed to increase more rapidly with decreasing
core distance than at larger core distances and it is possible that
small core distance showers could he selected by a density ratio
requirement.
Experimental arrangement and results. EAS were selected by a twofold
coincidence AA (_27.5m-2). _B (_27.5m-2) between two plastic
scintillators A and B each of area 80 x 50 cm = 0.4m2, their long
sides being parallel and their centres being separated by a distance of
1.6m. For each trigger the number of partic.les NA and NB traversing
each scintillator was recorded using a computerised data acquisition
unit and figure I shows the frequency distribution of the density ratio
NA/NB and also NB/NA. It is seen that the most probable value of the
frequency ratio is close to unity in both cases and that the
, distributions show a long tail. The peaking of the density ratio at a
value close to unity is consistent with the known slope of the electron
density lateral structure function as a function of core distance and
the eE_imates Of the median core distance of showers that produce a
•, local electron density greater than some threshold value are shown in
table I (Ashton and Parvaresh, 1975).
The data can also be used to evaluate the integral density
spectrum of electrons at sea level and the result is shown in figure_2
where the minimum of the two recorded densities was used in evaluating
the integral spectrum. For density thresholds in the range 2-40m -2
the integral spectrum was measured directly by counting the rate of
twofold coincidences. It is seen from figure 2 that the present
measurements are consistent with the best estimate given by Greisen
(1960)for A>27.5m -2 but that for smiler densities a somewhat larger
rate is observed. Also shown in figure 2 is the response of the two
counters A and B measured individually to the global cosmic ray flux
where the output pulse height from either detector is plotted in terms
298
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of the ratio NA/NB where NA, NB are
the number of _articles traversing scintillators A and B which eachhave area 0.4m . EAS were selected by requiring _11 particles to
traverse both scintillators simultaneously and the ratio NA/N B :g
evaluated if both NA and NB satisfy 11_N_134 as the passage of >134
particles through either scintillator:saturated the recording system.
Total nu_er of shower triggers =1184. Nu_er of evaluated density
ratios =1122. i.e. 62 shower triggers saturated at least one channel of
the recording system. Nu_er of observed triggers with NA/NB>5 and -
hence not plotted in the figure =10 (NA/NB = 8.1, 10.3, 7.6, 8.1, 5.5,
6.4, 7.7, 8.6, 6.2, 6.4). Also plotted is the ratio NB/NA (dashed
histogram). Nu_er of observed triggers with NB/NA>5 =2 (NB/NA=6.2,5.D.
of the equivalent density of particles traversing it. Extrapolating the
measured distributions suggests that for A_600_ 2 EAS could be selected
using only a single detector rather than the coincidence between two
detectors as used in the present work.
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• Figure 2. Integral rate response of scintillators A and B (each of area
0.4m_) to the global cosmic ray flux. The pulse heights recorded by
each scintillator have been converted to the number of equivalent
particles traversing the scintillator at normal incidence and then
expressed in terms of the density of equivalent particles incident on
the scintillator. The traversal of the scintillator by single particles
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Caption to Figure 2 continued.
corresponds to a density of 2.25m -2. Also shown is the electron
density spectrum measured using a twofold coincidence requirement. At
small densities (I) the measurements were made by twofold coincidence
counting while at high denities (A) a computerised data acquisition
unit was used. The solid curve is the expression.
R(>_ = 540 _-(1"3+'0551°g10A)hr-1
for the sea level electron density spectrum given by Griesen (1960).
Threshold Median core Median shower Minimum shower
density (m-2) distance (m) size size
I 30 .3.5.104 8.0.102
10 15 1.5.105 I.7.103
40 11 2.1.105 5.5.103
300 6 7.0.105 3.0.104
i
1,000 3.5 I 1.5.106 8.0.104
Conclusion. The value of almost unity for the most probable value of
the density ratio is consistent with the core distance of most of the
showers falling at distances large compared with the separation (l.6m)
of the counters A and B. The events observed in the tail of the
distribution are interpreted as having a decreasing core distance, the
larger the value of the density ratio.
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MIC_O_OCESS_ -BASED SINGLE PARTICLE CALIbrATION
OF SCINTILLATIONC_J_T_
MAZUME_R G.K.D. & PATHAK K.M.
Department of Physics ,GauhatiUniversity
Genhati _781014 ,ASSAM ,INCA
AB_T
A microprocessor.basedset-upisfabricatedand tested for the s_gle
particle calibration of the plastic scintillator.Thesingle particle
response of the scintillatoris digitized by an A/D co=verter,anda
8088 A based microprocessor stores the pulse heights.The digitized
informations are printed with a printer. Facilities for _T display
and Q_sse_te storing and recalling are also made available .
The details of fabrication along with same re_LtS are presented in
this paper.
l.Intro@action. The system describedhere is designedto calibrate the
plastic scintillatorsused in an KA_ array in Ga_hati Unlversity,Assamo
The different aspects and significance of the stu_ are already reported
elsewhere (i) .In this paper the design and the experimental set-up
relating to the detectionand recording of the scintillatorresponses due
to single m_ons are reported .
2.t_s. Fig. I sho_s the experimental set-up for the calibration
of the scintillators .
2.5 Cm.
F--q A2-50 Cm. x _0 Cm. x S Cm.
/ /P_ / I /
.... + J
"'-1__ ........-_
Fig.l=-The Experimental set-up .
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It consists of three plastic scintillat_ AIpA2_& AS.The Scintillator J
AS which is to be calibrated ,is placed under a 20 Gin.thicklead block.
Each scintillatoris viewed by a 6564 PMT of 12.5 Cm. diameter.
The analog si_is from each PMT are talcen out from an inverting
pre-amplifier (PA) fabricated using a _OSFEr §N 200 and two HF transisters
BFIIS. The details of the amplifier system including sample-and.holdare
reported elsewhere (2).
The output fTom the PA i_ input to the main amplifier (MA) by low loss
cables .The NA out put is integrated by an integrator (liT) and the
integrate_ signal is sampled and held by a sample-and-hold(S/H)
consisting of two LF 598 and 74 series TTL circuits,The S/H is actuated
by a logic step derived from the E_scriminatur_& coincidence unit,
This unit conprises of three discriminatorsusing _hree 710 & one
OD 4068 .This anit is triggeredby the MA out put. The analog out put
of the S/H is digi@_zed by an A/D converter 0816 and is controlled by
a 8085 A microprocessor .
The microprocessor controls the detection and recording of the events.
' ,1, "_ ....._,_] t ' [-"_ "/ol
d
i
"I L
I . _ _,i__ Ii "NIIDI " _ ' ' ' --
L_Ja-..-r....., .: _J]::.... .
1 I II I II rl J I I_1 I
Fig. 2 Block _agram of A/D conversion & recording electronics.
The electronics of the conversion & storing are shown in fig.2.
When A_A2,and AS are traversed by a vertical mUCh ,the colnc_dence
puls_l_ r*--'eceiptof the coincidencep_se,the S/H holds the input
analo_ signal and at the same time a po;itive pulse is generatedby
the AND gate 7411 of the control unit .The rising edge of this pulse
triggers a monoshot 74121 to give a negative pulse at the out put.
SO8
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This pulse is connecte_ to the clock input of the flipflop_(F/F) 7474
and Q and _" are set to high and low states respectively, Q is connected
to the other input of the AND gate and it does not give any pulse till
Q id reset to high state .
The high output of the F/F interrupts the microprocessor and it
sends a start conversion pulse to the A/D .The 8-bit data bus of the A/D
is coupled to the one of the I/O ports of the processor.The microprocessor
sends a clear pulse after storing the digitized information in a RAM and
it resets the F/F to be ready for the next event.
With the help of another port, the stored informations are printed
out.T_e interface RS 252 is provided for cassette recording /CP_T display .
S.Results & _scusslon. Fig.S shows the pulse height distribution
obtained with the _asent set-up .The
most probale pulse height for single i
porticle is found to be 0.45 _ ,05Volts.
&
The number of electrons collected
at the anode _f the PMr is calculated
using the relation Q - NPM where N is the
number of photom produced by the incident
particle of energy _ which dissipates 0
energy in scintillator ,P is photon
transfer efficiency ,M- over all gain
of the P_ , Q is also calculated from
the most probable pulse height and it
is found to tally with the theoretical
value within experimental error,
The response of the scintillator
over different regions is also studied o ._ ._ ._ ._ l'o L._1'4
and is found to have variation less than Tuu%_ H_¢,_Tl_v_S
10% wit,h a slight decrease towards the
ed_e, _g,| Pulse height; _Itri_tiom
• 4,Oonclusions ,.The technique developed has been used in estimating the
numberdensity in an air showem array for studying emission of EM waves
I_om EAS.
" The method,which 9_])e 'very well used in place of an expensive
_Itichannel-Pulse_hei ght-analyser (MCPHA),is usful for small laboratore
ies ,
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SAMARKAND COMPLEX SETUP FOR INVESTIGATION OF
cosxc  nIATION I.  N RQY OF
7 IO 9 - IoISev
Dorman L.I.
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio
Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk,
Moscow Re_ion, USSR
Vallkhodzhaev F., Makhmudov B.M., Sirodzhev N., Tashpulatov R.
Samarkand State University, Uz.RRS, Samarkand, USSR
I. Abstract° The Samarkand complex setup is aimed at the stu-
dy of cosmic ray variations in a wide energy range from 7. IO 9
eV (which corresponds to the qeomaqnetlc threshold in the re-
gion of Samarkand) up to _IoIS-IOI6ev. The setup consists of
four 6-counter sections of neutron supe r_onitor with c0,_ters
SNM-I5 and 48 scintillator detectors (Im each} placed under
and above the supermonitor. The effectiv_ area of the setup
for recording neutrons and muons is 24 m . The setup can re-
gister time variations of the following cosmic ray components|
I) the total neutron counting rate, 2) counting rates for neu-
trons of different multlpliclty0 3)soft-mupn fluxes, 4)hard-
muon flu_es at various zenith and azimuth angles, 5) electron-
photon component, 6) extensive air showers (EAS) induced by
primary particles in a wide energy range and accompanied or
not accompanied by muons and neutrons.
2. Deicriptlqn of the setup. The complex setup consists of
four 6-counter sections of neutron supermonitors which are
compactly placed at a hight of I m. Under and above each sec-
tion t_ere are 6 scgntillator detectors with an effective area
of I m* each. The dimensions of each section are 315 x 222 x
x 52 cm 3 and the weight is about I3 tons. The generator of ne-
utrons _s made of lead (an effective area in one section is
-6.2I m'),and the retarder and reflector of neutrons was made
of polyethylene. Neutrons are detected by Soviet neutron co-
unters SNM-I5 (effective length -200 cm, diameter-IS am, fil-
led with a gas _F 3 up to a pressure of 20 cm Hg, the concentra-
tion of IO B isotope in boron reaches 80 %, operating voltage
- 2600-2800 B, proper radioactive background _1%). Plastic
selntillators with reflectors and photomultipliers placed at
the top of reflectors are used as detectors of charged par-
ticles (electrons, muons, protons). After amplification, for- "
marion, and diaerlminatlon_pulses from detectors come to the
general logic scheme in which different components are selec-
ted (neutron, electron-photon, muon, EAS with different accom-
panylng). The results of the selection come into a multichan-
nel recorder with a punch out on the paper tape and digitizer.
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3. Recordin_ of sinqle and multipl eneut. ,ro,n,s. The developed
electronlcs makes it possible to sort out events induced by.
slngle and multiple neutrons and to block pulses from elec-
trons and mucus in neutron counters /I/. Bearing in mind the
coupling coefficients for slngle and multlple neutrons one
can say that the Samarkand neutron supermonitor is sensitive
to promary cosmic rays in the energy range from 7 to several
tens of GeV, with an effective energy of about I5 GeV. The 6
total counting rate for neutrons is expected to be about IO-
pulses/hr, which corresponds to the rms statlstlcal error_ =
= O.I_/hr! for 5-mlnute data this eorrespondd to _ 0.3-O_4
%/5 mln., which is quite sufficient for statistical investi-
gation of cosmic ray scintillations. Thescountlng rate for
neutrons of multlpllclty uw2 is _ 1.3 IO pulses/hr, w_Ich pro-
vides _ O.3_/hr7 for n_3 the counting rate is /_4 IO pulses/
/hr, which gives _ 0. 5_/hrT for the sum m..4 and 5 the coun-
ting rate is _ 20IO4pulses/_r and _O.7 _/hr/ and for row6
the counting rate is _ 4 IO'pulses/hr and q_ _hr. These
accuracies show that the data on high multipliclties can be
used only for the investi_atlon of Iong-perlod variations and
statistical analyses, and also of short-tlme variations with
a large amplltude (powerful Forbush decreases, effects of so-
lar flares).
4. Record,inq of soft muon s. It is well known (see the review
/I/) that in a neutron supermonltor about 7 % of pulses are
induced by soft negative muons which form on le_d nuclei the
mesonic atoms with a subsequent capture of muons and a for-
mation of several neutrons. Such events can be discriminated
by pulse antlcolncldence in the upper and lower scintillators
and by retarding pulse coincidence in a neutron supermoni_or.
The expected counting rate for soft muons is about 1.3 IO_pul -
ses/hr° which corresponds to _ 0.3 %/hr. This will make it
" possible to study in detail the meteor01oglcal v_rlatlons of
soft muons which are of great theoretical and practical in-
terest.
5. Recordlnq of the e!ectr0n-phot0n and mUCh components. Sum-
mation of the counting rates of upper sclntillators provides
information on time variations of the total ionizing compo-
nent with a high statistical accuracy (q_ _ 0.02% for a 5-mi-
nute Interval). Subtraction from this counting rate of the
flux of hard and soft muons gives data on variations of the
" electron-photon component. Further, the use of a scintillator
system for selecting the respective double coincidences bet-
ween individual upper and lower scintillator detectors gives
exclusively valuable information about time variations of
hard mUCh fluxes which arrive at different zenith and azimuth
angles. After the quality of the work is analized, analogous
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channels of coincidences which correspond to one and the same
zenith and azimuth angles are summed up. The large effective
area of the setup allows us to obtain observational data
with so small statistical errors (smaller than 1% for S-mi-
nute data) that we can very reliably use the recording even
at large zenith angles _ich correspond to primary cosmic
rays with an energy _IO GeV. The data on time variations of
hard muon fluxes from different directions yield much infor-
mation about variations of atmospheric, geomaqnetic and
extraterrestrial origin with an energy of IO TM - IO I2 eY.
6. R.ecordinq of d.ifferent types of extensive .air showers.
Pulses from each of the 48 upper and lower scintillators.
as well as from 24 neutron SNM-I5 counters come to a logic
system which sorts out the following eventsl a) various
combinations of coincidences only o£ upper scintillators -
recording of counting rate for EAS of different power which
correspond to primary partlcle8 of energies ZO I3 - IO TM eV;
b) recording of EAS of different power accompanied by muonsl
c) ret_)rdlng of EAS of different power accompanied by neut-
ron S.
7. Me,,t,,eorolog.,i.ca, l and eouplin q coeffi..clents.
With an account of the geometry of the setup and its geo-
graphical position, each of the components mensioned above
in 3-6 is characterized by the following coefficientsl _
a barometric coefficient for the i-th component of a .=tl
up; _(h), the density of temperature coefficient, where h
is pressure at a corresponding isobaric level; WI(R). the cou-
pling coefficient depending on the rigidity R of primary
particles (see /I/, /2/. /3/7.
8. Application of generalized spectro_graphic method for
the ,analysis of observational data. A continuous recording
of fluxes of single and multiple neutrons, soft muons, elec-
tron-photon component, fluxes of hard muons from different
directions and frequencies of different types of EAS with
essentially different meteorological coefficients and dif-
ferent coupling coefficients makes it possible to use the
generalized spectrographic method /4/ for obtaining separate
Info_matlon about variations of atmospheric, geomagnetic,
and extraterrestrial origin. The method consists in the fact
that for each i-th component recorded by a complex setup
for each time moment t one derives an equation for an obser-
ved variation of the counting rate
KF,,
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where the intensity variation _I_(t) = I. (t) - I_c , vari-
ation of the air column mass abo@e the s_tup may differ
considerably from the pressure _ho(t) - ho(t) - h o, tempe-
rature variation _T(h,t) = T(h,t) - To(h), variation of
geomagnetic cutoff rigidity _Rc(t) = Re(t) - Rc and vari-
ation of the primary spectrum _--D(R,t) = D(R,t) - Do(R}.
_ere the first two terms on the right imply variations of
atmospheric origin, the third term determines variations of
geomagnetic origin, and the fourth term - variations of
extraterrestrial origin. The solution of a system of equa-
tions of the type (I) by the method described in /4/ for the
above-mentioned set of components of a complex setup allows
us to obtain continuously the information about _ho(t),
_-T(h,t), _--Rc(t) and _-D(R,t)/Do(R), i.e. in the end, about
the processes in the atmosphere /2/ and magnetosphere /5/ of
the Earth and in cosmic space /6/_ the information of space-
time variations of the energy spectrum of primary CR_will be
obtained in a wide ene.rgy range from 7 IO 9 eV to I0 I5 - IO I5
eV.
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RADIO WAVE EMITTED BY AN EXTENSIVE AIR
SHOWERS IN 10KHZ TO IMHZ REGION
Jun Nishimura
The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science
Komaba, Meguro, Tokyo, Japan
ABSTRACT
An importance of radio wave in a frequency range less than
IMHz has been discussed by Suga at the time of the Bangalore
Conference. In this paper, an estimate of radio intensities
at 10KHz, 100KHz and IMHz has been made on the basis of the
Kahn-Lerche theory. An emphasis is made that negative
charge excess in a shower gives main contribution for low
frequency radio emission, in spite of the importance of the
contribution of transverse current in the geomagnetic field
in higher frequency range. An estimate is also made for
radio intensity produced when the shower hits the ground.
Contribution of this process seems to be important at large
distance say beyond Ikm from the shower axis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The radio wave emitted from extensive air showers has been
studied since 1965 in the frequncy range of 30 to 60MHz.
However, since lateral spread of the radio wave intensity
was found to be steep, such studies have not been considered
to be promising to detect low frequency large showers.
In a low frequncy range around IMHz, only a few studies have
been reported. Moscow and Yakutsk group (V.B.Atrashkevich et
al: 1973) reported that strong radio wave of 1.9MHz with I
to 25 micro V./M.MHz were observed for showers of 6xI0 _ <
Ne <1.7xi08 at distances from 600m to 1300m.
Suga proposed possible detection and importance of radio
_ave at frequency range less than IMHz (K.Suga: 1983). He
discussed contribution of charge excess in an extensive
air showe_for emission of the radio wave in this range,
and also discussed possible emission process when this
excess charge hits the ground. Similar treatement to
estimate the contributions of these processes have also been
performed recently by Sakata.( T.Sakata: 1985).
O
Since these results seem to be promising to detect low
frequency large showers, we examined the contribution on the
basis of Kahn-Lerche treatement, in which we can estimate
radio intensity more easily, such as to include effect of
emission angle of the radio wave from shower axis. The
comparison is made for the degree of the each contribution
by excess charge, dipole and transverse current, and shows
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excess charge gives the most important contribution between
these processes in frequncy range less than IMHz.
Radio wave emission when the excess charge hit the ground is
also treated by using the formulae of the transition
radiation. Contribution for the radio intensity by this
process is much larger than other processes below IMHz. We
estimate a few times of 100 micro V/M.MHz or more at Ikm
from the shower axis for a shower of 102o eV.
2. RADIO WAVE EMISSION IN A LOW FREQUENCY RANGE.
The radio wave emission from an extensive air shower has
been treated by Kahn and Lerche on the basis of the Maxwell
equation.(F.D.Kahn and I.Lerche:1965). They discussed the
contributions from three process, i.e. charge excess, dipole
and transverse current in the geomagnetic field.
They obtained a fourier transformed field strength due to
each process as, in the notation of their paper:
a) Charge excess
E(k)= -ie_/2.(k_)Jo(k_a)H_'(ksr) (I)
b) Dipole
E(k)= -iM/2.(ks)2Jo(k_a)(H_'(k_r)/ksr+H_ _ (_r)) (2)
c) Current
E(k)= -J/2.kJo(kea)_)(ker). (3)
Here _, M and J are the excess charge, dipole moment and
current in an extensive air shower, k, s, a, and r are the
wave number, Cerenkov angle, radius of shower disk and the
distance of the observation point from the shower axis.
If the number of the shower particles changes with altitude
as exp(-Lx), where L and x are the absorption coefficient
and depth of the atmosphere measured in unit of length,
another process for emission of radio wave arises.
ks in eq.(1) should be replaced, in this case, as
((ks) 2 +2ikL+L2)i/2 . (4)
" The relative importance of each term in eq(4) depends on the
radio concerned. Since L is of the order of I/Ikm= I0-5/cm,
=.024 and k= 2x10-_/cm at IMHz, contribution of ks in
eq.(4) becomes small in these frequency range. Thus the
radio emission is mainly due to the charge acceleration
rather than the Cerenkov process as illustarted in Fig.1.
The effect of change of number of shower particles with
• altitude becomes predominant in the low frequncy radio
waves.
Due to this situation, degree of the contribution of charge
excess becomes important compared with that of other process
in the low frequency range as seen from formulae (I),(2) and
(3). The emission angle _ is also changed to about (L/K) I/2,
giving a large angle spread compared with Cerenkov
angle.This results wide lateral spread of radio pulse, and
gives us a possibility to detect large extensive air showers
efficiently. The relative importance of each process for
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intensities at various frequencies are shown in Table I.
HHa
ov Eadlatlon
Charge _ _" Charge
Accelerat ion
Acceteratio Fig.1. Relative importance of
,0[_ Cerekov emission and
charge acceleration.
IL_........L ._ -_---
0 QS I0 I.I •
Shower Age
Table I
Relative contribution of each process ( L = I0 -s / cm )
Freq. (MHz) Excess charge Dipole Current
100 I 0.57 2.2
I .0 I 0.053 0.24
0.1 I 0.0169 0.074
Here we refer to the values of Z_ , M and J in the paper ( M.
Fujii and J. Nishimura: 1968 ). This clearly indicates the
importance of the charge excess in the low frequncy range,
and we can estimate the radio intensity by only taking this
process.
3. RADIO PULSE WHEN SHOWER PARTICLES HIT THE GROUND
When shower particles hit the ground, radio pulse is
emitted by excess charge in the shower. This is just the
same process known as the transition radiation. Since the
shower disk hits the ground with a time duration of 0.1 to I
micro sec. depending on the inclination of the shower axis.
Only the radio wave of frequency less than I to 10MHz are
emitted coherently. The radio pulse intensity is
W(f, 8)dfdn = e2/_c - IcosSIdfdn , (5)
where f is the frequency of the radio wave, and 8 is the
zenith angle of the shower axis. If N charged particles are
involved, e in the eq.(5) should be replaced by Ne.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Referring to the formula in section 2, 3, numerical evalua-
tions are made and shown in Fig 2, 3. Here we assume
number of shower particles changes with altitude as :
N = No.exp(-x2/2(0c) 2 ),
where o is around 5 micro sec. for a vertical incident
shower. The calculated radio intensity is 100 to 1000 micro
V/m.MHz for a shower of I0 z° eV and is similar to those
orders of maqnitude obtained by Suga and Sakata.
1000 OC :,,
_"_ 0 = I_ 0 =-45 °
Uv/m z -- Charge Accl H /n B W "" -- Charge Aec
.... Trans.Rad. ---- Trans.Rad.
100 _-, lC
\
"'\,,X 0.1 '_\
I 0 "'%1 I "_
_10 KHz I_
0.1 R 10 km 0.1 I R 10 km
Fig.2. Radio intensity per band Fig.3. Radio intensity of
width of each Frequency. shower with Zenith
. Vertical incident Shower. angle of -45 degrees.
The transition radiation emitted by charge excess in shower
gives the most predominant contribution at a distance beyond
. Ikm. Since the intensity of transition radiation is known
to be changed as (_ -I/_ +I) , where e is a dielectric
constant of the ground, which indicate that radio intensity
is affected by condition of the ground. Other processes to
emit the radio wave are proposed by Suga and Sakata.
Contribution of thoseprocesses will be discussed at the
time of the conference. •
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§i Introduction.
It is very important to find out parameters describing the air shower
phenomena, so the fine measurement of the structure of the shower disk,
that is, the arrival time distribution of the all charged particles
(mainly electron component) near the core of the small or middle size
EAS were planned at Mt.Norikura since 1982.(1)
Pulse wave-form measurement of the electron and muon component of the
EAS had been made by several groups (e.g.(2)) and also with respect to
delayed hadrons in the EAS. (e.g.(3)) Up to now, however, the structure
of the shower disk does not studied precisely, especially at near the
core of a small or middle size EAS•
At the previous conference, the preliminary study on the pulse wave-
form was reported with some problems, such as the effect of the PT-
pulse(4) , and the existence of the abnormal pulse wave-form. These
observed data by the same apparatus as this work were affected the
effect of the PT-pulse and not so good time response appeared in the
value of the FWHM for a single muon. As mentioned in another paper at
this conference (4), we made some improvements on the fast scintillation
counter (FS) system (i.e. on the fast trigger scintillation counter
(TFS) system) and on the system response of the FS.
§2 Experimental.
Four fast scintillation counters whose area is 0.25m_and four TFS
have been added to Mt.Norikura EAS array as shown in Fig. I. The
triggering requirement for this run was that four TFS counters show the
pulse height greater than 4 particles/O.25nrZat the same time whose
allowable time delay is 80nS for each TPS.
Approximately 6200 showers
were caught for this work in Fig. 2
last summer. Fig. 1 _ -
Digitized data by storage o ° ° °
oscilloscope were a o
transmitted to the personal o ox a o x
° Doom Do
computer through the GPIB _ _...._.o d
_0oo°_°ooo
ooo °oo0°bus and were recorded on the o.o_.....L
4ao°DmoaQ°sm°o_
o ooooo°o_oo •
floppy disk• To measure the o_ ,o_
rise time of the pulse, some /'_ _Tr_gger
im provem ents w ere ma de. °_ SeinCillatlonCountera
First, we change the design _ast scintillat_on Co&te_ .
of the FS vessel to as shown °0 _ 8 L2 ,, 20 _ (6 50cm
in Fig 2, because this , , I I i , l• _ (_) ScinCillacor
change means the increase of
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time difference between the l0
Rise Time
prompt PT-pulse and the main _ Fsl ' . :
scintillation pulse. So we .£ N-Io6~2"io+
e<30 o . .. ..' •can easily eliminate such a e . .. .
pulse shape data that affected _ " "._".:_. •
5 _: _ ." " . . ,." . _,. : •by the PT-pulse. Secondary, _ , .V,_.':'."' " " "
• ::".'.." '.'l ".. "" ,
the+ dynode chain of the _ "._'¢-""'." ... • •
resistance (i.e. voltage _
distribution ratio) for the
photo-tube was improved to ' ',................
that for the pulse linearity o Io 20 30 40
measurement, consequently, the Fig. 3(a) R_s(m)
effect of a saturation of z0 F W H M
pulse.height was avoided. _ FSl
_Finally, we changed a high = N'IOS~2"IOG0<30 °
vo,+to p oto-tu e* 1":" i';:up to about 1900 volts, from _ . • • " :.'l_.• 11550 volts at the previous m 1o . ..-_°_._'_._,.; :..... • . .'" -_,... :2,. _. "experiment, and if the time . '
response characteristics has
the same tendency as for the
i i i 1 i i -1 i t _ _- i --_ k .1_ i
photo-tube 931A, circular cage Io 0 30 4o
type, the rise time of the Fig°. 3(b) Rfs(m)
photo-tube (R329-02) may be
improved about 0.5nS (i.e. 30 F w T M "
the rise time become 2.1nS). Fsl
N-lOS~2.106
The definition of the 0<309
various parameters of the " .- •
pulse wave-form are reported _ 2o
in another paper at this v • _, .. . .
Conference (4). About the _ " "" •
definition of the FWHM, care _ . • " """ _:" "".',;"."2 ,_ "'.. "must be taken, because only _ .%._t"..i " : "
when the time of the 50% of ".." "" '-." •
the main peak pulse height is
found at the trailing edge of
the main peak, the FWHM is
obtained .... , .........e
I0 20 30 40
Fig. 3(c) Rl!s(m)
§3 Experimental Results.
15 I i I
, 3.1 Rise time, FWHM and iN-io_~2-Io_ e<3o" R=<Re_ '
FWTM I . , , ,-.. ',,, .F wt-t _
Fig. 3 (a),(b),(c) show =. [ . i., /I [].llll]the rise time, the FWHM and ,+,!_-_++i0
the FWTM distributions of _._the fast scintillation
counter FSI against the m+_ I i i
+,,, lateral distance from the _ _ 5
shower axis to FSI, where
size region is I0_ to 2"10 _ Rise Tim_
,age is greater than 0.2
and zenith angle is less o 2'o
than 30_ the core distance Fig. 4(a) Rfs (m)
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(between the axis and the 4o t , , .
trigger center)Rc is less Fig. 4(b)1 I t
than the effective distance
Ref. At the selection of 0
the pulse wave-f°rm data' _3° t t t t 1
we considered how to v
eliminate the PT- pulse _ .....
events as shown in Fig. 5
and the pulse wave-form _ 20
data which have a ringing
tail at the trailing edge N=IO6~2.XO6 _<30° _=<_ef
of the main pulse. Rfs (m)
Considerable such events 0 lo 20 30 40
were omitted by the 0 50 (nS) I00
adoption of the condition ' "
with respect to the rise FSI I
time, that is T- Tr=4 3 (nS-_lO.4ptls/O.25m 2
rise>=3.0nS.
What is evident from F_ N=l.64xlO "=
the figures is that the Tr=2 _,_J_"-_Ringing Pulse S=0"5
fluctuation of the rise '_ Train 8=5"5°time and the FWTM become
large with the lateral dis- ',_53.4
tance but the distribution J
I
of the FWHM is not so
i
broad. _, PT-Pulse
3-2. Structure of the I
shower disk. ..... ' -
All the data of every FS3 _',_,, . .
FS were summarized and we Tr=3.1 '_L_ n
obtained an average ,_2.
feature of shower disk as FS4_! / Fig. 5in Fig. 4 (a),(b),(c),
where the error bar repre- Tr=3.6 \:/[!//._. Single Core
sents a standard deviation. _/_44.3 Even=
From these figures the
following become clear as an average structure of the EAS disk. (A) The
rise time shows an increasing tendency with a lateral distance from
3.5nS to 5.4nS. (B) The FWTM, also shows the same tendency as that of
the rise time and it changes from 25nS to 33nS. (C) The FWHM has
slight dependence on the lateral distance. (D) All the parameters of
the pulse wave-form show large fluctuations for each shower.
Similarly, the average parameters for the EAS whose size region is i0s
to 2_i0_ were obtained. Compared with above results, size dependence of
these parameters may be described as follows. (A) The rise time of the
size i06_ 2"106 is less than that of i0_-_ 2_i0 _. (B) The FWHM of the
size lOS_ 2_i06 has greater value than that of 105. (C) The variation
of the FWTM with the distance from the axis for the size region i0 "
2_,_i0is larger than that for the size I06_ 2_qO6.
3-3. Observed pulse wave-form and its core structure.
All pulse wave-form data obtained were printed again by a computer
and we found various types of pulse profiles. The core maps of
interesting events, also, were obtained and 40 showers whose core hit
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the central array were Fig. 6 0 50 (nS) i0(analys d up to now,
together with the pulse , ' ....
data. Fig. 6 shows an ' __.__N=l.04xl0 s
example of the multi-core FSI "_'_f- S=0.6
' _-27.9 0:27 3°
event that all of the Tr--6.5(nS)
pulse wave-form of this 8.5ptls/0.25m z
event have a subpeak at FS2-----'XI_
',_9.1 \i. 6
time=26.0nSN27.4nS delayed Tr--3 8
from the main peak time. I
I
On the other hand, an FS3 _f--'_
example of the single core _16 0 \
event is shown in Fig. 5. Tr--3.5 • 5.0
The pulse wave-form from I Double Core
the FS2 has a PT-pulse and FS4 6_'/'_,_u \i_ Eventalso has a ringing pulse Tr=4. 'k19.4 "9
train. This event has not
any coincident subpeak _i 1_9 1_' a3_ _._e25 [!_]_6 1_o
162 25' 298 257.
2.5nS around the time of _, _3 [] _3 []the biggest subpeak. 92 _ 12o 1'_ 3o_ _I _7 26,, 2_2
§4
(A)C°nclusi°ns'Theaverag stru- _L_iJ_._8 [_8' [_ 3"E-]2F[_592"_[ i]2'[_'
cture of the shower disk "[_-_[] [] _[_ _7 [_[_[_
became clear and further ___' _[_]o
analysis will be continued _. 0
with respect to the size [_ _ [_' [_5/:[_/[_o-_3 [_iand age dependence of the
pulse wave-form parame-
ters.
(B) Considerable pulse wave-forms of the electron component observed
have two decay constant and the simulated pulses reported in another
paper (4) also have same tendency.
" (C) Rough analysis on the correlation between the core and time
structure, it seems that about 1/3 of the core event have 3 or 4
coincident subpeaks where the limit of the pulse height of subpeak is 1
. particle. And the rate of a multi-cored shower was_-60% out of them at
the size IO_NIO.6 Simulation work and further technical development will
be necessary, because small subpeak less than 10% of the pulse height
may be under the influence of the ringing pulse appeared in the single
, particle pulse.
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ABSTRACT
The longitudinal structure of air shower disc has been
studied by measuring the arrival time distributions of
air shower particles for showers with electron size in
the range 3.2 x 10g_to 3.2 x i0%5in the Akeno air-shower
array (930gcm-2atmospheric depth).The average FWHM as
a parameter of thickness of air shower disc is increas-
ing with core distances at less than 50m.At present
stage,it cannot be seen the dependence on electron
size,zenith angle and air shower age.The average thick-
ness of air shower disc within core distance of 50m
is almost determined by electromagnetic cascade start-
ing from lower altitude.
i. Introduction
The experiment to search for long-lived massive particles in ex-
tensive air showers has been carried out in the Akeno air-shower array,
using twelve fast scintillation detectors at intervals of 5m,will be
discussed in a separate paper (HE 6,2-10).The time profile of the
signal from photomultiplier (PMT) reflects the arrival time distribu-
tion of air shower particles,namely the longitudinal structure of air
shower disc.Hitherto,the lateral structure of air shower particles is
rather well known through basically measurement of lateral density of
air shower particles and also nuclear cascade theory.However,informa-
tions on the longitudinal structure near the core (_50m) are not abund-
ant in spite of recent improvement of recording apparatus and additive
parts for nano second measurement.Only,C P Woidneck et al (1975)
measured the longitudinal particle distribution from the time delay mea-
surement,so far. It is interested in studying the thickness,the curvature
of air shower disc and also their fluctuations in order to discuss the
longitudinal development of air shower and primary compositions. The
preliminary results on average thickness of air shower disc and its
dependence on zenith angle and air shower age are presented in this
paper.
2. Experimental
Twelve scintillation detectors were located at the $2 area in the
Akeno air-shower array at intervals of 5m as discribed in separate
paper (HE 6,2-10).The group A consisted of two 0.25m 2 scintillation
detectors with 2" fast PMTs and _ Im 2 scintillation detector with 5"
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fast PMT.Signals fed to an adding circuit through co-axial cables
(IIC4AF) with different length of 50m,63m and 75m,and then added signals
were recorded by a 100MHz storage oscilloscope.The group B and C were
also same systems as mentioned above.The time response of the whole 0.25
m2 scintillation detector system for single relativistic particle was
4.9ns in rise time (tr :time from 10% to 90% of the maximum signal) and
10.6ns in Full Width at Half Maximum (_.That of the whole im2 scinti-
llation detector system was also 6.2ns and 15.2ns in tr and tw_respec-
tively.
The work was performed in conjunction with the air-shower array.
Signals from each groups were stored in three storage oscilloscopes if
the heights of three signals from the triggering detectors (A-I,B-I and
C-l) were higher than a given level and coincided in time with one ano-
ther.The stored signals were read out to a floppy disk by simultaneous
master pulse from the air-shower array.
3. Analysis and Result
Observation was made from May to October of 1984.Total running time
was 88days and the total number of events triggered was about 6300.The
analysis was made on 2142events recorded by B-2 detector.The arrival di-
rection (6 and_),the electron size (Ne),the core location and the age
parameter (s) of an ai_ shower were determined according to the proced-
ure adopted by the air-shower group of Institute for Cosmic Ray Reserch
of the University of Tokyo.We excluded the signals whose peaks of some
showers were out of the storage oscilloscope frame and also whose peaks
were smaller than given level corresponding to four relativistic parti-
cles.ln this paper,the arrival time distributions of air shower parti-
cles with Ne in the range 3.2 x
' I I I I i05o5to 3.2 x 10_5and sec _ in
the range 1.0 to 1.3 are report-
2G- ed.
I tw The average values of tr
and tW plotted against core dis-
_ tances are shown in figure i.
15- _ As is seen in this figure,both
_ " values increase with increase in
X
c core distances.On the other hand
10 - * - ,dependence of these values on
E tr Ne cannot be seen from this fig-
_ _ ure.As often pointed out,average
twS have some biases at core
5 - x xo
distances larger than those pre-
sented here in each Ne bins.They
are caused by small number of
O I I I I incident particles (less than
20 40 60 80 about ten particles) ,and conse-
Core distance (m) quently,average twS are esti-
" Figure i. Average trs and twS against mated to be rather small values.
core distance for showers with sec _ We have been confirmed carefully
of 1.0-1.2 and Neof 3.2 x i05"_ 1.0 unbiased regions of core distan-
x 106"_X),l.0 x i_ "_ 3.2 x I_'_Q), ces in regard to each Ne bins.
3.2 x i_ .$ 1.0 x i0_O) and 1.0 x Figure 2(a) shows the
i0Z_ 3.2 x 10Z_). average values of twfor showers
with Ne in the range 3.2 x i_ "5
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to 1.0 x lO%0,core distances in the
range 20m to 50m and sec _ in the
range 1.0 to i.i,i.i to 1.2 and 1.2
to 1.3.Figure 2(b) shows dependence _
of average twon s for showers with 15-
sec _ in the range 1.0 to 1.2,and
same Ne and core distance bins as
figure 2(a).Average number of inci- _ 10- (a) _
dent particles to the detector in
I I I
these three core distance bins is
E
about 50,25 and 12 for sec _ in the
range 1.0 to 1.2 and for s in the 15- _ -
range 0.75 to 1.25.Average particle
number adopted in figure 2(a),(b)
is the same values within errors (b)
regardless of different s and sec _. 1C-
These quantities (tr and tw) I I I
derived from recorded signal shape 20 40 60
are distorted due to the decay time Core distance (m)
of plastic scintillator,the transit
time spread in PMT and the response Figure 2. Average tws against
in storage oscilloscope.Accordingly core distance for showers with
,the average signal shapes have to Ne of 3.2 x i06"_ 1.0 x i0_
be reduced to a system with zero (a) shows the dependence of
time response in order to discuss average twon sec @;i.0-i.i (O),
the true thickness of air shower 1.1-1.2 (O) and 1.2-1.3 (B).
disc.We assume the function Ve for (b) shows the dependence of
the arrival time distribution of average twon age parameter (s);
air shower particles as 0.75-1.0 (O) and 1.0-1.25 (O).
Ve(t)=exp(-a(t)) x (l-exp(-b(t)))
The average signal shape derived from the recorded signals,Vo,can expr-
ess as the convolution of the two functions Ve and VS which is average
shape co_responding to single relativistic particle.
V_(t)=J_s(t-_) x Ve(_) at' Here,V_ is an expected signal shape.
Calculation was made by two parameter (a and b) fit,and then determined
these parameters giving the minimum value of_ (Vo(t)-Vo(t))2.Figure
3 shows the corrected arrival time distributions of air shower parti-
cles for showers with sec _ in the range 1.0 to 1.2,and different Ne o
and core distance bins as showed in figure caption.These distributions
presented here are normalized their areas to be same value,namely to
same number of incident particles.The distribution at core distance of
10m to 20m have a large ambiguity when correct to zero time response,
because the average signal shape is as narrow as the average shape of
single particle. In figure 4,corrected average tws are presented against
core distances derived from the procedure mentioned above.
4. Discussion
The average thickness of air shower disc presented as the value of
twis increasing with core distances.Apparently,the effects of multiple
Coulomb scattering and transvers momenta of the particles contribute to
broaden the thickness with increase in core distances.On the other hand,
the contribution of high energy interaction and primary compositions
through the longitudinal development of air shower particles to the
value of twis not obvious as is seen in figure 2(a) and (b).It seems
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Figure 3. Corrected arrival time distributions of air
shower particles for showers with sec _ of 1.0-1.2 and
(a) Ne of 3.2 x l0S.S- 1.0 x 106"0for core distances 10m-20m
(b) Ne of 1.0 x i08.0- 3.2 x 108.Sfor core distances 20m-30m
(c) Ne of 3.2 x i08.5- 1.0 x 10%0for core distances 30m-40m
(d) Ne of 1.0 x 10%0- 3.2 x lO%Sfor core distances 40m-50m
that the thickness at core distance 10
less than 50m is almost determined I I I I "
by electromagnetic cascade starting
at lower atmosphere.However,the
detailed discussions should be done _ 5- +
after a comparison of the whole _ I I -
shape of arrival time distribution,
especially on the part of tail and
I
also those at larger core distances 0 ' I I I I
,which are seemed to include the 20 40 60 80
information of upper atmosphere. Core distance (m)
Furthermore,it is necessary to com-
pare with an elaborate three-dimen- Figure 4. Corrected" average tW s
sional shower simulation, against core distance derived from
We are going to process the the arrival time distributions
" data obtained simultaneously in shown in figure 3.
an air shower by twelve detectors
in order to expect higher accuracy and also to study the uniformity of
thickness.
w
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Abstract
Properties of I018-I019eV gAS such as the electron lateral
distribution, the muon lateral distribution (E>IGeV), the ratio of muon
density to electron density, the shower front structure and the transition
effects in scintillator of 5om thickness are investigated with the Akeno
4km2/20km 2 array at far core distances between 500m and 3000m. The
fluctuation of densities and arrival time increase rapidly at the core
The 4km2 array has been in 5 o art charoed --
o muon(>lGeV) _
continuous operation for two years[l] o
and the expanded array of 20km212] from \
the end of 1984. Properties of I018- _ o
1019eV extensive air shower(EAS) at far _ Eofl_S'S~lO19aeV
core distances are studied with 2 - \
4km2/20km 2 array in conjunction with A - o -
the data of the dense Akeno Ikm2 _ \
array[3] which consists of 151 _ o _
scintillation counters of Im2 area and _I - \ -
9 muon stations of 25 m2 area. The oresults are important not only for _ •
determining electron size, muon size _ \
and arrival direction of the large _ o
showers and estimating their errors, _O
but also for designing the future huge
surface array of 100km2 area. The
reliability of the Linsley proposal for
the detection of giant air shower with
"mini array"J4] is also discussed using -1
the data obtained.
The data observed with 4km 2 array 4 _during a period between Dec. 1982 and
Oct. 1984 and with 20km2 between Sep.
1984 and May. 1985 are analyzed. -2 I I I
During this operation time about 250 2.0 5.0 4.0
EAS of energies above 1018eV are COREDISTANCE LOG(R) (m)
observed. Fig.1 The lateral distribution
of electrons and muons.
2. The lateral distribution of eleotrons(LDE)
The LDE is expressed by the function with two parameters _ and _ [5].
_e(R) = C(R/Rm)-g(I+R/Rm)-_ -_). Rm = 91.6m ; Moliere unit. ---(I)
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O_Is 1.2, to which our experiments is not sensitive. _ _ can be measured
precisely with many detectors. For the EA3 of 3x1018ey _ is about 3.8.
The LDE becomes steeper as the energy increases and is expressed by
= 3.80±0.05+(0.10_0.05)LOG(E/IOI9ev) _ (2)
between 100m and 1000m. This energy dependence is a llttle larger than
the result reported by Linsley[6],
At core distances above Ikm, the LDE becomes steeper than the
extraporation of the above formula. In flg.1 the average LDE of I018.5eV-
I019.5eV for vertlcal EA3 is shown.
The fluctuations of electron densities after subtr_otlng statistical
ones(Poisson) are shown by solid linesin fig.2(a) and expressed as a
function of core distances as follows.
_p e(R)/p e(R) = 0.20x(l+R/1500) 2.0. - ............... (3)
At core distances near 2km, the fluctuations become abo_t 100%.
Ap/p=O.2*(l+R/1500)_°
z s._/
0 1.0 /.sT_
_------ ....
41_
U
_J
UL
P 0.1I--
I I , i i I I
-I O 1 2
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 LOG( PULSE HEIGHT)
. COREDISANCE LOG(R) (m)
(a) , (b)
Fig.2 The fluctuation of eleotron densities(a). The broken line is
derived from pulse height distribution of single partloles. That
" is shown in (b).
3. Ionization losses in sclntillator at far core distances
At far core distances the fluctuations of electron densities become
larger. The followlng causes are possibly related to its increment; the
transition effect in scintillator, slow neutrons, large core angle
distributions of electrons or broad arrival time distribution of
- electrons. The last one is important when the densities arq_measured by
one detector of large area.
The transition effect in scintillator is examined by comparing the
ionization losses of 16 Scintillation detectors of Im2 area with 5cm
thickness and those of 25 detectors of 0.25m2 area with 0,3cm thickness.
The ratio of them is 1.05±0.05 and the transition effect is negligible.
The slow neutrons may be partly responsible, since the delayed pulses
are frequently observed at far from the core[7].
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We are measuring the density with the logarithmic amplifier by
discriminating the exponential pulse of decay constant 10 _sec. Therefore
the successive particle incidence with broad arrival time distribution
described in section 5 may contribute to the fluctuation. The fluctuation
due to this is estimated to be about 5% at Ikm and 60% at 2km, which are
less than the observed values. The pulse height distribution of a single
particle which traverse the scintillatXor is measured at core distances
around 2km and is shown in fig.2(b). This distribution is obtained with
151 scintillators of Ikm2 array when the average density is smaller than
0.2 per detector. Therefore this distribution shows the energy loss
distribution of a single particle and is free from the pile up of the
exponential pulses. The FWHM is about 100% and is the same with the value
of Eq(3). This shows that the large density distribution is not due to
the spurious one of the used amplifier.
The large core angle distribution of electrons is expected to be
originated from multiple scattering, which is also concerned with time
structure of shower front reported in section 5.
4. The lateral distribution of muons(LDM) and the ratio of muon density
to electron
The LDM(>IGeV) between 200m and 3km is well expressed by Greisen's
formula[6].
p#(R) = C(RIRO) -0-75 (I+RIRO) -2"5. RO=280m (4)
The average LDM for 1.0 I I I _ T
vertical EASof P_(>IGeV) I l1018.SeV-1019-5eV is _T
shown in fig. 1. P_[_d ?IT
The average ratio 0.20*0,07IT_ |
of muon density to "_" _'_
electron is shown by _ III_lIhorizontal bars as a 0.1--
function of core _ -- Idistances between 100m
and 3km in fig.3. The
points with error bars --
are the individual
events which are
observed by usin_ the 0.01 l I l I .
detectors of Ikm_ array 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
triggered by 20km2 COREDISTANCE LOG(R) (m)
array. The average
ratio at core distances Fig.3 The ratio of muon density
between 2km and 3km is to electron.
0.20±0.01, but the
fluctuation of each event is large.
5. The time structure of shower front
The arrival time of the fastest particle of each detector is measured
to determine the arrival direction of EAS. There are 53 fast timing
channels with 10nsec resolution in Ikm2 array and 23 channels with 20nsec
in 20km2. The time structures of shower front are studied by using these
76 channels. Our information is the arrival time of the fastest particle,
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but it gives the shower 4 I I Ifront structure at far _/
from the core where the Llnstey ....""
average density per Ot=_R/3__._
detector is less than I.
In fig.4 the _ 5 -
dispersion of arrival S
time is shown. The
dispersion increases
rapidly at core _ /
distances above 2km, and _ 2 --/-
deviates from the
extrapolation of the
formula given by
Linsley[4]. The
curvature of shower I J J J
front shows the similar 2.0 2.5 5.O 3,5
tendency. COREDISTANCE LOG(R) (m)
Fig.4 The thickness of shower
front.
6. Discussion and Conclusion
At core distances above Ikm, the LDE becomes steeper than the
extraporation of that within Ikm. The density fluctuation increases with
distances and exceeds 100% above 2km. The causes of the increment of
fluctuations are possibly related to the broad arrival time distribution
and the large core angle distribution originated from multiple scattering
of electrons. The curvature and the thickness of shower front increase
more rapidly above 2km. Therefore, it is necessary to arrange the
detectors within Ikm spacing.
The observation of Giant Air Shower with "mini array" proposed by
Linsley[4] has serious limitations, because the lateral distribution of
electrons becomes steeper and its fluctuations become large above Ikm.
Furthermore fraction of low energy muons to total charged particles
" fluctuate largely in shower to shower. This method requires the detectors
of large area.
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ABSTRACT
The arrival time distributions of muons with energies above I.OGeV
and 0.5GeV have been measured in the Akeno air-shower array to study the
longitudinal development of muons in air showers with primary energies in
the range 1017eV to lOl8ev. The average rise times of muons with ener-
gies above I.OGeV at large core distances are consistent with those ex-
pected from very high multiplicity models and, on the contrary, with
those expected from the low multiplicity models at small core distances.
This implies that the longitudinal development at atmospheric depths
smaller than 50Ogcm -2 is very fast and that at larger atmospheric depths
is rather slow.
Comparison of the mean arrival times of muons with energies above
0.5GeV and the calculation made by McComb et al suggests no serious con-
tribution of muons arising from photon-nucleus collisions to the arrival
time distributions of muons with energies above 0.5GeV.
i. Introduction
The Bolivian Air Shower Joint Experiment (BASJE) group and the Tokyo
Institute of Technology group carried out aseries of experiments to study
the longitudinal development of electrons and that of muons by measuring
the arrival time distributions both of atmospheric Cerenkov light and of
muons, at widely separated atmospheric depths of 55Ogcm-2(Mt. Chacaltaya)
and 93Ogcm-2(Akeno). The longitudinal development of muons derived from
the experiment at Chacaltaya and that of electrons derived from both ex-
periments atChacaltaya and atAkeno have already been published(1),(2),(3).
In the present paper, we report on the arrival time distributions of
muons with energies above I.OGeV in air showers with primary energies in
the range lOlTev to iOl8eV observed in the Akeno air-shower array. Also
reported in the paper are arrival time distributions of muons, with a
l_nver threshold energy of O.5GeV, in air showers around iO18eV. On this
basis an estimate is made of the contribution of muons arising from
photon-nucleus collisions (photoproduced muons) to the arrival time dis-
tributions of muons with energies above 0.5Gey_ by comparing the mean ar-
rival times of muons calculated byMcComb et al_) with those measued in the
resent experiment.
• Experimental
The first run (May 1981-December 1982) was made to measure the arri-
val time distributions of muons with energies above l.OGeV in air showers
with primary energies around 1017eV. The resul_ of this run was already
reported(4).
*Present address: Department of Physics, Meisei University,
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In the second run (January 1983-October 1984) the measurement was
made both at the M4 muon station (Ep>I.OGeV) and at the ME3 muon station
(Ep>O.5GeV), which were separated by 100m from each other. Four 4m 2
shielded scintillation detectors were operated along with a4m 2 unshielded
scintillation detector at each station (hereafter called muon detector
and electron detector, respectively). The inside wall of muon detector
was covered with black paper while that of electron detector was painted
white, and a 5in fast photomultiplier with 14 stages (Hamamatsu Photonics
R1250) viewed a scintillator in the detector. Signals from four muon de-
tectors were added in a circuit through a coaxial cable (IIC4AF). A
s_gnal from the electron detector was delayed by'l.8ps through a coaxial
cable (8C4AF) and then added in the circuit. This combined signal was
fed to a waveform recorder (Biomation 8100) with a sampling interval of
20ns. When the local trigger pulse generated by the passage of at least
one particle through the electron detector was coincident with a master
pulse from the Akeno 4km 2 air-shower array (5), which observed an air
shower with electron size larger than 107.5 , the combined signal was
stored in the recorder.
The time response of the whole system was 16.2ns for rise time be-
tween 20% and 20% of the integrated full signal from the muon detector
(T20_?O).
3. Arrival time distributions of muons with energies above I.OGeV
In figure i average values of T20_7ofor muons with _nergies above 1.0
GeV in the second run are presented against core distances, where the
data are free from biases arising from the requirement for the local
trigger and the limited dynamic range of the pulse height in the recording
system. Also shown in the figure are values of T20T708 calculated fromfour models for primary protons with energies of i0 eV and sece of i.i.
As is seen in the figure, the average values of T20_70 at small core dis-
tances are consistent with those calculated from low multiplicity models,
while high multiplicity models reproduce the present T20_70 consistently
at large core distances, indicating that the observed values of T20-70 at
all core distances seem not to be explained by any single model as in the
case of lower primary energies(4). Since the showers observed in the
present experiment were classified by their electron sizes, the sample of
showers with a given electron size observed in the Akeno array contains
- showers initiated at the top of the atmosphere with a particular primary
energy as well as those from lower primary energies starting at the
deeper atmosphere. This fact was already confirmed from the measurement
of atmospheric Cerenkov light at Akeno(3). Considering this fluctuation,
a model with an enhanced EI/2 multiplicity law reproduces the observed
values of T20_70 better than a model with an EI/2 multiplicity law at
2argest core distances.
W
4. Comparison of both arrival time distributions of muons above 0.5GeV
and I.OGeV
The average values of T20_70 for muons with energies above 0.5GeV
" are longer than those with energies above l.OGeV by about 50% for showers
with electron sizes in the range 108.0 to 108.5 and sec8 in the range 1.0
to 1.2, as shown in figure 2. It is worth noting that the average values
of T20_70 for muons above 0.5GeV are almost consistent with those above
0.42GeV obtained by the Nottingham group in the Haverah Park array[ 6), if
the differences of the system time response and the threshold energy of
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muons in the two experiments are allowed for.
In figure 3 the mean arrival times of muons above 0.5GeV and those
above I.OGeV were calculated from observed muon signals and are compared
with those estimated from the mean arrival times and lateral distribu-
tions of photoproduced and normal muons above 0.3GeV at sea level calcu-
lated by McComb et al (?) using a scaling model for proton and iron-initi-
ated showers. After allowing for differences of the threshold energy of
muons and the atmospheric depth between the calculation and the present
experiment, we would conclude that the longitudinal development of muons
in air showers with primary energies around lOl8eV is faster than that
calculated by McComb et al using a scaling model and primary iron, fur-
thermore the proportion of photoproduced muons to all muons above 0.5GeV
must be much smaller than that calculated by these authors.
5. Discussion and conclusions
The observed values of T20_?O at small core distances are consistent
with those calculated from low multiplicity models while at large core
distances these observed values of T20_70 are well explained by high mul-
tiplicity models. According to the present calculation, the average pro-
duction depth of muons arriving at the time intervals of T20_?O decreases
with increasing core distance. We may conclude, therefore, that the
longitudinal development of muons in air showers with primary energies in
the range lOlTeV to lOl8eV is as fast as expected from an enhanced EI/2
multiplicity law from 200gcm -2 to 500gem -2 and is rather slow beyond that
atmospheric depth. This conclusion is consistent with that derived from
the arrival time distributions of muons in air showers with primary ener-
gies above 1017eV observed at Chacaltaya (I) and of atmospheric Cerenkov
light from air showers with primary energies in the range 5×lOlseV to 2×
lO_TeV observed at Akeno (3) as well as at Chacaltaya(2).
The fact that photoproduced muons appear to make no significant con-
tribution to the arrival time distributions of muons with energies above
0.5GeV means that the character of pa?ticle interactions may be conven-
iently studied by measuring the arrival time distributions of muons above
0.5GeV, instead of I.OGeV, and comparing them with calculations for normal
muons. This way is important to reduce the cost of the shielding materi-
al of muon stations with large area in a large air-shower array.
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i. Introduction
Detection of air showers with primary energies above 1019eV with
enough statistics is extremely important in an astrophysical aspect related
to the Greisen cut off and the origin of such high energy cosmic rays.
Recently, Linsley proposed a method to observe such giant air showers by
measuring the arrival time distributions of air-shower particles at large
core distances with a mini array(1)_
We started experiments to measure the arrival time distributions of
muons in 1981 and those of electrons in early 1983 in the Akeno air-shower
array (930gcm -2 atmospheric depth, 900m above sea level), During our
observation,_b_ detection area of the Akeno array was expanded from ikm 2 to
4km 2 in 1982_) and to 20km in 1984 . _ow the arrival time distribu-
tions of electrons and muons can be measured for showers with primary
energies above 1019eV at large core distances.
In this paper, the possibility of Linsley's proposal is examined on
the basis of the arrival time distributions of particles measured with
unshielded scintillation detectors for following three points:
(I) Is the time dispersion as proposed by Linsley a stuitable parameter?
(2) How large area is needed for the detector?
(_) Are core distances and shower sizes determined accurately enough?
Also reported in this paper are signals delayed by longer than ins
from the shower front, together with a discussion on the nature of these
signals.
2. Experimental
In the first run from January 1983 to October 1984, the arrival time
distributions ofair-shower particles was measured using a 4m 2 unshielded
scintillation detector with a 5in fast photomultiplier (Hamamatsu Photo-
nics R1250) located above both the M4 and ME3 muon stations in the Akeno
array. Details of the measurement aredescribed in the preceding paper (4)
(hereafter called paper I).
Since the detection area of the Akeno array was expanded from 4km 2
to 20km 2 in October 1984 (3) , the scintillation detectors located at the
M4 and ME3 muon stations were rearranged. In this second run four 4m 2
unshielded scintillation detectors were installed near the center of this
new 20km 2 array and two 4m 2 scintillation detectors were located above
the M4 muon station, separated by about 2km from the center of the new
array. The added signal from these detectors was stored in the waveform
*Present address: Department of Physics, Meisei University,
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recorder (Biomation 8100) with a sampling interval of 50ns in each station,
when the local trigger pulse generated by a passage of at least one par-
ticle through any one of the detectors was coincident with a master pulse
from the array to observe air showers with electron sizes larger than
108.0.
The time response of the whole system in the first run was 39ns for
rise time between 20% and 70% of the integrated full signal (T20-70),
while this value in the second run became larger due to the larger sampl-
ing interval of the recorder but this is not serious for observation of
the arrival time distributions of particles at large core distances.
3. Arrival time distributions of particles at large core distances
On the basis of the observed arrival time distributions, the time dis-
persion (a) proposed by Linsley as well as the rise time (T20_70) were
calculated for each shower. Average values both of a and T20_70 are
plotted against core distances in figure l(a) and (b), respectively, for
air showers with electron sizes from 108.0 to 108.5 and sec6 from 1.0 to
1.2 in the first run. Also shown in figure l(a) is the value of a given by
Linsley's empirical formula. Although the average values of a obtained
at core distances smaller than 500m are larger than the value of a by
Linsley, those at large core distances are consistent with each other.
As is seen in figure l(b) average values ofT20_70 show a steeper depend-
ence on the core distance than those of a.
Though the sample of showers is limited at present, time dispersions
for Showers with electron sizes above 109.0 observed in the two runs are
plotted against core distances in figure 2. A large fluctuation in a is
seen at given core distances. The distribution of a depends upon the
number of observed particles. For a sample of showers with electron
sizes of 108"0-108.5 at core distances of 500-600m, the standard devia-
tion of a is lOOns for more than lO particles while 30ns for more than 30
particles.
4. Signals delayed by longer than Ipsec
Signals, which correspond to the passage Of more than 0.5 particles,
delayed by longer than lws from the shower front have been seen in 15% of
arrival time distributions measured for showers with electron sizes larger
than 108"0. Figure 3 shows the delay time distribution for air showers
with electron sizes from I08"0 to 108.5 and sece from 1.0 to 1.2. The
frequency decreases monotonously up to 4_s with delay time while, after
that Time, this frequency is almost constant up to lObs. The frequency
of accidental signalsis as low as 8×lO-4(4mZ.l_s) -I . Moreover, during
first run, we observed five interesting showers in which one or suc-
cessive delayed signals appeared in both the arrival time distribution
of muons and that of electrons with almost same delay times, one of which
, is shown in figure 4(a), and observed one shower in which four successive
delayed signals appeared in both arrival time distributions of electrons
with almost same delay times at the M4 and ME3 muon stations separated
by 100m from each other, which is shown in figure 4(b).
5. Discussion and conclusion
From the fluctuation in the time dispersions (a) shown in figure 2,
we may tentatively argue that the core distance and the shower size would
+120oj
be determined within an accuracy of lO0-150m and _ 70 m, respectively, if
the number of particles observed in the detectors exceeds ten and the core
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distance is around 1.5km. fiuw_ver, it should be mentioned from the
present analysis that the value of time dispersion (a) is more sensitive
to the existence of delayed particles than that of T20_70 and the values
of T20_70 show asteeper dependence on core distance than that of a.
Needless to say, it is most importnat to accumulate the sample of showers
and examine further the dependence of the dispersion on the electron size
and the zenith angle to make a final conclusion on the possibility of the
proposal made by Linsley.
The delayed signals observed in the present experiment seem to be
explained qualitatively as originated from low-energy neutrons which made
interactions in the scintillator. However, the successive delayed sig-
nals as described at the end of §4 look very interesting and more samples
should be necessary to clarify their origin.
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THE THICKNESS OF THE SHOWER DISC AS OBSERVED IN SHOWERS
PRODUCED BY PRIMARIES ABOVE 1019 eV
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ABSTRACT
The thickness of the shower disc has been measured in showers
initiated by primaries of energy > 1019 eV using the large area water
Cerenkov detectors of the Haverah Park array. Results are presented
which (a) provide supporting evidence for the accuracy of our
analysis procedures in giant showers, (b) offer an evaluation of
Linsley's mini-array technique for the detection of giant showers
and (c) extend earlier work on developmental fluctuations above IOlgeV.
i. Introduction. A unique feature of .the Haverah Park shower array is
the large area (34 m 2) of the water-Cerenkov detectors of the 500 m array.
These have been used in a succession of studies (Watson and Wilson 1974,
Lapikens 1977, Walker and Watson 1981, 1982 and 1983) to provide measure-
ments of the thickness of the shower disc as a function of core distance
(r >250m), zenith angle (e <40 °) and energy (E > 2 xlO 17 eV). In
particular these measurements were amongst the first to be used to
demonstrate the reality of shower-to-shower fluctuations in large showers.
Here we describe further results which have been deduced about giant
showers produced by primaries with E >1019 eV.
2. Check on the accuracy of core location above 4 xIOlgev. There is
considerable contemporary interest in the shape of the cosmic ray energy
spectrum above 1019 eV (e.g. Hill and Snhramm 1985) and, despite
considerable experimental effort world-wide, the shape of the spectrum
remains in dispute (e.g. Bower et al 1983, Diminstein et al 1982, Horton
et al 1983, Linsley 1983). In particular the Yakutsk group have reported
no events of energy > 102o eV while the other three groups all claim
events > i0z° eV. The Yakutsk group have suggested that errors in core
location and inadequate knowledge of the water-Cerenkov structure function
have lead to gross over-estimates of the energy of some Haverah Park
events (Vasilev et al 1983). We briefly describe a simple check, based
on our detailed studies of shower disc thickness, which refute this
hypothesis. This check has in fact been used in our work for many years
and has been alluded to before (e.g. Lapikens 1977, Cunningham et al 198_.
It is found that the thickness of the shower disc increases with distance
from the shower axis independent of detector type (Linsley and Scarsi
1962, Baxter, Watson and Wilson 1965). This arises because the source of
particles at a large axial distance is essentially a line source. Further-
more as the shower energy increases the 'line-source' moves deeper in the
atmosphere so that at a given distance the disc will become thicker. °
These features, and others, have been quantified in the Haverah Park work
through the measurement of t_, the risetime of the signal in the water-
Cerenkov detectors between i_ and 50% of full height. So far all of the
work has been done with 34m z detectors and the majority of data is
derived from measurements on oscilloscope records.
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The easiest and most common way to over-estimate the size of an air-
shower is to misplace the core at greater than the correct distance from
the centre of the array. The steepness of the lateral distribution,
combined with the wide-spacing of detectors, make this an important and
well-recognized problem. The shower disc thickness allows a check on the
accuracy of the assigned core: if the core is placed too far from the
array centre then the measured risetime will appear to be anomalously
fast. The risetime of the pulse thus acts as an independent check on the
core location analysis.
Figure I: Plot of risetime against distance for events listed in Table i.
400- /(I} Table I
I I / MR @ ID Ep/eV
6 6/(2) [ 9597348 ii° I 6.7xlO 19
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Events included in the Haverah Park energy spectrum (Brooke et al 0G5.1-3)
with e < 40 ° , E > 4 x 1019 eV and for which risetime measurements are avail-
above are shown in Figure i. The lines are for II° and 32° but are
appropriate to the 139 events with 5 xlO 18 < E < 4 xlo 19 eV (logE =19.O)
from which the regression relation
i
t_ (ns) = ((0.71± .01) - (0.47± .I0) sece)r + (55 ±8)
was derived. The points, on average, lie above this line as expected;
specifically ZO(O,r)/Om(t½) is +8.3 for the 18 risetimes measured in 7
events. Checks made in this way on the vast majority of showers with
E > 5 xlO 18 eV and 0 < 40° underpin our confidence in the existence of
primary cosmic rays above 5 xlO 19 eV.
3. The mini-array method. Linsley (1983 and this conference OG-9) has
proposed a cheap and novel method of detecting giant air-showers through
. the simultaneous measurement of shower disc thickness, density and
direction at a small (_50m) shower array. His proposal was based on
empirical data from the Volcano Ranch array obtained by averaging over
many showers. We find this idea attractive and are presently instrument-
ing the peripheral arrays at Haverah Park for this pUrpose (Brooke et al
1983). As an interim step we have attempted to evaluate the potential
of the method using existing data.
Events of known primary energy > 5x iO 18 eV and with at least one risetime
measurement were selected. Using the zenith angle determined from the
500 m array detectors and the known regression line for giant showers
(section 2 above) the distance of the core from each detector was
estimated and hence, from the known density and assumed lateral distribu-
tion, the primary energy was derived. In Figure 2 the primary energy,
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E(t), derived from risetime measurement is compared with that from our
normal analysis, the dashed lines indicating factors of two about the
i:i line. Data for two threshold density cuts are shown.
Figure 2: Plots of energy derived from risetime against energy derived
from conventional analysis.
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An unweighted straight line fit to the points above 1019 eV yields
gradients of 0.9 +0.2 and 1.2+O.2 and the rms scatters about these lines
are 100% and 75% for the two threshold density cuts respectively. A
number of factors contribute to the spread in E(t) and some of these will
be discussed in the context of risetime measurement at Ikm in a 1019 eV
shower at 30° .
/
(a) Zenith angle uncertainty. For the showers used above the typical
zenith angle uncertainty is about 3°. However for realistic mini-arrays
(such as those already set up at Haverah Park) Ae =5 ° (Brooke et al 1983).
For a density recorded at i km this leads to an uncertainty in E(t) of
about 30%. It is possible that with suitable calibration improved zenith
angle uncertainties might be achieved. Present work in optimizing angular
resolution for UHE y-ray astronomy might have spin-off here.
(b) Density threshold. The density threshold for the events in Figure
2(a) was set at > I m-2 (34 vertical equivalent muons). A detailed
analysis of measurement errors shows that for the reference shower being
discussed here _-_20ns with the major contribution coming from the finite
size of the density sample. This leads to an rms error in r of about lOOm
and to an rms error in E(t) of about 35%. The error in the risetime from
this cause will vary as i//_, where P is the density.
(c) Between shower variations. There are fluctuations in the longitud-
inal development of individual air-showers. These are unavoidable and
cannot be overcome by new experimental techniques. For the reference
shower d_-2Ons so that again the error in the deduced E(t) is _ 35%.
These three factors when combined in quadrature predict an rms spread in
E(t) of _ 60% for a 1019 eV observed at Ikm and 30° with water-Cerenkov
detectors of 34m 2 area. With smaller area detectors the situatien will
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be worse, but we propose to evaluate the problem using the sub-arrays at
Haverah Park which are located 2km from the centre of the array. Each,
consisting of 4x13.5m s water-Cerenkov detectors, spaced at 50 or 150m,
is presently used to record small local showers (> 1015 or 1016 eV) as
well as being slaved by the giant array trigger. A single mini-array
will have a collecting area of _6km 2 at 102°ev for a Im 2 threshold so
that a x3 enhancement of our present system will be achieved at low cost.
The uncertainties in energy measurement discussed above suggest that the
mini-array technique will be more useful in the investigation of aniso-
tropy at the highest energies than for the accurate determination of the
cosmic ray spectrum.
The above evaluation refers to the use of t½ to measure the disc thick-
ness. In fact Linsley (1983) proposed the use of the dispersion and
there will be differences of detail between an evaluation of that para-
meter and the present one.
4. Developmental Fluctuation. We have used our sample of 51 events
above 1019 eV to estimate the fluctuation in the mean depth of maximum
at 3 x 1019 eV. Details will be given elsewhere but the method is
essentially that discussed in Walker and Watson (1983). The rms fluctua-
tion in Xm, {Xm} , is found to be 33 ± 8 gcm -2, consistent with our previous
work. The tendency for {Xm} to decrease with energy and the conclusion
that pure Fe can be excluded above iO 19 eV are reinforced.
5. Acknowledgements. Extensive discussion with Bob Reid is gratefully
acknowledged as is the financial support of the Science and Engineering
Research Council.
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METHODS FOR ROOF-TOP MINI-ARRAYS
Wayne E. Hazen and Eric S. Hazen*
Randall Laboratory of Physics, University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA
*ETC Inc., Middleton WI 53562, USA
1. Introduction. In order to test the idea of the Linsley effect mini
array {1) for the study of giant air showers, it is desirable to have a
trigger that exploits the Linsley effect itself. In addition to the
trigger, it is necessary to have a method for measuring the relative
arrival times of the particle swarm selected by the trigger. Since the
idea of mini- arrays is likely to appeal to small research groups, it
is desirable to try to design relatively simple and inexpensive
methods, and methods that utilize existing detectors.
Thus far we have designed for clusters of small detectors
where the operation is in the local particle density realm where the
probability of )2 particles per detector is small. Consequently, we
can discriminate pulses from each detector and thenceforth deal mainly
with logic pulses.
This report describes the key circuits that have been built
and the results of preliminary tests. Results from a preliminary run
with a small shower array are presented in another conference paper
(2). Expected rates of data collection are calculated in paper
HE 4.7-8.
2. Method. Pulses from the photomultiplier (PM) of each detector are
fed to discriminators (after preamplification if desirable). The
discriminators can be single level or double level (CFD) if desirable
enough to warrant the extra circuitry. The discriminator outputs are
then "shaped" to 20 ns length and combined by an OR element. The OR'd
output is fanned-out to the trigger circuit and to a 100 MHz time shift
register.
For a study and utilization of the Linsley effect itself a
time window of 2 ps is sufficient, but we can also provide an
additional 2 us of analog display (with lower time resolution) by means
of a 30 MHz pulse form digitizer,3 if we want to look for delayed
pulses. Both of the above are also readily lengthened by adding more
shift-register IC's.
(A) The tri_Igercircuits are of two sorts. The first is
digital and simply counts the number of pulses that arrive within a
2 us gate that is opened by each pulse. (With the "singles" counting
rates we need in order to have satisfactory particle detection
efficiency, the accidental rates can be kept manageable.) If the
number of pulses within the window satisfies the preset requirement, a
trigger is generated at the end of the 2 us gate. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 1.
The above trigger has the advantage of simplicity, but it
cannot count pulses that are closer together than 30 to 40 ns. There-
$$T
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Fig. 1 Pulse-train trigger; digital,
r.
fore, we have built a second type of trigger. Again, • each arriving
particle, i.e., pulse on the OR line, opens a 2 us gate. But this t|me
the gate is for an analog device that integrate_ the time
occupied by following pulses (if any). This system has the advantage
of partially "resolving" overlapping pulses. The circuit is shown in
Fig. 2. Again, a trigger is generated at the end of the 2 us gate if
the preset requirement is met.
(B) The relative time record is obtained from a 100 MHz tlme
shift register that holds 2--_-o_'T61rormatlon.The register is stopped
and read out when a trigger is received from (A). The register is
composed of four 25 MHz elements with a 50 ns multitap TTL delay IC to
, phase shift among the registers. The circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
3. Applications. The above circuit elements are being used by the
cosmic ray group of L,K Ng at Hong Kong (2) in conjunction with a
, cluster of eight 1/4 m2"scintillators. There are plans underway to use
this method in parallel with the main shower experiment_of the Cosmic
Ray Group of the Institute of High Energy Physics at Beijing. We also
hope to use it for calibrations at some of the existing:large shower
• arrays.
This work has been supported by grants from the Rackham
Graduate School of the University of Michigan and the U_,_S.Department
" of Energy.
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EXPECTED RATES WITH MINI-ARRAYS FOR AIR SHOWERS
Wayne E. Hazen
Randall Laboratory of Physics
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA
1. Introduction. As a guide in the design of mini-arrays used to
exploit the Linsley effect in the study of air showers, it is useful to
calculate the expected rates. The results can aid in the choice of
detectors and their placement or in predicting the utility of existing
detector systems. Furthermore, the potential of the method can be
appraised for the study of large showers. Specifically, we treat the
case of a mini-array of dimensions small enough compared to the
distance of axes of showers of interest so that it can be considered a
point detector.
The input information is taken from the many previous studies
of air showers by other groups. The calculations will give: (a) the
expected integral rate, F(_,p), for disk thickness, _, or rise time,
tl/2, with local particle density, p, as a parameter; (b) the effective
detection area A(N) with _(min) and p(min) as parameters; (c) the
expected rate of collection of data FL(N) versus shower size, N. The
latter is flatter than the number spectrum because the detection area
increases with N.
2. Method. The required input relations are:
{a) the shower disk thickness, _ : BrB (i), which is a passable form
for the large values of core distance, r, of interest here;
(b) the particle density distribution, p : CNr-n (2), where N is the
total number of particles and, again, the simple form is adequate
for our purposes;
(c) the number spectrum, F(N) = DN-Y, or f(N) = -yDN-Y-I (3), where a
constant value of _ is an approximation adequate to our purposes.
(A) The frequency of Linsley events is obtained from
F(_,p) = J A(N)f(N)dN (4)
" N(min)
where
, A(N) = _(r(max)2 2
- r(min)) (5)
and r(min) = (o/B)1/B from (1) _6) at] r(max) = (CN/p)1/n from (2) (7)
and finally, N(min) = (I/C)B -nlp (_nld (8) which comes from, B p
- A(N(min)) = 0 (see (5) above).
Theresult is:
F(_,p) = _CYB(nY-2)/B DC1-y/(_-2/n)) p-Y o(2-ny)/B (9), where the
constants are defined in (1),(2), and (3) above.
" (B) The effective detectinq area, A(N), obtained from (5),
(6), and (7), is A(N) = _c2/np'2/n_l2Zn - _B-2/B c2/B (10).
(C) The expected rate of collection .ofdata versus shower
size is
FL(N) = ] A(N)f(N)dN (ii)
N
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which gives: F'L(N) = _c2/nD[T/(T-2/n)Jo-2/nN-Y +2/n -_B-2/8 D(_2/8 N-T
(12)•
The Haverah Park Group reduce their data to energy of the
incident primary and, therefore, give an energy spectrum, F(E), rather
than a shower size spectrum, F(N). The rate calculations above are
directly applicable with N replaced by E, since the approximations are
about equally valid•
3. Numerical Results. In order to get a tentative idea of actual
rates, values for the constants were obtained from a brief survey of
the literature•
For (1), we have Linsley's fit to his Volcano Ranch datai,
which has been corroborated by others as far as average values are
concerned. Thus _ = 2.6(1 + r/30)1.5 (nsec) gives _ --1.58x10-2 r1.5
(nsec) that is, B = 1.58x10-2 and B = 1.5.
For (2), the Akeno Highlands data with scintillators reported
at Bangalore_ seem appropriate since they are for large showers and
extend out to r > lO00m. The constants in (2), for large r, are C =
853 and n = 3.8 for p to be in particles/m2.
For (3), the reviews by Hillas_ give summaries of
de_rminations of the frequency shower-size spectrum• The constants
obtained for (3) for large showers are D = 318 and y = 1.7.
The above are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. Some rates for
accidentals (see below) are also shown•
In the case of the deep water Cerenkov detectors of Haverah
Park, tl/2 replaces _ in (1). The Constants in (1), determined from
the data in the World Catalogue4,^are B = 0.14 and 8=1. The constants
obtained_ for (2) are C = 7.8x10-_ and n = 3.5. As stated earlier, it
is convenient to do (3) in terms of E (of the primary) in place of
shower size, N. The constants becomes D = 3.5x1027 and ¥ = 2.17, when
E is in eV. The results are also plotted in Figs. 1 and 2.
4. Accidental Rate. A basic limitation to the sensitivity of the
method is due to accidental time clustering of pulses that are
unrelated. The accidental rate, R, of occurrence of m pulses within a
time window T when the rate is f can be written R = fmTm-1
The particle rate JxS (where J is the omni-directionalflux
and S the total detector area) can be a good approximation to f with
the usual sort of detectors used in shower studies. There is generally
a shoulder in the free running pulse height distribution and
consequently a minimum pulse height, Pv, can be chosen such that the
particle detection efficiency is high and signal/noise is also high
(Fig. 3). T_iepulse rate is then approximately equal to the particle
rate. Since _ is the FWHM value, the effective window width, _, is,
say, ~1.5_.
We then have R = (JS)m(1.5_)m-12(13). In Fig. 1, we show
examples for m=4 and two areas, S=2 or 4m , that we are using2in
exploratory runs. The particle densities are then p=l or 2m- , and the
singles rates f _-300 or 600 s-'. (The accidental rate for m=3 is
dominated by _+e plus a single!)
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5. Conclusions. The .above
.predictionsshow that it is
,,ll , necessary to go down to low_'_I . , _ particle densities• p, in order to
' " get a good rate for large showers.
3o i+,i'3,;o ,itl¢+tll'P ('to _1_.+.++%_'_+r14 +_,_,_)' +++u ,
'_I_.... ,; ,+ ;:,,,,.,.,._,o But, to limit the uncertainties•
_, . .:, ,-+ the size of the particl_ sample•
'L_':". , ;+-' =m, cannot be oo small. Thus• the
: '.. i . _",.......'""'"" total detector area• S (=m/p) mu'st
.' F++, be as big as feasible. However• as
• / the area is increased• the
:i
,+_ _+_r. "singles" rate increases with
_ .:t , _.,,,. consequent increase in accidental
, ". ,v,-_++-),_l rate.
_ I .,.,:': ':;_:I' The relationships among
,'.'_.L" [ _" i_
v i"..+.. :'4 i the above are implicit in Fig. i.
" _',i_"I. ; p..t, !,It may be more graphic to use total
, ,, . _ .... ._, .+ detector area• S as abscissa with
,.,)\!(;,,),,,]i I.,'._ i IIm and a as parameters. This is
-i"? ]"-[_.... i ! I I"'..... i done in Fig. 4, with sho_verrate
" • ..........'.'--.......'-"-.... " _ _ _" _'_ F(S), solid lines, and accidental
Fig. 3 rate R(S), dashed lines• as
ordinates. Numerical values of the
parameters• m and a, are written
near the lines.
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It is seen that there is a good prospect for a useful
"window" for exploratory observations with running times of a few weeks
even with an area of a few square meters.
From Fig. 1, we see that scintillators give data collection
rates larger than deep Cerenkov water tanks by about a factor three out
to the distances of a few kilometers where shower structure has been
measured. In view of the relative economy of water detectors, it will
be desirable to develop medium depth tanks with added wave-length
shifter, aiming for low-energy electron and photon sensitivity
comparable to their muon sensitivity.
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Fast Scintillation Counter Preamplifier
for the Observation of Linsley Effect
L.K. Ng
Physics Department, University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Abstract
A fast preamplifier circuit has been designed and
thoroughly tested for the purpose of observing the air
shower arrival directions including the Linsley effect.
The circuit intends to eliminate the time jitter due to
variation of scintillation counter signal amplitudes. It
assumes that the output signals from one counter system have
the same rise time. On this basis, error arising from time
jitter is removed by voltage discrimination at about half
signal amplitudes. Detailed description of the circuit is
reported.
i. Introduction. In the investigation of cosmic ray exten-
sive air showers, it is often required to determine the
particle arrival time at various detection stations of a
shower array, in order to find the shower arrival direction.
This applies to our observation of the Linsley effect in
large air showers described in a paper (HE 4.7-10) at this
conference, and to the determination of the shower arrival
directions incident on our shower telescope given in another
paper (HE 4.5-14) at this conference,
Large area plastic scintillators are commonly used for
the above purpose because of their fast response to
traversing shower particles. However, the signals obtained
from a scintillation counter has a finite rise time
typically in the range of 10 ns - 100 ns. Its magnitude
depends chiefly on the counter geometry which affects the
optical paths, and on the quality of the photomultiplier.
This finite rise time gives rise to time jitter when signals
of varying amplitudes are subjected to a constant voltage
discrimination as illustrated in figure I. Hence, for
precise arrival time measurement, this time jitter cannot be
overlooked. An anti-jitter preamplifier is therefore
designed.
. 2. Design principles. Two criteria are adopted for the
present design: (i) the rise time of counter output signals
is assumed to be a constant characteristic of _he counter
system, and (ii) there is no signal pile-up at _he counter
output with proper choice of the output RC coupling. These
criteria ensure that the pulses to be processed by the
preamplifier are of proper shape. From criterion (i), if
each pulse is discriminated at its half signal amplitude,
the time relation between the incidence of a particle and
the leading edge of the discriminated output pulse is a
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Fig.l Time ji_ter due to fixed Fig.2 Discrimination at the
voltage discrimination, half signal amplitude.
constant as illustrated in figure 2. The time relation is
indicated by the particle incident time Ta, the time at half
amplitude Tb and the• leading edge Tc of the discriminated
output. The delay time (Tc - Ta) is a constant independent
of signal amplitudes. The discrimination is done at half
signal amplitudes, because the slope of the leading edge
of the input signal is sharpest at this position.
To achieve the above result, the the following design
is carried out:
a. In order to provide a reference voltage equal to the
half amplitude of an input signal, one branch of the input
is connected to a simple i:i potential divider, so that the
signal amplitude is halved and its peak level can then be
_sed as a reference voltage.
b. Since the reference voltage must be established before
the arrival of the input pulse at the discriminator input,
another branch of the input is connected to a long coaxial
cable in order to delay the input signal for a fixed
interval of time td. The time relation between the reference
voltage signal and the delayed signal is shown in figure 3.
---@| td _e-- '
! i
! Reference signal waveform °
Discrimination
position \ Delayed signal waveform
Fig.3 The time relation of the signal waveforms.
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c. The above discriminator (called A) cannot eliminate
noises since the reference voltage diminishes with input
signal amplitudes. Hence a separate discriminator (called B)
with fixed reference valtage is required to exclude noise
signals• The output signal from this discriminator B can be
shaped , which serves as a strobe pulse to gate the
discriminator A.
Two important conditions in the timing must be
observed: the leading edge of the strobe pulse must arrive
the discriminator A earlier than the time Tb given in figure
2; and the width of the strobe pulse must not be so wide as
to include the trailing edge of any input signal to, A. The
first condition is obviously required as Tb is the reference
time. This condition can be met by adjusting the length of •
the coaxial cable. The second condition is required because
the trailing edge of the input signal crosses very gently
over the reference voltage level and hence any ripple at the
crossing point will give rise to multiple pulses after
discrimination. Such phenonemon can be eliminated if the
strobe gate of A is closed before the crossing time occurs.
This condition can be met by narrowing down the strobe
pulses.
3. Circuit details. Based on the above conditions, the
preamplifier circuit designed is presented in figure 4. The
negative photomultiplier pulses after passing through a
Darlington stage, enter •two d.c. level shifters in
parallel. The d.c. levels of the level shifters are
separately controlled by two potentiometers P1 and P2. The
-#2v +_V
OUTW7
_l Discriminator
A
- +IV
stage
oV
• O_ _ Discriminator
97_ - B
Level shifter
+a2v
Fig.4 The anti-jitter preamplifier circuit.
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shifters provide sufficient power to drive the coaxial cable
and the potential divider respectively.
The fixed reference voltage of the discriminator B is
controlled by the potentiometer P3. Output pulses from B
are shaped by a monostable shaper and the strobe pulses
obtained then gate the discriminator A as required.
4. Discussions. It should be noted that in the
discriminator A, the base line voltage of the signal input
must be slightly higher than that of the reference voltage
input for the discriminator to work. This fixed voltage
difference causes slight deviation of the reference voltage
from the true half amplitude level. Since the difference is
not proportional to the input signal amplitude, a jitter can
therefore be introduced. This jitter obviously depends on
the rise time of the photomultiplier signals, but is very
small, (well within 5 ns for a large rise time of 100 ns).
It should also be pointed out that the circuit is
sensitive to high frequency ringing. Therefore, decoupling
capacitors are found at various power supply points. The
shortest ground path is required for each of these
capacitors. The recommended layout of the printed board is
to have the circuit on one side of the board only and the
other side a ground plane.
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A Mini-array for Large Air Showers
L.K. Ng and S.K. Chan
Physics Department, University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong
W. Hazen and E. Hazen
Physics Department, University of Michigan
U.S.A.
Abstract
A mini-array that utilizes the Linsley effect is
proposed for the measurement of large air showers. An
estimate of the detectable shower rates for various shower
sizes is made. Details of the detection and data collection
systems are also described.
i. Introduction. Interest in the measurement of large air
showers has been enhanced by the conflicting result reported
in 1982 (Yakutskl). However, since intensities of large air
showers are extremely low and only a few large centres are
able to do the measurement, it was proposed by J. Linsley 2
that more independent measurements could be done with
rooftop mini-arrays by making use of the particle arrival
time distributions (Linsley effect). This idea has been
pursued by us, and the present proposed system is the result
after looking into various problems associated with such
mini-arrays.
2. Theorectical estimation. To be able to measure the
arrival time distribution, at least two particles per event
are required. With a mini-array of 2 m 2, a threshold density
of the shower particles arriving at this mini-array should
. be pl = 1 m -2. Using the differential intensity expression,
j(N,@) = j(N) cos_e ,
• with _ = 8.6 at sea level, the shower rate for large showers
with size N to N+6N should be
_(N)6N 2_j(N)A(N)6N _/2 le= cos _+ sin_d0
u
2_
- e+2 j(N)A(N)_N,
where A(N) is the area containing the cores of all the air
showers detected by the mini-array. Hence the integral
shower rate is
2_ _ j (N)A (N) tiN.
¢(>Nmin) = _+---_SN-inm
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The area A(N) is an annular ring with its outer radius
determined by the density threshold Pl = 1 m-2and its inner
radius determined by the minimum time spread oi selected.
Therefore, it has the form,
(CN) 2/n 01 2/B
A(N) = 7[ 71 - (_-) ]
Hillas' integral intensity spectrum 3 ,
J(>N) = 8.10 12 (N/108) -1"7 m-2sr-ls -I
is used to determine j(N), and Linsley's empirical formula 2,
o(ns) = 2 6 ( r + 1) 1"5 with r in m
" 3--6
is used to relate the time spread o to the core distance r
from the mini-array. The lateral distribution of electrons
at Aken_ for large showers,
p = 5.10 -5 N (r/ro) -3"8 with ro = 79 m
is used to relate Q to r.
The final expression for the shower rate is given by
(>oi, >Pl) = 9 07 106pi-1"7o -2"97day-i• . I ,
and the values are tabulated below.
pi(m-2) ot(ns) Nmi n Shower rate (day -1 )
1 50 9.07.105 81.6
1 100 6 25.106 10.4
1 200 3[04.107 1.33
1 300 8.49.107 0.40
1 400 1.76.108 0.17
Table I
3. Detection system. From the estimation given in Table I,
it is clear that a mini-array so constructed should be able
to pick out the very few large air shower events from a
swarm of irrelevant events including the counter noises, the
background soft radiations and the small air showers. Fast
electronics is also required for the determination and
collection of the arrival time spread.
In order to eliminate the large number of small air
showers, a minimum time spread oi has to be assigned.
According to Table I, for a mini-array of 2 m 2, a minimum
acceptable shower size of 9.07.105 requires a minimum time
spread o l equal to 50 ns.
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A mini-array of 2 m2 is then assembled which consists
of _ pieces of plastic scintillators each with dimensions
G.Sm x 0.5m x 0.05m. In view of the small particle density
encountered, each scintillator is not expected to receive
more than one particle at a time from a shower.
Each scintillator is viewed by two 5" photomultipliers,
the signal coincidence of which practically eliminates all
the counter noises. In order to exclude the background soft
radiations, the array is shielded by thin sheets of
galvanized iron (0.5mm thick). Particle track identification
may be found necessary at a later stage to acertain genuine
large shower events. This can be done by sandwiching the
array by 4 layers of small diameter proportional counters.
The mini-array is placed in another small air shower
array system, which may provide additional information on
the nature of showers received.
4. Fast electronics. Precise measurement of the particle
arrival time is essential in this experiment, and hence an
anti-jitter preamplifier per counter is employed to remove
the time jitter between the particle arrival time and the
signal output time. The preamplifier as shown in figure 1 is
a slightly modified version of the circuit described in
another paper (HE 4.7 - 9), and the modification provides
another coincidence input from a second photomultiplier.
r
D_lington___ Level ] Delay cable
_PMT_ stage _ Level _ _ _ _:::_A
Fig. 1 Co_ter pre_plifier.
Outputs from the eight counter preamplifiers are
individually shaped to narrow pulses of 20 ns each, and then
" combined together to give a train of narrow pulses per
shower. The time delay in each of the 8 channels from the
particle arrival to the pulse output after combination has
. been equalized by adjusting the length of the delay cable in
each preamplifier. The number of pulses in the train depends
on the number of counters giving out particle signals, and
the relative positions of the pulses in the train depend on
their particle arrival time. The circuit block diagram is
given in figure 2.
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20 ns
_pez8
I _ I Inte_ated
, _ > I _s_
Fig. 2 _e electro_c _stem. I I I _igg,z
RW _2_ -_ '
I I _e_ister I
(Ap. II) _ ("64 Bits) I
The pulse train is temporarily stored in a set of four
shift registers. The shift registers have 4 x 64 bits in
total and hence can readily store 2 ps of information, the
clock rate for accepting the pulse train is equivalent to
100 MHz. Consequently, it provides a time resolution of
10 ns in the measurement of particle arrival time.
The criteria for recording a pulse train temporarily
stored in the shift registers are (i) at least two pulses
are found in the train, and (ii) the time spread of the
pulses should not be less than ol. Criterion (i) is dealt
with by means an integrated pulse-width trigger circuit. Its
basic element is given in figure 3. The charge accumulated
in the capacitor C is proportional to the number of pulses
in the train. A trigger pulse can be produced from the
circuit at a pre-selected discrimination level. The trigger
pulse then transfers data to the microcomputer shown in
figure 2. Criterion (ii) is conveniently handled by software
means after the data is read into the microcomputer.
2L/I--
_Is_ R _685
C
@
The above system has been assembled and thoroughly
tested.
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A NOTE ON SOME STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF RISE TIME
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I. Introduction
Most investigations of the muon arrival time distribution in EAS during
the past decade made use of parameters which can collectively be called
rise time parameters. We will follow the definition of Blake et al.
(1981) and de_ine the rise time parameter TA/B as the time taken for the
integrated pulse from a detector to rise from A% to B% of its full
amplitude. The use of these parameters are usually restricted to the
determination of the radial dependence thereof. This radial dependence
of the rise time parameters are usually taken as a signature of the par-
ticle interaction characteristics in the shower. As these parameters
have a stochastic nature, it seems reasonable to us that one should also
take notice of this aspect of the rise time parameters. The aim of this
paper is therefore to present a statistical approach to the rise time
parameters, as this has not been done in the past.
2. Order statistics and rise time parameters
From the definition of TA/B it is reasonable to assume that on the ave-
rage A% of the total number of particles which gave rise to the output
pulse from the detector have arrived in the time TO./A. A sample quantile
of order p is defined as follows: Let (XI, X2 ...Xn7 be a random sample
of size n of _ randqm variable X with probability density function (pdf)
f(t). Let (X_n), X_n) x_n)) be an arrangement of (XI, X? Xn) such
" " " H w _ • el ii
that _XIn) < X_n) < ...X_n). XIn) iscalled the i-th order statistic. The
sgm_le'qua_ti_e oT orde_ p, 0<_<I, is defined to be the order statistic
X_n! for which k = [np] + I, where [np] is the greatest integer not larger
than np. Thi§ _efinition states that a fraction p of the sample values
is less than X_n). This corresponds exactly to the definition of T0/A.
The rise time parameter TA/R corresponds therefore to the difference
between two order statistics of the sample. The statistical properties
of TA/B can therefore be determined from the properties of the difference
between two order statistics.
" We now aive a number,o_ properties which a_e.very useful. The following
ngt_tiop_is used: f_nJ(t) is the pdf of X_n), W_£(t) is the pdf of
X_nJ-X,_n), F(t) is t_e distr_bvtion function of t_e random variable
, X_ i.e_F(t) = P(X_t), and gln)(t) is the pdf of the arrival times of
muons with respect to the first detected muon.
.(n)(t):_ C f(t) _F(t)]k'1[1-F(t)] n-k with C = n!/(k-1)!(n-k)!(i) t k
• (n)(t) = C _f(t)f(x+t) IF(t)]k-1 [F(x+t)-F(x)]£-k-1[1-F(x+t)]n-kdx
(i i) Wke . ,
with C = n!/(k-1)!(n-k)!(£-k-1)!
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P(IX(n)'apI->K E:) = 0 for E:>0, k = [np] + 1 and a is the(iii) liran.= ' P
population quantile of order p.
I P(I"P)I (Fisz(1963))"(n)(t) = Nap(iv) l im 1"k , nf2(ap)jn.+oo
[aq-ap; nf'P'_l-P) ...q(1-q) apaq ](v) IiraWk)(t)=. (%}+ nf2(aq) nf (Up) f (aq)n.oo
(Swanepoel (1985)) •
(vi) l im g(n)(t) = f(t) (Van der Walt (1984)).
n.oo
Property (iii) states that the sample quantile converges stochastically to
the population quagt_le. Pr,operties (iy)q (v) and (vi) give the limiting
distributions of fl_n)(t), Wl_)(t) and g(n)(t). The rise time parameters
will then also have the above properties.
The significance of these results is further that it is possible to examine
specific properties of the rise time parameters without having to simulate
air showers. It must be made clear at this point that points (i) to (vi)
does not add directly to the understanding of the physics involved in
shower development. We feel, however, that it qives one a firm basis from
which one can understand the properties of the measured rise time para-
meters,
Discussion
Consider, for example, property (iii). For the case of EAS, the arrival of
the hypotherical shower front can be considered as the time t=O from which
timing measurements can be made. In this c_s¢ f(t) = 0 for all t < O, and
we can allow p to be equal to zero. Then X_nJ, corresponds to th¢--_eroth
order sample quantile while ap = ao = O. 'We then have ]im P(Ix_n)-oI>_)n._
= 0, which means that the arrival time of the first detected muonwith
respect to the shower front converges stochastically to zero. This means
that for large samples one can consider the first detected particle as the
time t = 0. Property (vi) is equivalent to what has just been said.
In figure 1 we show the arrival time distribution of muons together with
the arrival tin_ distribution of muonswhen the first detected muon was
taken as the time t = 0. She difference at small delays is due to the fact
that the sample size was only ten.
In figure 2 we present the relationship between <XtS)- X!5)>and <X> for the
case when f(t) is a gammadensity function. The same relationship was
found to exist for larger samples. Is is also possible to show that this
linear relationship exists for a wide variety o_ density functions. In
figure 3 we present the relq_?nship between <xt_O}- X(]0)> and <X> for
shower simulation data. X_ is the i-th order statistic for a sample
of 10 muonarrival times measured in a detector and <X> is the mean muon
arrival time. It can be seen that the relationship is also linear even
though we do not know the parametric form of the muon arrival time distri-
bution. This example also illustrates that it is not necessary to
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determine the properties of the rise time parameters through the simula-
tiqn.of ai[ showers. It shou]d also be noted from figure 2 that
<X_ n)- x_n/>does not determine <X> uniquely. This is an example of
some of the limitations of rise time parameters.
Conclusion
With the above examples we have tried to ||lustrate that there exist a
statistical basis for the rise time parameters. We believe that the
statistical properties of rise time parameters maybe of use not only for
the analysis of experimental data but also for the planning of experiments.
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SUB-LUMINAL PULSES FROM COSMIC RAY AIR SHOWERS
John Linsley
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
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ABSTRACT
Some of the signals produced by air showers in scintillators
possess a distinctive feature, a 'sub-luminal pulse' (SLP)
following the normal one with a time delay of approximately
1.5 r/c. The average amplitude of the SLP corresponds to an
energy deposit of about 50 MeV, three times as much as is
deposited in a typical scintillator by vertical minimum ion-
izing muons. The SLP account for approximately 5% of the
energy deposited in the atmosphere by air showers with ener-
gy > i0 I0 GeV at impact parameters > 1 km. Assuming with
Greisen that these pulses are due to neutrons travelling
with a speed slightly less than c, they provide a unique
means of estimating Eh, the energy deposited by slow hadrons,
in showers of this very high energy. On the other hand, if
not allowed for properly, these pulses are liable to cause
errors in estimating the impact parameters of large showers
from pulse width observations.
i. Introduction. There are two reasons for regarding the phenomenon re-
ported here as more than a mere curiosity: i) it may prove to be useful
as an additional indicator of primary mass, and 2) if it is not taken
into account properly it can cause errors in estimating shower size from
measurements of particle density and arrival time spread by means of a
mini array (Linsley 1983).
When air showers (AS) were first observed at very large values of
the impact parameter it was found that signals produced in thin scintil-
lators were unexpectedly broad (Linsley et al. 1961, Linsley and Scarsi
. 1962). Recently some of the records of the experiment were re-examined
in connection with a controversy about very large AS with E > i010 GeV
(Bower et al. 1982, 1983). Such records (oscilloscope photographs) still
exist for more than 500 events registered during 1962-63, including 16
which were qualified, by satisfying the above energy condition, for in-
clusion in the Catalogue of Highest Energy Cosmic Rays (Linsley 1980).
The experimental method as it relates to the present discussion is de-
scribed by Linsley and Scarsi (1962); for a complete bibliography see
(Linsley 1980).
2. Observations. It was noticed that the scintillator signals from these
" AS frequently possess a sort of after-pulse, called for reasons explained
below an SLP (sub-luminal pulse). To account for the name, signals with
delays < r/c can be produced by 'luminal' particles travelling at essen-
tially the speed of light. Almost all particles in AS are of this type.
Signals with greater delays require that the observed energy be trans-
ported from the shower core at 'sub-luminal' velocities appreciably < c.
For r > 1 km such signals are easily recognized in the Volcano Ranch data
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(double pulse resolving time _ 3 _s). Sixteen of them were discovered
while re-examining the events listed in the Catalogue. Tracings are
shown in Fig. I, together with tracings of a typical bandwidth-limited
(BWL) test pulse and a typical train of 1 MHz timing pulses.
In order to rule out instrumental ef-
fects such as photomultiplier after-puls-
ing as the source of delayed pulses, the
B_ --- following tests were made:
4860-5 .^
492s-4 I) All 1962-63 AS signals in the same size
4929-i_ range as signals preceding the Fig. 1 SLP
4946-I
4985-18 _ were scanned for the presence of delayed
498s-19 _ pulses. (The pulses preceding the SLP
s00s-15 _ have integrated charge values 4 to 40
times the average for vertical minimum
ionizing muons.) In 132 cases out of 1648
500s-9 the prompt pulse was followed after 3 to
s059-5 I0 _s by a well defined delayed pulse (DP).
5059-10
It was determined that the fraction of DP
was the same within statistical errors for
all 19 channels corresponding to the 19
s0sg-14 scintillators making up the Volcano Ranch
son-1_ array.
sn6-1 2) The 1648 DP candidates were then sorted
5216-5
sn6-n __ according to shower size, using bins a
s280-6 _ /_---/_-- factor of 2 in width. It was found that
I _z _j .................
the showers in the two lowest-size bins
Fig. i. Scintillator signals (41 candidate pulses) had no DP, and that
showing SLP, identified by showers in the next higher bin (169 candi-
event No. and channel No., dates) had only 3 DP. The fraction of DP
with a typical bandwidth- in larger showers increased steadily as
limited test pulse (BWL) and shown in Fig. 2, reaching a value _ 0.2
a typical train of 1 MHz for the highest 3 bins.
timing pulses. While it is not quite true that pul-
ses of a given size from large showers are
identical to pulses of the same size
from smaller showers, the differences I
there are, in average pulse duration, T
fail to account for the strong shower _ I
size dependence seen in Fig. 2. Ig- _ r _ T
noring therefore the differences u 0.I _ b
there are, i_pulse duration, I take _ _
it that the fraction of DP in small- _
shower pulses gives an upper limit _
for the percentage of DP that might _ I •0.01be spurious. I conclude that no more
= 0 0
than 10% of the DP in large showers _
I I r
(size N > 10 9) are in fact instru- z07 i08 i09 z010
mental, or accidental, s.ow_R s z z z
In case of very large showers Fig. 2. Fraction of signals with
(highest 3 bins) about half of the DP delayed pulses vs shower size,
are sub-luminal. The trend s_en in for densities 4-40 particles per
Fig. 2 can be explained as follows: 3.26 m 2 scintillator area.
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as one goes from very large showers to smaller ones (right to left in the
figure) the impact parameter corresponding to the accepted range of pulse
amplitudes decreases, and so does the critical delay separating the lumi-
nal and sub-luminal regimes. By the time one reaches shower size 3-I0 s,
nearly all DP (which are required to have delays > 3 _s so as to be
clearly resolved) are sub-luminal. As one goes to still smaller sizes
the SLP begin to merge with the prompt pulses, until finally (for N <
3-107 ) all of them have merged, and no more DP are found using the defi-
nition adopted here.
3. Results and discussion. The ampli-
Ca) tudes of the Fig. 1 SLP (apparent parti-
i__ _ cle densities) show that the average
5 amount of energy deposited in the scin-
tillators is about 50 MeV, 3 times as
much as is deposited by a vertical mini-
mum ionizing muon (see Fig. 3a). If the
00 2 4 6 8 scintillations are produced by heavilyionizing secondaries, as the low trans-
E.erg_ : '_r_cles _ port velocity suggests may be the case,
then the actual deposited energy will be
somewhat higher because the response of(b)
the plastic scintillator to heavily ion-
Sub-LuminaJ _ izing particles is nonlinear (Korff 1962).
m 5 [-_ The time at which the earlier pulse
U
= begins (see Fig. I) corresponds to pas-
sage of the shower plane, a plane perpen-
dicular to the axis through the central
0 ' portion of the particle swarm, determined
0 1 _ 6 8 [ by means of detectors at relatively small
core distances. In most cases the SLP
(latest pulse) has no structure; its
Fig. 3. Distribution of de-
shape indicates that the energy is de-
posited energy (a) and trans-
posited in a time interval too small to
port velocity _) for 16 SLP. be resolved. Exceptions are 5216-5 and
possibly 4860-5. In case of 4929-17 the
- latest pulse is a superposition of 2 BWL signals. Only the later, larger
one satisfies the condition: delay (with respect to the shower plane) >
r/c. With two exceptions, the one just noted and 5059-14, the SLP seem
to be completely resolved from the normal particles by that condition
alone. Additional evidence that SLP are a distinct phenomenon is given
by Fig. 3b. The most frequent examples are not the ones that just mar-
ginally satisfy the selection condition, they are those with time delay
_ 1.5 r/c (8 _ 0.7).
Fig. 4 shows the ratio of SLP to normal particles in various r in-
tervals, for all signals with particle density < i0 m-2 (hence suffici-
, ently undistorted by the electronic system for DP to be recognizable) and
r > 1 km. The average ratio is (1.6 ± 0.4)%, and there is no evidence of
any r dependence. This fact, and the fact that SLP occur in AS with ze-
nith angles in a broad range (7° to 55 ° for this sample) suggests that
the component which causes them is in equilibrium with the normal parti-
cles. Under this assumption the energy deposited in the form of SLP
amounts to about 5% of the primary energy. (The scintillation plastic
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has a composition similar to air.) The
I explanation of Fig. 2 offered above is
based on the same assumption.
u
_oi 4. Conclusions. Commenting on the re-
sult of Linsley and Scarsi (1962) in
_i_ _i__i__I_ _i- the light of his own observations using
similar equipment, Greisen opined that
.... "some of the delayed pulses with large
.01 delays...are due to neutrons travelling
at a speed slightly lower than light"
(Greisen 1962). Assuming that SLP and
the pulses referred to by Greisen are
001o ' _ ' _ the same, and accepting his suggestion
Imp_c_P_ram._er r (km) as to their cause, one notes that for
AS with much lower total energies _ 106
Fig. 4. Abundance of SLP vs GeV the percentage dissipated by low
impact parameter.
energy hadrons is estimated to be 4 or
5% (Greisen 1956, Zatsepin et al. 1963),
which agrees at face value with the estimate from Fig. 4. But the equi-
librium hypothesis needs further testing. In any case, one must still
explain the amplitude and delay distributions (Fig. 3). Aside from the
present work the only experimental evidence on low energy nucleons in
showers with energy > 106 GeV is from data taken with a neutron monitor
at the Yakutsk array (Kozlov et al. 1981).
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THICKNESS OF THE PARTICLE SWARM IN COSMIC RAY AIR SHOWERS
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ABSTRACT
The average dispersion in arrival time of air shower particles
detected with a scintillator at an impact parameter r is de-
scribed with accuracy 5-10% by the empirical formula <o > =
Oto(l + r/rt )b, where _to = 2.6 ns, rt = 30 m and b = (1.94±.08)
- (0.39±.06) sec 8, for r < 2 km, 108 < E < I0 II GeV, and 0 <
60 °. (E is the primary energy and 8 is the zenith angle.)
The amount of fluctuation in _t due to fluctuations in the le-
vel of origin and shower development is less than 20%. These
results provide a basis for estimating the impact parameters of
very large showers with data from very small detector arrays
(mini-arrays). The energy of such showers can then be estimat-
ed from the local particle density. The formula also provides
a basis for estimating the angular resolution of air shower
array-telescopes (conference paper OG9.5-6).
i. Introduction. The particles making up an air shower (AS) travel in a
swarm which is remarkably compact near the shower axis. Within I0 m of
the axis the thickness is only a meter or two (Bassi et al. 1953). But
when the thickness was measured at much greater distances it was found
unexpectedly to be much greater, tens to hundreds of meters (Linsley et
al. 1961, hereafter LSR; Linsley and Scarsi 1962, hereafter LS). This
result, like the earlier one, was derived from arrival time measurements
with scintillators. In reporting it primary emphasis was given to t½,
the median delay with respect to the shower plane. This is a plane per-
pendicular to the axis through the central portion of the particle swarm,
determined from timing data at relatively small distances. It was shown
that for a given impact parameter r, the median delay decreases with in-
creasing zenith angle 0, and it was pointed out that by a simple kinema-
tic argument the median time delay of the essentially unscattered muon
component (observed in the same experiment using a shielded scintillator)
provides an estimate of the median production height of the muons (LS).
A
This behavior at large distances was soon confirmed by J.G. Wilson
and his collaborators using an array of deep water Cerenkov detectors at
Haverah Park. Painstaking studies showed that t½ measured with these de,
tectors depends not only on 8 but also on primary energy (Baxter et al.
1965, Walker and Watson 1981). They showed, moreover, that for given 8
and E, t½ fluctuates, presumably as a result of variability in starting
points and subsequent development of AS, possibly also because of differ-
" ences in mass of the primary particles (Walker and Watson 1982).
The early results near the axis have been confirmed (Woidneck and
B_hm 1975, Sakayama and Suzuki 1981), but until recently no further re-
sults had been reported on arrival times measured with scintillators at
large distances, nor had data been published on measures of thickness
other than t½ (and <t>, the average particle delay). Presently there is
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renewed interest in AS thickness at large core distances for 3 reasons:
I) a disagreement between the S(600) spectrum (equivalent to the primary
cosmic ray energy spectrum) reported by a group in Yakutsk (Diminstein et
al. 1982) and similar results obtained in the Volcano Ranch and Haverah
Park experiments (Bower et al. 1983). It has been suggested that this
may result from some peculiarity of the Yakutsk electronic sys£em related
to signal durations (Bower et al. 1982),
2) the presence of so-called SLP's (sub-luminal pulses) observed with
scintillators, apparently caused by the low energy nucleon component of
AS (Linsley 1984),
3) a suggestion for using pulse widths to measure AS impact parameters,
increasing by an order of magnitude the area that can be made sensitive
to 102o eV cosmic rays for a given cost (Linsley 1983, Brooke et al.
1983, Hazen and Hazen 1983, Clay and Dawson 1984).
In response to this interest , records from the Volcano Ranch experiment
(oscilloscope photographs) have been re-examined. Given here are results
from this re-examination, together with new results derived from previ-
ously published Volcano Ranch data (LSR, LS).
2. Arrival Time Dispersion. In some applications, notably (3) above, the
shower plane may not be well determined by the data, so an appropriate
measure of shower thickness is the separate event arrival time dispersion
defined by at = [I(t-<t>)2p(t)dt]½, rather than t½, where p(t) is the
probability of a particle arriving in time interval dt. Volcano Ranch
records provide 3 avenues by which estimates of at can be obtained:
i) a previously published set of signals from a certain unusually large
AS, notable because they afford good statistical accuracy at quite large
impact parameters,
2) _reviously published arrival time histograms for single particles in
smaller AS, affording good statistical accuracy at smaller impact parame-
ters,
3) original photographic records of 16 especially large AS from 1962-63.
It is shown that an empirical formula which fits the data at smaller im-
pact parameters (average small AS, data set 2 above) is consistent with
the data at larger impact parameters (set I). It is then shown by means
of the previously unpublished data (set 3) that the single large AS is in
fact typical, and that pulse width fluctuations are tolerably small.
"Data set 3, containing events with 8 ranging from 7 ° to 55°, also yields
the zenith angle dependence of <_t >-
B
Data set 1 consists of 8 graphically deconvoluted signals from scin-
tillators at impact parameters > 1.3 km. The estimates _f core location,
size and energy for this event (LSR) have since been revised on the basis
of a detailed study of shower structure (Linsley 1977). The final values
used here are given in the Catalogue of Highest Energy Cosmic Rays, to-
gether with values of many subsidiary quantities for the same event, No.
2533 (size i.I-I0 I0 particles, E = 5.6-1019 eV, 8 = 42°; _insley 1980).
For the present purpose the signals were sorted into 2 groups according
to r, and those in each group were combined. For each group the disper-
sion is given in Table 1 with standard estimates of the statistical error.
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Table I. Width of signals, AS No. 2533 It was stated in LSR that
this event is typical, meaning
av. r No. of mean dispersion that I) to first order the arri-
(km) parti- delay (ns) val time distribution is indepen-
cles (ns) dent of shower size or zenith
angle, depending only on r, and
1.45 91 840 ± 60 610 ± 45 2) for given N, 8, r the fluctua-
tions in this distribution due to
1.80 33 1260 ± 200 1140 ± 140
variability in starting points,
development, etc. are relatively
small. If this is correct then the dispersion values given in Table 1
will be consistent with those obtained by the method of LS, in which dis-
tributions for various r intervals were built up from single particle de-
lays for many AS with widely ranging values of N (shower size) and 8.
Results on dispersion were not given in that article, so they have now
been calculated from the single particle delay histograms that were given.
The new results are listed in Table 2. Inspection shows that they are
reasonably consistent with those for the one large event (Table i), and
that all of the data, including data at small core distances referred to
in the Introduction, can be represented by the empirical formula
<at> = ato(l + r/rt )b (I)
with got = 2.6 ns, rt = 30 m, and b _ 1.5. When these fixed values are
taken for got and rt, the value of b controls the fit at large distances.
A best value for b will be determined next from data set 3.
The original records for all years of Volcano Ranch operation except
the last one (1962-1963) have been lost, so it is not possible to re-
examine the record of event No. 2533. Records still exist, however, for
more than 500 large AS, including 16 which satisfied the condition (E >
1019 eV) for being listed in the Catalogue of Highest Energy Cosmic Rays.
The proposed method of determining r (and hence E) from at and S (inte-
grated particle density) at a single location was tested using thesel6
events (Linsley 1983). An intermediate result of the test is another set
of at values given in Table 3. Because they belong to different events
these values will reveal whether fluctuations of at are likely to be
troublesome. By agreeing fairly well on average with Table 1 they show
that No. 2533 is indeed typical of AS with E > 1019 eV. By agreeing on
average with Table 2 they show that
<ae> hardly changes between 1017
-,19 - Table 2 Width of single particle
ana i_ ev.
arrival time distribution
The Volcano Ranch array con-
sisted of 19 detectors. For events r No. of mean dispersion
such as these most of them were (km) patti- delay (ns)
struck by one or more particles, cles (ns)
The first step was to select in an
unbiased manner one pulse per event. 0.46 62 238 ± 20 152 ± I0
It should not be too small because 0.55 202 271 ± 17 242 ± 12
of statistical errors nor too large 0.65 289 307 ± 16 280 ± 12
because of electronic distortion. 0.75 193 330 ± 24 329 ± 17
The one chosen in each case is the 0.85 161 534 ± 35 448 ± 25
one with greatest S such that S < 0.95 167 475 ± 39 508 ± 28
7 m-z. The number of particles I,I0 169 649± 50 671 ± 36
contributing to the various AS pul- 1.35 88 683 ± 73 660 ± 50
ses (n = AScosS, where A is the de-
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Table 3. Width of separate event ar- tector area, 3.26 m 2) ranges from
rival time distributions 6 to 22, averaging 12. The values
of r range from 0.9 to 2.0 km, av-
serial @ r No. of disper- eraging 1.4 km.
number (deg) (km) parti- sion
The AS pulses and a bandwidth-
cles (ns) limited (BWL) test pulse were digi-
tized and the dispersions were cai-
4827 28 1.3 17 490 ± 80
culated. The dispersion of the
24835 31 1.7 I0 1040 ± 230 input signal was taken as (°obs
4860 12 1.3 19 710 ± 120 _WL)½. Sub-luminal pulses, pre-
4882 40 2.0 9 880 ± 200 sent in 2 cases, were disregarded
4906 25 I.I 19 1090 ± 180
in calculating Oobs" Thanks to an4925 7 1.3 12 690 ± 140
astute anonymous reviewer it was
4929 55 1.4 II 200 ± 40
noted that the data of Table 3 con-
4946 37 1.2 13 760 ± 150 tain useful information about the
4985 39 1.3 9 690 ± 170
zenith angle dependence of <0t >. A
5005 23 1.3 I0 860 ± 190
convenient way to express this is
5051 40 1.2 9 350 ± 80 through the parameter b in (I), by
5059 31 1.6 6 1550 ± 450 letting b = b I + b2secS. By use of
5072 32 0.9 18 540 ± 90 least squares one obtains b =
5171 54 1.2 I0 380 ± 90
5216 16 1.3 22 920 ± 140 (1.94±.08) - (0.39±.06) sec@. Us-
ing this expression in (I), there
5280 52 1.5 8 750 ± 190 is excellent agreement between
Tables I, 2 and 3. The individual
values of ot/<_t>calc have about 3 times the variance expected from the
simple statistical errors. The excess variance is due in part to syste-
matic differences in primary energy and possibly primary mass, in part to
random instrumental errors, and in part to AS fluctuations. By neglect-
ing the first two types of contribution one obtains an u_per limit of 20%
for the amount of fluctuation in ot due to fluctuations in level of ori-
gin and shower development.
3. Conclusions. Eq. 1 with _to = 2.6 ns, r t = 30 m, and b = (1.94±.08) -
(0.39±.06) sec8 represents the average dispersion in arrival time of AS
particles as measured with scintillators when SLP's are excluded. The
dispersion is not strongly energy dependent over the range 108< E < i0 II
GeV. The fluctuation in _t due to fluctuations in level of origin and
shower development is less than 20%.
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STUDY OF TIIE TIME-DIFFERENTIATE_) PARTICLE FLUX DENSITY AT
VARIOUS DISTANCES FRO_ EAS AXIS
V.G. Atrashkevich, R.J. Chernykh, Yu.A. Fomin, G.K.Garipov,
G.B. Khristiansen, G.V. Kulikov, A.P. Lebedev, S.J.Matsenov,
V.J. Nazarov, A.A. Silaev, V.J. Solovyeva, V.P. Sulakov,
A.V. Trubitsyn, O.V. Vedeneev
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR
This work is devoted to studying the EAS time structu-
re with the enlarged EAS array of the Moscow State Univer-
sity. The array was described earlier in /1,2/.
The time measurements are made using 22 scintillators
which form 13 rectanges of 180x190 m2 size covering the
entire array area. The array was triggered by a signal of
4-fold coincidences of the pulses from the detectors for-
ming each of the rectangles.
The data presented below were obtained during 2200
hours of the array operation in 1984.816 showers to which
at least 14 of 22 scintillator detectors responded were se-
lected among ell the detected showers. The coordinates of
the EAS axis in the observation plane and the EAS sizes were
determined by the maximum likelihood method using a compu-
ter /I/ on the assumption that the electron LDF is of the
NKG form. 492 showers in the interval of EAS size
Ne = 5xi06 - 2xi08 (No - 1.7xi07) with zenith angles _45 °
and axes within the array were analyzed.
The spatial o_ientation of the shower axis was determi-
ned using only the data of four scintillators included in
the rectangle containing shower axis ( it is called cent-
rel system). The shower axis angles _ _ were found on
the sssymption of a plane shower front /2/. The front pla-
ne was drawn through the central system detector with the
maximum detected density of the charged particle flux. The
delays of the particle arrivals at the detectors Z" were
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treated with respect to front plane. The r.m.s, error of
the distribution of the delays with respect tc the front
plane in the central system is _ = 8 ns for 492 showers
as the whole, To have a sufficiently reliable determinati-
on of the shower front plane, we selected the events in
which the maximum delays in the central system detectors
did not exceed 10 ns. (The r.m.s, error of the distribution
derived from the analysis of the showers with Ne _ 7.107
proves to be _ = 5 ns). At the above mentioned value of
the maximum delay ( 10 ns), _ of the distribution is 4 us
and the spreads of angles are _1.6 ° and _5.6 °•
This criterion was used to select 341 showers.
To obtain the distribution f(_) of the delays in
the times of particle arrival at the detector relative to
the shower front we examined the showers with Ne=(O.5-2)x
x107 and made allowanlce for the delays accompanied by the
respences of not more than m=5 Geiger counters (the value
m =5 corresponds in average tc the passage of a single par-
ticle through s scintillator). Analysis of the dependence
m _ 5 in the present statistics (see also /2/).
The distributions of the delays f(_ for three in-
tervals cf distances _aR2 from shower axis are given in
Fig. I. The negative delays in the distributions of the
particle arrival times are contingent on the errors in de-
terminlng the angles _ _ and, probably, on the mesons
moving ahead of EAS electrons at large Lorentz factors. 4
The distributions exhibit durable falls which extend at the
level cf several events up to the delays of m 2 mcs (at
R_= 300-600 m ) and cannot be accounted for by random par- •
ticles. The fraction of such events is _ 3% of all events.
From the fig. I it is seen that when moving away from
EAS axis the mean delay _ end the r.m.s, error _ increa-
se while the relative shower disc depth _/'_ does not va-
ry within the errors. The value of _ may be used to esti-
mate the shower curvature radius. At the mean distances
aSS HE 4.7-15
from the axis of 270 m, 350 m and 470 m, the curvature
radii are obtained to be ( in km) 1.43+0.06; 1.5+_0.07;
1.57+O.06, respectively.
It is seen that there is a tendency for increasing of
curvature radius with increasing the distance from shower
axis. The values obtained are much below the curvature ra-
dii when many particles traverse a detector ( see below).
The difference may be accounted for by the fact that the
high values of the curvature radii observed at high densi-
ties are determined by the fastest particles produced high
in the atmosphere which are probably muons /3/ or elect-
rons from the photons converted near the array. In case of
the passage of single particles through e detector the cur-
vsture radius characterizes the altitude where the major
bulk of the particles ere produced.
The dependence of the distribution /_ ou the sho-
wer age S was studied fo_ two intervals of distances from
EAS 8xis. With this purpose, the examined showers were
broken into two groups with S_1.45(S = 1.35) and S_1.45
= Thevaluesof & end arepresented
i_ the Table. From the Table it follows that im each of
the intervals of distances from EAS axis, as the shower
age increases, the mean delay of particle arrivals _ dec-
slightly, while the values of _ and _ ere
within the errors. The more statistics is required to oh-
" tein the final result on the dependence.,/_>_ on S.
15 showers with Ne >i 7xi0" ware selected for estime-
LJ'"l
' i. n+ | .
• "__. _--,._'_ "l.._L...,-_"-"--,__
I_oo o _oo _o ]oo _/oo. Sao 600 7'00 _oo _oo '_o_ v,_o,="_n,#' "
_ig. 1
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<:L4,s:/z_8__7 :f27-_5 o.86-v'o,_2V6_J_' .Y_V_8 o._5-_o.o6
mstiug the shower front curvature. The curvature redius was
calculated from the resdings of iudividual detectors BUd
was determined usiug the formula Rc= _2 _ ( C_)2 /2C_
(C is speed of light, R L is the detector-shower axis dis-
tance). One can obtain the distribution f(Re) for not so big
Rc, this is s consequence of errors in _ . Therefore,the
values of R c >10 km (which correspouds to _" =2_, _ =5 ns)
are excluded. Fig. 2 shows the resultant curvature radius
distributious for three intervals of distauces from shower
exis. From the values presented it follows that the mean
curvature radius of shower front does uot vary within the
errors st distances of 200-500 m from shower axis.
It should be noted that the distribution f(Rc)does not
arise because of different Rc for different EASo The distri-
bution exists also in individual showers. This result means
that there are big fluctuations in different altitude con-
tribution to the flux of shower-frc_t particles st s glven
distance from the axis°
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